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Foreword by Gerhard Oswald

It has been ten years since I wrote the first foreword for a book on SAP 
Solution Manager, and it gives me great pleasure now to be able to con-
tribute some thoughts to this new book on a new release.

New technologies change how consumers and business networks inter-
act profoundly—and this change happens at a growing pace. This affects 
business’ value chains, and we have to reassess our traditional 
approaches and decide if it is time to replace them with new business 
models. While I write these lines, thought-leading companies challenge 
their internal complexity in a move to Run Simple and promote digital 
business transformation initiatives to design and build customer-centric 
business models.

SAP S/4HANA, for instance, is an end-to-end, next-generation business 
suite that incorporates and delivers SAP innovation for success in the 
digital economy. With support for lines of business across dozens of 
industries, SAP S/4HANA helps you establish a digital core that connects 
people, devices, and business networks in real time. You can digitize 
your business processes and improve customer experience. Moreover, 
you can launch real-time insights to predict, simulate, and plan for busi-
ness outcomes.

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 provides unprecedented support for your 
digital transformation journey. SAP Solution Manager offers support for 
the complete lifecycle of SAP S/4HANA as well as SAP HANA. It pro-
vides a completely new way to model and manage business processes 
and comes with predefined SAP S/4HANA content. Because cloud offer-
ings are a reality in most customers’ solutions today, all capabilities of 
SAP Solution Manager 7.2 can be extended to integrate with cloud solu-
tions seamlessly, thus catering to the customer need to manage hybrid 
solutions. Last but not least, the customer-centric improvements result 
in a much-improved user experience in the new release. The outcome is 
the most user-friendly SAP Solution Manager incarnation, which offers 
15Personal Copy for Rik Vriens, rik.vriens@purple-it.com



Foreword by Gerhard Oswald
innovation in all areas and which supports customers to derive maxi-
mum value from existing as well as new SAP solutions during the com-
plete lifecycle.

On that note, I want to thank the authors for their commitment to writ-
ing this book even before the mass shipment of SAP Solution Manager 
7.2. I know it has been a challenge, but I trust that you, dear readers, 
will benefit from the information in the following pages and be able to 
take new approaches to your projects.

Gerhard Oswald 
Member of the Executive Board of SAP SE
16 © 2017 by Rheinwerk Publishing Inc., Boston (MA)
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Foreword by Geoffrey Scott

SAP Solution Manager (SolMan) is at the epicenter of all SAP implemen-
tations. Its importance is often understated, but its prominence is 
impossible to overlook. Over the course of my career, I have imple-
mented SAP countless times, and what I have come to understand is that 
a well-planned and smoothly operating SAP Solution Manager environ-
ment is an essential element of any successful SAP implementation.

Gordon Moore, the founder of Intel, said, “Change has never happened 
so fast, and will never be this slow again.” Now that we can view more 
and more of our world through Internet-enabled mobile devices that 
deliver instant answers and insights anywhere and at any time of day or 
night, enterprise applications will need to transform in order to embrace 
this great opportunity. This is why SAP S/4HANA holds great promise as 
a critical enabler of the modern, digitally transformed enterprise.

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 is the foundation of SAP S/4HANA and is an 
essential element in ensuring that your environment, whether that be 
on premise or in the cloud, is functioning at its peak effectiveness. The 
pages that follow contain critical insights that will help you harness the 
power and innovative capability of SAP S/4HANA. Whether you use 
SOLMAN for solution documentation, monitoring and alerting, IT ser-
vice management, test management, or change control management, 
this book will serve as an essential guide in your journey through the lat-
est features and benefits.

The Americas’ SAP Users Group (ASUG) is a tremendous resource for 
technology professionals looking to learn and grow in the SAP ecosys-
tem—whether through networking, training, chapter meetings, events, 
or engagement with our knowledgeable community advocates. ASUG 
views books such as this one as an indispensable component of your 
overall knowledge and expertise in SAP tools and technologies. With 
17Personal Copy for Rik Vriens, rik.vriens@purple-it.com
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this in mind, we encourage you to not only read on, but to also share 
your thoughts, ideas and practical experience with our engaged commu-
nity.

Geoffrey Scott 
CEO, Americas’ SAP Users Group
18 © 2017 by Rheinwerk Publishing Inc., Boston (MA)
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Introduction

Shortly after this book is published, a new release of SAP Solution Man-
ager will become available: SAP Solution Manager 7.2. During recent 
user-group meetings and SAP-driven events, SAP realized that there is a 
huge demand for insights into the new release. People are curious how 
the new release affects their solutions; some have heard about the new 
concept for solution documentation and wonder what steps they can 
take today to prepare for a smooth transition to SAP Solution Manager 
7.2. Others have learned that the platform supports SAP S/4HANA busi-
ness transformation projects and are interested in hearing more on this 
topic.

This is why we gathered a group of SAP Solution Manager experts to 
answer these questions. In this book, you will learn what you can start 
doing today to prepare for the upgrade to SAP Solution Manager 7.2. 
You will read about how the new Process Management option offers 
unprecedented possibilities for graphical business process modeling and 
about the benefits of the new extension approach with focused solutions 
for SAP Solution Manager. In short, this book covers the following:

Overview� Chapter 1 provides a brief overview of SAP Solution Manager 7.2 in 
general, touching upon topics such as the upgrade impact, content 
activation, and the usage rights for the new release.

� Chapter 2 focuses on SAP Solution Manager 7.2’s role in SAP S/4HANA 
projects, highlighting the pivotal building blocks that help you drive 
your digital transformation.

� After these introductory chapters, Chapter 3 explains the SAP S/4HANA 
implementation roadmap and its content.

� Chapter 4 details how you can calculate your distance to SAP S/4HANA 
value with SAP Solution Manager 7.2.
19Personal Copy for Rik Vriens, rik.vriens@purple-it.com



Introduction
� Once you start a transformation project, it is a good idea to take a look 
at the custom code footprint and reduce it wherever possible. Chapter 
5 describes how Custom Code Management works in SAP Solution 
Manager 7.2.

� Chapter 6 follows this train of thought and explains how you can use 
SAP Solution Manager 7.2 to reduce the data volume for SAP S/4HANA. 
Concepts such as data aging and the work center applications of the 
new release are also part of this chapter.

� The most profound change to the SAP Solution Manager architecture 
has been done in the area of Process Management which is described 
in detail in Chapter 7. Here, you learn what the solution as a concept 
entails, how you manage its lifecycle, and what the best practices for 
working with solutions are.

� Chapter 8 explains how to use the SAP Best Practices for SAP S/4HANA 
in SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

� Chapter 9 addresses Test Management in SAP Solution Manager and 
elaborates on how to create test cases, plan and execute tests, and 
manage defects. Reporting and analytics as well as a section on the 
Scope and Effort Analyzer round out this chapter.

� Functions and processes such as Transport Management, Quality Gate 
Management, and Change Request Management are explained in 
Chapter 10 on Change Control Management. Here, you will also learn 
about the new Release Management concept in SAP Solution Manager 
7.2.

� Chapter 11 explains focused solutions for SAP Solution Manager—a 
new extension approach for SAP Solution Manager 7.2. Focused solu-
tions for SAP Solution Manager deliver solutions for special needs, 
avoiding custom code and partner solutions. As an example, Focused 
Build—a ready-to-run and integrated tool-supported methodology to 
manage requirements and software development in large, agile proj-
ects—is described in detail.

� Chapter 12 focuses on SAP S/4HANA operations and explains what 
SAP Solution Manager 7.2 has to offer with regards to monitoring, 
root-cause analysis, and security.
20 © 2017 by Rheinwerk Publishing Inc., Boston (MA)



Introduction
� Chapter 13 outlines the use cases for IT Service Management in SAP 
Solution Manager 7.2 and introduces new functions, such as Service 
Catalog Management.

� SAP Solution Manager for the cloud is the topic of Chapter 14, in 
which you can learn how SAP Solution Manager supports the private 
cloud and public cloud and what the platform does to support the 
implementation of SAP S/4HANA, cloud editions.

� Chapter 15 presents the business process improvement suite of SAP 
Solution Manager 7.2. Here, tools and KPI content are discussed, and 
you can learn how business process improvement helps you to fully 
exploit SAP S/4HANA capabilities with SAP Solution Manager.

� Business Process Monitoring, Data Consistency Management, and Job 
Scheduling Management are well-known capabilities of SAP Solution 
Manager. In Chapter 16, you can read about the new features SAP 
Solution Manager 7.2 offers in these areas.

� On a more technical note, Chapter 17 describes the maintenance 
planner in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 Landscape Management. You 
will learn about the maintenance planner concept, the tools involved 
and their roles, and the maintenance planner’s prerequisites.

� How to drive the transition from SAP Solution Manager 7.1 to the 
new release 7.2 for optimum results is the topic of Chapter 18. How 
to prepare, what to take into account during the upgrade, and how to 
activate your content are some of the questions answered in this chap-
ter. You also will learn how to try out the content activation without 
any risks involved in the SAP Cloud Appliance Library.

� Continuing with this topic, Chapter 19 explains the SAP Cloud Appli-
ance Library in detail. The chapter discusses how you can have a 
ready-to-run system in the cloud within 30 minutes at very low cost. 
The focus of the chapter is on how to create your own SAP Solution 
Manager 7.2 instance in the SAP Cloud Appliance Library.

� Chapter 20 sheds some light on the role of SAP Solution Manager in 
premium engagements for SAP S/4HANA. With a focus on SAP Max-
Attention and SAP ActiveEmbedded, the chapter outlines features 
such as the innovation control center (ICC), the operations control 
center (OCC), and the mission control center (MCC).
21Personal Copy for Rik Vriens, rik.vriens@purple-it.com



Introduction
� Chapter 21 focuses on what usage rights for SAP Solution Manager 
apply to what support engagements.

� After discussing the role of SAP Solution Manager 7.2 in great detail in 
the SAP S/4HANA context in the earlier chapters, Chapter 22 explains 
the hardware requirements to run SAP Solution Manager on the SAP 
HANA database. We explain the upgrade and migration procedure as 
well as the training and information material available for SAP HANA.

� In Appendix A, you will find a glossary of the terms used. Appendix B 
contains information about the authors of this book. 

We designed this book so you can either read it cover-to-cover or refer 
to individual chapters as required. We hope it will give you new insights 
and a holistic understanding of the new release of SAP Solution Manager 
and will inspire new ideas about how you can benefit from SAP Solution 
Manager 7.2 in your enterprises.
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Chapter 1 

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 is the most complete lifecycle 
management solution for SAP and non-SAP products. It allows 
customers to continuously protect their investment, leverage 
innovation, and achieve value from their SAP solutions.

1 Overview of SAP Solution 
Manager 7.2

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 is a state-of-the-art management platform for 
SAP solutions, with a focus on SAP S/4HANA. The genesis of the new 
SAP Solution Manager release was guided by four factors:

� SAP S/4HANA and SAP HANA
SAP HANA has become the de facto standard for in-memory data-
bases. From an SAP Solution Manager perspective, this means that the
new SAP Solution Manager release needs to provide support for man-
aging SAP HANA during its complete lifecycle. In addition, customers
demanded that SAP Solution Manager itself needs to be made avail-
able on SAP HANA. Here, the expectation is that SAP HANA will
improve the performance of SAP Solution Manager.

� Process management
Based on customer feedback, SAP decided to completely overhaul the
implementation part of SAP Solution Manager. The goal of this
endeavor was to provide a comprehensive design and build environ-
ment that allows customers to efficiently implement SAP’s new ERP
flagship solution: SAP S/4HANA.

� Hybrid support
SAP customers either already are or soon will be reaping the benefits
of cloud-based solutions. For the SAP installed base, this means that
existing SAP Solution Manager customers need to include SAP busi-
ness cloud solutions in their on-premise solution landscapes. The
input that SAP customers provided to SAP was clear: The new SAP
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Solution Manager needed to incorporate SAP cloud offerings into all 
capabilities, thus allowing customers to simply extend a given SAP 
Solution Manager scenario seamlessly into the cloud. SAP cloud sup-
port is especially important for SAP S/4HANA, because many custom-
ers are expected to leverage the new ERP solution mostly in the cloud 
or together with cloud solutions.

� User interface 
SAP customers today are presented with various UI technologies. The 
input that user groups provided was twofold: On one hand, the expec-
tation was that SAP should reduce the set of UI technologies that are 
provided in SAP Solution Manager. On the other hand, customers 
expected that modern UI technologies that deliver simplicity and role-
based access to functionality should be provided as well. SAP 
responded by moving SAP Solution Manager 7.2 overall into a more 
graphical world—that is, by adding more attractive graphics and by 
providing more visually attractive interfaces.

The result is a user-friendly SAP Solution Manager that provides innova-
tion in all functional areas and supports customers so that they can 
derive maximum value from both existing and new SAP solutions 
during the complete product lifecycle.

In this chapter, we will give you an overview of the new release, the 
impact of upgrading to the new release, and SAP Solution Manager’s 
new process management capabilities. We will close out the chapter by 
discussing content activation and delivery, the new use interface, and 
your usage rights.

1.1 Release Overview

Release timeline With the advent of SAP Solution Manager 7.2, there are two releases 
now in the market in mainstream maintenance: SAP Solution Manager 
7.1 and 7.2. SAP Solution Manager 7.1 will be in mainstream mainte-
nance until the end of 2017, a deadline that cannot be extended for 
technical reasons. The release of SAP Solution Manager 7.2 is planned 
to exit ramp-up early in Q3 2016. This means that SAP customers have 
until the end of 2017 to upgrade to the new release if they need to stay 
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in mainstream maintenance. Figure 1.1 illustrates the maintenance 
intervals and the transition period.

Figure 1.1  Release Schedule

1.2 Upgrade Impact

SAP Solution Manager has become a mission-critical system for many 
customers. It therefore is important for customers to understand the 
impact of upgrading to SAP Solution Manager 7.2 on their current sys-
tem, implemented processes, technology, and users. Based on the feed-
back of ramp-up customers, the upgrade has a significant influence in 
four areas:

Solution 
documentation

� The upgrade to SAP Solution Manager 7.2 extends the functionality 
available in SAP Solution Manager. The main area impacted is solu-
tion documentation. Customers who have documented their busi-
ness processes in SAP Solution Manager during an implementation 
project or for testing purposes will need to carefully review the 
changes introduced by SAP Solution Manager 7.2 and take necessary 
actions to preserve their current documentation. For more informa-
tion, see Chapter 18. The new SAP Solution Manager release also 
delivers significant improvements in the areas of IT Service Manage-
ment (ITSM), Change Control Management, and Business Process 
Analytics.

� The upgrade to SAP Solution Manager 7.2 also has an impact on cur-
rent users of SAP Solution Manager. The well-known work centers, 
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for instance, were replaced with an SAP Fiori launchpad, which offers 
role-based access to all functional areas of SAP Solution Manager. On 
top of this, the launchpad allows users to tailor content according to 
their needs and to add other sources of information as well. Together 
with the user groups, SAP plans to significantly extend the number of 
SAP Fiori apps in SAP Solution Manager, especially for those users 
who have to execute a simple workflow or a single task. Please note 
that these apps are not available at the start of general availability.

Underlying 
technology

� The SAP Solution Manager upgrade also updates its underlying tech-
nology. The new 7.2 release is the first SAP Solution Manager version 
that also runs on SAP HANA, and SAP Solution Manager 7.2 is there-
fore available on any database and on SAP HANA. This may be very 
attractive to customers, because SAP decided to bundle the SAP HANA 
license for SAP Solution Manager with the maintenance contract; that 
is, all customers with a valid maintenance agreement are allowed to 
use SAP HANA for SAP Solution Manager without paying any license 
fees. For more information on licensing, see Chapter 21.

For existing customers, the transition to SAP HANA is a standard pro-
cedure; it follows all the guidelines that SAP developed for the transi-
tion of SAP systems to SAP HANA in general. In addition to availabil-
ity on SAP HANA, SAP also executes a stack split during the upgrade 
to SAP Solution Manager 7.2. This technology change occurs automat-
ically and therefore remains opaque to users and administrators.

� The upgrade to SAP Solution Manager 7.2 also extends the mainte-
nance interval. Customers on release 7.2 will receive maintenance at 
least until 2020; that is, SAP is committed to delivering packaged cor-
rections (notes and support packages) and technology updates (for 
new versions of databases or operating systems) until then.

Customer relation-
ship management 

capabilities

During the upgrade, SAP updates the technology for customer relation-
ship management (CRM)-based capabilities such as Service Desk and 
Change Request Management. Compared to the upgrade from 7.0 to 7.1, 
during which all CRM technology was exchanged, the change from 7.1 to 
7.2 is standard, because SAP moves to a higher CRM enhancement 
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package. This lowers the impact that the 7.2 upgrade has on users of 
CRM capabilities significantly. Customers confirmed this assessment 
during the ramp-up.

Note that in SAP Solution Manager 7.2, the Monitoring and Alerting 
Infrastructure (MAI) is mandatory for all operations use cases. If custom-
ers have not yet transitioned to MAI on their current SAP Solution Man-
ager 7.1 release, then the change needs to be executed during the 
upgrade. SAP therefore recommends that customers complete the tran-
sition to MAI well before the upgrade to 7.2.

1.3 Process Management

Based on customer input, SAP overhauled the complete solution imple-
mentation experience in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 to enable customers 
to implement SAP S/4HANA as efficiently as possible. SAP also extended 
the reach of SAP Solution Manager from the IT build and run teams to 
the teams that define a company’s target operating model. SAP Solution 
Manager thus also becomes the main working environment for business 
process experts, whose task is to describe their company’s business pro-
cesses. In order to attract these users to SAP Solution Manager, SAP 
invested heavily in graphical modeling capabilities for the new release. 
SAP Solution Manager 7.2 thus is intended to be used earlier in the proj-
ect and by less technical users than before.

Many customers use a business process portal to publish their processes 
internally. SAP has decided to support SAP PowerDesigner or third-
party tools for the display of business processes instead of providing an 
integrated portal. SAP plans to provide a solution for an integrated busi-
ness portal in the future.

Figure 1.2 illustrates the reach of SAP Solution Manager 7.2 in imple-
mentation projects; SAP Solution Manager 7.2 provides an integrated 
toolset that can be used from the design phase to the run phase.
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Figure 1.2  Process Management Capabilities
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users
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Figure 1.3  Text-Based Environment

Figure 1.4  Graphics-Based Environment
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In the text-based environment, the process hierarchies are depicted as 
vertical columns. Each column represents one level of the customer’s 
process hierarchy.

Both environments share the Attributes pane (on the right side of the 
screen) and the Assignment List (at the bottom of the screen). The 
Attributes pane contains technical information about the node, which 
is in focus in the work area. The Assignment List shows the documents 
or graphical elements assigned to this node. Both the panes and the list 
are easily hidden to allow users to enlarge the work area to fill the 
browser window.

Process hierarchy As the example in Figure 1.3 shows, SAP has eliminated the restriction 
of the process hierarchy to three levels. In SAP Solution Manager 7.2, 
customers are allowed to have as many levels as they want, fulfilling a 
core request of user groups. The well-known scenario, process, process
step taxonomy is still available in the new SAP Solution Manager release. 
Scenario, process, and process step are always the lowest three levels of 
a customer’s hierarchy; if customers want to have more than three lev-
els, they can create new levels on top of scenarios, processes, and pro-
cess steps. This aids those customers who have already built a process 
structure in SAP Solution Manager 7.1, because the three-level hierarchy 
still exists.

The graphical environment in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 allows custom-
ers to create process models, which follow the standardized Business 
Process Model and Notation (BPMN). This format is well-known and 
accepted among process experts, which makes it easy for customers to 
gain acceptance for SAP Solution Manager 7.2 within this user commu-
nity. If users want to publish process diagrams outside of SAP Solution 
Manager, then two options are available. First, SAP Solution Manager 
7.2 allows customers to download the process models in PDF or BPMN 
format. This offers process experts sufficient options to share the models 
with non-SAP Solution Manager users.

If customers have made a strategic decision to use outside modeling 
tools, however, they can still benefit from the new environment inside 
SAP Solution Manager: The new release offers an open, bidirectional 
interface to other providers of modeling tools. This interface provides 
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customers with the option to transition all existing models stored else-
where into SAP Solution Manager 7.2 as a starting point for all future 
modeling endeavors. Customers also have the option to continuously 
synchronize their outside models with SAP Solution Manager. As the 
interface specification is published, all providers of external modeling, 
learning, or testing tools that usually consume process documentation 
will have the option to integrate their own products with SAP Solution 
Manager 7.2.

ModelsThe graphical models in SAP Solution Manager are fully integrated into 
the user experience as well as in the data model. The artifacts describing 
the process models are stored in the SAP Solution Manager database just 
like any other data, which customers enter. This is good news for all cus-
tomers who traditionally have used other modeling environments in 
conjunction with SAP Solution Manager because they have suffered 
from data replication and synchronization errors. Because SAP Solution 
Manager 7.2 provides a full-blown, modern environment for all process 
modeling use cases, customers do not need to rely on external, third-
party modeling tools any longer. SAP Solution Manager 7.2 therefore 
removes all costs and technical hassles related to other modeling tools.

SAP Solution Manager allows customers to create different types of dia-
grams—for example, role-specific or flow-oriented. Customers thus are 
offered enough flexibility to develop graphical process models for all 
user groups involved in or affected by an implementation project. In the 
Run phase, the same graphical models are used as a basis for process 
monitoring. SAP Solution Manager 7.2 thus provides customers with a 
unique graphical view on business processes along with the complete 
solution lifecycle.

The new implementation environment in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 
introduces the concept of reusable libraries. All technical elements such 
as SAP transactions, configuration units, or interfaces that are used mul-
tiple times in a customer’s processes are organized in containers, from 
which they can be pulled into the process steps wherever needed. Cus-
tomer processes are also organized in a library that allows customers to 
reuse the process steps in their business processes as well. Note that 
libraries belong to systems: If a customer has two SAP ERP systems in 
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their landscape that are both managed with SAP Solution Manager 7.2, 
then there will be an executable library for each system. In our example, 
the customer would therefore have two executable libraries, two config-
uration unit libraries, and so on.

Both the technical elements and the process steps thus are re-usable 
units that can be assembled into end-to-end processes, which usually 
span several systems. In contrast to libraries, there is only one set of 
end-to-end processes available in SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

Figure 1.5 illustrates the relationships among the libraries and the end-
to-end (e2e) processes.

Figure 1.5  Process Areas and Libraries
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Solution Manager 7.2 allows customers without any solution documen-
tation to populate libraries based on system usage. These customers 
therefore immediately can use SAP Solution Manager in all scenarios 
that require solution documentation, such as testing. If customers lack 
end-to-end processes, SAP offers services to support the creation of 
these processes in SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

For a detailed description of how to work with the new environment, 
see Chapter 7.

1.4 Content Activation

The significant enhancements that SAP Solution Manager delivers for 
solution documentation have an impact on 7.1 customers with existing 
process models and solution documentation. During the upgrade, SAP 
Solution Manager 7.2 takes existing content and organizes it according 
to a new solution documentation paradigm. SAP calls this special 
upgrade procedure activation.

Because the upgrade from SAP Solution Manager 7.1 to 7.2 is a standard 
SAP upgrade, all customer-specific solution documentation is preserved. 
All solution documentation is, however, available in a read-only mode. 
Customers who want to continue to use their solution documentation or 
parts of it need to activate their content on SAP Solution Manager 7.2. 
The activation procedure is a mandatory step during the upgrade. 
Because activation only occurs once, customers are advised to prepare 
this step well in advance in order to make sure that they transfer those 
parts of their solution documentation they will need in the future into 
an active mode. Selecting too much or too little documentation will lead 
to costly post-activation solution documentation clean-up activities.

User groupsTogether with the German user group, DSAG, and the American user 
group, ASUG, SAP prepared best practices and tools that will support 
customers as they prepare for activation. The advantage of these 
assets is that they all are available in the current SAP Solution Man-
ager 7.1 release, which allows customers to make all important deci-
sions about content activation well before the upgrade weekend. SAP 
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strongly recommends leveraging these assets in order to be prepared 
for the upgrade.

The activation assets include the following:

� A report that lists all projects and solutions available in SAP Solution 
Manager and shows vital indicators such as last change date, number 
of processes, and so on, which will help customers decide what to 
activate.

� A set of best practices that outlines how customers can optimize their 
solution documentation today in order to be prepared. These best 
practices list dos and don’ts that customers can apply immediately in 
their ongoing implementation projects.

� A guided procedure that allows customers to make major decisions, 
such as the selection of projects to be activated and the target land-
scape definition, well before the upgrade weekend.

For a detailed description of how to prepare and execute activation, see 
Chapter 18.

1.5 New User Interface

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 also provides significant user interface 
enhancements. As a guiding principle for all UI-related development 
work, the SAP Solution Manager team decided to follow a business suite 
UI strategy. This decision influences customers in several ways:

� SAP decided to gradually remove all UIs that use SAP GUI technology. 
These interfaces were mostly used in the implementation part of SAP 
Solution Manager. Because the new process management environ-
ment has totally changed, all “old” implementation screens were 
removed.

SAPUI5 � SAP decided to reduce the number of technologies used for interface 
design. Therefore, all Adobe Flash–based UIs used in the Run SAP 
applications and the existing SAP Solution Manager dashboards were 
migrated to SAPUI5.
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� The decision to use SAPUI5 interface technology also has an impact on 
those SAP Solution Manager mobile apps designed using native 
mobile technologies like iOS or Android. These mobile apps are no 
longer needed for SAP Solution Manager 7.2 because the new SAP 
HTML5 approach allows rendering on any device.

� SAP decided to use the SAP Fiori paradigm, which has successfully 
simplified user interaction in SAP S/4HANA. SAP has started to use 
SAP Fiori for the entry screens in SAP Solution Manager 7.2. The well-
known work centers, which grouped the various capabilities into 
individual tabs, were replaced by the SAP Fiori launchpad for SAP 
Solution Manager, which provides a tremendous user experience and 
a central access point for both experts and casual or business users. 
SAP Fiori technology allows users to personalize and extend screens 
easily. Users can tailor the entry screen to their needs and include 
access to other applications or websites. Figure 1.6 shows an example 
of an individualized SAP Solution Manager 7.2 launchpad.

Figure 1.6  SAP Solution Manager 7.2 Launchpad

SAP also is committed to use the SAP Fiori pattern in other areas of SAP 
Solution Manager 7.2. SAP has already kicked off an initiative with user 
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groups to identify areas in which SAP Fiori will bring the most benefit to 
users. Once this task is completed, SAP is committed to implementing 
these findings and shipping the results in SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

1.6 Content Delivery

SAP has always provided content for customers along with SAP Solution 
Manager. In the new release, SAP has streamlined the delivery of con-
tent and aligned the content strategy of SAP Solution Manager with the 
overall company strategy. Instead of delivering content as an add-on 
that customers need to pull from the Service Marketplace and that 
becomes outdated in a customer’s SAP Solution Manager soon, SAP now 
provides content on demand through the cloud. Customers who need 
implementation content—for instance, to start configuring their SAP 
business software—can now pull all content assets that are available 
when they need such assets. The cloud therefore guarantees that cus-
tomers always get the most up-to-date content SAP can provide.

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 continues to deliver implementation content 
for SAP products. This content is the SAP Best Practices content that is 
aligned with the generic SAP Activate implementation methodology. 
SAP also provides additional implementation content in SAP Solution 
Manager 7.2, currently through the next generation of SAP MaxAtten-
tion engagements. SAP also is offering partners the opportunity to 
develop and deploy partner-specific content through SAP Solution Man-
ager 7.2.

1.7 Usage Rights

SAP Enterprise 
Support and SAP 

Standard Support

SAP Solution Manager is bound to SAP support contracts; that is, SAP 
grants usage rights for SAP Solution Manager through the maintenance 
agreement. SAP Enterprise Support customers are allowed to use the full 
functional scope of SAP Solution Manager; SAP Standard Support cus-
tomers are allowed to use only the functional baseline, which is defined 
as full scope minus all functions on the exclusion list.
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SAP recently decided to grant usage rights not only to SAP Solution 
Manager but also to SAP HANA as a database for SAP Solution Manager. 
Customers with a valid support contract are therefore entitled to use 
SAP HANA as a database for SAP Solution Manager without additional 
licensing. This option is attractive to many customers because it allows 
them to benefit from performance improvements that SAP HANA pro-
vides for SAP Solution Manager and to enter into the world of in-mem-
ory computing immediately and easily.

For more information about usage rights and user licensing in general, see 
Chapter 21, and for more information about SAP HANA, see Chapter 2.

1.8 Summary

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 is a functionally rich release that encompasses 
the directional input provided by the SAP user groups world-wide. In 
general, SAP recommends that customers move quickly to the new 
release. This holds especially true for customers who have a transition 
plan to SAP S/4HANA or who need newly available business process 
management capabilities for their SAP implementation projects.
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Chapter 2 

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 is perfect for implementing and oper-
ating SAP S/4HANA. In this chapter, we present an overview of 
the SAP Solution Manager 7.2 offerings for SAP S/4HANA cus-
tomers.

2 SAP Solution Manager 7.2 for 
SAP S/4HANA

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 was explicitly designed to best support SAP 
S/4HANA; as a customer, you receive tools, content, best practices, and 
methodologies via SAP Solution Manager for your transition to SAP 
S/4HANA. This support is independent of the transition scenario you 
chose: a new SAP S/4HANA implementation, a system conversion, or a 
landscape transformation.

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 delivers support during the complete value 
lifecycle of SAP S/4HANA. Figure 2.1 summarizes the main deliverables 
of SAP Solution Manager 7.2 for SAP S/4HANA.

Figure 2.1  SAP Solution Manager 7.2—Made for Your Lifelong SAP S/4HANA Success
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In this chapter, we will give you an overview of what SAP Solution Man-
ager 7.2 can do for SAP S/4HANA, from readiness checks and custom 
code management, to testing, deployment, and integration support.

2.1 Readiness Check and Planning Service

Existing customers who want to use SAP S/4HANA may find themselves 
asking the following questions. How long will my journey to value be? 
What are the prerequisites for SAP S/4HANA? This information is 
important for the transition business case, to plan when the SAP S/4HANA 
journey is feasible and how to prepare for it. SAP supports existing cus-
tomers with a readiness check and a planning service.

The readiness check helps you as a customer to, for example, discover 
problems that will stop your SAP S/4HANA journey, such as add-ons 
that you may have installed in your existing SAP solution but that are 
not compatible with the SAP S/4HANA solution. SAP Solution Manager 
also checks the system and landscape requirements for a successful 
SAPS/4HANA transition. Because SAP S/4HANA significantly simplifies 
the storage of business data in comparison to your existing solutions, it 
is necessary to check before a transition project whether you created 
your own custom code programs or reports that access data structures, 
which will be no longer available in SAP S/4HANA. The readiness check 
also gives you an overview of all your custom code that needs to be 
adapted to SAP S/4HANA before the transition.

The readiness check provides a solid and comprehensive technical over-
view inside SAP Solution Manager 7.2 of all steps you have to take to 
transition successfully to SAP S/4HANA. Because this technical analysis 
is not immediately actionable for many customers, SAP has decided to 
bundle the readiness check with an individual planning service. This ser-
vice allows customers to invoke SAP expertise to translate the readiness 
check results correctly and sequence them optimally into a set of indi-
vidual measures, steps, and services required for successful transition.

The readiness check and the planning service are currently available 
only for customers with premium support engagements. SAP plans to 
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standardize and generalize the readiness check in the future so that it 
becomes a self-service that can be consumed by SAP Enterprise Sup-
port customers. For a complete overview of the readiness check, see 
Chapter 4.

2.2 Custom Code Management

Many customers have developed custom code in their existing SAP 
solutions over the years, usually because they needed to use capabilities 
that did not exist in their SAP releases at the time and that were 
required for a successful SAP implementation. SAP recommends the 
use of as little custom code as possible; it delays upgrades and increases 
maintenance efforts. For the transition to SAP S/4HANA, custom code 
needs to be examined in detail; SAP has changed data structures and 
business processes in SAP S/4HANA, and these changes may prevent 
custom code programs from running correctly on SAP S/4HANA. To aid 
with this issue, SAP Solution Manager 7.2 delivers Custom Code
Management, which helps you as a customer to tackle all potential prob-
lems caused by custom code before the transition to SAP S/4HANA in 
an efficient manner.

ToolsCustom Code Management provides you with various tools, best prac-
tices, and a methodology to manage custom code. SAP’s analyses of many 
customer systems have revealed that more than 50 percent of customers’ 
custom code is obsolete because it is never executed or its related business 
requirement changed. Of the remaining custom code objects, SAP 
detected a high number of custom programs that were cloned and then 
only minimally enhanced. Custom Code Management in SAP Solution 
Manager helps you to tackle these two and other types of obsolete custom 
code. SAP Solution Manager first gathers information about custom code 
automatically from all connected managed systems into a central reposi-
tory. Then, in the Decommissioning Cockpit, you can easily identify and 
remove unused custom code. The quality cockpit allows you to evaluate 
your custom code in the SAP S/4HANA context.
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Custom Code Management tools are available to all customers with SAP 
Enterprise Support or premium engagements. A complete overview of 
Custom Code Management can be found in Chapter 5.

2.3 Roadmaps

One of the guiding principles for SAP is to develop new products in such 
a way that it is relatively easy to manage them for existing customers 
with their current experience. That is why implementing and operating 
SAP HANA and SAP S/4HANA is supported by well-known functions in 
SAP Solution Manager.

However, the new products differ from the existing ones in certain 
ways, so some additional skill sets are required. It is important for SAP 
not only to deliver new products, but also to ease the required knowl-
edge transfer. This process is addressed by roadmaps that are part of the 
deployment best practices provided by SAP.

The roadmaps provide an introduction to the architecture of the new 
products. They explain how customers can move from their existing set-
ups to the new solutions, including by using generic methodologies pro-
vided by SAP Activate or product-specific methodologies, such as those 
in the SAP S/4HANA roadmap. Customers also gain access to best prac-
tices experience for how to operate SAP HANA–based solutions.

Knowledge articles Roadmaps are available via the roadmap viewer provided in SAP Solu-
tion Manager 7.2, a tool that enables training on the job. Customers can 
access required knowledge articles directly from the tool they are cur-
rently working in; this kind of knowledge transfer is much more effi-
cient than traditional training classes.

Expert guidance In addition to this basic knowledge, expert guidance is offered in the 
form of meet-the-expert and expert-guided implementation sessions. 
These sessions can be booked through SAP Enterprise Support Acad-
emy, which is accessible for customers with SAP Enterprise Support.

For more information about the roadmaps, see Chapter 3.
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2.4 Process Modeling and SAP Activate

Implementation 
content and tools

SAP supports the adoption of SAP S/4HANA with implementation con-
tent delivered through SAP Activate and tools in SAP Solution Manager. 
The implementation content comprises SAP Best Practices processes, 
with their proven process diagrams, configuration documents, and set-
tings. Across the different SAP S/4HANA editions, SAP delivers about 
two hundred processes and 250 diagrams (as of January 2016) and 
intends to increase this content with each shipment of SAP S/4HANA.

SAP delivers an overall implementation experience for SAP S/4HANA 
for greenfield customers. Both SAP S/4HANA and SAP Solution Man-
ager 7.2 are available as trial systems in the SAP cloud, where the best 
practices content provided by SAP Activate is used. This provides cus-
tomers with the opportunity to evaluate this content in both the SAP 
S/4HANA system and SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

All the process diagram content was designed with the embedded mod-
eling environment of SAP Solution Manager 7.2. This means that as a 
SAP S/4HANA customer, you can adapt the preconfigured processes 
with SAP Solution Manager 7.2 to meet your requirements.

SAP Cloud Appli-
ance Library

The seamless integration of the SAP Best Practices and SAP Solution 
Manager 7.2 in combination cloud integration gives you a unique 
implementation experience for the different SAP S/4HANA deploy-
ment scenarios. First, analyze the implementation content that SAP 
provides. Then, if you want to start a project, you can use SAP Solution 
Manager 7.2 in the SAP Cloud Appliance Library. This approach is 
especially attractive for customers who already use SAP Solution Man-
ager 7.1, because they can parallelize the upgrade of their existing 
installation with their delta scoping activities for SAP S/4HANA, which 
require release 7.2. Once the cloud-based delta is scoped, the results 
can be transferred easily from the cloud into the on-premises SAP Solu-
tion Manager 7.2. Then, customers can start the build phase of their 
SAP S/4HANA implementation projects.

For a complete overview of the SAP S/4HANA implementation experi-
ence provided by SAP Activate and SAP Solution Manager 7.2, see Chap-
ter 8.
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2.5 Managing Requirements from Collection to 
Realization

Some customers have software requirements that go beyond the inno-
vation that SAP S/4HANA already delivers, but for which SAP HANA 
provides the perfect innovation platform. Customers who are in such a 
situation usually choose a SAP MaxAttention engagement, which was 
designed by SAP especially to support customers with special innova-
tion needs.

Focused solutions 
for SAP Solution 

Manager

Experience shows that a major success factor for projects with a high 
level of innovation is the successful management of requirements from 
collection until deployment. SAP addresses this topic with a new offer-
ing in SAP Solution Manager: Focused Build for SAP Solution Manager. 
This offering provides a ready-to-run, integrated, tool-supported meth-
odology to manage requirements and software development in large, 
agile innovation projects. With Focused Build, you organize the collec-
tion of requirements from the business and manage these requirements 
successfully and transparently until you decide whether they will be 
developed or not. Once a positive development decision has been made, 
the Focused Build approach provides unprecedented insights into the 
status of each requirement and the realization rate. The project manage-
ment office (PMO) can be easily and quickly informed about the overall 
status of the innovation project without manual effort, because the solu-
tion automatically assembles all relevant progress information in an 
easy-to-understand solution-readiness dashboard. Moreover, Focused 
Build also supports agile development methods because it allows for 
organizing the required development work into sprints and waves.

The focused solutions for SAP Solution Manager are a new SAP offering 
on top of SAP Solution Manager, and go beyond what SAP provides as 
part of the maintenance contract. Customers who want to benefit from 
this offering need to license it separately.

You can find a comprehensive overview of the benefits of Focused Build 
for SAP Solution Manager, one of the aforementioned focused solutions, 
and its licensing conditions in Chapter 11.
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2.6 Testing and Deployment

Complete testing 
tools

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 delivers a full-blown testing environment, 
which is perfect for the implementation and operation of SAP S/4HANA. 
SAP Solution Manager 7.2 allows you as a customer to test business pro-
cesses for both the on-premise and cloud SAP S/4HANA editions. SAP 
Solution Manager 7.2 also enables you to test hybrid scenarios that inte-
grate the on-premise solution with cloud services.

Integration into 
Change Control 
Management

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 also perfectly integrates SAP S/4HANA into 
Change Control Management so that you can track all changes for both 
SAP S/4HANA and SAP Business Suite. SAP Solution Manager 7.2 also 
delivers automated documentation update for changes. When changes 
are deployed from the quality assurance environment to the production 
environment, SAP Solution Manager 7.2 ensures that all documentation 
describing the changes is updated in the production branch along with 
the technical deployment. All items that were replaced are versioned 
and therefore are still available if required.

Release Manage-
ment

With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, SAP also provides full-blown Release 
Management. Customers who run multiple SAP S/4HANA projects in 
parallel can now easily move project deployments that did not meet the 
planned deadline or did not pass all quality criteria into a later release. 
SAP Solution Manager 7.2 manages all potential conflicts that may arise 
through such a shift, either automatically if possible or by prompting 
administrators for action.

For a complete overview of testing and deployment in SAP Solution 
Manager 7.2, see Chapter 9 and Chapter 10.

2.7 Support Integration

Many customers liked the integration of support capabilities into SAP 
applications. Users could open a support ticket in the SAP Solution Man-
ager Service Desk directly from the application screen where an issue 
occurred. This feature provided better support integration with the 
customer’s support personnel as well as with end users, because SAP 
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Solution Manager automatically logged the technical system context at 
the moment of ticket creation. This information often allowed support 
personnel to locate the root cause of the problem faster, which in turn 
resulted in higher end user satisfaction with support.

Support for 
SAP Fiori

The availability of this feature depends on the SAP UI. For SAP S/4HANA 
customers, SAP also provides the support integration feature for SAP 
Fiori applications with SAP Solution Manager 7.2, so SAP customers 
who use the SAP Solution Manager IT Service Management (ITSM) now 
also have this support option.

SAP Jam 
integration

In addition to support integration for SAP Fiori, SAP has also invested in 
additional Incident Management capabilities that support the imple-
mentation and operations of SAP S/4HANA. SAP Jam integration, for 
instance, makes it easier for a customer’s support personnel to solve 
issues collaboratively. This may prove especially helpful if the imple-
mentation of SAP S/4HANA is the support organization’s first contact 
with SAP’s in-memory technology, because it is easy for a message pro-
cessor to call upon other experts in the organization.

The new checklists, which can be attached to support messages in SAP 
Solution Manager 7.2, allow support to have a standardized and guided 
process to fulfill IT services in an optimal way. New dispatching func-
tionalities based on predefined rules allow an efficient ticket flow 
between the support teams. These features help to reduce message ping-
pong between end users and support staff significantly, which contrib-
utes to speedy and successful problem solving.

For a complete overview of the Incident Management capabilities in 
SAP Solution Manager 7.2, see Chapter 13.

2.8 Monitoring, Root Cause Analysis, and 
Regular Operational Tasks

Business users always expect to have a stable and well-performing busi-
ness environment, and this is true as well for SAP S/4HANA. SAP S/4HANA 
combines multiple technology stacks: the SAP Fiori UI layer, the ABAP 
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application layer, and the SAP HANA platform layer. SAP Solution Man-
ager 7.2 provides a holistic view across all of these layers; it is fully 
equipped with all operations tools required and therefore provides the 
single point of truth for all SAP S/4HANA technologies. This makes it 
especially easy for existing users of SAP Solution Manager to incorpo-
rate their new SAP S/4HANA system into their existing and proven 
operations concept.

SAP invested in fully integrating SAP HANA into the monitoring and 
alerting framework of SAP Solution Manager 7.2. All alerts that the SAP 
S/4HANA system raises are available in the SAP Solution Manager 7.2 
unified inbox, which thus becomes the central working environment for 
system administrators. All issue-resolution tools that SAP provides are 
fully integrated into the inbox; administrators are not only informed 
about existing or potential issues, but also can launch the appropriate 
resolution tools.

Guided proceduresSAP Solution Manager 7.2 both helps to identify potential and existing 
issues and suggests how to solve them. If SAP HANA raises an alert, for 
instance, then SAP Solution Manager will, at the same time, suggest 
one or more guided procedures that administrators can use to solve 
the issue. This assistance is especially beneficial to support organiza-
tions that are in an SAP S/4HANA Early Adopter Care phase. The 
guided procedures can be scheduled and assigned to organizational 
teams to execute, and the local customer support organization can 
adapt them via the SAP Solution Manager 7.2 guided procedure 
authoring environment if required. Typical and regular operation tasks 
are supported with standardized, preconfigured guided procedures.

Monitoring of 
failover scenarios

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 also provides support for SAP S/4HANA cus-
tomers who need to run their systems in high-availability mode. In this 
scenario, a second SAP S/4HANA shadow system runs in parallel with 
the main system. SAP Solution Manager allows customers to monitor 
this shadow system to make sure that it performs well in a fail-over sce-
nario.

For a complete overview of the monitoring capabilities in SAP Solution 
Manager 7.2, see Chapter 16.
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2.9 Hybrid SAP S/4HANA Scenarios

Many customers plan to operate their SAP S/4HANA solution in combi-
nation with SAP public cloud offerings, like SAP SuccessFactors or SAP 
Ariba. SAP invested heavily to include management functions for the 
SAP public cloud in SAP Solution Manager 7.2. The major use cases that 
SAP Solution Manager 7.2 delivers for SAP on-premise products are also 
available for the cloud. This makes it extremely easy for customers who 
are using SAP Solution Manager 7.1 already to extend its use to hybrid 
landscapes.

As a customer, you can easily integrate the SAP public cloud and SAP 
Solution Manager with a guided procedure that SAP delivers with SAP 
Solution Manager 7.2. All capabilities are technically available as soon as 
the cloud service is registered in SAP Solution Manager. Note that for 
some SAP Solution Manager scenarios additional configuration activities 
may be required.

If you plan to consume SAP S/4HANA in the cloud, SAP Solution Man-
ager 7.2 delivers availability and performance monitoring. Further oper-
ations use cases are planned.

For a complete overview of the hybrid support capabilities in SAP Solu-
tion Manager 7.2 for SAP S/4HANA, see Chapter 19.

2.10 Delivery Platform for SAP S/4HANA 
Engagements

SAP offers four engagements to support customers who want to imple-
ment SAP S/4HANA, ordered according to the engagement level that a 
customer wants—from a standard engagement level to a highly cus-
tomer-specific SAP MaxAttention engagement. Each engagement con-
tains all deliverables of all lower-level engagements; that is, for example, 
SAP MaxAttention includes the services of all three lower-level engage-
ments. The engagements are as follows:
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� SAP ActiveEmbedded for planning and safeguarding  
of SAP S/4HANA 
In this engagement, SAP develops an innovation roadmap and an 
implementation strategy with the customer and delivers the readiness 
check and the planning workshop. During the project, SAP delivers 
technical safeguarding services to minimize risks and ensure a suc-
cessful go-live.

� SAP ActiveEmbedded for technical implementation  
of SAP S/4HANA  
In this engagement, SAP also performs technical implementation ser-
vices. In case of a system conversion, SAP migrates the existing cus-
tomer database to SAP HANA. If the customer chooses to implement 
SAP S/4HANA from scratch, SAP will perform the technical installa-
tion. Customers who go through a landscape transformation are also 
supported, depending on their specific transformation scenario.

� SAP ActiveEmbedded for functional implementation  
of SAP S/4HANA 
In this engagement, SAP adds the implementation of preconfigured 
SAP Best Practices processes provided by SAP Activate and configures 
SAP Fiori UIs for SAP S/4HANA business scenarios.

� SAP MaxAttention for innovation with SAP S/4HANA 
In this engagement, SAP coengineers customer-specific solutions on 
top of SAP S/4HANA. The goal of SAP MaxAttention for SAP S/4HANA 
is to realize unique business models by helping customers transform 
their companies.

All engagements are delivered with SAP Solution Manager 7.2, which 
provides all tools, content, and methodologies required by the onsite 
delivery teams and a connection to SAP’s mission control center, which 
orchestrates all services and provides all necessary expertise from the 
worldwide network of SAP internal experts. Figure 2.2 illustrates the 
delivery of SAP S/4HANA service packages.
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Figure 2.2  SAP Solution Manager as Delivery Infrastructure for SAP S/4HANA

SAP Solution Manager is the delivery infrastructure for SAP S/4HANA. 
Once a customer has signed up for Premium Engagements service, SAP 
Solution Manager 7.2 performs the following activities:

� Downloads a project plan from SAP Cloud, which is adapted to the 
customers’ needs during the planning workshop

� Orchestrates the service delivery

� Synchronizes Q-Gates with SAP’s back office

In the prepare/explore phase, SAP Solution Manager 7.2 does the fol-
lowing:

� Imports business processes from the SAP Cloud for build and design

� Manages delta scoping using a live SAP S/4HANA trial system with 
fully activated configuration

� Manages customers’ business requirements from collection to deci-
sion

In the realize/deploy phase, SAP Solution Manager 7.2 does the fol-
lowing:

� Slices requirements into work packages and assigns them to waves

� Hands over work packages to agile build teams who develop in sprints

� Reports the build progress automatically.
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For a complete overview of the SAP S/4HANA Premium Engagements 
services delivered by SAP Solution Manager 7.2, see Chapter 20.

2.11 SAP Solution Manager 7.2 on SAP HANA

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 is the first release that leverages the SAP 
HANA database, so you now can choose to use a standard database man-
agement system, as in previous releases of SAP Solution Manager, or 
you can deploy SAP Solution Manager on SAP HANA. For existing SAP 
Solution Manager customers, SAP offers a one-step migration during the 
upgrade; that is, customers can combine their upgrade to version 7.2 
with an SAP HANA migration.

BenefitsUsing SAP HANA is attractive for many customers, for various reasons:

� Performance 
Especially for extensively used and large SAP Solution Manager sys-
tems, the main memory processing of SAP HANA results in an essential 
performance increase. SAP HANA integrated text search functionality is 
dramatically faster than former functionality in SAP Solution Manager 
7.1. This raises very new opportunities to work with documents, ser-
vice reports, or searching in ITSM tickets, for example.

� Licensing 
SAP includes SAP HANA for SAP Solution Manager in the mainte-
nance contract, so SAP HANA for SAP Solution Manager does not 
need to be licensed separately. For more details, see Chapter 21.

� SAP HANA only 
Many customers have decided to use SAP HANA as the sole platform 
in their enterprise. For these customers, SAP HANA under SAP Solu-
tion Manager 7.2 is the perfect lifecycle management platform.

� First SAP HANA experience 
Customers with an SAP HANA strategy sometimes are looking for a 
system in which their technical teams can gain experience. SAP Solu-
tion Manager on SAP HANA is well-suited to this task, because for 
some customers it is a management system with limited impact on the 
customer’s business.
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Experience shows that customers welcome the availability of SAP Solu-
tion Manager 7.2 on SAP HANA. During the Early Adopter Care phase, 
more than 80% of all participating customers selected SAP Solution 
Manager on SAP HANA.

For a complete overview of SAP Solution Manager 7.2 on SAP HANA, 
see Chapter 22.

2.12 Business Process Improvement

Focus on 
data quality

SAP HANA provides many advantages to both existing and new SAP cus-
tomers. For existing customers, the ability to fully preserve existing 
business data during the transition to SAP HANA is important, because 
it saves them the extra effort of migrating data between systems. If you 
take a look at the transition from a business perspective, however, the 
transition cannot address business data quality issues, so old, unpro-
cessed documents in the legacy SAP system remain old, unprocessed 
documents in the new SAP S/4HANA system. SAP Solution Manager 7.2 
business process improvement addresses this data quality issue for core 
SAP S/4HANA benefit cases like soft close or material requirements 
planning. For example, with SAP Solution Manager 7.2, customers can 
close unprocessed documents so that they can be archived. This makes 
material requirements planning results more accurate and accelerates 
period-end closing.

The business process improvement capabilities in SAP Solution Manager 
7.2 are available for both SAP Business Suite and SAP S/4HANA. SAP 
recommends that customers launch projects to improve business data 
quality before the transition to SAP S/4HANA. SAP Solution Manager 
Business Improvement is thus a perfect example of how SAP Solution 
Manager helps you prepare for your successful SAP S/4HANA start.

Business process improvement capabilities are restricted to SAP Enter-
prise Support. For a complete overview of business process improvement 
capabilities delivered by SAP Solution Manager 7.2, see Chapter 16.
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2.13 Summary

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 is the perfect value companion for SAP 
S/4HANA because it supports customers in all phases of the life cycle. 
SAP therefore strongly recommends that you use SAP Solution Manager 
7.2 during your transition to SAP S/4HANA, and beyond.
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Chapter 3 

New solutions offer new possibilities and values, but additional 
skills might be required to leverage these benefits. SAP Solution 
Manager provides the required knowledge transfer and guides 
you through the SAP S/4HANA implementation project.

3 SAP S/4HANA Implementation 
Roadmap

When customers want to implement SAP S/4HANA, they have to plan 
how to proceed. SAP HANA, the foundation of SAP S/4HANA, is an in-
memory database and has some fundamental differences from tradi-
tional databases that are used with existing ERP systems. Therefore, SAP 
S/4HANA implementation projects have a slightly different implementa-
tion approach. How can you best manage the transfer of your business 
to SAP S/4HANA? This chapter will lead you through the different 
approaches you may take and demonstrate project plans and project 
management functionality.

3.1 Transition Approach

Transition 
approach

In general, there are three different transition approaches you can select 
from on your path from your current landscape to SAP S/4HANA. You 
have to decide at the beginning of your project which one to choose:

� System conversion 
If you plan to move directly from your existing SAP ERP system to 
SAP S/4HANA, this approach ensures that your business data and 
most of the configuration transitions over. Changes to the configura-
tion and custom code may be required for those business processes 
that have been optimized in SAP S/4HANA.
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� New implementation 
This approach starts with a newly installed SAP S/4HANA system 
without any business data and configuration. This is a viable option if 
you don’t have an existing SAP Business Suite installation. For a new 
implementation, you can use preconfigured best practices processes 
to configure the business processes. After activating them, the SAP 
Best Practices processes can be adapted if required. Even if you have 
an existing SAP Business Suite installation, this approach might be 
valuable for you. It offers the opportunity to make major business 
process changes and get rid of expensive system modifications as part 
of your SAP S/4HANA implementation: You will start from scratch 
with a blank SAP S/4HANA system.

� Landscape transformation 
This approach performs major changes to your system landscape—for 
example, consolidating multiple SAP Business Suite systems into one 
large SAP S/4HANA system, or moving only parts of your SAP Busi-
ness Suite into SAP S/4HANA, such as financials. In this case, the SAP 
S/4HANA implementation includes a system merge or split off.

3.2 Roadmaps and Project Plans

Implementation 
roadmap

Implementation roadmaps in SAP Solution Manager describe imple-
mentation methodologies for projects. They cover the most important 
aspects and phases of SAP implementations and provide a project meth-
odology.

One of the available roadmaps covers the implementation of SAP S/4HANA. 
Based on the experience of multiple SAP S/4HANA projects delivered by 
the Global Service & Support organization, this roadmap provides a best 
practices project plan. It describes the recommended phases, delivera-
bles, and tasks. The plan guides you through the entire SAP S/4HANA 
implementation project, covering six phases:

� In advise and plan, you evaluate the benefits that SAP S/4HANA can 
bring to your business. The business case is set up and approved so 
that you can kick off the real project.
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� The project is initiated in the prepare phase. A high-level plan is cre-
ated and the project is kicked off.

� In the explore phase, detailed technical and functional planning takes 
place.

� In the realize phase, you take the plans out of the Explore phase by 
configuring your business processes on SAP S/4HANA.

� The deploy phase takes care of the setup of the production system and 
organizational readiness.

� After successful completion of the project, you will be in the run
phase, in which you operate SAP S/4HANA productively.

In addition to a best practices project plan, the implementation roadmap 
provides accelerators for the individual phases, deliverables, and tasks. 
These are documents and form templates that explain how to execute 
the corresponding actions for each phase.

Roadmap viewerIn earlier releases of SAP Solution Manager, users accessed roadmaps 
directly in SAP Solution Manager and had to update a software compo-
nent to access the latest versions. This has changed in SAP Solution 
Manager 7.2; roadmap content now is available as a cloud service. The 
roadmap viewer in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 (Figure 3.1) calls a service 
to display the content in the browser, which ensures that users see 
always the latest content.

The project plan is visible in the SAP Solution Manager 7.2 roadmap 
viewer, but it is a read-only version, which is not sufficient for project 
management. A project manager needs to maintain the project status 
and undertake the corresponding reporting. It might be necessary to 
adapt the project plan and the project-related notes, and documents 
such as the project charter and meeting minutes may need to be 
attached to tasks and deliverables. Therefore, it is necessary to enable 
the project manager to change the project plan.
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Figure 3.1  SAP S/4HANA Roadmap in Roadmap Viewer

Import project 
plan template

Changing the project plan is possible from Project Management in SAP 
Solution Manager. First, import the project plan. In the roadmap 
viewer, you will find an XML file containing the work breakdown struc-
ture of the entire project plan; download the file and import it into Proj-
ect Management. In this way, you can use the best practices project plan 
as a template for your own SAP S/4HANA implementation project and 
manage it according to a proven methodology.

3.3 Project Management

Project 
management

SAP Solution Manager offers specific functionality for project manage-
ment that supports the entire process of managing your IT projects, 
from conception to planning and quality checks and up to the comple-
tion of the project (see Figure 3.2).

� Project planning starts with the collection of all tasks required to 
achieve the project goal. The tasks are grouped as deliverables and 
phases. Scheduling tasks derives the project plan, which is represented 
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as a work breakdown structure. The required resources are assigned, 
and the corresponding cost planning is executed.

� Project execution covers the individual tasks executed, and their status 
is tracked to provide an overview of the current project status. Docu-
ments can be attached to tasks, deliverables, and phases to provide 
further information.

� Project reporting provides multiple reports with details regarding the 
project status, timeline, resources, and costs. Customers can define 
thresholds that trigger automatic alerting in case a threshold is 
exceeded.

� Quality gates are a specific task type in the project plan: They are 
reviews used to assess the readiness for the next phase or subphase in 
the project. The next phase may only start if the quality gate has been 
passed. For customers with a premium support engagement, the sta-
tus of the quality gates is sent to the mission control center by SAP 
Solution Manager. This allows experts at SAP to monitor the status of 
your project regularly so that SAP can contact you immediately if 
required.

In addition, there is a tight integration of Project Management with the 
SAP Solution Manager Requirements Management, Process Manage-
ment, and Change Control Management processes.

Figure 3.2  Project Management in SAP Solution Manager
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Release 
management

For some customers, the SAP S/4HANA implementation project will be 
not independent but a subproject of a larger project. If this is true for 
you, there may be different project plans for individual subprojects and 
different project managers, each focusing on a particular project. In such 
cases, it makes sense to create multiple projects in SAP Solution Man-
ager—but some coordination of the subprojects will be required. 
Release Management in SAP Solution Manager takes care of ensuring 
consistency and aligning across subprojects. For more information 
about Release Management, see Chapter 10.

If you require additional support for complex projects, this is available 
in Focused Build for SAP Solution Manager; see Chapter 11 for further 
information.

3.4 Deployment Best Practices

Deployment best 
practices

Other content accessible via the roadmap viewer includes deployment 
best practices. Their purpose is to give a brief introduction to new top-
ics. For example, the deployment best practices for SAP HANA briefly 
illustrate the SAP HANA architecture, important aspects of the migration 
to SAP HANA, and how to operate SAP HANA. With this feature, your 
project team members and administrators can easily explore new topics 
while performing their day-to-day tasks. After reading the introduction, 
you can refer to materials in the SAP Enterprise Support Academy for 
further details.

3.5 Summary

You can master your SAP S/4HANA implementation using the best prac-
tice methodology and the Project Management functionality of SAP 
Solution Manager.
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Your SAP S/4HANA implementation can be a smooth transition 
through thorough preparation and safeguarding with SAP Solu-
tion Manager.

4 Calculate the Distance to 
SAP S/4HANA Value

What kind of technical and functional activities are part of a system con-
version to SAP S/4HANA? Which processes from my SAP ERP solution 
are no longer available? Which add-ons are supported in the new 
release? What are typical risks and how can they be managed in a proac-
tive way?

Typical questions 
for SAP S/4HANA 
conversion projects

These are just some examples of typical questions raised by our custom-
ers when we talk about system conversions to SAP S/4HANA. In this 
chapter, we will discuss how SAP supports customers as they plan and 
prepare for a smooth transition to SAP S/4HANA and how to make a 
transition project predictable.

4.1 Engagement Offerings

Tailored packages 
with service 
offerings

SAP has constructed four unique premium engagement offerings, which 
can be tailored to a customer’s scope and requirements; these offerings 
assist in the system conversion to move every SAP customer successfully 
to SAP S/4HANA. These packages vary in size and coverage:

� SAP ActiveEmbedded for planning and safeguarding  
of SAP S/4HANA 
This package is for customers who want to plan the conversion project 
properly together with SAP. Project execution is supported and safe-
guarded by SAP, but executed by the customer and/or the implemen-
tation partner.
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� SAP ActiveEmbedded for technical implementation  
of SAP S/4HANA 
In addition to planning and safeguarding, SAP runs the technical con-
version of SAP ERP to SAP S/4HANA according to SAP Best Practices. 
Functional implementation is performed by the customer and/or the 
implementation partner.

� SAP ActiveEmbedded for functional implementation  
of SAP S/4HANA 
In addition to running technical implementation, SAP configures a 
subset of simplified standard business processes (e.g., financial 
business processes from SAP S/4HANA). The implementation of 
additional functionality is performed by the customer and/or the 
implementation partner.

� SAP MaxAttention for innovation with SAP S/4HANA 
This package is for SAP MaxAttention customers who would like to 
collaborate with SAP and innovate beyond the conversion to SAP S/
4HANA in order to transform their companies—for example, taking 
advantage of consumer first, smart services, Internet of Things, board-
room of the future, and replatforming your business possibilities with 
SAP S/4HANA. Functional gaps can be addressed by coinnovation. In 
addition to running technical and functional implementation, SAP 
also supports the adaptation of custom code to SAP S/4HANA.

Figure 4.1 illustrates the different premium engagement offerings on 
the scale of SAP involvement and engagement duration. The SAP 
engagement duration is based on the selected scope of the individual 
service offerings.

SAP S/4HANA implementation engagements consist of sets of outcome-
based, predefined services bundled as packages that help ensure fast and 
efficient SAP S/4HANA implementations. Each engagement will also 
have a close connection to the mission control center for seamless, 
immediate access to required expertise.
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Figure 4.1  Overview of SAP Premium Engagement Packages

Variable engage-
ment scope

Customers can select which engagement scope suits their needs and 
choose between the different packages. All premium engagement pack-
ages cover the main planning aspects and are structured in three major 
parts:

1. First, the company will become familiar with SAP S/4HANA, includ-
ing aspects such as new and simplified functionalities and the new UI 
based on SAP Fiori. With SAP, a company will identify at a high level 
the areas of the existing solution landscape that can benefit from the 
move to SAP S/4HANA. Additionally, this phase will also help to shed 
light on any potential problematic areas with the conversion, based 
on the current system state and usage patterns.

2. Second, a value-based implementation strategy for SAP S/4HANA 
should be created along with a roadmap that sequences the innova-
tion steps on a timeline. At this early stage, the customer can also 
check the conversion readiness of the existing SAP ERP system.

3. Third, the impact on the technical architecture and infrastructure is 
evaluated, which in combination with the implementation strategy is 
the foundation of the business case.
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Setting up a 
conversion project

The outcome of these three steps can be leveraged within your company 
to build a business case for an SAP S/4HANA system conversion project 
and a project charter. Several accelerators—such as comprehensive over-
view documentation for SAP S/4HANA, including functional capabili-
ties, transition options, and links to more detailed information—can be 
found at the SAP Community Network under http://scn.sap.com/docs/
DOC-64980.

One essential part of SAP’s premium engagement package is a technical 
and functional check called the readiness check for SAP S/4HANA. With 
this remote check, SAP can evaluate the distance from your current SAP 
ERP system to SAP S/4HANA. In the following section, we’ll discuss its 
benefits and value.

4.2 Readiness Check for SAP S/4HANA

Measure the 
distance to 

SAP S/4HANA

In a nutshell, the aim of the readiness check service is to analyze and 
identify major threads showstoppers that could have significant nega-
tive impact on your system conversion project. In addition, it provides 
effort estimations such as custom code adjustments. It is important to 
identify all items as early as possible to be able to adapt the overall proj-
ect plan accordingly and thus allow for a smooth transition.

Note

The focus of the readiness check is to provide a holistic view of functional lim-
itations, issues that might prevent an installation, and application change 
requirements.

The checks are mainly based on restriction notes, the SAP S/4HANA sim-
plification list, custom code requirements, and data volume manage-
ment opportunities.

360 degree 
system analysis

In addition, basic system requirements for the new target release are 
part of the check, as are system landscape requirements enriched with 
important version interoperability remarks. These remarks can identify 
potential version dependency issues with SAP NetWeaver hub systems 
in your system landscape.
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The outcome of the readiness check is a service result document covering 
software prerequisites, infrastructure requirements, SAP S/4HANA 
functional checks, custom code–related activities, and application data 
migration requirements. Specifically, the SAP S/4HANA readiness check 
report covers the following areas:

� Holistic technical analysis of your existing SAP ERP system

� Fulfillment and gaps of all technical system requirements, such as 
software levels, single-stack system, and Unicode

� List of activated industry solutions, enterprise extensions, and busi-
ness functions and their impact

� List of installed compatible and incompatible add-ons

� Overview of version dependency issues and required minimum 
release levels of connected SAP NetWeaver hub systems

� Estimated SAP S/4HANA system size and recommendations to 
reduce the size before the conversion

� Functional analysis

� List of obsolete SAP standard transactions and tables; includes 
intensive checks on functionality used today but that will be 
replaced in SAP S/4HANA (e.g., SAP Cash Management)

� Data model changes and their functional impact

� Analyses of business-critical transactions in use today that will be 
replaced or removed in SAP S/4HANA (e.g., MM transaction family 
MBxx for goods movements, replaced by transaction family MIGO)

� Recommendations for configuration adjustments

� Checks and analysis for Custom Code Management

� Analysis and number of modifications to SAP standard code

� Analysis and number of custom code objects impacted by the sys-
tem conversion, the simplification of functional changes, and func-
tional changes in SAP S/4HANA

� Effort estimation calculation for required and recommended mod-
ification and custom code adjustment
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Holistic technical 
and functional 

system pre-checks

Figure 4.2 outlines the focus areas analyzed by the readiness check for 
SAP S/4HANA. The results are divided into required and recommended 
project tasks.

Figure 4.2  Overview of Readiness Check for SAP S/4HANA

Today, the readiness check is delivered as a remote service as part of the 
premium engagements offered by SAP as discussed previously. The con-
tent of the holistic system analysis is the foundation for further planning 
steps towards a successful and smooth SAP S/4HANA system transition. 
We recommend scheduling the readiness check as early as possible to 
get a full understanding of the tasks and effort required to run a smooth 
transition.

Prepare and 
order your support 

from SAP

For further information on the readiness check for SAP S/4HANA, refer 
to the following sources:

� Service Preparation, described in SAP Notes 2211442 and 2267221

� Service Information, readiness check for SAP S/4HANA:  
https://support.sap.com/content/dam/SAAP/SAP_Activate/AGS_40.pdf

� Service Report Example, readiness check for SAP S/4HANA:  
http://support.sap.com/content/dam/SAAP/SAP_Activate/AGS_41.pdf
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4.3 Summary

SAP offers structured engagement packages to support customers in 
their conversion to SAP S/4HANA. All offerings can be tailored in size 
and coverage to fit your individual needs. The readiness check for SAP 
S/4HANA is just one example where SAP provides structured analyses 
and results to plan and prepare your SAP S/4HANA conversion project.
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Chapter 5 

Custom Code Management is an approach to manage value-
added custom code extensions in an SAP environment for specific 
business needs during the whole lifecycle—including the transi-
tion to SAP S/4HANA—of all custom code objects.

5 Custom Code Management for 
SAP S/4HANA

Many customers have developed custom code over the years in their 
existing SAP solutions, usually because they needed particular capabili-
ties and business features. With a transition to SAP S/4HANA, you need 
to analyze custom code in detail due to the simplification and data struc-
ture redesign in the SAP digital core itself. Implemented custom code is 
technically integrated into the SAP code, and therefore an adoption and 
remediation process is mandatory. SAP Solution Manager 7.2 delivers 
Custom Code Management, which helps you to mitigate potential prob-
lems that custom code might cause efficiently, before you start the tran-
sition to SAP S/4HANA.

Custom Code 
Management 
approach

The Custom Code Management approach supported by different capa-
bilities includes a clear way forward:

� Transparency and simplification 
Custom Code Management helps to achieve transparency for all your 
custom code objects (including modifications).

� Evaluation and impact 
It helps to evaluate the impact of changes on custom code. With this 
information about SAP changes, you can evaluate, review, and miti-
gate adjustment requirements at an early stage.
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� Planning and control 
This approach helps to reduce the effort of change adoption and 
ensure smooth completion of identified adjustments. For example, 
Custom Code Impact Analysis helps guide stakeholders through the 
adjustment process while encouraging adherence to best practices.

� Reengineering and refactoring 
This approach helps to evaluate whether your current business pro-
cess is available within SAP standard.

� Adjustment support 
It offers code adjustment based on the analysis of the identified 
adjusted objects.

If you transition your system landscape to SAP S/4HANA, you also have 
a great opportunity to optimize your custom code and the processes 
around it. Start by decommissioning unused custom code (based on the 
input from your business department and on usage measurements), fol-
lowed by setting up a governance model with the goals to avoid new 
custom code, review existing modifications, and improve or optimize 
the quality, performance, and security of your custom code. The last, 
mandatory step is to prepare your custom code so that it can be adopted 
into the SAP S/4HANA system.

5.1 Overview of Custom Code Management

SAP supports achieving your Custom Code Management aims by helping 
you avoid, improve, and minimize custom code elements and individual 
enhancements in the SAP standard solutions run by your company. Fol-
lowing lean principles, you accomplish these aims by running through 
the following activities: transparency and measurement, optimization, 
and control. SAP provides numerous tailored tools and best practices for 
effective, holistic custom code management from requirement to retire-
ment (see Figure 5.1).
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Figure 5.1  Holistic View: From Requirement to Retirement

Custom code 
lifecycle

Using the Custom Code Management tools, you can analyze the usage 
and quality of specific custom code objects and modifications in your 
systems and thus achieve transparency for your customer develop-
ments. Based on the results of the analysis, you can identify the cus-
tomer developments that are actually used and have better control over 
them by using the functions provided in SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

The objective of Custom Code Management is to improve custom code’s 
quality and technical implementation while reducing its quantity and 
impact. SAP Solution Manager helps you achieve sustainable cost reduc-
tions for the operation and maintenance of your SAP system landscape. 
By leveraging its innovations to control gaps and minimizing existing 
modifications, SAP Solution Manager ensures the value of IT and an 
increase in business value.

Today’s IT system landscapes are seldom comprised of homogeneous 
solutions. Beyond established software modules, gaps in the landscape 
are closed ad hoc, or standard business processes are enhanced in line 
with requirements. Your custom developments are an important ele-
ment in your system landscape; such developments become necessary 
when your standard software cannot map certain business processes as 
desired and there is no specialized, ideally certified, solution on the 
market.

A complex amalgamation of standard software, enhancements, and cus-
tom code quickly develops, driven by the need to respond to changing 
business requirements in a timely manner. As a result, program code is 
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implemented quickly, and there is less focus on sustainability and trans-
parency of implemented objects. Important factors such as the complete 
documentation of changes, the impact of changes on core business pro-
cesses, and maintainability are not taken into account until planned or 
unplanned events modify the overall system landscape, leaving a multi-
tude of unanswered questions about custom enhancements.

Planned, recurring events—such as minor and major software updates 
or the introduction of new standard functions or innovations, like SAP 
S/4HANA—can lead to increased testing requirements and significantly 
higher implementation costs for your custom developments. Unplanned 
events, such as the need to implement new legal requirements, the use 
of new technology, or the need to adapt interfaces for external reasons, 
also frequently present unexpected challenges for custom enhance-
ments. SAP proactively supports targeted handling of these aspects.

Green city model The green city model is a visualization of custom enhancements and cus-
tom code within your system landscape. The metrics which it evaluates 
correspond to the abstract representation of a city with buildings of var-
ious heights, colors and locations within the city. Every city reflects an 
individual system within your system landscape (see Figure 5.2 for an 
example).

Figure 5.2  Green City Model
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In light of the known characteristics of custom enhancements and cus-
tom code—number, quality, type of implementation, etc.—SAP has 
defined three plus two primary criteria that can be measured and evalu-
ated. These are: quantity, classification of technical implementation in 
relation to the SAP standard, technical criticality, quality, and usage. The 
model also considers management and software lifecycle elements.

The city model gives a first impression of the custom code situation in 
your landscape and helps you identify the areas on which you should 
focus.

5.2 Usage of Custom Code

It is always a challenge for SAP system owners to know what is really 
going on in their installed systems. What kind of code procedures are 
executed, and how often are they executed? Is there is a relation 
between the period of execution and the overall number of executions?

Usage and procedure logging (UPL) or SAP call monitor (SCMON) are 
technologies without a measurable system performance impact that 
have a high level of accuracy and the capability to track dynamically gen-
erated and executed code language elements at runtime. These capabili-
ties are directly built into your existing SAP solution; you do not need to 
install additional software packages.

You can use UPL or SCMON to log all called and executed ABAP units 
(procedures), such as programs, function modules down to classes, 
methods, and subroutines. This enhanced SAP NetWeaver capability has 
no measurable performance impact on your system and catches usage 
information about ABAP routines directly when they are happening, 
including the detection of dynamically called ABAP elements.

Usage and 
procedure logging

UPL and SCMON are the only technologies to close the existing gaps in 
the SAP workload statistic. The full reporting capabilities and enriched 
information in SAP Business Warehouse (SAP BW) connected to SAP 
Solution Manager gives you the flexibility to analyze ABAP usage on 
your demands and allows you to focus on used objects and to get rid of 
unused custom code objects.
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For example, during an upgrade project you have to take care of 
impacted custom code objects. This will take up to 50% of the project 
costs due to adapting and testing custom code to ensure that these 
objects will work after an upgrade or a support package implementa-
tion. SAP offers tools to solve this issue, and part of this evaluation is a 
usage analysis based on workload statistics and UPL or SCMON. UPL or 
SCMON can help you to minimize the overall number of code objects to 
be adapted and tested.

Usage data is collected every day and saved in an own data persistency 
layer on the managed system. During a predefined period, a housekeep-
ing job purges the usage data after a specific number of days from the 
managed system. If activated from an SAP Solution Manager system, the 
data will be extracted and collected in specific cubes in SAP BW con-
nected to SAP Solution Manager for an unlimited history and aggregated 
for weeks, months, and years to support different queries.

5.3 Decommissioning Cockpit

The majority of the custom code created remains in the system, even if 
it is not used currently or will not be used in the future. In order to get 
rid of unused or obsolete custom code, a well-defined decommissioning 
strategy must be in place.

To define a decommissioning strategy, you need an overview of existing 
custom code objects, including how each object in your system land-
scape is used, based on efficient custom code management.

Many SAP customers adhere to the slogan, “Never touch a running sys-
tem.” On the one hand, that might be sensible; on the other hand, 
unused or obsolete custom code objects add to the maintenance costs of 
a system by possibly being affected by system change events—such as 
moving to SAP S/4HANA. In addition, unused objects can increase the 
security exposure of a system by becoming unmanaged and unmoni-
tored portals for malicious attacks.

Unused custom code has a big impact on your system, includes high 
risks, and adds significantly to your bill—for example, by increasing 
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complexity and building roadblocks on the way to a more simplified 
landscape or a new technology landscape, such as SAP S/4HANA.

Our recommendation is to turn away from “Never touch a running sys-
tem”; instead, follow the lean management of custom code and the guid-
ing principle, “Don’t invest in waste.”

Decommissioning 
approach

The goal of decommissioning is to identify custom code objects that you 
need to eliminate from the system. The process follows the four steps 
shown in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3  Decommissioning Process

The four main characteristics of an object that identify it as a candidate 
for decommissioning are as follows:

1. Not used during a defined time period

2. Similar or even identical to an existing SAP object

3. Created a long time ago but not active in any productive system

4. Obsolete because of existing standard functionality

Custom Code Lifecycle Management (CCLM) supports these four phases 
of the decommissioning process with its Decommissioning Cockpit 
(Figure 5.4). To use the cockpit, set up CCLM for the complete system 
landscape in which the decommissioning process will be implemented.
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Figure 5.4  Decommissioning Cockpit

The Decommissioning Cockpit is an integrated part of the CCLM work 
center. It allows you to analyze your custom code objects based on spe-
cific information, such as usage or similarity, in order to identify the 
right objects for decommissioning. Additional information about the 
identified objects helps you make the right decision—to delete or keep 
the object.

During the decommissioning process, the system monitors the usage of 
all analyzed objects and alerts you if an object has been used during this 
process. The system defines a lifecycle status for each object to help you 
through the decommissioning process.

Governance and 
strategy

Every decommissioning project needs clear governance and a clear strat-
egy. Decommissioning is not a one-time project supported by different 
tools; it must be embedded in a complete governance project for Cus-
tom Code Management. This is only possible if the supporting tools are 
well integrated in this governance model. If this is not the case, it will be 
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very difficult to keep the custom code city “green” and “clean”, by 
reducing the technical depth by decreasing the amount of obsolete or 
unused code.

Dashboard and reporting capabilities as well as statistics are part of 
CCLM (Figure 5.5), and they complete the Decommissioning Cockpit.

Figure 5.5  CCLM Dashboard

5.4 Quality Cockpit

The majority of custom code analysis reports a high number of errors 
and deviations from quality standards. Experience shows that more 
than 60% of custom code objects contain code quality issues; perhaps 
quality guidelines and reviews were not implemented, developers were 
inexperienced, or there simply was not enough time. This leads to high 
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maintenance costs, which in turn cause high operating costs. In addi-
tion, custom code of poor quality can also increase business risk and 
system downtime and can act as an impediment to future innovations.

To improve the quality of software code, a well-defined quality strategy 
has to be in place. To define a quality strategy, it is necessary to achieve 
transparency for the existing custom code objects, especially for the 
quality of each object in your system landscape, based on efficient cus-
tom code management.

In order to benefit from the advantages of SAP S/4HANA, you must 
migrate your current custom code to be compliant with SAP S/4HANA. 
During this migration, you can encounter the following issues:

� Certain existing custom code will not work correctly in an SAP S/4HANA 
environment; you need to analyze and rewrite it accordingly.

� Certain existing custom code will run slower in an SAP S/4HANA 
environment compared to its performance in the previous database. 
You need to analyze and rewrite these portions of custom code as 
well.

To avoid such issues after migration to an SAP S/4HANA system, we rec-
ommend that you analyze and fix your custom code proactively—before 
the migration takes place.

In order to achieve smooth migration of your custom code, choose a 
project-based approach. A successful quality management project is 
divided into four main steps:

1. Analyze your systems to obtain as is quality information.

2. Consolidate the results of the different checks.

3. Adjust the code according to your check results.

4. Monitor the progress of software quality improvements for relevant 
objects.

You can execute quality management as a one-time project with a 
defined end for a specific use case, but in general, it should be a recur-
ring initiative.
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SAP ABAP Test 
Cockpit

The main tools that support the process phase are the ABAP Test Cockpit 
(ATC) running in the managed system, and the new Quality Cockpit 
integrated into CCLM in SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

The ATC is an ABAP check toolset that allows you to run static checks and 
unit tests for your ABAP development objects. The ATC provides specific 
checks that verify the compatibility of the coding with SAP S/4HANA.

The consolidation of the ATC results takes place in a central SAP Solu-
tion Manager system, using CCLM and the fully integrated Quality Cock-
pit (Figure 5.6).

Figure 5.6  Quality Cockpit

SAP Solution Manager can extract the ATC results via the extractor 
framework into the SAP BW connected to SAP Solution Manager. From 
there, CCLM can collect the information to make it visible in one central 
view (Figure 5.7).
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Figure 5.7  Graphical View of ATC Results

This comprehensive overview allows you to monitor code adjustments 
and the success of each quality project in one place. In addition to and 
based on the defined ATC checks, a quick time estimation is available to 
help you to plan your project. Analytical capabilities are also available to 
report on your success.

5.5 Prepare for SAP S/4HANA

For the transition to SAP S/4HANA, SAP enables you to analyze the opti-
mization potential, prepare for the optimization project, and determine 
the impact on running business processes, including custom code and 
modifications. To see the results in a clear and coherent manner, SAP 
provides you with an approach that you can easily apply.

Optimization 
phases

On your way to SAP S/4HANA, we recommend that you execute the fol-
lowing phases (illustrated in Figure 5.8):

� Phase 1: Capture the custom code footprint 
Use CCLM in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 for a stable and solid starting 
point as a single source of truth for your custom code. CCLM docu-
ments your custom code and its dimensions based on the green city 
model (see Figure 5.9).
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Figure 5.8  SAP S/4HANA Approach for Custom Code Management

Figure 5.9  Custom Code Lifecycle Management, Green City Model

� Phase 2: Reduce the scope 
Reduce the scope to the objects that are used by leveraging UPL and 
SQL Monitoring (SQLM).

Total Footprint Used Objects Impacted
Objects

Critical Objects
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� Phase 3: Focus on the impacted objects 
For these objects, SAP offers end-to-end Change Impact Analysis, 
which includes the following:

� Impact of classical upgrade and/or enhancement package imple-
mentation

� Impact of SAP HANA, including performance optimization by tran-
sitioning to an SAP HANA database

� Impact of SAP S/4HANA based on the simplification and optimiza-
tion of the digital core provided with a new SAP product

To address all these impacts, you can use SAP’s comprehensive tools that 
support analysis and effort reduction and that provide impact worklists 
for your review. These tools include the Custom Development Manage-
ment Cockpit, Custom Code apps, the Code Inspector, the ATC, and the 
Custom Code Migration Worklist. Focus on those objects that are critical 
for the business and those with the most optimization potential.

All the tools are described in SCN links or in SAP Notes. For more infor-
mation, see http://scn.sap.com/community/abap/custom-code-management.

SAP Custom Code 
Migration Worklist

Let’s look at the Custom Code Migration Worklist as an example. In this 
tool, each SAP object that has a technical impact on custom code is called 
a simplification item and is stored in the SAP S/4HANA simplification 
database. You can retrieve the list of the impacted custom code and 
modification objects as shown in Figure 5.10.

Figure 5.10  Custom Code Migration Worklist

Custom Code Migration Worklist
(included in SAP NW 7.50)

Custom Code
Migration Worklist

Each worklist item refers
to an SAP Note for the
different application-
specific adaptations.

Simpl. DB

Custom Code
Analysis Result

SAP Service Marketplace
SAP S/4HANA

Simplification Database

File

File

Download Simplification
Database and import

Download custom code
analysis result and import

Customers System Landscape
Run Custom Code

Analyzer
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5.6 Summary

In summary, you need transparency from the start to sustainably opti-
mize your as is situation. With SAP Solution Manager, you have the 
unique opportunity to introduce transparency today. Let’s consider 
some words from SAP founder Hasso Plattner:

The first step in an SAP S/4HANA project should be the evaluation of the 
system without the company-specific modifications and extensions but 
using the customer production data set. Many new features are added and 
may make modifications obsolete. Don’t extrapolate the amount of work 
and training from previous experience with ERP release changes. Once the 
data is carried over to SAP S/4HANA everything will be much faster.

For more information, see http://news.sap.com/how-to-understand-the-
business-benefits-of-s4hana-better/.
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Chapter 6 

Data Volume Management is a framework that helps the solu-
tion operations team of an SAP-centric solution to balance the 
need of business to access a wealth of data and IT efforts to 
monitor data, control the data growth, and minimize the data 
volume along the entire data lifecycle, especially before and after 
the SAP S/4HANA conversion.

6 Data Volume Management for 
SAP S/4HANA

As system landscape environments become ever more complex and data 
volumes continue on an upward trend, it is now more important than 
ever to be able to produce a landscape-based view of the data within the 
environment. It is necessary not only to be able to identify the source of 
data but also to determine strategies for managing and controlling it.

An efficient data management strategy plays an important part in trying 
to maintain good system performance and keep the total cost of a sys-
tem in check. This is particularly relevant for applications that generate 
large amounts of data, such as retail and consumer products.

In this chapter, we will start by providing you with an overview of Data 
Volume Management (DVM) before jumping into DVM for SAP S/4HANA 
and the DVM Workcenter applications for SAP S/4HANA project. We will 
close out the chapter with some information on data aging and the SAP 
Fiori applications for DVM.

6.1 Data Volume Management Overview

The methodology provided under the DVM framework consists of best 
practices, tools, and SAP services along all stages of the DVM lifecycle, 
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from initial identification of the challenges all the way through to con-
tinuous improvement. It also supports the deployment and operation of 
a DVM strategy.

The methodology covers concepts for data discovery (alerting, monitor-
ing) and data profiling (analyzing), data management and data archiving 
(managing the information lifecycle), and efficient data storage utiliza-
tion (database management, data aging) in accordance with legal 
requirements and corporate policies.

Data Volume 
Management 

Workcenter

The DVM Workcenter in SAP Solution Manager provides detailed insight 
into the source of data volume movements in single- and multi-system 
landscape environments. This tool is based on SAP NetWeaver and an inte-
grated SAP Business Warehouse (SAP BW), which provides a holistic, land-
scape-based overview of system data. SAP’s analytical and reporting infra-
structure provides a rich array of functions and features that allows you to 
perform the following tasks:

� Achieve system landscape data consumption transparency at different 
levels

� Reveal potential for creating or optimizing a DVM strategy

� Leverage best practices documents to drive your DVM strategy

� Simulate different data volume scenarios (e.g., moderate versus 
aggressive archiving)

� Provide monitoring and reporting capabilities for technical KPIs 
across a system landscape

6.2 Data Volume Management during SAP S/4HANA 
Conversion

As the number of SAP HANA installations are grows, DVM becomes 
more important. On the one hand, it provides data management analy-
sis capabilities in order to efficiently support the migration or conver-
sion of an SAP S/4HANA project (premigration phase); on the other 
hand, it supports the operation of SAP S/4HANA system landscapes. 
Why is the premigration phase so important?
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Many customers have developed a large number of customer-specific 
elements in their existing SAP solutions over the years. Conversion to 
SAP S/4HANA provides a perfect opportunity to review processes such 
as consistency, reporting requirements, data volumes, and data quality. 
All of these processes directly drive the architecture and design of an 
SAP S/4HANA solution. Not considering current data sizes, data ages, 
and data quality would mean that all the old and unnecessary data 
would be migrated to the new system platform, with a direct impact on 
system performance and costs.

Reduction of unnecessary data is a key aspect within the SAP S/4HANA 
conversion, but it must be handled with care. Technical data can be 
removed easily because it has no business impact, but business-related 
data must be discussed with business stakeholders because of various 
customer-specific or compliance requirements. Industry-specific and tax 
requirements are the most common reasons to keep data for a specific 
period of time and in a specific format. Customers with a long data-
archiving history are fully aware of such requirements and the need to 
handle business-related data with care.

SAP S/4HANA con-
version projects

An SAP S/4HANA conversion project adds another aspect to consider. 
On the one hand, data reduction is essential to speed up the migration 
and save costs, but on the other hand, the requirements for the new sys-
tem platform must be considered. Due to the new capabilities of the SAP 
HANA database, different requirements may arise, such as extended 
reporting timeframes due to the fast, column-based database technol-
ogy. This might lead to longer residence times for specific data, and so a 
reduction could be counterproductive.

Therefore, tight coordination of all affected business departments at the 
earliest possible point in time—ideally during the project planning 
phase—is essential. The benefits are obvious. Such coordination enables 
a smooth conversion by providing a timeframe for supporting all data 
volume–related activities (premigration) and influences the final design 
of the new SAP HANA–based solution directly. In order to put this ideal 
concept into practice, start with a brief data analysis of your source 
system.
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The latest technological innovations in the field of business process ana-
lyzation applications and the continuing data growth in enterprises have 
provoked new debates about efficient, enterprise-wide data. In prepar-
ing strategically and technically for this new world which includes SAP 
HANA products, DVM is reappearing as a high-priority topic in the proj-
ect plans of enterprise architects. They are investigating the future com-
patibility of existing DVM concepts and the need to adapt them to the 
new SAP S/4HANA requirements.

Growing system landscapes, upcoming release upgrades, SAP S/4HANA 
conversions, and related subjects (such as cloud computing and virtual-
ization) also influence the growing importance of DVM. These continu-
ing trends play a major role in making the complex issue of data 
management transparent: For the first time, DVM project costs and the 
benefits of DVM can be quantified and expressed in real terms. This 
becomes even more important because data in general is becoming a 
main cost driver for SAP S/4HANA solutions as the size of the in-mem-
ory partition drives license costs. A reduced migration effort will have 
a direct and perceptible influence on monetary aspects.

Governance model To manage the constantly growing demand for data, it has become 
essential to establish what is known as a governance model or corporate 
guideline. This model defines what data is needed, for how long, in 
what format, and on what medium—for example, cost-intensive data 
storage in the online database (level 1), including high availability and 
multiple data mirroring, versus cost-efficient storage of the data in level 
3 archive memories. In today’s landscapes, it is no longer rare to find 
various SAP and non-SAP products in different product versions. This 
has led to an increased complexity of data distribution within system 
landscapes that have grown and become heterogeneous.

In the context of an SAP HANA conversion (i.e., transition of an existing 
SAP ERP system to SAP S/4HANA), the intention is to save time and 
costs by migrating only the data that is really needed.

Currently, there are four primary areas in which DVM applies in the 
context of SAP HANA:
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� SAP Business Suite powered by SAP HANA

� SAP HANA Enterprise Cloud

� SAP Business Warehouse powered by SAP HANA

� SAP S/4HANA

Let’s now briefly discuss the DMV activities that happen in the pre-
migration and post-migration phases.

6.2.1 Premigration Phase

In the premigration phase, typical challenges include identifying data 
quality issues, deciding whether to archive or delete unused data, align-
ing future reporting and analytical requirements, and understanding the 
concepts of new technologies, such as data aging. In this phase, data 
archiving is the most important DVM measure for data reduction; about 
99% of the large tables in SAP systems are covered by data archiving or 
deletion programs.

Approximately 33% of the top 100 SAP tables are custom-defined. 
About 50% of the data in these tables is older than two years, about 10% 
of data is even older than 10 years, and approximately 22% of customer 
system data is related to basis data—such as IDocs, application logs, or 
spool data—with the highest potential for data reduction.

You can use DVM capabilities to identify reduction potential on the 
source system in order to reduce the migration volume and speed up the 
migration process. The focus during this phase is on housekeeping and 
those areas in which data can be reduced—and ideally deleted—without 
much effort. It is likely that when facing an SAP HANA migration, you 
will not have the time to run a complete DVM project up front. How-
ever, installations with a long DVM history and a working data 
archiving and deletion processes could benefit by implementing shorter 
residence times for archiving objects with a high savings potential. 
These objects should be defined in agreement with business process 
owners.
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6.2.2 Postmigration Phase

Update DVM 
concept

After the former source system has been migrated to SAP HANA and the 
applications are running in the new environment, one important task is 
to update the existing DVM concept in such a way that it reflects the 
changed requirements and controls data growth. You need to answer 
questions such as the following:

� To what extent has the data model changed?

� Are the previously used data archiving objects still valid?

� Are there new objects or new tables that are not included in the exist-
ing DVM concept?

Last, but not least, you need to verify that automated deletion jobs or 
automated data archiving tasks are no longer running. The sequence and 
frequency of the new data-reduction tasks, regardless of whether they 
are in the area of data deletion, data archiving, or data aging, must be set 
in such a way that they sufficiently control data growth.

When using the new technology of data aging, you may need to access 
historical data, and SAP provides a set of reports and transactions that 
enable you to do so. However, you should verify if these reports meet 
your business requirements.

DVM supports customers during the migration process and during SAP 
HANA system operation. With SAP S4/HANA, simplified data models 
are introduced in finance (SAP S/4HANA Finance) and logistics, and in 
addition to data archiving, a new option—data aging—is available to 
reduce the data footprint, especially for basis data. For more details on 
data aging, see Section 6.4.

6.3 DVM Workcenter Applications for SAP S4/HANA 
Projects

The DVM Workcenter based on SAP Solution Manager 7.2 is a technical 
tool for analyzing complex system landscapes and providing different 
hierarchical views on the analysis results.
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DVM in the 
migration phase

For an SAP HANA migration, the central focus is on identifying and 
eliminating the so-called row store tables in order to reduce data volume 
and save costs. The DVM Workcenter can be configured to monitor and 
provide a trend analysis within the Data Allocation Statistics application 
for the row store tables. Assuming that you migrate several systems to a 
single SAP HANA instance, and keeping in mind the current licensing 
strategy, it is even more important than ever in terms of costs and ben-
efits to reduce the volume of data to be migrated to SAP HANA. The 
DVM work center provides a platform to identify row store tables, 
which should be reduced to speed up conversion.

DVM in the 
operation phase

During the operation phase, DVM work center can provide insight into 
the distribution of data—for example, by providing the age of records. 
This information, combined with the requirement to keep data on an 
SAP HANA instance only for a certain period of time, helps to keep the 
SAP HANA database size at expected levels.

DVM Guided Self-Service (DVM GSS) provides object-specific analysis 
and details about applicable reduction measures not only for row store–
related tables, but also for column store tables.

Let’s now discuss the reorganization and compression capabilities of the 
DVM Workcenter.

6.3.1 Reorganization and Compression

The Reorganization and Compression function (see Figure 6.1) simu-
lates technical data volume reduction processes, such as the reorganiza-
tion and compression of database tables and indexes. This function then 
uses the results of the simulation to generate a graphical overview of the 
potential data volume reduction to guide a decision about which pro-
cesses to perform.

The following processes are used to display metrics:

� Table Compression

� Index Compression

� Table Reorganization

� Index Reorganization
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Figure 6.1  Reorganization and Compression Function

In the Metrics area in the DVM Workcenter, a pie chart shows the total 
size of the selected system and the potential data reduction if you per-
form the corresponding process. Only one chart is displayed for each 
system. Each time you perform a new analysis using different metrics, 
the results are added to the existing pie chart. You can also display the 
results as a stacked chart or a table (see Figure 6.2).

Figure 6.2  Reorganization and Compression, Results for SAP HANA Size

SAP HANA migration metrics, introduced in SAP Solution Manager 7.1
SP12, provide SAP HANA migration simulations to determine the most 
appropriate data-saving strategy.
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6.3.2 Forecast and Simulation

Using the Forecast and Simulation tool, you can experiment with dif-
ferent parameters (see Figure 6.3), such as SAP HANA migration, mod-
erate or aggressive archiving, or reorganization and compression, to 
simulate the impact of various data-reduction measures on the database 
size of a system and the expected cost savings over a defined period (see 
Figure 6.4).

Figure 6.3  Forecast and Simulation, Input Parameters

Figure 6.4  Forecast and Simulation, Results
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You can use the basic mode to generate a general overview of the trend, 
or use the expert mode to enter more detailed information and config-
ure the forecast to more accurately simulate specific data-reduction mea-
sures across multiple systems.

6.3.3 Time-Based Data Distribution

You can generate time-based data distribution statistics to get an over-
view of how old the entities in the system landscape are (see Figure 6.5).

Figure 6.5  Yearly Breakdown of Data Based on Age Footprint

The age footprint of a heterogeneous landscape provides you with an 
overall quality check on business data from an archiving perspective. 
The time distribution of record analysis serves as valuable input for 
starting a deeper analysis on the savings potential.

Based on the age of the data, you can determine if it can be archived.
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6.3.4 Guided Self-Service

The DVM GSS generates a best practices document that describes how 
to handle the largest data objects using the methodologies of data avoid-
ance, summarization, archiving, and deletion, and it combines this guid-
ance with a detailed analysis of your system data.

The DVM Workcenter provides a guided procedure for the required 
setup in order to use the self-service. Data such as lists of top objects, 
frequently accessed objects, or even SAP HANA migration "quick wins" 
can be used to trigger the self-service session.

Figure 6.6  Guided and Automated Self-Services, Best Practices Documents

The result (see Figure 6.6) is a comprehensive report with customer-spe-
cific recommendations that focus on various DVM measures.
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6.3.5 Improvement Projects

You can create DVM improvement projects based on predefined key per-
formance indicators (KPIs), such as average monthly or weekly growth 
rate or average number of archiving runs per month, which you can 
then monitor and analyze using the Interactive Continuous Improvement
Dashboard (ICI Dashboard; see Figure 6.7). Through these improvement 
projects, you can highlight the reduction of system size measured via 
KPIs and make trends visible over time.

Figure 6.7  Improvement Tracking Based on KPIs

6.4 Introduction to Data Aging

Data aging is a new, cost-saving, out-of-the-box concept for reducing the 
SAP HANA memory footprint. It offers the option of moving large 
amounts of data within a database.

Data aging requires application knowhow to move data from the current 
data (HOT area, i.e. in memory area), to the historical data (COLD area). 
You control the move by specifying a data temperature for the data in 
the relevant tables. The move influences the visibility and accessibility 
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of the data. Typically, only current data is accessed. This results in much 
shorter run times when you access queries for large amounts of data. To 
apply data aging to your data, you need to fulfill certain database and 
application requirements.

Let’s now look at the structure of data aging.

6.4.1 Technical Structure of Data Aging

By adopting the data aging concept (Figure 6.8), you ensure:

� Only operationally relevant current data is loaded into SAP HANA 
main memory.

� Other historical data remains primarily stored on disk, not affecting 
current data performance. Historical data remains accessible via SQL 
on request.

Figure 6.8  Data Aging Concept

To achieve a substantial memory reduction, data residing in the current 
data area of SAP HANA should be limited to “open” items only—for 
example, limited to only a couple of months of actual data.

There might be exceptions for which historical data needs to be loaded 
into the current data area of SAP HANA. However, such situations 
should be minimized as much as possible.

Moving data from current data to historical data requires application 
knowledge; it is not pure database processing, due in part to the com-
plexity of identifying a document as “complete.” The completeness of a 
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document and the corresponding move from current data to historical 
data depends on several criteria, including the status of predecessor and 
successor documents. The lifecycle of successor or predecessor docu-
ments is determined by several criteria, including dependent documents 
(such as contracts or preliminary documents) and quantities completely 
received.

6.4.2 Data Management Strategies for SAP Business Suite 
powered by SAP HANA and SAP S/4HANA

Over the last couple of years, SAP has been evaluating how to optimize 
the overall data management for SAP Business Suite powered by SAP 
HANA. Moving forward, the data management strategy will be based on 
two cornerstones:

1. For SAP Business Suite powered by SAP HANA and SAP S/4HANA 
(on-premise), SAP’s proven and well-established standard data 
archiving is the basis for data management. As a customer, you can 
delete data using information destruction in SAP Information Lifecy-
cle Management.

2. Data aging helps optimize storage costs of technical business objects 
such as IDocs and application logs. Data aging is the standard data-
management approach for newly developed SAP HANA–based appli-
cations, such as SAP S/4HANA Finance.

6.5 SAP Fiori Applications in Data Volume 
Management

With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, SAP delivers an SAP HANA–ready SAP 
Solution Manager with DVM scenarios. In addition, SAP Solution Man-
ager 7.2 delivers a new SAP Fiori-based UI and more use case-specific 
features, but the underlying data set and technical infrastructure 
remains the same, and the information provided in previous workcen-
ters (with the exception of data aging) is comparable.
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Ahead, we will present lab previews of some SAP Fiori applications in 
DVM that were still under development as of May 2016.

Figure 6.9 shows a system overview for projection and forecast. Select a 
particular system to see the Size Forecast for various available options, 
such as a migration to SAP S/4HANA, SAP S/4HANA Finance, etc. to dis-
play the corresponding data-reduction potential. For example, Figure 
6.9 shows that the 3 TB system PE1 can be reduced to 1.9 TB if migrated 
to SAP S/4HANA. A simulation can be created to understand the data 
reduction potential if data archiving or data aging measures are taken.

Figure 6.9  Lab Preview, Projection, and Forecast

Figure 6.10 shows the landscape view of the Top 15 Systems for poten-
tial savings across all measures, including data aging, archiving, reorga-
nization, compression, and deletion of unused data.

Figure 6.11 shows a drilldown view of Unused Data from the landscape 
view shown in Figure 6.10. It shows all unused data in the system that 
hasn’t been accessed for more than 13 months and thus can be deleted.
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Figure 6.10  Lab Preview, Potential Savings across All Measures

Figure 6.11  Lab Preview, Unused Data

In SAP Solution Manager 7.1, DVM was mainly for data analyzing and 
for supporting the decision-making process—but with SAP Solution 
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Manager 7.2, data aging opens new paths to drastic data volume reduc-
tions and cost savings. Figure 6.12 shows the addressable space—that is, 
the amount of memory allocated for all the data objects supporting data 
aging. Here, the system size is 1.5 TB, and the ageable data is close to 10 
percent of the total size. Of all ageable data, historical data amounts to 
83 GB, and current data to 85GB. It is possible to drill down to the appli-
cation area to find how much data is ageable in each application, dis-
played by document type and by table.

Figure 6.12  Lab Preview, Aging Overview: Statistics on Current and Historical Data

6.6 Summary

Data Volume Management and the Data Volume Management Work-
center play an important part in an SAP S/4HANA pre- and post-conver-
sion scenarios. Existing DVM Workcenter applications in SAP Solution 
Manager assist in identifying data reduction measures, which, in turn, 
speed up the conversion process and reduce SAP HANA’s memory cost. 
The new DVM SAP Fiori apps and data aging measures provide options 
to keep the data growth in check during the operation phase.
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With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, SAP introduced a new 
approach for managing processes. You can now model your 
processes graphically and manage their lifecycles holistically.

7 Process Management

Introducing 
branches

With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, you can document your current pro-
ductive landscape, and you can describe the next generation of processes 
that you want to implement. This is possible because SAP Solution Man-
ager offers a staging area for “to-be” processes that can be used for early 
process design and for implementation projects. Such a staging area is 
called a branch in the SAP Solution Manager 7.2 environment.

Once you enter a “to-be” business process in SAP Solution Manager, you 
can manage that process together with all assigned documentation 
seamlessly through to production hand-in-hand with the technical 
objects that represent the change in the code layer. SAP Solution Man-
ager 7.2 thus not only supports the implementation of new business 
processes from ideation to production on the business layer, but also 
firmly connects the business with the technical layer. The result is that 
the business documentation and the system reality are always synchro-
nized. SAP Solution Manager thus strengthens its position as central 
source of documentation for the whole customer solution.

LibrariesThe new SAP Solution Manager simplifies and optimizes the documen-
tation of customer solutions. You can fast-track the definition of processes 
by using libraries that contain elements used typically for documenting 
a solution. These elements enable you to create artifacts that are shared 
between multiple processes efficiently.

Dealing with 
process variants 
efficiently

This is especially important when a certain process is used in multiple 
variants across an organization. You can store all process components 
that are identical across all variants in a library and then reuse these 
components later during the definition of variants.
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SAP Solution Manager 7.2 also simplifies the documentation of system 
landscapes, the roles that individual systems play, and the definition of 
the routes that changes take while flowing from the development to the 
production environment. You can group all systems belonging to the 
same kind of product, such as enterprise resource planning (ERP) or cus-
tomer relationship management (CRM). As a next step, you can define 
the roles that individual systems play, such as development, quality 
assurance, or production.

With this new capability comes two key applications: solution adminis-
tration and solution documentation (see Figure 7.1), both accessible via 
the central SAP Fiori launchpad for SAP Solution Manager.

Figure 7.1  Solution Documentation in SAP Solution Manager

Administrators use the solution administration UI (accessible from the 
SAP Fiori lanuchpad) to setup the documentation environment, but the 
majority of users work with solution documentation that offers actual 
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functions to manage processes and to document the solution. These 
users are specialists such as business analysts, process modelers, and 
functional consultants.

Process management describes both business and IT perspectives on 
processes, applications, and system landscapes. The processes described 
in the solution documentation can be used by other processes in SAP 
Solution Manager, such as Business Process Monitoring or Project Man-
agement. You can control and manage the lifecycle of process content 
with Change Control Management. Hence, all aspects of the process life-
cycle are tied together in the solution documentation in SAP Solution 
Manager.

In this chapter, we will discuss the role of the solution in SAP Solution 
Manager before walking you through the process of documenting a 
solution. We will then cover managing the solution lifecycle before fin-
ishing up with some best practices.

7.1 Solution as Single Source of Truth

The central concept for managing process content in SAP Solution Man-
ager is the solution.

 

Note

SolutionThe solution is the sum of a company’s systems, applications, and processes. 
It acts as a container for versions of solution documentation, one of which is 
the productive version.

You share a solution between business units, connected companies, and 
project teams, as well as across geographies and locations. It serves as 
single source of truth and is the container for the entire solution’s docu-
mentation.

To benefit from the new process management capabilities in SAP Solu-
tion Manager 7.2, you need to understand the following fundamental 
concepts:
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� Solution documentation content 
The term solution documentation content denotes all artifacts, docu-
ments, diagrams, test cases, and so on that you created to describe one 
or multiple aspects of your software solution. SAP Solution Manager 
7.2 allows you to structure and organize the solution documentation 
into as many process levels as required by your organization. It also 
allows you to manage these elements through their complete lifecy-
cles. The solution documentation structure is described in more detail 
in Section 7.2.

� Branches 
Branches are the linchpins of the SAP Solution Manager content life-
cycle concept. They control the visibility and changeability of solution 
documentation content. By default, when you create a solution, there 
will be a production and a maintenance branch. The production 
branch only contains productive documentation, but the maintenance 
branch offers a version of solution documentation content in a staging 
area to maintain customer solution documentation without interfer-
ing with productive content. The branch concept is described in more 
detail in Section 7.3.

� System landscapes 
Solution documentation content provides the most value to custom-
ers if it is fully synchronous with the technical reality of actual sys-
tems. SAP Solution Manager 7.2 is the only tool in the IT industry that 
firmly links documentation and system reality through the complete 
lifecycle; to take advantage of this feature, you need to document your 
system landscape precisely. SAP Solution Manager introduces logical
component groups to facilitate this process. Logical component groups 
allow you to document all abstraction levels required for individual 
user types. The system landscape concept is described in more detail 
in Section 7.3.

� Sites 
Experience shows that many customers cannot define business pro-
cesses that are valid in all geographies or locations because they need 
to take variations specific to a country or region into account. This is 
why SAP Solution Manager 7.2 introduces the site concept. Sites allow 
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you to document local exceptions of global standards. They also 
enable you to tag solution documentation content as relevant for a 
specific location and offer access to the corresponding systems. The 
site concept is described in more detail in Section 7.3.

Elements such as document types, assignment of document templates, 
definition of completion rules, and definition of status schemata and sig-
nature strategies are set solution-wide.

In SAP Solution Manager 7.1, many customers created multiple solu-
tions for various reasons. In SAP Solution Manager 7.2, the solution 
concept was simplified significantly. Hence, there is no need to create 
individual solutions for specific use cases for the majority of customers, 
because SAP Solution Manager 7.2 provides simpler means to achieve 
the same results.

 

Note

RecommendationWe recommend using only one solution to reflect the entire system landscape 
and its documentation for large and interconnected companies. An exception 
can be made for a service provider who manages several independent cus-
tomers. In that case, each customer can be defined as a separate solution.

7.2 Documenting a Solution

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 offers a comprehensive structure to manage a 
customer solution. You need to document three factors to cover your 
solution holistically: operational processes, application landscape, and 
system landscape.

You manage your operational processes for better communication with 
your business, increased consistency, and improved efficiency. To 
achieve these goals, you can leverage the SAP Solution Manager 7.2 pro-
cess modeling capabilities to create Business Process Model and Nota-
tion (BPMN) diagrams. You can also model the relationship between 
processes—for example, predecessor and successor processes—to better 
understand how your processes are interrelated. The new Process 
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Management capabilities allow you to invoke business process experts 
to document the company’s core business processes.

In many companies, business processes contain elements that are shared 
with other processes. An efficient process documentation tool therefore 
allows customers to capture those processes or process parts in a reus-
able format to facilitate efficient process documentation. In SAP Solu-
tion Manager 7.2, you assemble your processes from reusable building 
blocks, such as reusable process steps or interfaces. You can further 
leverage these processes for testing, monitoring, or training purposes.

The reuse elements are managed in libraries, which are structured 
according to the types of elements they manage—for example, process 
steps, interfaces, configurations, executables, developments, and alerts. 
Figure 7.2 shows the connections between a process area and a library 
area. Although some libraries focus on IT objects, the process step library
also partially represents the business view of capabilities required to 
operate your business.

Figure 7.2  Process and Library Areas

The application landscape and the system landscape provide a different 
perspective on your company. Often, there is no sharp division between 
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the application and system landscapes. The application landscape shows 
the business functions that your organization maintains, including the 
related application modules. The system landscape also gives a perspec-
tive on the application modules, but it goes further—to the level of tech-
nical components and physical systems, as described in the SAP Solution 
Manager Landscape Management Database (LMDB).

7.2.1 Process Area

Within the process area (Figure 7.3), you describe both perspectives on 
content: the business and IT perspectives. The process area enables you 
to flexibly organize your process content. In addition to viewing process 
documentation, you can also document your application and system 
landscapes in dedicated folders.

Figure 7.3  Process Area

In general, you need to differentiate between two main types of pro-
cesses: end-to-end and modular processes (see Figure 7.4). Within these 
types, you differentiate between processes that are related to process 
flows from an IT perspective and operational, business-related process 
flows.

In general, you can also mix the two types of processes by including 
functional processes as subprocesses in the operational process view. 
However, when you create the two process areas separately, you will 
commonly reuse the smallest objects: business process steps and inter-
faces.
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Figure 7.4  End-to-End and Modular Processes Assembled from Process Steps

End-to-End Processes

 

Note

Process “A process is a set of logically related activities performed to achieve a 
defined business outcome” (Davenport and Short, 1990). A process definition
consists of a set of referenced process steps and interfaces.

Operational processes focus on end-to-end integration. Typical use cases 
of such process documentation from an IT perspective include integra-
tion or regression tests. However, you can also use these processes for 
publishing documentation or to discuss business requirements with 
business users.

End-to-end processes do not stop at the boundaries of a process area or 
an organization. Typically, an end-to-end process involves multiple 
functional domains and represents a comprehensive flow of activities 
that must be performed to address large business matters.

Order-to-cash and procure-to-pay are prominent examples of end-to-end 
processes. An order-to-cash process typically starts with a customer inter-
action with a sales clerk or a web shop and then invokes functions 
belonging to production, supply chain management, and finance. End-to-
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Process Step Library
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end processes are usually complex, because they involve a relatively high 
number of process steps and also embed modular processes if necessary. 
The fact that there is no single responsible person for all functions used 
in the end-to-end process increases the effort needed to align and inte-
grate all involved functions and parties.

Besides the complexity, end-to-end processes also deliver high value and 
represent the most critical business scenarios a company has to fulfil. 
We recommend identifying the most critical business scenarios and 
defining end-to-end processes in a detailed fashion on a process step 
level in SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

Depending on the use case, different documentation can be assigned to 
the processes—for example, business process descriptions, integration 
test case descriptions, or end user training material.

Because these processes are executed across functional areas, they are 
the best candidates for including interface information. Therefore, in 
addition to the chain of process steps or subprocesses, you can also 
include interfaces as intermediate events.

 

Note

RecommendationThe structuring of end-to-end processes should follow your operational pro-
cess organization and your business value chains. We recommend organizing 
processes by using no more than five to seven levels. End-to-end processes 
are built from process steps across functional domains.

Modular Processes

In addition to the holistic, integrative, end-to-end processes in the oper-
ational process area, you can create more functional, modular processes. 
Modular processes are those that typically do not exceed the functional 
domain of an organization. Hence, there is always one organization that 
has responsibility for the entire process. These processes should be 
grouped by functional domains that often correspond to organizational 
structures.
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Examples for groupings include the following:

� Finance

� Human resources

� Production

� Sales

� Lead management

� Quotation management

� Sales order management

� Procurement

� Supply chain management

Because they are related to only one functional domain, you should 
assemble modular processes from process steps that belong to the same 
functional domain. Even though this can be achieved to a large extent, 
processes are often tightly integrated and functional domains collabo-
rate in such a way that processes can be related to and include functions 
from other domains. This relation to other domains can be achieved by 
using well-defined interfaces to related processes, embedding other 
modular processes, and including process steps from other domains. 
However, in spite of functions from other domains, the responsibility 
for the modular process belongs to the domain it was designed in.

Within this structure, processes can be also grouped with regards to pro-
cess variants. The last-level grouping of processes is always a scenario, 
which groups, for example, all process variants for goods recipe pro-
cesses, all quality inspection process types, or all inbound processing 
types.

 

Note

Recommendation The structuring of modular processes should follow your structural company 
organization. We recommend organizing modular processes by using no more 
than five to seven levels. We also recommend building modular processes 
from process steps of one functional domain only.
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Process Diagrams

One of the strengths of SAP Solution Manager 7.2 is the graphical mod-
eling environment, which is fully embedded in and integrated with all 
SAP Solution Manager processes. This environment allows you to 
extend the reach of SAP Solution Manager in implementation projects 
from the technical realization phase to the earlier phase of process defi-
nition. Process experts who in the past used standalone graphical tools 
to describe the company’s core process flows can now use SAP Solution 
Manager. SAP Solution Manager 7.2 thus allows customers to provide a 
common toolset to all stakeholders; costly and tiresome integrations 
with third-party modeling tools are no longer needed. In a nutshell, the 
graphical environment strengthens SAP Solution Manager’s position as 
the single source of truth for customer solutions.

BPMNSAP Solution Manager 7.2 allows users to describe processes graphically 
using BPMN 2.0 process and collaboration diagrams. With process dia-
grams, you can describe the internal flow of activities (process steps), 
choosing diagrams to improve your process communication. BPMN 
helps diagrams maintain a unified language to communicate processes. 
BPMN is a standard and is easy to understand.

You always define a diagram for an existing process. The actual process 
definition should be seen as a “bill of material” of process steps and inter-
faces. It is expressed not graphically but as a list. The BPMN diagram may 
use gateways to show activities that are supposed to be executed in paral-
lel and which may or may not merge back. A BPMN diagram (see Figure 
7.5) can easily show such kinds of variations; a sequential list cannot do 
this.

In SAP Solution Manager 7.2, you can create multiple diagrams for a sin-
gle process. Essentially, the diagram is only a graphical representation of 
the process. Therefore, if multiple diagrams exist for a single process, all 
diagrams share the same process definition, but each diagram can use a 
different subset of process steps and can use a different visualization. 
You can define one diagram that is appropriate for discussions with 
business departments, another that has more details and therefore is 
appropriate for implementation and configuration purposes, and yet 
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another diagram that is tailored to technical process monitoring. Figure 
7.6 shows a diagram of interrelated and embedded processes.

Figure 7.5  BPMN Collaboration Diagram

Figure 7.6  Interrelated and Embedded Processes
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The BPMN process and collaboration diagrams can use systems or roles 
for lanes. To organize your lanes by role, communicate under whose 
responsibility a process step is executed. To organize the lanes by sys-
tem, communicate the logical component group (and the system) that 
supports the activities. Again, for discussions with business depart-
ments, lanes organized by roles are used in most cases. Technical people 
working on process monitoring may prefer diagrams organized by sys-
tems because they are interested in particular system breaks for inter-
face monitoring. In general, all diagrams—process or collaboration 
diagrams, and lanes organized by role or system—can be used for Busi-
ness Process Monitoring.

Figure 7.7  Process Diagram for Operations

In the operations context, diagrams are enriched with icons that indicate 
the alert monitoring results. If you click on these decorators (see Figure 
7.7), you can immediately access the details of the alert monitor and can 
navigate to the managed system to resolve issues.

In addition to BPMN diagrams, you can also visualize value chain dia-
grams with SAP Solution Manager 7.2. Value chain diagrams are often 

Click
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used to show grouped entities—for example, processes or scenarios that 
belong together.

Process Variants

Almost all processes are driven by their dedicated process context. Fac-
tors such as internal organizational influences, market forces, system 
and information configuration, and even the specific user may lead to 
different variations in how a process is executed.

 

Note

Process variant A process variant is a fundamental flow variant of a business process that uses 
the same input and delivers the same measurable outcome as the business 
process.

If you deal with only small and insignificant differences in the process 
flow (for instance, a decision point before an approval step), you should 
stick to the same process definition and model the variation using dia-
grams. Variations can be modeled using gateways, which can describe 
that particular activities are only executed under certain circumstances. 
In addition, a variation can be modeled by creating a dedicated diagram 
for it (see Figure 7.8).

Figure 7.8  Minor Flow Variant
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If flow variations are more significant and you must deal with a major 
flow variant because the “same” process is used in a completely different 
business context, then you should create an independent process defini-
tion for the variance. For instance, the process for calculating income 
taxes may have roughly the same name everywhere, but from a process 
perspective it would not make any sense to manage the variations of the 
German and Brazilian tax system in one process. This example may be 
extreme, but it serves to highlight the principle.

 

Note

RecommendationUse diagrams to deal with minor flow variations. Major flow variations should 
be represented by independent process definitions.

After you define a new process for a major variance, the variant-specific 
process definition can use diagrams to deal with minor variances again.

7.2.2 Libraries

As described earlier in this chapter, reuse objects are organized in librar-
ies. To improve the value of libraries, we recommend that each element 
in a library only exist once. If the same element is used multiple times, 
it should be reused. This is also why most libraries are organized by 
functional criteria.

Process Step Library

In the process step library, you define process steps from a business per-
spective and ensure that every business capability required to operate 
your business is represented by one process step. Define process steps 
according to the business capabilities you require, with no regards to 
whether there is an application or IT system available. Also, manual 
steps or steps supported by non-SAP environments become process 
steps.

 

Note

Process step libraryThe process step library is the software-independent inventory of (business) 
functions a company needs to maintain to run its business.
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The structure of the process step library (see Figure 7.9) follows the 
organizational structure, starting with rather coarsely grained groupings 
and moving to finer levels with the actual process steps.

Figure 7.9  Process Step Library

 

Note

Recommendation In the process step library, every process step exists only once. The process 
step library is software-independent, and each process step represents a 
needed business capability. The library should follow your organizational 
structure, and you should not use more than five to seven levels.

The process steps available in the process step library are called process 
step originals. When you reuse one of the process step originals in a pro-
cess, you add a process step reference to your process, which references 
the original and can have a different title than the original. This is 
important to be able to follow business language. For instance, a process 
step original with the name "Create Sales Order" may be added to a pro-
cess as "Order Entry" because that may be its name according to the 
business units. It would still reference the same original step, but fol-
lows the rules of the occurrence. This also applies to assignments used to 
describe an element in more detail. The references and originals have 
their own sets of attributes and assignments. For instance, you can add 
a generic process step description and configuration guide to a process 
step original while you also add occurrence-specific documents to the 
reference. With this approach, you can add documentation at the right 
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place and avoid double documentation. At the same time, at an occur-
rence level, you keep track of documentation attached to original levels.

If you have to deal with process step variances, the environment allows 
you to define multiple process step references directly pointing to one 
process step original. You can accumulate multiple usages of one or mul-
tiple processes on one original. This is standard behavior.

 

Note

RecommendationYou should accumulate as many usages as possible of the defined process 
step originals and avoid the creation of equal or very similar process step orig-
inals.

You should document elements such as use case documents, functional 
specifications, functional KPI documents, end user training material, sin-
gle functional test cases, and technical bill of materials (TBOMs) with the 
process step originals.

If you want a jump-start process step library, create your process step 
library based on the executables you have available in the executable 
library.

Executable Library

The executable library is a structured collection of development objects 
that users can call directly. For instance, a transaction or an SAP Fiori 
application can be called by a user, so we can consider these executables. 
To put it another way, all development objects (e.g. enhancement imple-
mentations or tables), which a user cannot execute directly are not con-
sidered executables.

 

Note

Executable libraryThe executable library is a software dependent inventory of executables that 
fulfills business functionalities, as promised by the process steps.

The executable library contains originals and is supposed to have no 
duplicates. If an executable is used in a process step, add it as a reference 
to the usage occurrence (the process step). Such reuse comes with the 
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advantage that you document every executable only once, because the 
code exists only once. For example, a technical specification should be 
added to an executable, because the technical design is shared and 
brings together the requirements of all business use cases. If you have 
documentation specific to an individual occurrence, you can add it to 
the references. Again, documentation is added where it makes the most 
sense. In general, you should document technical specifications, config-
uration units, technical KPI documents, and job documentation at the 
executable level.

On the first level, the executable library is structured by logical compo-
nent groups (see Figure 7.10). Below the first level, every software sys-
tem comes with an independent structure; you should follow the soft-
ware systems’ internal structures.

Figure 7.10  Executable Library

For SAP, many applications are structured according to the application 
component hierarchy. Non-SAP applications can be represented accord-
ing to their software structure. You do not need to build the executable 
library manually. It can be generated and refreshed based on usage data 
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for ABAP-based systems. Custom executables are sorted into library 
folders that correspond to the development packages of the executable.

 

Note

RecommendationThe executable library is structured by logical component groups; leverage 
the automatic library generation for ABAP-based systems.

Development Library

The development library is a structured collection of plain custom devel-
opment objects. For instance, custom classes, programs, function mod-
ules, and modifications are considered developments and are managed 
in the development library.

 

Note

Development 
library

The development library is a software-dependent inventory of custom devel-
opment objects that may change the behavior of executables.

Typically, you maintain an enhancement implementation technical 
design document or the design of a custom code object in the develop-
ment library, for example. Objects can be referenced to the object they 
contribute to.

Like the executable library, the development library is structured by log-
ical component groups on the first hierarchy level. Below the first level, 
the documentation structure should follow the software system struc-
ture. The development library can also be generated; generation will 
lead to an application component hierarchy structure in the case of 
ABAP-based systems. Custom objects are sorted into library folders that 
correspond to the development packages of the development objects.

 

Note

RecommendationThe development library is structured by logical component groups; leverage 
the automatic library generation for ABAP-based systems.
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Configuration Library

The configuration library is the central place for reusable configuration 
units that combine configurations (e.g., BC Sets, IMG activities, or Web 
Dynpro ABAP application configurations), development objects (e.g., 
custom development objects), documentation (e.g., configuration 
guides or user guidelines), and other configuration units (e.g., if another 
configuration units is a prerequisite). 

 

Note

Configuration 
library

The configuration library is a partly software-dependent and partly scenario-
driven inventory of configuration units that bundle configuration and its doc-
umentation (see Figure 7.11).

Figure 7.11  Reusable Configuration Units

In general, coarse-grained configuration units have a tendency to be less 
reusable, whereas reuse of fine-grained configuration units is quite com-
mon. You can assign configuration units on almost all levels and objects 
in the solution documentation structure.

 

Note

Recommendation You should define configuration units following your implementation scenar-
ios. Configuration units should consist of one configuration document and all 
configuration activities (IMG activities, transactions, etc.) mentioned in the 
configuration guide.

If you implement a solution, you will look at certain application areas as 
a whole. For instance, in SAP applications, you would consider MM or 
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SD as self-contained units and define folder structures for them (see 
Figure 7.12). Within these folders, you place the respective configura-
tion units. A single configuration unit should be defined by implemen-
tation scenario considerations, as mentioned earlier. Unfortunately, 
there is no general rule for how coarse- or fine-grained the configuration 
units should be.

Still, the overall structure of the configuration library follows the soft-
ware structure. For SAP applications, this is the application component 
hierarchy. Define a folder structure for each logical component group 
and below at most two levels of the application component hierarchy. In 
these folders, place the reusable configuration units.

Figure 7.12  Configuration Library

In addition, especially for cross-system scenarios, you should define 
configuration unit folders according to business scenarios. Finally, refer-
ence the configuration units from the affected process structure. Cus-
tomers often assign configuration on module and process levels rather 
than finer-grained levels.

Interface Library

The interface library is a structured collection of interfaces that can be 
used and referenced directly in the course of a processes.

 

Note

Interface libraryThe interface library is a partly integration scenario driven and partly function-
ally driven inventory of interfaces that helps to facilitate the communication 
between two or more communication partners.
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You can distinguish between interfaces and composite interfaces: An 
interface is self-contained and cannot be further decomposed (without 
describing code). However, each interface can be further detailed by a 
set of attributes. These interface details define the technology type, the 
communication profile, and the technical settings of the interface using 
a set of predelivered interface attributes that can be enhanced by custom 
content (see Figure 7.13).

Figure 7.13  Interface Details

Interfaces can be reused in more complex composite interfaces (see 
Figure 7.14). Use composite interfaces if you want to depict how multi-
ple interfaces work together and explain the needed logical interface 
steps that make the integration happen. The interface steps do not nec-
essarily exist outside the composite interface, but they represent import-
ant logical pieces of the integration that are worth monitoring.
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Figure 7.14  Composite Interface with Interface Steps

Operations can be applied to interfaces and interface steps. To achieve 
better transparency, model composite interfaces with BPMN-like dia-
grams; BPMN provides an aligned notation that can apply to technical 
integration processes easily.

The interface should be organized partly by integration scenarios and 
partly by functional aspects. Reusable interfaces should be structured 
into functional domains following the organizational structure. Inter-
faces built for particular integration scenarios should be placed accord-
ingly in folders that correspond to the integration scenarios. With the 
where-used function, you can list all business processes an interface is 
assigned to, making it easy to identify all affected business processes in 
case an interface runs into problems.

Alerting Library

You monitor your business processes to proactively setup alerting for 
potential issues that could disrupt them. Business Process Monitoring 
continuously and automatically collects alert information from managed 
systems. It provides immediate feedback with alerts that are evaluated 
through well-defined thresholds. The alerts are displayed in the alert 
inbox in SAP Solution Manager. In addition, you can display the alerts in 
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the context of a business process graphic to see which parts of the busi-
ness processes are impacted.

In the alerting library, the environment automatically collects all alert-
ing objects assigned to processes, process steps, interfaces, and interface 
steps. Although you could create alerting objects in the library, we do 
not recommend doing so, because information for alerting objects can 
only be consumed if those objects are assigned to a process element.

 

Note

Alerting library The alerting library is a collection of alerting objects that retrieve data from 
managed systems and deliver immediately filtered and evaluated measure-
ments. The alerting library is the central place to maintain the alerting objects 
and their configurations.

The library allows you to organize the alerting objects by creating fold-
ers and distributing the alerting objects within these folders. For exam-
ple, you can structure the alerting library per managed system, per 
monitoring responsibility, per organizational unit, or per geographical 
region.

 

Note

Recommendation The alerting library should not use more than two to three levels.

On the one hand, alerts instantly deliver evaluated feedback (e.g., via 
notifications) if, for instance, the measured values exceed a defined 
threshold. On the other hand, you can also use analytics objects, as we 
will discuss next, to collect managed system data in SAP Solution Man-
ager for later evaluation and analysis.

Analytics Library

Analytics means analyzing managed system business data to identify and 
resolve the root cause of business issues in order to improve customer 
processes. To set up analytics, define analytics data collection objects in 
the analytics library. These analytics objects correspond to the actual data 
collection objects in the managed systems and make the business data 
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available for further analysis in SAP Business Warehouse (SAP BW) info 
cubes in SAP Solution Manager.

 

Note

Analytics libraryThe analytics library is a collection of analytic objects that retrieve unfiltered 
and unevaluated data from the managed systems for later analysis. The ana-
lytics library is the central place to maintain the analytics objects and their 
configurations.

You can structure the analytics library according your needs.

 

Note

RecommendationThe analytics library should not use more than two to three levels.

The actual data analysis is performed in the SAP Solution Manager Busi-
ness Process Analytics application.

7.2.3 Document Types in Documentation Structure

Today, a lot of documentation is stored in spreadsheets, presentations, 
and many other kinds of unstructured documents. In SAP Solution Man-
ager, you can assign these documents to the process structure and to the 
elements assigned to the structure.

 

Note

Document typeA document type indicates the purpose and expected content of unstructured 
documents. It may help users to find the right documents and is used by SAP 
Solution Manager to evaluate document relevance.

Due to the fact that the documents you can assign to the solution docu-
mentation are unstructured, you have almost no indicator what actual 
content you may find if you look into a document. The title definitely is 
not a good indicator. For instance, Test Management takes document 
assignments into account that are assigned to a process steps and are of 
the single functional test type; it uses them as test cases, as part of a test 
plan, and so on.
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Figure 7.15  Pick Document Type

With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, you can clearly define where in the 
process management structure you would expect what particular docu-
ment of what document type (see Figure 7.15). You can also find out 
what documents are expected, but missing.

We recommend the document types listed in Table 7.1, based on the 
feedback of most customers.

Document  
(Document Type)

Responsible Person Description

Use case (ZUC) Project Management 
Organization (PMO)

Describes the business use cases 
and high-level market/business 
requirements; assigned to busi-
ness processes or process step 
references

Mock-up (ZMU) User Interface 
Designer

Describes desired UIs; assigned 
to business processes, process 
step references, or process step 
original

Process descrip-
tion (ZRFC)

Business Process/
Domain Expert

Describes the process and pro-
cess flow; assigned to business 
processes

Table 7.1  Recommended Document Types 
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(Perceived) func-
tional gap (FGAP)

Innovation Control 
Center (ICC) Lead

Describes an identified gap; 
assigned to business processes

Functional specifi-
cation type gap 
(ZFC)

Business Process/
Domain Expert, 
Solution Architect, 
Functional Consultant

Describes detailed functional 
information of an identified gap; 
assigned to process step refer-
ences, or process step original

Functional specifi-
cation type devel-
opment (ZFD)

Business Process/
Domain Expert, 
Solution Architect, 
Functional Consultant

Describes detailed functional 
information of a required custom 
development; assigned to exe-
cutable original or development 
original

Functional specifi-
cation type work-
flow (ZFW)

Business Process/
Domain Expert, 
Solution Architect, 
Functional Consultant

Describes detailed functional 
information of a required work-
flow; assigned to processes, or 
process step references

Functional inter-
face specification 
(ZFI)

Functional Consultant Describes interfaces and com-
pound interfaces; assigned to 
interface originals, and compos-
ite interface originals

Technical design 
(ZTD)

Developer Describes the technical design of 
a custom development and is 
assigned to developments and 
executables; assigned to execut-
able originals, and development 
originals

Configuration 
guide (ZCG)

Functional Consultant Describes the configuration set-
tings of a configuration unit; 
assigned to configuration unit 
originals

Single functional 
test (ZFT)

Functional Consultant Describes the test cases of pro-
cess steps; assigned to process 
step references, process step 
originals, and executable origi-
nals

Functional integra-
tion test (ZIT)

Functional Consultant Describes the integration tests of 
processes; assigned to processes

Document  
(Document Type)

Responsible Person Description

Table 7.1  Recommended Document Types (Cont.)
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You can generate some of the documents in Table 7.1 from the informa-
tion you captured in a structured way. Other documents need to be cre-
ated and maintained manually. To streamline your documents, you can 
use templates that are automatically applied when a new document is 
created. In addition, you can apply digital signatures to make documen-
tation savvy for regulated businesses.

7.3 Managing the Solution Lifecycle

In the following, we discuss how you can model your system landscape 
and the related solution documentation branches to support the devel-
opment, documentation, and test of coded assets and solution documen-
tation.

7.3.1 System Landscape and Change Control Landscapes

The system landscape comprises the superset of a customer’s applica-
tions and systems. Many customers have landscapes with many systems 
that in turn serve different needs; to make documenting your landscapes 
easier for you, SAP Solution Manager offers a powerful and flexible 
grouping mechanism called logical component groups. These groups 

Training material 
user guide (ZTM)

Functional Consultant Material to teach users; assigned 
to processes, process step refer-
ences, and process step originals

User guide (ZUG) Functional Consultant In-depth key user description of 
functionality; assigned to pro-
cesses, process step references, 
and process step originals

Additional docu-
mentation (ZAD)

Various Any kind of additional documen-
tation; may be assigned on all 
levels

Document  
(Document Type)

Responsible Person Description

Table 7.1  Recommended Document Types (Cont.)
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allow customers to categorize systems according to purpose and kind 
and to create abstraction layers that make it easier for nontechnical users 
to link processes to systems or sets of systems.

 

Note

Logical compo-
nent group

A logical component group is a high-level view of an application. It is a group 
of logical components that contains systems of the same kind—for example: 
enterprise resource planning (ERP) logistics, ERP human resources, customer 
relationship management (CRM), or a portal system.

The logical component group name is used in solution documentation to 
refer to the high-level application that is supposed to execute a process 
step. You can thus document that a certain process step runs on the ERP 
system without defining the technical instance in which this process is 
executed in production; that is, you do not have to decide in which sys-
tem and application version this process step is executed. By refining the 
logical components (which are now grouped by the logical component 
groups), you can refer to the concrete system, which also has a concrete 
product version.

 

Note

Logical componentLogical components refers to the concrete technical systems of a system track, 
typically belonging to the same transport landscape and having the same 
product version. The technical systems assigned to logical components are 
classified according to their system role—for example, development system 
or quality assurance system.

A logical component has no hard dependency on any product or appli-
cation nor on any product version. The technical systems are maintained 
in the LMDB and linked into logical components. This is why it is possi-
ble to retrieve comprised components, component versions, or informa-
tion about the physical systems directly from the LMDB. No landscape 
data is stored redundantly, and you can navigate from the logical com-
ponent group into the detailed component information model of the 
linked systems (see Figure 7.16).
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Figure 7.16  Logical Component Group Architecture

In a classical five-system landscape for a central SAP ERP system, you 
may have one logical component group—which is SAP ERP—and three 
logical components: one for production systems, one for maintenance 
landscape, and one for the next major release.

The logical component group is not directly connected to any technical 
information; it is a placeholder only. Therefore, you can use such groups 
to represent any non-SAP or SAP system that is part of your solution. 
This enables you to create real end-to-end business process structures 
and documentation.

An advantage of logical component groups is that they can be used by 
the different SAP Solution Manager content consumers in a uniform 
way. The same logical components group can be used for documenting 
a solution and for setting up Change Request Management to control the 
transport management system. You can refer to all technical systems 
available in a logical component group and therefore set up transport 
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tracks along all systems without being restricted by the contained logical 
components.

In the customer landscape, there is one logical component group for 
each type of system. In order to reflect the variety of different types of 
systems, you end up with many logical component groups: one for ERP, 
one for CRM, one for business warehouses (BW), and yet another for 
portal systems, to give a few examples. Here, the customer landscape 
comprises four logical component groups containing logical compo-
nents to point to actual systems.

 

Note

Change control 
landscape

The change control landscape is a combination of logical component groups 
that should be controlled by a common release cycle.

7.3.2 Branches

Branches are the linchpins of the SAP Solution Manager content lifecycle 
concept and are used for versioning solution documentation content 
within a solution. The content lifecycle ensures that changes in the solu-
tion documentation follow changes made in actual systems; that is, 
coded (e.g., ABAP or JavaScript code) and noncoded (e.g., process flow 
descriptions or business process descriptions) assets should be in sync at 
all times.

 

Note

BranchA branch represents a version of the solution documentation containing pro-
cesses, libraries, applications, and systems.

While creating a solution, SAP Solution Manager automatically creates a 
production and a maintenance branch. These two branches always team 
up and offer the option to separate unchangeable, productive content 
visible in the production branch from content in the maintenance 
branch that can be changed. Once you change the documentation con-
tent, you can release changes in maintenance branch and make them 
available in the production branch. This setup allows you to clearly dif-
ferentiate between solution documentation content that is productive 
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and content that is still work in progress. You can do so (as coded assets 
do in the technical system landscape) because the production branch 
corresponds to production systems and the maintenance branch corre-
sponds to systems from the maintenance landscape (see Figure 7.17).

Figure 7.17  Branches to Describe Five-System Landscapes

In addition to production and maintenance branches, you can define 
further branches and sub-branches as required for project system land-
scapes. For instance, to repeat the five-system landscape example, you 
may have an additional development system track where you prepare 
the next major release. In this scenario, you would add another branch 
that corresponds to the development system track and reflects the solu-
tion documentation of the same. This example could be extended with 
further system tracks and corresponding branches. You could also add 
further branches that have no own system landscape but that share a 
system landscape with other branches—for instance, to integrate with 
external third-party modeling tools.

The setup of branches is often driven by the system landscape design 
and a customer’s release plans.
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Note

RecommendationThe minimum branch setup consists of production and maintenance 
branches. Further branches, such as development or sandbox branches, can 
be added per specific requirements.

A branch always collects all content of its parent branch. The same ele-
ment always has the same identity in all branches. As a result, all 
changes released into the production branch, for example, become auto-
matically visible in all child branches (see Figure 7.18).

Figure 7.18  Branch Hierarchy

Hence, if you perform a change in the maintenance branch and release 
the change into the production branch, then the change is immediately 
visible in the development and child 1 branches; the same rules also 
apply to all children of the child 1 branch.

All solution documentation elements have a lifecycle status that is 
dependent on the branch. Solution documentation elements may be in 
unchanged, created, changed, deleted, or conflict status. Conflicting ele-
ments are changed in the current branch but changed in parallel in the 
parent branch. As a consequence, you need to resolve the conflicting 
elements by deciding to release or to discard the changes made. Alter-
nately, you may want to mark the conflict as resolved, which simply 
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Child 1.1 Child 1.2 Child 1.3
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marks the element as conflict-free so that it can be released to the parent 
branch.

The production branch always has a close relationship with the mainte-
nance branch, since the maintenance branch is the natural change envi-
ronment for the production branch. For this reason, the maintenance 
branch has priority over all other sibling branches. Due to the special 
role of the maintenance branch, conflicting changes performed in sib-
ling branches to the maintenance branch lead immediately to the main-
tenance conflict status. You need to resolve maintenance conflicts first, 
because usually the changes made in the maintenance branch have pri-
ority over others.

 

Note

Recommendation You should only define as many branches as required. All emergency correc-
tions and minor release changes should be managed in the maintenance 
branch. The maintenance branch should be under Change Control Manage-
ment.

Multiple project teams should share the same branch for their work. The 
advantage of this approach is that conflicts are detected early and project 
teams are forced to align their work. In this way, you can avoid project 
teams working under wrong assumptions (e.g., that underlying pro-
cesses have changed) and other surprises and accidents. To organize the 
work of multiple project teams, a release cycle should be applied to the 
maintenance branch. With a release cycle, you can use requests for 
change (RFCs) with normal changes to bundle minor developments. The 
Section 7.3.4 will discuss the integration of Process Management with 
Change Request Management in more detail.

However, there are situations in which it makes sense to introduce addi-
tional branches. SAP Solution Manager 7.2 supports the implementation 
of SAP S/4HANA, for example, and comes with rich process content 
describing the SAP S/4HANA processes and configurations in detail. You 
may not want to implement all processes that come with the best prac-
tices packages at once, but you may want to explore and scope the best 
practices content first and have only those processes in your next release 
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branches you selected to work with. For this reason, you should use a 
sandbox branch as a child branch under your development branch for 
content import and initial scoping.

 

Note

RecommendationSet up a sandbox branch to import SAP Best Practices content (see Figure 
7.19). Perform the scoping in the sandbox branch, and release the processes 
you want to implement into the development branch. The sandbox branch 
does not need to be controlled by Change Request Management.

Figure 7.19  Branch Setup Including Sandbox Branch for Best Practices Import

In the development branch, you can adjust the process structure, per-
form the fit-gap analysis, and configure and document the processes so 
that they fit your business.

Another use case to introduce an additional branch is Business Process 
Monitoring. The vast majority of SAP customers apply Business Process 
Monitoring to the production processes and systems only. When setting 
up Business Process Monitoring, the processes and process diagrams 
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should not be changed by the monitoring experts, but should be instru-
mented and activated. These activities should not interfere with the 
development of minor or major releases.

 

Note

Recommendation Business Process Monitoring should be applied in a dedicated operations 
branch directly related to production (see Figure 7.20).

Figure 7.20  Operations Branch

After successful implementation, customers can apply Business Process 
Monitoring directly to ensure that the implemented processes perform 
as expected.

7.3.3 Sites and Multiple Production Systems

Customers sometimes operate multiple production systems because 
regions or plants have special requirements and set up their own sys-
tem landscapes. In such cases, you have more than one production 
system. Even though multiple sites run the same kind of system—for 
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instance an SAP ERP system build from a global template—the local 
system instances will be different from code, configuration, and usage 
perspectives.

 

Note

SiteA site classifies systems according to locations, entities, or any other named 
spots they belong to. It is used as a system landscape selector that reduces 
the systems to only those relevant to a selected site.

To manage the different systems in one common solution, you need to 
be able to differentiate the affected systems by sites and eventually to 
make clear which documentation is valid for a particular site only and 
which is valid globally. To make this possible, you can name a site (e.g., 
a plant that operates its own system landscape) and assign the relevant 
systems to the site. After you enable the sites, you will have a site system 
landscape selector to switch the relevant system landscapes (see Figure 
7.21). After picking a certain site, your system selector results are 
reduced to only the relevant systems (and system roles).

Figure 7.21  Site System Landscape Selector

Because a site is like a built-in standard attribute available for almost all 
solution documentation elements, you can also use it to classify solution 
documentation content (see Figure 7.22).

After you have tagged content as site-relevant, you can use that attribute 
for reporting or for generation of process documentation handbooks.
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Figure 7.22  Multiple and Site-Specific Production Systems

7.3.4 One Process for Software Deployment and 
Documentation Changes

In SAP Solution Manager 7.2, solution documentation is closely inte-
grated with Software Change Management (see Figure 7.23). With this 
integration, you can align the lifecycles of coded and noncoded assets by 
providing a common change document that is capable of keeping track 
of code changes in the managed systems and documentation changes as 
performed in solution documentation.
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Figure 7.23  Integrated Change and Request Management

Once you specify the solution documentation scope in a request for 
change or change document, the change document processor will be 
able to update scoped content while making corrections to development 
or customizing. All changes performed for customizing or coding will be 
recorded in a transport request and automatically assigned to a change 
document. Also, all changes performed on the solution documentation 
in context of this change document will be recorded in a solution docu-
mentation log and attached to the change document.

After the changes have been completed, they will be transported into 
the test system, where changes can be verified. After a successful test, 
the change document will be released, and then the changes will be 
imported into the production system. All changes made to the solution 
documentation will be published simultaneously into the production 
branch.

This behavior guarantees that publishing solution documentation is per-
formed together with software logistics. Changes therefore do not have 
to be collected manually and released one by one.
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Figure 7.24  Solution Documentation under Change Management Control

Regarding the branch setup that we discussed in the previous section: If 
you control your branches using change control, there are three options 
for managing your minor developments.

There are three different integration levels between solution documen-
tation and change control:

� Use change documents without transport management 
This use case controls all changes performed on documentation in a 
specific time slot. For this, you would typically make an administra-
tive or general change. The change document can hold the log for 
documentation changes for the entire project, focus on topics/appli-
cations, or be dedicated to every change performed (every developer 
has its own change for a project cycle). In this case, you should create 
a change cycle assigned to your maintenance branch only.

� Use change documents with transport management 
The second use case also has integration between changes to docu-
mentation content and changes performed to the system and its 
objects. Both will be logged in a transport request and solution docu-
mentation log. To use this option, you need to create a task list and 
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assign it to the change cycle in addition to the actions in the previous 
use case.

� Use release management 
The most tightly integrated approach is the use of release manage-
ment (see Figure 7.25). In this use case, you can specify releases and 
control which projects will be executed in which release window.

Figure 7.25  From Release Management to Change Control

To summarize, you can benefit from strong integration of process man-
agement and solution documentation capabilities with SAP Solution 
Manager Release Management, Project Management, and Change Con-
trol Management.

7.4 Best Practices for Working with Solutions

To accelerate SAP Solution Manager 7.2 adoption, SAP documented best 
practices processes for SAP Solution Manager 7.2 implementation 
and configuration using the SAP Solution Manager 7.2 Process 
Management capabilities. The best practices documents cover pro-
cesses such as Change Control Management, Incident Management, 
and Process Management. The package comes with process defini-
tions, process diagrams, process steps, executables, and configura-
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tions. You can import the content package from the SAP Cloud like any 
other SAP Best Practices package.

Figure 7.26  Change Control Management (Request for Change) Best Practices Example

After you implement the SAP Solution Manager 7.2 processes using the 
best practices, you will have an excellent visualization of the IT pro-
cesses your organization supports.

The processes and diagrams are linked so that you can identify depen-
dencies in order to better plan process changes and adaptations. This 
function makes concepts more tangible and helps to streamline discus-
sions. Therefore, the SAP Solution Manager Best Practices processes are 
a great opportunity to jump-start your SAP Solution Manager projects.
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7.5 Summary

This chapter covered the process of documenting a solution, including 
information on process areas, libraries, and document types. It also cov-
ered how to manage the solution lifecycle, from system landscapes and 
change control landscapes through branches, sites, and multiple produc-
tion systems.
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Chapter 8 

SAP Best Practices packages in SAP Solution Manager can help 
you realize the benefits of SAP S/4HANA.

8 SAP Best Practices for SAP S/4HANA

SAP Activate is a unique combination of SAP Best Practices for SAP S/4HANA, 
methodology, and guided configuration to help you implement the SAP 
S/4HANA suite. It is designed for IT and business professionals involved 
in the migration to and configuration, integration, and extension of SAP 
S/4HANA.

In this chapter, we will walk you through SAP Activate content available 
in SAP Solution Manager and the use of SAP Best Practices content in an 
on-premise implementation of SAP S/4HANA.

8.1 SAP Best Practices Content

SAP Best Practices 
packages

A key element of SAP Activate is SAP Best Practices for SAP S/4HANA 
processes, which provides information for implementing business pro-
cesses on SAP S/4HANA. The first version—1511, published in Novem-
ber 2015—contains more than 50 SAP Best Practices business processes, 
and SAP increases this number continuously. The business process 
information is available in different versions. You can select if you want 
to implement them on-premise or in the cloud. For version 1511, you 
can choose a preconfiguration for the United States or for Germany as a 
starting point (other country versions will follow).

SAP Activate provides various content for SAP Best Practices business 
processes (see Figure 8.1). The following content is available in SAP 
Solution Manager:

� Process diagrams are models of the business processes in BPMN nota-
tion (see Chapter 7, Section 7.2 on documenting a solution). They 
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illustrate the process flow and allow lines of business to understand 
the process and discuss how the flow needs to be adopted to fit to 
their requirements.

� Executables link to the transactions, programs, SAP Fiori applications, 
Web Dynpro applications, and other executables required to enact 
individual process steps.

� SAP Best Practices business process documents provide a brief documen-
tation of the corresponding business process and include the test 
scripts.

� Configuration building blocks link to configuration documents that 
describe all configuration settings (IMG objects and customizing trans-
actions) that are required to configure the SAP Best Practices business 
processes. They also provide the technical objects listed in the config-
uration guide in the form of IMG objects or customizing transactions 
that can be called in the SAP S/4HANA system. The configuration 
guide describes how to set up the configuration manually. For new 
implementations, it is possible to automate the configuration using the 
SAP Solution Builder, which is a standard part of SAP S/4HANA. The 
configuration building blocks represent the documentation reference 
in SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

The principle of SAP Best Practices content builds is that business pro-
cesses are self-contained so that they can be selected and deselected 
independently. As a consequence, most of the building blocks will be 
used for multiple business processes.

� Test scripts, as part of the SAP Best Practices business process docu-
ments, provide a step-by-step description of the process together with 
the expected outcome. The test cases describe what needs to be tested 
and the sequence of the process flow.

Another benefit of the test scripts is that they help you to better 
understand the SAP Best Practices processes before you have access to 
an SAP S/4HANA system. Read through the test script for a basic 
understanding of the process flow.
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Figure 8.1  SAP Activate Content in Solution Documentation

SAP Best Practices 
content; import

You can utilize the SAP Activate content in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 for 
your SAP S/4HANA project. To do so, import the current content into 
your solution in Solution Administration. On the SAP Best Practices
Packages tab of the solution, find and click the Import SAP Best Prac-
tices Packages link (see Figure 8.2). Then, decide which of the available 
packages you will import: cloud versus on-premise, and which country 
version. Finally, specify which branch the package will be imported 
into. For a detailed description of branches, see Chapter 7, Section 7.3.2.

After importing the SAP Best Practices package, you can see all the 
included content in the Solution Documentation area of SAP Solution 
Manager. The business processes are available in a specific scenario, SAP
Best Practices Import, within the import branch. At this stage, take a look 
at the SAP Best Practices business processes and discuss with your lines 
of business which processes will be realized in the implementation proj-
ect. Then, create another scenario in the sandbox branch and move the 
selected processes there.
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Figure 8.2  Import SAP Best Practices Packages in Solution Administration

SAP Cloud Appli-
ance Library

If you have not upgraded SAP Solution Manager yet, you can choose to 
analyze the SAP Best Practices processes in an SAP Solution Manager 7.2 
instance in the SAP Cloud Appliance Library (see Chapter 19). One of 
the available solutions is an SAP Solution Manager 7.2 instance with 
imported SAP Activate content. Using this image, you do not need to 
import the SAP Best Practices package because it is available already.

In addition to SAP Solution Manager 7.2, the SAP Cloud Appliance 
Library also provides a trial version of SAP S/4HANA, on-premise edi-
tion. The SAP Best Practices processes are activated and preconfigured in 
this version. You can use this to see a flow of the processes in addition to 
the solution documentation in SAP Solution Manager. It doesn’t matter 
at this stage if SAP Solution Manager is located on-premise or in the SAP 
Cloud Appliance Library.

Fit-gap analysis Next, your IT department and the lines of business will discuss the 
selected business processes in detail and perform a fit-gap analysis, 
which will specify in detail how the selected processes will be config-
ured.
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Now, you will move the selected SAP Best Practices processes from the 
sandbox branch into the parent branch, development, where you will 
realize the implementation.

The remainder of this chapter focuses on describing the process of imple-
menting SAP S/4HANA, on-premise edition. The process for implementing 
SAP S/4HANA, cloud edition slightly differs—for example, regarding the 
data transfer. Please refer to Chapter 14 for more information regarding 
SAP S/4HANA, cloud edition.

8.2 Implementing SAP S/4HANA, On-Premise 
Edition

There are three different approaches for implementing SAP S/4HANA, 
on-premise edition (see Chapter 3). You can either start with a new 
implementation or can perform the transition from one of your existing 
SAP Business Suite systems to the new SAP S/4HANA product (a system 
conversion). Finally, the system conversion approach can be enhanced 
by merging data from multiple sources or splitting up only parts of the 
source system; this is called landscape transformation. Depending on 
which option you select, the implementation project approach varies.

New implementa-
tion

If you want to perform a new implementation, you will start with a 
blank SAP S/4HANA system without any existing business process con-
figuration. A ready-to-activate appliance can be used to start the imple-
mentation and to save time. In this system, you have to activate the SAP 
Best Practices processes you have selected during scoping. Activation is 
performed using the SAP Best Practices Solution Builder, which mini-
mizes the effort of implementing SAP Best Practices packages. The con-
figuration building blocks of selected SAP Best Practices processes are 
configured automatically via BC Sets, eCATTs, and IMG authoring.

All configurations performed using the SAP Best Practices Solution 
Builder are saved in transport requests within the Change and Transport 
system. Hence, they can be controlled by the Change Control Manage-
ment features of SAP Solution Manager (see Chapter 10).
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Manual configuration is only required for customer-specific adaptions 
on top of the activated SAP Best Practices business processes—and of 
course rework might be required in case of warnings or errors. The 
Administration Guide for the Implementation of SAP S/4HANA, On-Prem-
ise Edition describes further details.

Data transfer In the case of a new implementation of SAP S/4HANA, there will be no 

System conversion 
and landscape 
transformation

Configuration 
settings

business data or master data in the new system. Some data will need to 
be migrated from the existing SAP Business Suite system (or from a leg-
acy system for new customers). This can be done by using SAP Data Ser-
vices.

If you convert your existing SAP Business Suite system to SAP S/4HANA, 
the business and master data will remain available in SAP S/4HANA. 
Tools used for the system conversion are based on the toolset used 
already in system upgrades or updates of traditional SAP products. We 
discussed examples of how SAP Solution Manager supports this func-
tionality in Chapters 3 through 6.

The configuration settings of the existing SAP Business Suite are copied 
over to SAP S/4HANA as well. This means that there are existing entries 
in the configuration tables after the conversion. Therefore, just activat-
ing the configuration building blocks as in new implementations carries 
a high risk that some configuration will overlap and the system configu-
ration will become inconsistent. A different approach is required.

First, your implementation team will analyze which configuration set-
tings are required for an SAP Best Practices process by browsing the con-
figuration documents attached to the configuration building blocks in 
solution documentation. These documents list all configuration settings.

For all of the impacted configuration settings, the implementation team 
will analyze if there are conflicts between them and the existing system 
configuration. If yes, these conflicts have to be resolved. Alternately, the 
SAP Best Practices process might have to be adapted to ensure that 
everything works fine.

Finally, the necessary configurations settings need to be applied manu-
ally in the SAP S/4HANA system. This will be done directly in the imple-
mentation guide (IMG). To document your configuration, make a copy 
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of the SAP Activate content configuration guide, adapt it, and upload it 
into solution documentation.

Adapt SAP Best 
Practices

There is a high probability that the SAP Best Practices processes will not 
completely fulfil the requirements of your company, regardless of 
whether they have been activated as a new implementation or have 
been included after a system conversion. For example, some processes 
have optional process steps. You have to decide if you want to select 
these options or not. If not, the corresponding business process step 
needs to be deactivated. Other deviations from the SAP Best Practices
processes might be caused by the organizational set up of your com-
pany, by industry specifics, or by special market conditions. However, 
your company may just want to align to and adopt the SAP Best Practices 
process instead of changing it.

Required 
adjustments

The implementation team manages the required adjustments via solu-
tion documentation in SAP Solution Manager. Other process-related 
documents may be needed as well. For example, requirements docu-
ments describe what needs to be changed. Specifications describe how 
the result will be realized. Other process-related documents might be 
needed as well, such as test case descriptions or training material. All of 
these documents will be attached to the business process in solution 
documentation. There, they are accessible for other SAP Solution Man-
ager processes. For further information regarding the requirements-to-
deploy process, please refer to Chapter 11.

Corresponding customizing or coding changes will be made in the SAP 
S/4HANA system. These changes can be documented in the solution 
documentation configuration library of SAP Solution Manager and will 
be tracked via Transport Management.

If you are using Change Request Management (see Chapter 10, Section 
10.6) within SAP Solution Manager, you also will be able to view the 
changes in change documents. In the same way, the test case descrip-
tions assigned to the processes are used for Test Management (see Chap-
ter 9).
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8.3 Summary

You access the SAP Best Practices content of SAP Activate through SAP 
Solution Manager. This helps you to understand the new digitized busi-
ness processes of SAP S/4HANA and to configure them on your system.
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An integrated and robust Test Suite ensures that the business 
runs smoothly without compromising the speed of innovation. 
SAP Solution Manager offers tools and capabilities to plan, 
execute, and analyze manual and automated test cases for your 
SAP S/4HANA journey.

9 Test Management

Motivation for 
testing

A new implementation or an upgrade to SAP S/4HANA will result in 
new business capabilities being made available and in existing capabili-
ties running differently in some cases. The goals are to perform ade-
quate testing, to ensure the business keeps running as usual, and to 
implement smooth and successful go-lives.

After implementation, when you are in steady-state operations, there 
will be innovations and enhancements. You will want a test suite that 
can leverage your existing documentation repository maintained in SAP 
Solution Manager and enable you to conduct business process–oriented 
testing with minimal incremental effort.

Why Test Suite?The Test Suite in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 is the recommended solu-
tion for all customers for both manual and automated testing. It offers 
preconfigured functionality with a seamless integration to other capabil-
ities of Solution Manager such as solution documentation. It serves as a 
single source of truth as there is no replication required to third party 
repositories. The content update in solution documentation such as a 
new business process or a revised process is immediately visible in Test 
Suite avoiding any errors and redundancy

The usage rights for both manual and automated testing are already cov-
ered if you use the Test Suite. In the automation space, there have been 
significant improvements, which enable business users to create auto-
mated test scripts using record and replay methods, even for new tech-
nologies such as SAP Fiori. These scripts are low maintenance and have 
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easy repair options. These capabilities can be used for SAP, non-SAP and 
hybrid solutions without the need for third party products, for most SAP 
scenarios. For non-SAP scenarios, you can use third party products in 
conjunction with Test Suite and get consolidated reporting. If you make 
a strategic decision to use HP ALM, the SAP team can offer you an inte-
gration service to make the ecosystem with partner tools work seam-
lessly.

Thousands of customers, including SAP IT, have already adopted the 
Test Suite and many customers have experienced significant savings in 
license costs, reduced test effort with test scope optimization and simpli-
fied project management with integrated test management.

Customers who want to extend the capabilities of the standard Test Suite 
can use the Focused Build solution that offers state of the art capabilities 
in test management such as integrated project management, intuitive 
and simplified application for manual testing, a comprehensive test 
management dashboard and an easy way to semi automate test plan cre-
ation based on implemented requirements.

The Test Suite in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 uses the libraries and busi-
ness processes documented via the solution documentation capabilities, 
as explained in Chapter 7. Customers will have a holistic view of the 
readiness of the solutions and stability of applications when they are 
tested using SAP Solution Manager 7.2, thus reducing the effort for test 
planning and execution.

When you import best practices content for SAP S/4HANA, you also get 
access to predefined content for testing, which can be used as a founda-
tion to create an inventory of your test cases.

On top of that, the analytical capabilities offered in the Test Suite helps 
you to quickly find updated business processes or missing test cases in 
your solution documentation, ensuring adequate coverage and giving 
you the latest statistics on test planning and execution progress.

In this chapter, we will first show to you how to access the Test Suite, 
and then we will walk you through creating a test case, test planning, 
and test execution. We will then cover defect management, reporting 
and analytics, and the Scope and Effort Analyzer (SEA). Finally, we will 
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end with a discussion of integration with HP ALM and SAP Test Acceler-
ation Optimization (SAP TAO).

9.1 Accessing Test Suite

To use the various applications for testing, starting point is the Test
Suite group in the SAP Fiori launchpad for SAP Solution Manager 
(Figure 9.1), which provides access to different capabilities based on 
your role and requirements.

Figure 9.1  Launchpad for Test Suite

The launchpad offers direct navigation to applications such as Over-

view, Business Process Change Analyzer, Scope and Effort Ana-
lyzer, and others.

Overview (Figure 9.2) grants quick access to information such as tests 
under process, open defects, and so on. It offers specific information to 
the test coordinator in the Test Planning tab so that the critical infor-
mation can be consumed quickly. The Test Execution tab gives testers 
quick statistics about test packages assigned to them. The Business Pro-
cess Change Analyzer tab lets testers analyze change impact analysis, 
which is explained in subsequent sections.
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Figure 9.2  Overview for Test Suite

9.2 Test Case Creation

Test case authoring To create your test cases, you have multiple options:

� Reuse your test cases from previous implementations or third-party 
tools

� Use the SAP Best Practices content

� Create test cases from scratch using templates

If you have performed an SAP Solution Manager upgrade, then you can 
reuse the test cases in your solution documentation. You can also 
explore the SAP S/4HANA Best Practices content provided by SAP and 
made available in SAP Solution Manager, which gives you a solid foun-
dation to build your manual and automated test cases in the context of 
your business processes. You can leverage the existing content and mod-
ify it if required. You can use standard SAP test case templates or create 
your own templates if the test cases have to be built from scratch.

You can also define your own test classifications, such as SFT (single 
functional tests), FIT (functional integration tests), UAT (user acceptance 
tests), or RT (regression tests) and assign these classifications to your test 
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cases, which is helpful in filtering and search at a later stage. These test 
classifications can be assigned to both manual and automated test cases.

You can categorize your business processes as critical, high, medium, or 
low and prioritize your testing activities accordingly. For example, you 
may decide to create FIT test cases only for the critical business pro-
cesses initially and extend them over a period of time.

If you create new innovations, you may need to create additional test 
cases or adapt existing content. The new solution documentation 
explained in Chapter 7 describes the concepts of the executable library, 
the process step library, and business process documentation. The test 
cases, both manual and automated, can be scripted at any level of gran-
ularity, and the inheritance flag should be used to allow the reuse of test 
cases at a higher level. In addition, depending on the case, inheritance 
can be selectively turned on and off.

Test case 
inheritance

As an example, you may want to create generic test cases initially for 
executables in the executable library and reuse them in the process step 
library. This reduces the effort of test case creation significantly. Simi-
larly, test cases created in the process step library can be woven together 
to form end-to-end test cases.

If you want to bundle some business process steps together so that they 
are always tested in totality and not in a fragmented manner, this is also 
supported. This ensures that your business priorities are considered and 
respected by the Test Suite. Let’s now discuss the management of test 
systems and data.

9.2.1 Management of Test Systems and Data

Test data 
management

Creation of test data before a test cycle is always a challenge for the test 
coordinator. It involves finding the right combinations of valid organi-
zation structures and materials. Master data created for a test cycle is 
consumed quickly, creating the need to refresh the materials, create 
more stock, and so on. Sometimes, configuration of a system changes—
for example, with the closure of a warehouse—which can cause the ear-
lier data set to become redundant. Thus, the master data used in earlier 
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test cycles needs to be validated and published to testers before every 
test cycle.

There are two main problems in managing test systems and test data:

1. How to create and prepare test systems with valid test data

2. How to distribute test data to testers

These issues are addressed to a large extent by SAP Test Data Migration 
Server (TDMS), which helps in the creation of test systems, and a feature 
in SAP Solution Manager called Test Data Container (TDC), which helps 
publish test data to test scripts. Some partner tools also extend the capa-
bilities for test data provisioning and creation of valid test data by ana-
lyzing existing valid business transactions and automatically creating 
test data containers.

SAP Test Data Migration Server

Preparing test 
systems

SAP TDMS accelerates the process of automatically building test systems 
and other, non productive SAP systems. It draws on the configuration, 
master, and transaction data from a source system such as the produc-
tion system and uses it to build the target system. In addition to creating 
an initial test system, you can also add data to an existing system or 
replace it.

The system setup using SAP TDMS is quite different than a simple sys-
tem copy, because the data volume in the test system is kept signifi-
cantly smaller and sensitive data is avoided or made anonymous.

After the initial build is complete, SAP TDMS also supports specific 
items of data to be updated. In addition, documents from the source sys-
tem can be selected and copied to the target system together with all 
preceding documents.

Test Data Container

Even if test data is available, the challenge of providing it to testers still 
remains. If the test data is mentioned explicitly in the test script, the 
script is not usable when the data is consumed or is inconsistent. Hence, 
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the test scripts will need to be updated to keep up with test data 
changes.

Publishing test 
data to test scripts

To simplify this problem, Test Suite uses TDC to enable you to store test 
data separately from the test scripts, manual or automated, and improve 
reusability and maintainability.

For manual test cases, you can convert a test data container to a URL that 
can be copied in test scripts. This ensures that the URL stays constant, 
eliminating the need to update test scripts even if test data is changed at 
the backend.

For automated test cases, you establish a connection between the test 
data from a test data container and the parameters of the external test 
script. It is only during test execution that the test data is transferred to 
the test script. This enables you to centrally and flexibly plan test data 
for complex business processes (such as order processing).

9.2.2 Creating Manual Test Cases

Multiple options exist to create manual test cases:

� Use templates, as explained previously.

� Upload them directly at the relevant place in the solution documenta-
tion if you have the test cases in your local system.

� Refer test cases created in one node to another node within the same 
solution.

� If you plan to use test scripts provided by SAP S/4HANA Best Practices 
content, download the test scripts locally and modify them if 
required.

You can upload test cases at a business scenario, business process, or 
business process step. You can also have test cases in libraries, such as 
the executable library and process step library. For efficiency and reus-
ability, there are switches available for inheritance that can show or hide 
test cases from lower libraries.

You can use specific document types for different types of test cases. 
Each document type can have its own template, giving you the flexibility 
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to manage concurrent projects. There are many completeness and gap 
reports that you can use to find missing test cases in your solution doc-
umentation and possibly bridge those gaps over a period of time.

Each test case can have multiple attributes, such as person responsible, 
priority, and so on. These attributes are later used in filtering to create 
test plans quickly.

9.2.3 Creating Automated Test Cases

SAP and partner 
offerings for test 

automation

To create functional automatic test cases, you can use SAP tools such as 
Component-Based Test Automation (CBTA) that support most of the SAP 
UI technologies. If you make heavy use of non-SAP systems, you can 
extend the capabilities of the test suite by using the partner tools inte-
grated with SAP Solution Manager via the Test Automation Framework 
(TAF). These capabilities are explained in detail in subsequent sections.

Component-Based Test Automation

Component-Based 
Test Automation

CBTA helps you quickly create modular automated tests, which are easy 
to repair when damaged due to software changes. CBTA supports auto-
mation of many UI technologies, such as SAP GUI, SAP GUI for HTML, 
SAP CRM Web Client, WebDynpro ABAP and Java, SAPUI5, and SAP 
Fiori.

Automating the testing activities using CBTA can lead to huge cost sav-
ings. If you develop extensions on top of SAP S/4HANA using other UI 
technologies, such as Web Dynpro or the SAP CRM web client, CBTA 
supports those as well.

The advantage of using CBTA is that a normal business user without any 
special technical skills can start a recording of an application by launch-
ing the CBTA wizard and executing the business transaction. CBTA cre-
ates the script in the background with reusable components that are 
easy to repair and maintain. If advanced validations are required, then a 
CBTA expert can modify the script recorded by a business user.
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Handling end-to-
end automated 
test cases

End-to-end business processes can be tested by CBTA. A composite test 
made of multiple CBTA tests can be used for this purpose. CBTA tests in 
a composite test can dynamically transfer values from one to test to 
another. This works even if TAF partner tools are used. This means a 
CBTA script can hand over control to a partner script, and later another 
CBTA script can be called, giving you the flexibility to create powerful 
end-to-end scripts with seamless parameter handover.

The scripts created by CBTA are composed of default and screen compo-
nents. Default components are pre-delivered, whereas screen components 
are created in every customer landscape through the screen structure of 
the business system being tested.

CBTA has a rich debugging environment in which it is possible to set 
breakpoints, execute the test steps recorded by the business user step-
by-step, and insert watches. The CBTA execution logs contain detailed 
information about the system under test, input given to the application, 
screenshots, and so on. You can also link the CBTA test with a test data 
container and execute the test for multiple iterations.

CBTA is well-integrated in SAP Solution Manager via the TAF, as dis-
cussed next.

Test Automation Framework

Test Automation 
Framework

The TAF in SAP Solution Manager provides you with an easy way to 
integrate certified test automation tools from partners and third-party 
providers with SAP Solution Manager. This enables you to easily test 
non-SAP applications and some SAP UI interfaces that are not supported 
by CBTA yet. TAF therefore extends the automation capabilities of the 
Test Suite.

A test configuration consists of three parts:

� Test script 
The test script contains a recorded transaction. To create test scripts, 
you can use CBTA or an external test automation tool of your choice.
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After you have used the external tool to create a test script, you can 
add parameters to the test script in SAP Solution Manager. This gives 
you the option to use test data dynamically and transfer it from one 
process step to the next.

� Test data container 
Test data containers enable you to store test data separately from the 
test scripts, as explained previously.

� System data container 
A system data container is designed to determine the system in which 
an automatic test is supposed to be executed. The fact that system data 
and test scripts are separate indicates that you can change the systems 
to be tested without needing to change the test script.

9.3 Test Planning

Test plan 
management

One of a test coordinators key tasks is to combine sets of test cases into 
test plans that can be executed in different test cycles. You can achieve 
this by bundling manual and automated test cases together into a test 
plan and then breaking the test plan into manageable units of work 
called test packages. You also can decide if the test cases need to be exe-
cuted in a particular order or not and if a test case should be executed by 
a single tester or multiple testers.

There are multiple options to create a test plan (see Figure 9.3):

� You can create a test plan manually if the scope of testing is well-
known.

� If there is a change event such as a transport or application of a new 
service pack, then you can use a capability of change impact analysis 
to create a test plan.

� If you use a Focused Build solution then you can create a test plan 
including your work packages and associated test cases. This is 
explained in detail in Chapter 11.
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Figure 9.3  Creation of a Test Plan

9.3.1 Creating Test Plan Manually

A test plan contains a selection of test cases or executables maintained in 
solution documentation. The process of creating a test plan includes pro-
viding all the required attributes such as planning dates, test cases, and 
an optional sequence. Once a test plan is created the creation of test 
packages can be initiated.

Provide Test Plan Attributes

Test plan attri-
butes and new 
capabilities

In Test Plan Management, you can access all functions for managing 
your test plans and packages via the test coordinator role. You provide 
the required information such as the solution, branch, and view in 
which the test plan should be created. You also provide attributes such 
as planning dates and attachments. You can define the lifecycle of a test 
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plan using a status schema and can authorize specific individuals to dig-
itally sign at specific status changes if required. If you do not have 
enough time to create formal test cases (in the form of MS Word or MS 
Excel documents), then you can directly use your executables as test 
cases in your test plan.

 

Note

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 uses the term executable to indicate a capability 
that can be invoked on a business system such as SAP S/4HANA using an SAP 
transaction or by launching an application such as a Web Dynpro application 
or an SAP Fiori application.

You can define multiple test sequences consisting of test cases or execut-
ables in a single test plan, which can be helpful in testing variants. Pow-
erful filter capabilities exist to help you find the test cases quickly and 
use them in your test plan.

Once a test plan is created, you can use mass copy capabilities to create 
multiple test plans from a master test plan and make changes later.

If your business processes or your test cases change after the test plan is 
created, you can determine the exact elements that changed easily via 
visual icons that are updated dynamically, and you can decide then if 
you want to update the test plans or not.

Create Test Sequence

Ordering test cases In many situations, test cases can be performed only in a logical 
sequence. This is true especially in end-to-end integration testing, in 
which some transactions (such as sales orders) need to exist before some 
activities (such as billing). In Test Plan Management, you can create a 
sequence and assign testers to test cases in a sequence. The system can 
track which test case is ready to test in a sequence and send automatic 
notifications to the tester if the predecessor test case has been executed. 
Also, it is possible to have manual and automated tests as part of the 
same sequence.

You can create multiple sequences in the same test plan and later con-
vert these sequences into test packages.
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Note

Creating a test sequence is an optional feature. Test plans and test packages 
work with or without test sequences.

Create Test Package

It’s important to break a test plan into smaller units such as test pack-
ages. There can be multiple use cases for the creation of test packages, 
such as combining test cases belonging to one business scenario, such as 
order to cash, in one package.

There are different ways to create the test packages:

� You can create the test package from scratch within the test plan.

� You can create a test sequence and create a test package using the 
sequence.

� You can copy existing test packages within a test plan and make 
adjustments.

When you copy a test plan, the system provides an option to copy the 
test packages within the test plan and adjust the names during the copy 
process. Test packages also can be a logical grouping of test cases with-
out any sequence; it can vary from process to process.

Test packagesA test package inherits attributes and attachments from the test plan. 
Some attributes, such as planning dates, can be adjusted. This can help 
the test coordinator manage the test cycle easily, because analytical 
reports support the tracking of different test packages within a test plan.

9.3.2 Creating a Test Plan via Change Impact Analysis

Business Process 
Change Analyzer

Test Management also needs to identify the potential impact of changes 
as they impact the test scope. After your SAP S/4HANA implementation, 
there could be a new service pack or feature pack, or day-to-day opera-
tional changes in the form of transports. Before you implement the 
changes to your quality or production landscape, you may want to know 
the potential impact.
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Such analysis is often time-consuming and error-prone. We rely on the 
judgment of experts to define critical and non-critical business process 
impacts. This analysis and decision-making can be improved radically by 
using Business Process Change Analyzer in SAP Solution Manager.

Change Impact Analysis

With Business Process Change Analyzer (BPCA) in SAP Solution Man-
ager 7.2, you can analyze the effects of a technical change to determine 
which business processes in your solution landscape are affected. BPCA 
compares an entity called the technical bill of material (TBOM) against 
the changed technical objects in the ABAP stack to give you recommen-
dations for scope of testing. This supports multiple use cases, such as 
ABAP code or customizing changes or application of a new support pack 
or a feature pack.

BPCA also has an optimization engine that can significantly cut down on 
testing effort without sacrificing testing quality.

BPCA prerequisites For BPCA to work effectively, there are two main prerequisites:

� An inventory of business processes should be maintained along with 
executable assignments in your solution documentation.

� TBOMs should exist for all executables.

SAP Solution Manager provides support for automating these tasks to 
the best possible extent. As an example, SAP S/4HANA Best Practices
content already contains a series of business processes that can be 
enriched further if required. For an existing instance of SAP S/4HANA, 
to get the initial list of executables, a program can be triggered in the 
background to generate the executable library automatically.

Technical bill of 
materials

To create TBOMs, multiple options exist. You can create semi-dynamic 
TBOMs programmatically, which involves minimal effort, but these 
TBOMs are less precise. On the other hand, TBOMs called dynamic 
TBOMs, which are more precise, can be created by executing business 
transactions manually or via running an automated script. SAP recom-
mends creation of dynamic TBOMs for mission-critical processes and 
use semi dynamic TBOMs for other processes. For more details, you can 
refer a best practice document http://scn.sap.com/docs/DOC-59441.
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Effectively plan-
ning regression 
tests

BPCA detects the impact of any change on existing productive business 
scenarios and guides the system to test only the impacted scenarios. 
Sometimes, in case of a major change event such as a feature pack, 
results of impact analysis may show that the regression test scope is too 
large. To mitigate this, BPCA offers a function in which you can use var-
ious criteria to determine and optimize the test scope for regression tests 
for service packs and other major change events.

Test scope 
optimization

BPCA can compare objects that have been changed in a service pack to 
objects that are used in various business scenarios to analyze the impact 
of a technical change. With such a comparison, BPCA can determine 
which scenarios—if they are tested first—would cover the greatest por-
tion of objects changed in a support package. With this optimized test 
scope, all objects modified in a change event can be tested just once, 
reducing the test scope to a minimum.

The following paragraphs provides an example to illustrate this concept.

Figure 9.4  Test Scope Optimization
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Test scope 
optimization

The optimization options in Figure 9.4 show that the user can change 
the test coverage percentage (currently 100%) so that it shows the per-
centage of modified objects covered by the test scope displayed below. 
The user can also specify the available overall test effort (capacity) to see 
what test coverage is possible with the selected test effort.

As you can see in the figure, the user needs to spend a total of eight 
hours to get 100% test coverage. If such an optimization was not possi-
ble, the overall test scope would be 34 hours. This example uses a simple 
process structure with about 17 process steps. For real customer scenar-
ios, the savings can be much greater.

You can use this optimized test scope to trigger the creation of a test plan 
with the BPCA application.

Customer Benefits

The technical change impact analysis in BPCA lets you manage changes 
to SAP S/4HANA more efficiently. The benefits include the following:

� Reduction of business risks due to potential side effects of software 
changes, support packs, feature packs, and determination of a risk-
based test scope for all SAP S/4HANA changes in the ABAP stack

� Reduction of test costs, thanks to the precise determination of the test 
scope for SAP modifications

� Reduction of maintenance costs for automatic test scripts by identify-
ing negative effects of software changes on these scripts

9.4 Test Execution

Once you have created the test plans and assigned the testers, the testers 
receive automatic workflow notifications when test execution can start. 
Each tester is able to use a specific application called the Tester’s Work-

list, where he or she can see all test packages belonging to various test 
plans assigned to him or her and can start test execution on test cases 
that are ready to test.
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9.4.1 Executing Manual Tests

Handling execut-
ables in manual 
test cases

SAP Solution Managers offers various capabilities to help testers execute 
test cases, including the ability to view the test case and launch the exe-
cutables assigned to it. The tester does not need to worry about technical 
login information; SAP Solution Manager can take into account a user’s 
role and authorizations and launch executables in the managed system, 
such as SAP S/4HANA. It is possible to have multiple executables 
assigned to the same test case if the test case is scripted in an end-to-end 
fashion.

If the same test case is assigned to multiple testers, SAP Solution Man-
ager is able to track the individual status at a tester level, and you can 
decide on the algorithm the system should use to calculate the overall 
status.

Automatically 
generated emails

In any test cycle, it is always important to get automatic notifications 
from the system. Test coordinators can create a test plan in a draft mode 
and release it later when it is ready to test. Sometimes, you may want to 
modify a test plan or a test package in the middle of a test cycle and lock 
it for a small duration. The system can send automatic notifications to all 
the assigned testers for such change events. The corresponding links in 
the email notification give testers direct access to their test packages.

When you maintain test sequences, the system sends notifications to 
subsequent testers when previous test cases are executed. Testers can 
collaborate by updating a shared entity called Test Note or record their 
individual observations via another entity called Test Result.

A new and intuitive SAPUI5 application is being planned for manual test 
execution. For more details, see Chapter 11.

9.4.2 Scheduling Automated Tests

The tester’s worklist in the Test Suite provides functionality that you can 
use to schedule the execution of test packages that contain automated 
test cases. Unsupervised executions of automated test cases are also 
referred to as lights-out tests.
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Lights-out tests For scheduling, you can specify a start date and time so that the test exe-
cution of the respective job automatically begins at the desired time. The 
execution can take place either on a local PC or on a remote computer. 
During execution, SAP Solution Manager transfers the test data and sys-
tem landscape information to the automated test cases.

After the automated tests have been executed, the results are stored in 
SAP Solution Manager. Optionally, the test engineer or test coordinator 
can also receive an automatic email notification that provides a sum-
mary of the execution status.

9.5 Defect Management

Defect management is an integral part of the Test Suite. When encoun-
tering an unexpected behavior, a tester can create a defect that automat-
ically takes the context of testing into account.

9.5.1 Defect Creation

Handling failed 
test cases

A tester can create a defect within test execution. Information such as 
test plan, test package, and test case details are populated automatically 
in the defect, which speeds up the resolution process. Defect manage-
ment uses the same technical infrastructure as used by Incident Manage-
ment (see Chapter 13).

Capabilities such as categorization of defects and automatic assignment 
of the resolution team based on highly flexible criteria are supported. 
You can define your own organizational structures and categories and 
configure rules to assign defects automatically to a support team based 
on key attributes used during defect creation.

9.5.2 Defect Processing

Handling fixes and 
transport move-

ments

A defect can be resolved by the level 1 support team if it is related to 
master data or authorization issues, but in some cases a code or config-
uration change is required that may need the involvement of the 
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change review board. In such a scenario, Test Management follows the 
same governance procedures and controls defined by Change Control 
Management, as explained in Chapter 10. Alternatively, a defect correc-
tion can be created if the fix does not need approval from the change 
review board.

If you plan to use the Focused Build solution then you can create a defect 
correction seamlessly from a defect. This links the two transactions so 
that status and text updates of defect are reflected in defect correction 
automatically and vice versa. This is explained in detail in Chapter 11.

9.6 Reporting and Analytics

AnalyticsTest Suite needs effective reporting and tracking because of its critical-
ity. The program management office needs to track test coverage and 
auditors also look for evidence of testing and defect management. 
Detailed reporting is provided to ensure you can get the desired infor-
mation quickly.

The different kinds of reports provided include the following:

� Gap and completeness reports

� Test execution analytics

� Status and progress analytics

Gap and completion reports help you find missing test cases. Test plan 
and test package status analysis reports provide real-time data on the test 
execution progress. If you want to track whether your test plans are 
obsolete, you can run reports that advise you about changes made to 
business process structures or test case content.

Test execution analytics help you track the detailed test status of a test 
plan or test package. These reports are used by test coordinators for 
their daily activities during test execution cycles. One such report is 
shown in Figure 9.5.
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Figure 9.5  Test Case Execution Analysis for a Test Plan

Sometimes, there is a procedural requirement to have a printed report 
of summary statistics and the landscape that was tested at the end of a 
test cycle. There is a report provided for that purpose as well, which can 
be generated for a test plan and archived for later use. In addition, status 
and progress analytics analyze trends and look at historical data using 
detailed SAP BW reporting.

A Test Management dashboard is available as part of a Focused Build 
solution for SAP Solution Manager. For more details, see Chapter 11.

9.7 Scope and Effort Analyzer

Scope and Effort 
Analyzer

As innovations happen, it becomes important to estimate the cost of 
implementing something such as a new service pack for SAP S4/HANA 
proactively. The Scope and Effort Analyzer (SEA) is an innovative appli-
cation to predict major cost and effort drivers of maintenance projects 
without the need to physically deploy software packages. You can use 
the SEA in planning software changes in the initial stages of a project 
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and use BPCA in later stages, during project implementation or when 
the project enters steady-state operations.

The result analysis of SEA covers the areas as follows:

� Development management 
The results of SEA help you identify affected modifications and cus-
tom code objects. It can also give you detailed effort estimation for 
development adjustment effort.

� Test management 
SEA provides the required test scope and helps in test-planning activ-
ities. It gives recommendations for the creation of missing test cases 
and execution of manual tests. Detailed effort estimation for regres-
sion tests and recommendations based on test scope optimization are 
also provided, thus helping you make qualified decisions about bud-
get and time allocations for testing.

� Customer benefits 
SEA provides early upgrade information without physical SP installa-
tion. Its graphical summary screens show calculated efforts for 
required code adjustments and regression tests. Detailed analysis to 
enable project preparation for development and test managers expe-
dites the adoption of new SAP S/4HANA innovations.

9.8 Integration with HP ALM by SAP and SAP TAO

SAP recommends using the Test Suite with CBTA for manual and auto-
mated test cases, as explained in earlier sections. In some cases, custom-
ers already use HP ALM to organize and execute tests. If HP ALM by SAP
is already in use, the Test Suite is easy to extend due to built-in integra-
tion.

SAP TAO is recommended for testing SAP applications and provides 
support for automating SAPUI5 and SAP Fiori applications. SAP TAO 
creates modular automated tests made of pre shipped components and 
screen components. The tests are quite easy to repair if the functionality 
of the test application changes. It also integrates with BPCA.
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9.9 Summary

The Test Suite offered by SAP Solution Manager gives customers complete 
and comprehensive capabilities covering both manual and automated 
test cases. Usage of the Test Suite does not require investments in 
licenses for other third party products, so that you can reduce the IT 
spend and focus more on SAP S/4HANA innovations.
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Chapter 10 

Change Control Management is SAP’s application portfolio in 
SAP Solution Manager to manage changes, releases, and trans-
ports in a consistent and integrated process. It also offers a tool-
set that provides a variety of checks to ensure landscape consis-
tency and detailed reporting.

10 Change Control Management

Change management plays a crucial role in hybrid scenarios with its 
focus on on-premise (e.g., SAP Business Suite, SAP S/4HANA) and cloud 
offerings (e.g., SAP HANA Cloud Platform [HCP]). SAP HCP is SAP’s in-
memory, platform-as-a-service model. It enables customers, partners, 
and developers to build, extend, and run applications on SAP HANA in 
the cloud and to extend cloud and on-premise applications. IT depart-
ments benefit from a powerful and reliable change management process 
because they can react instantly to changing market conditions and 
enhance the competitive edge of your business.

New technologies like SAP S4/HANA or other cloud services open up a 
world of opportunities. At the same time, the complexity of system 
landscapes increase as the number of integrations among systems 
throughout various business processes rises. To control that, Change 
Control Management allows you to plan and execute your changes in a 
consistent manner. In such an environment, it is essential that you can 
trace all changes in your system landscape and check at any time for pos-
sible risks to stability and security caused by changes. Standardized pro-
cesses, methods, and tools support transparency and continuous quality 
improvement of your change processes during the entire application 
lifecycle. The change management process coordinates all changes in 
your software landscape. The aim is to have the same control and trace-
ability for cloud components as we have in on-premise environments 
today. Tracking all changes for better transparency to meet audit 
requirements is also a key concern in this area.
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In this chapter, we will first provide you with an overview of Change 
Control Management before diving into some of the specifics, from 
coordinating developments and transports, to Quality Gate Manage-
ment.

10.1 Overview of Change Control Management

SAP Solution 
Manager functions

Change Control Management within SAP Solution Manager supports 
you with a range of functions, which can be seen as building blocks. 
These building blocks are displayed in Figure 10.1 as a pyramid. The 
pyramid shows not only the various functionalities but also gives cus-
tomers a perspective on how to evolve their Change Control Manage-
ment toolset in their company over time.

Figure 10.1  Change Control Management Pyramid

Change and Transport
system (SAP/Non SAP)

Central Transport
Management

Change Request
Management

Quality Gate
Management

Release
Management

Retrofit
Transport
Analytics/
Change

Diagnostics
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The IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL)-certified Change Request Management
enables the highest integration in your change management process. It 
supports all aspects of change management, spanning from the initial 
validation of a new request for change to implementation. It is inte-
grated beyond transport management functions, into many other areas 
of SAP Solution Manager. This makes Change Request Management the 
central hub for various types of changes in your organization. You also 
can combine it with release management functions. Release Manage-
ment provides a process for planning, building, testing, and deploying 
software and configurations. It ensures that a consistent and cyclic, reoc-
curring methodology of deployment is applied and reduces the likeli-
hood of errors in production by using formal checks and procedures. 
Release Management cuts down on risks, simplifies the go-live pro-
cesses, and supports highly efficient testing.

Quality Gate 
Management

As an alternative, Quality Gate Management provides a quality inspec-
tion for projects and ensures that changes are transported correctly into 
production systems. In the upgrade environment, global rollouts or 
functional enhancements, risks, and efforts arise in the synchronization 
of developments, but the retrofit function synchronizes dual landscapes 
with minimal manual effort. Especially in larger release or project imple-
mentations, it enables you to work independently and reduce technical 
dependencies by separating two parts of the landscape.

Change 
Diagnostics

For an overview of all changes in the landscape, Change Diagnostics keeps 
you informed about the current status and history of changes. It records 
changes to the configuration of a system, including the operating sys-
tem, database, application server parameters, transport requests, notes, 
and support packages. Change Analysis is a part of Change Diagnostics 
that provides details about changed items within your landscape. You 
can use the recorded changes in Configuration Validation to compare 
configuration settings and thus ensure, for example, the homogeneity of 
the configuration within the solution landscape.

Based on SAP Support experience, the guided self-service Transport Exe-
cution Analysis provides a best practice that is adjusted to your transport 
environment. You can use it to derive a corresponding action plan that 
can contain organizational-, process-, or plant-specific aspects.
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Central Transport 
Management

In integrated system landscapes, it is of paramount importance to man-
age all changes in a central system. Doing so is the only way to synchro-
nously execute changes that affect more than one production system—
for example, simultaneous changes in the SAP S/4HANA system and in 
SAP HCP. The key is to keep this connection intact throughout the entire 
process: from forming a requirement to implementation to import into 
the production environments.

SAP Solution Manager also provides Central Transport Management, 
containing functions for the entire system landscape based on the well-
known Change and Transport System (CTS/CTS+) to control ABAP and 
non-ABAP objects.

SAP understands that each customer requires a different approach for 
managing software changes. Change Control Management provides a 
comprehensive toolset combined with best practices to support differ-
ent development methods and software logistics, containing the follow-
ing options:

� Continual deployment 
Development and imports may happen either individually or bundled 
(on demand, daily, weekly).

� Phase-driven deployment 
All changes and transports of a cycle will be imported together.

� Release management 
All changes and transports of a release will be imported together 
according to a release definition.

To learn more about these options, see Section 10.6.

10.2 Coordinate Developments and Transports

In this section we will introduce you to the basic building blocks of our 
Change Control Management pyramid. We will start with the Change 
and Transport System (CTS) and then explain the transport execution 
analysis.
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10.2.1 Change and Transport System

Single toolCTS is the single tool for managing changes made to Customizing, 
repository data, and the ABAP Workbench. In SAP S/4HANA, natively 
developed SAP HANA artifacts can be transported with an SAP HANA 
Transport for ABAP (HTA). You can synchronize objects and packages 
from the SAP HANA repository to the SAP HTA repository in the ABAP 
system and add them to a transport request. SAP HTA can be used when 
development objects in ABAP and SAP HANA have closely linked con-
tent and require a joint transport. In this scenario, CTS automatically 
collects all changes and records them in transport requests. Logically 
related and interdependent changes can be recorded in the same trans-
port request, allowing you to trace which user changed what data and 
for what purpose.

Enhanced CTSIn the past, SAP has enhanced the existing CTS and presently also pro-
vides the option to manage and transport non-ABAP components. This 
enhancement was motivated by the request to provide a single transport 
management system for SAP environments and thereby utilize an estab-
lished standard for non-ABAP components. At the same time, you can 
reuse the existing strategies and expertise, so your investment is pro-
tected and your operating costs stay stable. This enhancement makes the 
transport functions of the Transport Organizer and the Transport 
Management System (TMS) available for non-ABAP objects. It is also 
enabled for the SAP HCP, which you can use to extend cloud and on-
premise software.

You can transport the following SAP HCP object types with CTS:

� SAP HANA

� HTML5/SAP Fiori

� Java

CTS comprises all tools required to support change and transport 
management for ABAP (e.g., SAP S/4HANA) and for non-ABAP-based 
products, such as SAP HCI. In addition, you can use and extend the 
technology beyond SAP products to harmonize transport activities for 
Java or .NET applications.
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10.2.2 SAP Transport Execution Analysis Service

SAP service for 
analyzing trans-

port requests

SAP Transport Execution Analysis Service analyzes the transport 
response in a customer system and determines indicators for the quality 
of software changes. It collects data from the development, test, and 
production systems within your SAP S/4HANA landscape as it does for 
the SAP Business Suite.

We can divide the measured indicators into the following two areas:

� Proactive checks for an upcoming import into production

� Estimated import runtime

� Transport sequence check

� Cross-reference check

� Cross-release check

� Reactive quality checks for past imports

� Transport frequency

� Emergency changes

� Incorrect changes

� Transport backlog

� Number of modifications and customer objects

A quality manager or basis administrator can thus identify issues in the 
change process and take countermeasures with the help of technical set-
tings and process changes. As a result, you will receive a detailed report 
showing and explaining the results, including recommendations from 
SAP to avoid issues altogether in the future.

The proactive checks are especially valuable for upcoming project or 
release go-lives, because they help your IT personnel avoid issues before 
they occur in production.

10.3 Change Diagnostics

The functions and elements of SAP Solution Manager’s Change Diagnos-
tics include end-to-end change analysis, change reporting, configuration 
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validation, and the configuration and change database (as the central 
repository for configuration elements). The prime functions of this area 
are explained in the following sections.

Why execute a 
change diagnosis?

Change Diagnostics is available once you have set up SAP Solution Man-
ager for a managed system, which means connecting any of your land-
scape systems. Change Diagnostics determines and tracks technical 
changes in a managed system. The changes are traced independently of 
the change management process or tool you may use (see Section 10.5 
or Section 10.6). This is a central function of SAP Solution Manager.

10.3.1 Tracing Changes

The configuration data of the managed systems is saved in configuration
repositories. The extractor framework collects the configuration data 
daily and uploads it from the managed systems into the configuration 
and change database, which includes the configuration repositories. 
This enables you to trace all the changes that were made and to use addi-
tional reporting and analytics tools.

10.3.2 Change Reporting

One way to employ the data of the configuration and change database is 
to use change reports, allowing you monitor changes end to end in the 
entire software application lifecycle. These reports provide information 
about changes in a system landscape and give answers to questions such 
as, “How many transports have been imported?” or “How many import 
errors have occurred?”

Furthermore, you can query, for example, actual and historical values of 
configuration parameters, transport requests, or software maintenance 
activities of monitored systems. As a result, all software changes remain 
transparent and traceable. This improves the quality and availability of 
the software landscape as you gain insight into your change and Trans-
port Management. It places you in a strong position to perform the right 
improvement activities.
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10.3.3 End-to-End Change Analysis

Change analysis is part of an end-to-end analysis within root cause 
analysis. Change analysis is based on the data of the configuration and 
change database (CCDB) within SAP Solution Manager. Any change fig-
ures are stored in SAP Business Warehouse. The configuration data itself 
is stored in the configuration stores of the CCDB. The configuration 
stores are part of the CCDB and contain all configuration details. Change 
analysis uses the Change Reporting Data Viewer to display detailed con-
figuration data (see Figure 10.2).

Figure 10.2  Example of End-to-End Change Analysis

Scope of the 
analysis

Change analysis provides an overview of changes that have been made 
in a managed system. It shows the number of changes per system, the 
change category, and the date. Change analysis determines the changed 
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configuration elements in a system (OS, SAP HANA, ABAP parameters, 
transport requests, support packages, etc.).

Change analysis traces the changes in your solution landscape. For 
example, it is possible that your development system responds differ-
ently than your production system. Why? The answer is simple: The sys-
tem regularly generates snapshots of the configuration settings and 
saves them in the configuration and change database. Change analysis 
accesses this information to determine the changes. It shows the total 
number of changes and displays the details and history of a change via 
the data viewer.

10.3.4 Configuration Validation

Configuration validation checks whether the systems of your system 
landscape are configured consistently and according to the requirements 
you define. You can compare the current configuration of a system in 
the system landscape with a defined target system. You can also specify 
a set of one or more specific settings (including the desired target values) 
and compare it to an existing system.

Concept of config-
uration validation

Configuration validation analyzes the homogeneity of the system config-
uration. It accesses centrally saved configuration data in SAP Solution 
Manager to check the configuration of a number of systems and com-
pare them to each other.

The following are examples of some of possible checks:

� Do all systems have a certain OS or database version?

� Has the template configuration (SAP or database parameters) been 
applied to all systems?

� Are there systems with kernels that are older than six months?

� Have security policies and security standard been observed?

� Have the transports arrived in the system?

Target systemsIn configuration validation, you can define a reference system as the 
baseline for the comparison with other systems. For example, you can 
use the data of a managed system as the reference system to compare the 
configuration data of a system with the configuration data of another 
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available system. You can also create a target system for which you edit 
the configuration data of an existing system to get a validation baseline 
independent of the current system settings.

10.4 Central Transport Management and Retrofit

In this section we will introduce you to a central element in our Change 
Control Management pyramid: The central transport mangement infra-
structure. We will also explain the ideas and concepts for retrofit, and 
show a typical use-case.

10.4.1 Central Transport Management

Starting with SAP Solution Manager 7.1 SPS 10, SAP introduced the 
option to use the central Change and Transport System (cCTS) infrastruc-
ture when setting up projects in Change Request Management or Qual-
ity Gate Management.

New features are available in Change Request Management and Quality 
Gate Management if you use cCTS as follows:

� Reassign changes to other CTS projects, including modifiable and 
released transport requests (similar to reassigning releases or projects)

� Assign external transport requests and control them with Quality Gate 
Management or Change Request Management

� Prevent conflicts between central transport control (in particular 
Change Request Management and Quality Gate Management) and 
local transport administration (local Transport Management system—
CTS)

Managed systems 
connected to 

central CTS

A cCTS instance requires a cCTS server. In this setup, SAP Solution Man-
ager acts as the managing system, controlling systems that are connected 
to the cCTS serve, called managed systems.

This new infrastructure allows you to bundle and consolidate different 
systems while keeping the same role for diverse applications in distrib-
uted locations—such as SAP S/4HANA, SAP BW, SAP HCP, and SAP Suc-
cessFactors—together and thus model “the system” to keep pieces 
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together. This concept helps you bundle business process changes across 
different technology stacks and deploy these changes synchronously.

Central CTS provides technical infrastructure for the enhanced flexibility 
functions of Change Request Management and Quality Gate Manage-
ment.

10.4.2 Transport Management Infrastructure of SAP Solution 
Manager

SAP Solution Manager has a central Transport Management infrastruc-
ture that services other tools operating in SAP Solution Manager with 
transports in any possible way. Its functions range from basic activities 
such as transport creation, releasing, or importing to advanced features 
such as Cross-System Object Lock (CSOL) or Downgrade Protection. 
Central CTS is also part of this infrastructure.

Its key features are as follows:

� Basic transport management functions 
The infrastructure is directly integrated into Transport Management. 
It allows you to take control of all transport activities from SAP Solu-
tion Manager.

� Cross-System Object Lock and Downgrade Protection 
CSOL and Downgrade Protection ensure consistency when multiple 
changes to the same objects in various releases or projects are made. 
CSOL informs the user of potential issues with other depending trans-
ports at the time of transport recording, and Downgrade Protection 
watches out for ongoing issues along the change management process 
when performing a release or an import.

� Transport of copies 
This is a best practice function, which helps reduce the overall num-
ber of transports that are imported into your productive system. 
Instead of creating more transports for every iterative step of your 
development, only copies will be created for validation in a test sys-
tem. As soon as the final version is complete, the original transport 
will be released. This feature is built into the standard workflow of 
Change Request Management.
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� Critical objects 
Some objects require special attention before changes are released 
into other systems. You can specify these as critical objects; such 
objects require additional approval to release and import into the fol-
low-up system.

10.4.3 Synchronizing Development Systems

Dual-system 
landscapes

There is an additional function that relies on the Transport Management 
infrastructure of SAP Solution Manager. In system landscapes in which 
work takes place in several projects side by side, changes are often made 
in numerous development systems at the same time. To avoid technical 
issues, many companies follow SAP’s recommendation to set up a dual-
system landscape. As a result, you can simultaneously develop new fea-
tures in the project development system and correct errors for the pro-
duction system landscape in a maintenance system without locking out 
other developers.

Retrofit In this scenario, it is important to synchronize the development systems 
regularly. Because work is carried out in parallel, it is not possible to 
make changes by simply transporting requests to another system, 
because there is the risk that current software levels will be overwritten, 
which would lead to inconsistencies. Many customers are hesitant to 
make this synchronization effort because they fear additional costs. To 
avoid this, a controlled import into the target system can be performed: 
a retrofit. A typical retrofit customer scenario is described ahead.

In addition to normal maintenance for production operation, new func-
tions are developed in a separate development system over an extended 
period of time. Once a development project has been imported into pro-
duction, the development of a new project begins. This scenario 
requires a permanent dual-system landscape, which is also called a 
phase landscape or N+1 landscape.

A dual-system landscape consists of a regular landscape (for example, a 
three-system landscape) and an additional project landscape (for exam-
ple, a two-system landscape). All maintenance activities can be per-
formed without conflicts with project development in the maintenance 
development system. This ensures that problems in production can be 
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resolved quickly and smoothly. At the same time, project development 
is detached from maintenance activities and can work independently for 
a time.

However, in such a dual-system landscape, all changes in the mainte-
nance system have to be manually transferred to the project develop-
ment system to ensure that error corrections are still available after the 
project production start, and this requires significant manual effort. In 
addition, there is the risk that in individual cases this manual synchroni-
zation step may be forgotten entirely, leading to inconsistencies 
between the development systems and to significant problems in the 
subsequent project or release go-live.

Retrofit categoriesThe retrofit tool in SAP Solution Manager automatically records all 
changes in the maintenance landscape and transfers them into the proj-
ect development system. Different retrofit categories are available:

� Auto-import 
No conflict exists. Retrofit can synchronize the systems by importing 
the transport. Most transports fall into this category.

� Automatic reconciliation with the SAP Correction Workbench 
Conflict has been identified, but could automatically be solved by the 
tool.

� Semiautomatic reconciliation using Business Configuration Sets 
Similar to automatic reconciliation, but in the case of Customizing set-
tings, Business Configuration (BC) Sets are used for semiautomatic 
reconciliation.

� Manual reconciliation 
If none of the described cases are applicable or the retrofit tool cannot 
calculate whether or not there is a conflict, the transport will appear in 
the tool as due for manual synchronization. Only a small number of 
transports fall into this category.

The classification of objects takes place automatically and separately for 
each object in a transport request. For example, if a transport request 
contains 10 objects, of which only one has to be transferred manually, 
then the other nine objects can still be transferred automatically.
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Running stand-
alone or integrated

To use retrofit, you need to complete a basic configuration of the central 
transport management infrastructure in SAP Solution Manager. Retrofit 
can be used standalone or combined or integrated with Change Request 
Management or Quality Gate Management.

10.5 Quality Gate Management

Quality Gate Management is the basic SAP tool to control and manage 
not only transports but also real, functional units that might have an 
impact on one or several components of your landscape. That is why 
Quality Gate Management is the perfect match for your SAP S/4HANA 
implementation project.

It combines functions to manage entire projects or releases with the abil-
ity to differentiate between various parts of a release and ensure full 
traceability and technical integrity. Quality Gate Management is easy to 
set up and eliminates the installation of process overhead in your orga-
nization because it focuses on Transport Management. It is basically 
ready to run out of the box. This makes Quality Gate Management espe-
cially attractive for customers who already use the Change Management 
or IT Service Management (ITSM) tools in their entirety but at the same 
time look for a transport management tool to gain control over their sys-
tem landscapes.

For customers who have requirements such as deeply integrating with 
other SAP Solution Manager areas or adapting to individual processes 
for end-to-end change management, SAP recommends using Change 
Request Management combined with Release Management (see Section 
10.7).

Quality Gate Management introduces various entities that help you 
manage all types of transport- and change-related activities with a mini-
mum of process management. Quality Gate Management is especially 
tailored to customers who desire a simple tool that is easy to use and 
setup, because no special workflow or process Customizing is involved.
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10.5.1 Components of Quality Gate Management

The main components of Quality Gate Management are as follows:

� Scenario 
A scenario is the main anchor of all transport and change control–
relevant functions in Quality Gate Management. It is an open con-
cept that you can apply for various types of activities: You may call 
your scenario a project to manage an implementation project, or 
you may call it a release when you pursue a release-driven 
approach. Agile development methods, which may become relevant 
for SAP S/4HANA implementations, can also be applied. In this 
case, it would be waves or sprints that you manage using Quality 
Gate Management. A scenario always links up with that part of the 
customer solution landscape that informs Quality Gate Manage-
ment about which systems need to be managed and controlled.

� Changes 
A change is a clustering entity used to bundle transport requests in 
one or more different tracks or systems. The idea behind this change 
is to use it as a representative of a functional unit (e.g., a specific 
requirement). The functional unit might relate to one or multiple 
transports in a single system, but might as well be distributed over 
various systems (e.g., SAP S/4HANA and SAP HCP). A change has only 
basic attributes (description, status, and owner), and there is no work-
flow involved.

� Transports 
For each change, it is possible to assign one or many transport 
requests. These transports can exist in any system of the assigned 
landscapes from the selected scenario. Quality Gate Management 
ensures that all transports of a change belong logically together and 
are imported correctly.

� Quality gates 
As the name suggests, Quality Gate Management offers quality gates 
(Q-Gates). A quality gate secures a specific part of an assigned land-
scape—for example, a test system. It is only possible to trigger an 
import into a particular system assigned to this quality gate if the 
quality gate has been passed. The aim is to establish an integrated and 
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consistent quality process in your company and to integrate all 
departments involved. Quality Gate Management will then become 
the control center for all transport-related activities.

10.5.2 How Does Quality Gate Management Work?

Standard phases 
with quality gates

After defining the landscape to be used, you can set up your scenario 
and determine the name and phases for it. The standard scenario con-
tains the following four phases with corresponding quality gates:

� Scope

� Build

� Test

� Deploy

A Q-Gate is a special milestone in a project or release. Q-Gates come 
between the phases in the scenario that are especially dependent on the 
results of the preceding phase or in which special attention must be paid 
to technical dependencies. A Q-Gate involves checking the results of the 
preceding phase. You can upload the necessary deliverables and require-
ments for a Q-Gate for later reference. The checks are performed by 
those responsible for the project and related experts on the particular 
phases during a quality gate meeting. Depending on the outcome, the 
scenario may continue as planned or will be canceled or delayed. It is 
only after a successful Q-Gate check that the import block on the follow-
ing system is lifted, which makes a Q-Gate a key element in the process.

In addition to existing Q-Gates, you can create milestones that represent 
a particular time in your project. A milestone is an event with special sig-
nificance. In project management, these events are usually interim goals 
or stopovers in a project. The goals are connected to the completion of 
an important project result. To emphasize the importance of a mile-
stone, you can also add a Q-Gate.

To each scenario, a quality manager and a quality advisory board are 
assigned. The quality manager is responsible for the transition between 
the individual project phases (Scope, Build, Test, and Deploy). The check 
is performed by those responsible for the project and experts on the 
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particular phases during a session. You also have a variety of informa-
tion and views at your disposal for your software development projects.

Once the setup has been completed, you can start to create transports 
and changes and import them (as long as no import lock is active). While 
the scenario is ongoing, Quality Gate Management always checks the 
consistency of a scenario, based on the functions that are provided by 
the central Transport Management infrastructure. The person responsi-
ble is always informed about transport risks, potential downgrades, or 
simply the status of every transport.

Quality Gate Management supports a great number of transport man-
agement functions of the central Transport Management infrastructure, 
ranging from controlling transports (creating, releasing, importing) to 
dependency checks (DGP and CSOL) to further consistency checks (see 
Section 10.4.1).

10.6 Change Request Management

The ability to trace changes is one pillar for guaranteeing quality and 
transparency in a software solution while ensuring that IT standards are 
met. It applies in particular to changes to actual software components 
and changes to the configuration, but also to any type of SAP S/4HANA 
implementation, whether system conversion or new installation. This 
section illustrates how SAP Solution Manager helps you implement 
changes to software components or the configuration with clearly regu-
lated process flows and seamless documentation and thus enables you to 
manage your changes and transports centrally.

In line with  
the ITIL

Change Request Management is SAP’s tool to establish a Change Manage-
ment process in your company that is in line with ITIL. Along with 
Release Management and ITSM processes, Change Request Management 
has been certified according to ITIL standards. In change management, 
the focus typically is on processes and workflows, which we can refer to 
as the process layer. In the SAP environment (and other software/IT envi-
ronments), there is also the technical layer on which the actual changes 
take place.
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Looking at an IT solution such as SAP S/4HANA, Change Request Man-
agement is certainly the most suitable SAP tool to manage your changes 
holistically, because it combines both layers. Similar to Quality Gate 
Management, Change Request Management integrates with the central 
transport management infrastructure of SAP Solution Manager.

Comparing Quality Gate Management to Change Request Management, 
you will see that the technical foundation is the same, which means that 
all technical functions can be used in both tools, allowing for several 
advantages. For more information about these infrastructure features, 
see Section 10.4.2.

In Change Request Management, all requests end up in a change trans-
action. The initial transaction is called request for change and is the 
entity in which the request will be further analyzed in detail before it is 
implemented.

Change cycles 
supported by 

Change Request 
Managment

As part of request for change processing, the change manager will assign 
the request for change to a change cycle, which provides information 
about the planned go-live of the change and about the underlying sys-
tem landscape. Change Request Management supports three types of 
change cycles, which correspond with the three development methods 
mentioned earlier in this chapter:

� Continual cycle 
The continual cycle is tailored to customers who do not plan for joint 
testing and go-live of changes. Each change is treated individually and 
might be imported separately (e.g., an emergency change) or in a 
small bundle (e.g., a daily import job). However, there are no Q-Gates 
or phases involved. This approach provides maximum flexibility but 
also involves a higher risk.

� Phase cycle 
The phase cycle is the traditional approach in the change management 
process of SAP Solution Manager. It provides a simple phase model 
that bundles all changes that are assigned to this cycle. Throughout 
the development phase, the implementation is performed. In the test 
phase, you will perform various tests. In the deploy phase, the 
productive import will be performed. This approach provides more 
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security through a joint import method by reducing technical incon-
sistencies (compared to continual cycle). It is ideal for managing proj-
ect-driven implementations.

� Release cycle 
This cycle type can only be used in combination with Release Manage-
ment. It is based on a phase cycle but is enhanced with many features. 
It follows the ITIL approach of release management. You plan release 
cycles in a release schedule before the individual cycles are processed.

Once the request for change has been validated, approved, scoped, and 
assigned to a change cycle, it is handed over to the implementation 
team, thus creating a second transaction, called the change document. 
SAP delivers different types of change documents for various business 
scenarios, such as urgent changes, configuration changes, or normal 
changes. Each of these types act as a template for customers to imple-
ment their own change management workflows. A change document 
includes a link to transport management features, which allows develop-
ers to stay focused without being sidetracked by details such as which 
landscape to use, which development system to use, or what to imple-
ment or change. All of this information is stored and made available 
directly in the change document. In addition to integrating with trans-
port management, Change Request Management also integrates with 
many other areas of SAP Solution Manager and your SAP solution—for 
example:

� Solution documentation

� Test Management

� Incident and Problem Management

� Service Request Management

� Job Scheduling Management

Single point of 
contact for many  
IT activities

Equipped with these features, Change Request Management can func-
tion as a central part of your IT tool landscape as being a single point of 
contact for many IT activities. It can do more than simple software 
change management.
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10.7 Release Management

Reliable and solid Release Management helps you reduce the risk of run-
ning into issues during the go-live procedure, especially when installing 
large software implementations or highly integrated solutions such as 
SAP S/4HANA with components of SAP HCP.

The goal of Release Management is to support you in the best possible 
way to transfer validated, consistent, and secure changes into your pro-
duction environment. In the context of SAP solutions, this usually 
relates to software releases, but the Release Management approach is 
not limited to software.

Because SAP Solution Manager is a tool that has been certified to ITIL 
standards, it supports this concept in the context of release management. 
SAP Solution Manager 7.2 offers you additional functions to optimally 
manage your releases. Release Management introduces new concepts 
and goes beyond the former project environment of the SAP Solution 
Manager.

10.7.1 Project Management vs. Release Management

Comparing classic project management to release management, the 
great advantage of the release management process is that it ensures a 
smooth go-live by providing standardized methods, processes, and 
tools. Release management is not about implementing functions or 
requirements engineering as we would expect it from a project context; 
these aspects are addressed in the projects themselves and the related 
changes.

Define a release as 
a release manager

Release Management creates a new role, the release manager. The 
release manager defines the timeline and the schedule of a release. As 
one or multiple projects are assigned to a release, projects need to be 
planned accordingly. Typically, the release manager defines a key date 
for every release at which the release build will be completed. This 
means the release manager creates the final release package that needs 
to be validated and tested. When the release is in the test phase, no new 
functions can be added to the package.
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This process guides you towards a clear roadmap of how the organiza-
tion can handle go-live situations. It helps you develop a routine and 
optimize your activities. Close cooperation between the IT and the busi-
ness departments is essential to make release management a success and 
eventually reduce the overall efforts and risks. In contrast, in a classic 
project management environment, every project has its individual time-
line. The IT expert is left with the challenge of coordinating parallel test-
ing, overtaker issues, and other dependency problems. This is when 
Release Management provides great benefit.

SAP Solution Manager also offers you alternatives in case Release Man-
agement is not applicable for you; also, do not forget that you can make 
use of the ability to adapt the process and increase it flexibility if 
needed.

10.7.2 How Does Release Management Work with 
SAP Solution Manager?

If you want to work with releases in SAP Solution Manager, three steps 
are required:

� Define your release track

� Create your release schedule

� Manage the release

Define the release 
track

Defining your release track is the foundation of release planning. In the 
typical SAP environment of IT software solutions, a release track is typ-
ically a subpart of the overall IT landscape that has logical or functional 
dependencies. For example, your SAP S/4HANA implementation uses 
functions that are deployed on SAP HCP in an integrated business pro-
cess. Not all systems of a landscape are managed in one big release, due 
to organizational or business-related limitations. As a consequence, the 
other parts of the landscape, such as SAP NetWeaver Portal, SAP Process 
Integration (SAP PI), or SAP Customer Relationship Management (SAP 
CRM), might not be integrated into the same release track. Instead, you 
define a simple release track that includes SAP S/4HANA and SAP HCP 
only.
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Create the release 
schedule

Next, perform release planning. In the planning tool, define a high-level 
schedule for all your releases that includes the number of releases, the 
type of releases (major releases or minor releases), and the duration 
until go-live. The Release Planning tool is easy to use due to its graphical 
release plan that is similar to a GANTT chart. In a way, a release can be 
considered a project—a release project. Whereas a project is about 
implementing features and working towards a defined goal, the aim of a 
release is to collect all changes and ensure that they are correctly vali-
dated, tested, and transferred into the production environment. Mean-
while, numerous activities are necessary to be able to reach the defined 
goal. Once your overall release schedule is complete, project planning 
can be started and aligned to your plan.

Manage the 
release

The actual planning happens for each particular release individually. 
Once the schedule is complete, you can create an instance of a planned 
release and perform detailed planning for all the various phases of the 
release. The most important date besides the go-live date is the develop-
ment close date, which is the point within a project at which all individ-
ual implementations need to be completed so the release manager can 
take over for release validation and testing.

Testing is typically performed in a separate environment to ensure the 
same conditions as in the go-live. You benefit from a test result that is 
representative and a valuable learning experience for the entire release 
management team. Issues that might occur during the move from the 
test to the validation environment (commonly called the preproduction 
system) can be analyzed so they can be avoided altogether or fixed by 
the time the real productive import is due.

Stabilize release 
through hypercare

Once the test is complete and the required corrections have been made, 
the release can be moved into the production environment. During and 
after this phase, the project team still collaborates very closely with the 
release management team on functional issues and the first large wave 
of incidents. This is what we call the hypercare phase. You can think of 
the as the stabilization phase of a release, addressing instances (mostly 
from a functional or end user perspective) that were not tested or pre-
pared sufficiently. Once the first wave of incidents has passed, the 
hypercare phase transitions into the operate phase, which is the phase in 
which the release will remain until it is replaced by its successor.
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Release Management brings a certain level of discipline and structure to 
your organization but takes some time to be in full swing. With every 
go-live, your organization will learn and improve. SAP Solution Man-
ager provides functions to increase your flexibility so you can success-
fully manage changes and releases.

10.8 Summary

In summary, Change Control Management offers you the modularity, 
flexibility, and transparency required for the digital transformation jour-
ney to SAP S/4HANA. Flexibility, together with just the right amount of 
change control allows you react to continuously growing and changing 
market conditions. It gives you transparency regarding changes and 
insights into all your related activities. The modularity of the tools, 
which have been described in this chapter, allows step-by-step adoption 
of the different capabilities—at your own pace. You don’t need to imple-
ment everything at once, resulting in a major implementation and IT 
transformation project. Rather, you can pick and choose the right tools 
at the right time.
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Chapter 11 

Focused solutions for SAP Solution Manager deliver ready-to-
run solutions for specific submarket needs and avoid custom 
code for customers. Focused Build for SAP Solution Manager 
provides an integrated tool-supported methodology to manage 
requirements and software development in large, agile innova-
tion projects.

11 Focused Build for SAP Solution 
Manager

Focused solutions 
for SAP Solution 
Manager

With release 7.2, SAP Solution Manager has evolved into a stable and 
robust platform that offers integrated end-to-end processes for its well 
over 15,000 customers. Customer feedback and analyst reports show 
that SAP Solution Manager is seen among the market leaders in the IT 
management industry. However, there always is room for improve-
ment, and of course SAP continuously strives to perfect its offerings.

The long tail 
dilemma

Because the maturity of processes and scenarios is perceived to be 
high, the challenge is how to deliver innovation on top of SAP Solution 
Manager 7.2. When customers have special innovation needs and SAP 
delivers this innovation with the standard product, it faces the danger 
of creating a long tail in the product. This means that there is a growing 
portion of software that is not relevant to all customers—perhaps only 
to three hundred or five hundred customers. At the same time, the 
product will necessarily become more complex—and this complexity 
has to be shouldered by the entire customer base, whether everyone 
needs the innovations or not.

Downside of 
custom code

The alternative is refraining from delivering processes that do not cater 
to the needs of a vast majority of customers—but there is a downside 
here, too: If you as a customer had a special need for SAP Solution Man-
ager, you would have to develop the functions you needed as custom 
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code on top of SAP Solution Manager on your own. This would entail 
costs for coding, documentation, training, and onboarding of your staff 
as well as costly maintenance activities. With an upgrade, you would 
have to develop the software all over again. The same arguments hold 
true for solutions outside SAP Solution Manager. Here, you face the 
same risks, plus you have to factor in the additional license cost.

Benefits of 
focused solutions

This is where the new concept of focused solutions can help. Focused 
solutions deliver solutions for special customer needs on top of SAP 
Solution Manager, avoiding costly custom code or partner solutions. 
The benefits are clear:

� You do not face any coding cost, because SAP delivers a standard solu-
tion. This eliminates the variety of processes by providing a standard-
ized reference process. Tools to support this process come with the 
solution.

� There is significantly less training cost for your projects, because SAP 
delivers all knowledge required with the focused solution.

� The upgrade risk is eliminated, because SAP delivers standard 
upgrades. This means that you license the focused solution once and 
SAP promises to keep it running on future releases—which is a major 
differentiator in the industry.

� Because the licensing model is simple through rental licenses, it is 
easy to adapt the number of licenses to your needs. There is no risk of 
licensing shelfware.

� There are no integration issues, because SAP delivers focused solu-
tions based on the proven SAP Solution Manager standard.

Focused solutions are fully integrated in SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

In this chapter, we will give you an overview of Focused Build as an 
example of a focused solution. The following sections outline the func-
tional scope as well as non-coded assets that are part of the solution. 
Each of the sections will describe what Focused Build adds on top of the 
standard SAP Solution Manager functionality, and explain how to get a 
focused solution for SAP Solution Manager.
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11.1 Focused Build Overview

Focused Build and 
SAP S/4HANA

With Focused Build, SAP delivers a seamless, tool-based, requirements-
to-deploy process within SAP Solution Manager. The solution includes 
business demand and requirements management, integrated risk man-
agement, and clear-cut collaboration features that allow users to orches-
trate business and IT units and global development teams remotely. This 
methodology and approach was ideated in large SAP MaxAttention
engagements and since its successful market introduction has been 
established as the standard implementation method for SAP S/4HANA 
projects, with a high innovation ratio. In summary, Focused Build cov-
ers the following:

� The entire process from requirement to build, test, deploy, go-live, 
and run in an integrated methodology and tool set.

� The single source of truth for business processes and applications.

� Measurement of value realization by linking a customer’s strategic 
business KPIs to the productive usage in the software solution. Also, 
SAP Solution Manager provides real-time transparency into the solu-
tion readiness for the project management office (PMO) without tire-
some manual work.

� Automation of test plan generation, transport management and 
reporting.

� Control of the scope change management process and full visibility of 
what requirements were added in what project phase.

� Tracing requirements (related to process and application landscape) 
down to work packages, testing, and transports.

� Agile build with constant business feedback in waves and sprints.

� New, easy-to-use interfaces. All project members work with efficient 
and simple UIs.

� Integration with the delivery cloud to manage collaboration in virtual 
project rooms between the onsite team with the mission control cen-
ter and remote factories.

� Simple consumption is available as a preconfigured image in the cloud 
or on-premise.
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We now have the perfect SAP Solution Manager to manage transforma-
tional engagements.

Agile software 
engineering

methods

It is important to understand that the approach does not rely on tradi-
tional waterfall models but uses agile software-engineering methods. 
This means that progress is measured in terms of working functions or 
products. There is no traditional blueprinting but rather a prototype-
based methodology, which breaks tasks into small increments and itera-
tions that have short timeframes (sprints). Multiple iterations may be 
required to release a product or new features; changing requirements 
are welcome, and documentation is pragmatic and kept to a low level. 
This means that the project team does not need to understand each and 
every business requirement to the last level of detail. Instead, you focus 
on a part of the end-to-end solution, prototype it, get the customer buy-
in, and extend the scope in iterations from there.

Automated 
reporting

As the methodology and processes are ready-to-run and preconfigured, 
the reporting is completely automated and the project teams have full 
visibility of the project’s progress and status at all times.

Set the scope and 
prepare build

Figure 11.1 shows the high-level overview of the end-to-end process as 
delivered with Focused Build.

Figure 11.1  End-to-End Process of Focused Build for SAP Solution Manager
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The discovery team starts with a discovery workshop, in which you 
define the process model and the application landscape. Importantly, 
you also capture requirements and gaps and in doing so define the scope 
of your project. From the requirements, you create work packages and 
assign them to build teams. These can be on-site teams or remote teams 
that you subcontract for your project. In the Focused Build approach, 
these teams are called remote factories.

Build the solutionOnce you have assigned the build team, a development architect slices 
the work packages up into work items and assigns developers. The 
development process also runs according to the status schema delivered 
as part of Focused Build. At all times, the work progress is documented 
and tracked in the Solution Readiness Dashboard (see Section 11.3 for 
details).

Execute testing 
and manage 
defects

After the build is finished with a successful unit test, the developers 
release their work items, and the resulting changes are automatically 
transported into the quality assurance system. Here, the testers execute 
single functional tests, functional integration tests, user acceptance tests, 
and regression tests. A fully integrated test plan and reporting dash-
boards for the test suite are part of the solution as well. During the test-
ing activities, defects that testers report are corrected by the developers 
responsible.

Release manage-
ment and transi-
tion to operations

When you want to import a release into the production environment, 
you have to pass the build-to-deploy quality gate (Q-Gate). This means 
that the release manager can validate the release and deploy it. All the 
tasks necessary to complete the Q-Gate and eventually to close the proj-
ect successfully are part of a preconfigured work breakdown structure
(WBS), which is also part of the Focused Build delivery. After go-live, the 
build team stays available to manage the hypercare phase with the oper-
ations team. This transition to operations and support is prepared all 
through the build phase, as the WBS contains tasks that have to be deliv-
ered in all phases of the project. Thus, transition to operations is an inte-
gral part of the implementation with Focused Build.

Role concept and 
training curriculum

Focused Build does not only provide software enhancements to SAP 
Solution Manager and its methodology. Another important part is the 
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preconfigured role concept and the training curriculum for the solution. 
Table 11.1 outlines the Focused Build role groups, with the assignment 
of roles to skill profiles.

For each of these role groups, dedicated training material is available as 
part of Focused Build, which facilitates onboarding of project teams. The 
learning map consists of nine chapters (see Figure 11.2), and each chap-
ter in turn consists of the following materials:

� An overview presentation

� Overview videos with featured subject matter experts

� How-to guides for each of the Focused Build applications

The overview material shows what you can do with the focused solu-
tion. It is introduction and awareness training so that project mem-
bers know what to expect from the methodology and toolset. Once 
they are on site or working with Focused Build in a remote factory in 
actual practice, they can refer to the how-to guides, which show click-
by-click how to work with the individual applications. The learning 
map is available at https://service.sap.com/sap/bc/bsp/spn/esa_redirect/
index.htm?gotocourse=X&courseid=70306312.

Role Group Role Profile

PMO Program and project management, methodol-
ogy and tool knowledge, quality manage-
ment, release management, ICC knowledge

Solution architect/ 
development architect

Solution skills, technical knowledge, UX 
knowledge, data management, migration 
skills

Developer/consultant Coding and configuration, functional and 
technical knowledge, UI design, development 
skills

Test Test preparation and execution

IT operator IT infrastructure knowledge

Table 11.1  Focused Build Role Concept 
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Figure 11.2  Focused Build Curriculum Structure
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Figure 11.3  Structure Elements of Focused Build Projects

Phases are distinct periods of time during a project that structure work 
streams and work packages so that at the end of an individual phase cer-
tain deliverables are expected. In Focused Build projects, the following 
phases are used:
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Release and wave A release is subdivided into waves. A wave comprises a well-defined 
functional scope on which customer key users formally sign off and then 
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which software development has to provide deliverables for review. The 
backlog of a sprint is based on the prioritization of backlog items—that 
is, requirements.

Quality gates and 
milestones

For all three levels, there are checkpoints that verify the quality of 
project deliverables. Moreover, the underpinning KPIs are used to con-
tinuously monitor the project progress with dashboards. In our meth-
odology, there are two kinds of checkpoints:

� Milestones 
Milestones are used to mark specific dates in a project plan. These 
points may signal anchors such as a project start and end date, a need 
for external review or input and budget checks, among others. In 
many instances, milestones do not impact project duration. Instead, 
they focus on major progress points that must be reached to achieve 
success. Therefore, a milestone has a clearly defined due date.

� Quality gates 
A Q-Gate is a special milestone in a software build project. A Q-Gate 
is scheduled during the handover from one project phase or wave to 
the next during build. All project stakeholders review the deliverables 
of the previous phase or wave and decide collaboratively whether the 
project can move into the next phase or wave. The character of a Q-
Gate is more formal than a review, for instance, as the availability of 
documents is checked rather than their content. A Q-Gate has a clearly 
defined due date. For customer acceptance, only the deploy-to-run Q-
Gate is specifically important, because this is the point at which the go 
or no-go decision for the project’s go-live is made.

WaveA wave starts with the scope definition and a preparation time. The goal 
of the preparation phase is to provide at least the functional specifica-
tion required to start the first sprint (see Figure 11.2) and to get a con-
cise picture of the architecture involved and deliverables in scope. You 
may complete the rest of the functional specifications at a later stage, in 
parallel to the follow-on sprints. However, we strongly recommend 
completing the full scope of the functional specifications as soon as pos-
sible during the wave. The benefit of this approach is that the business 
process experts will be busy with functional integration tests at the later 
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stages of a wave. By finishing the functional specifications early, you 
achieve the optimum balance of specifying at the beginning of a wave 
(when there is not so much to test yet) and thorough testing in the later 
sprints. The wave ends with the wave exit-criteria fulfilment Q-Gate.

At the beginning of a sprint, solution architects define the sprint back-
log. Developers create the technical design papers based on the func-
tional specifications, develop the software, and execute unit testing. In 
parallel, business process experts can perform integration testing of the 
last sprint’s results, hold show-and-tell sessions with the customer if 
applicable, and prepare the backlog for the next sprint. You schedule a 
sprint review before the closing of the sprint to verify the deliverables. 
At the end of the sprint, the sprint is officially closed and a retrospective 
meeting held. This is also when you make the decision of whether the 
results will be presented to the customer. At the same time, the sprint 
closing marks the beginning of the next sprint.

You can find detailed information on Project Management in the stan-
dard SAP Solution Manager in Chapter 3.

11.3 Automated Reporting with the Solution 
Readiness Dashboard

In the Solution Readiness Dashboard, you get automated project prog-
ress reporting based on live system data. The dashboard offers aggre-
gated information on the current project.

From the dashboard (see Figure 11.4), you can drill down into more 
detailed views, such as into the Work Packages tile. Clicking this tile 
opens an overview of the work package schedule. You can see how 
many work packages are assigned to which wave of the build phase and 
what the distribution to the individual business process areas looks like. 
Clicking the numbers brings you to the next drill-down level.

In general, the dashboard shows rated tiles according to thresholds that 
are preconfigured. However, you can configure the thresholds according 
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to your project’s requirements. The tiles that are not rated are shown in 
neutral blue.

Figure 11.4  Focused Build Solution Readiness Dashboard

KPIs and metrics in 
the Solution Readi-
ness Dashboard

The following overview gives you detailed information about what the 
KPIs and metrics on the Solution Readiness Dashboard mean, and how 
they are calculated:

� Overall Status 
The overall status is read from the project in SAP Solution Manager 
Project Management that you selected in the dashboard. The tile 
shows the name of the responsible project manager and the current 
phase of the project. The project manager sets the status manually in 
the project in SAP Solution Manager Project Management.
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� Next Q-Gate Due In 
Number of days available until the next Q-Gate is due. The informa-
tion is derived from the project plan in SAP Solution Manager’s Proj-
ect Management. The KPI is not rated and therefore is displayed in 
neutral blue.

� Work Packages 
Number of work packages assigned to the project, displayed in the 
Solution Readiness Dashboard. The KPI is not rated and therefore is 
displayed in neutral blue.

� Work Items 
Number of work items assigned to the project, displayed in the Solu-
tion Readiness Dashboard. The KPI is not rated and therefore is dis-
played in neutral blue.

� Functional Gaps 
Number of functional gaps assigned to the project displayed in the 
dashboard. The KPI is not rated and therefore is displayed in neutral 
blue.

� Requirements Backlog 
Number of requirements assigned to the selected project.

� Schedule 
Ratio of completed Project Management tasks in the project plan ver-
sus the planned ones.

� Risks 
Number of risks assigned to the selected project. The rating is accord-
ing to status, impact, and probability. This KPI turns red if one or 
more of the risks assigned to the project have been triggered. It also 
turns red when there are risks with high impact and high probability 
that do not contain a mitigation plan.

� Issues 
Number of issues assigned to the selected SAP Solution Manager Proj-
ect Management project. The rating is according to the issues’ prior-
ity. The KPI will show a red rating when there are one or more issues 
with high priority that are not in a confirmed status.
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� Scope Change 
Calculates the percentage of changed work packages versus all work 
packages in the selected project. The KPI takes into account all work 
packages in the handed-over to development status that have scope 
changes assigned to them.

� Functional Specification 
Percentage of functional specifications according to status and due 
date. The KPI takes into account whether a functional specification 
with the correct document type and expected status has been assigned 
to a work package.

� Technical Design 
Percentage of technical designs according to status and due date. The 
KPI checks whether a technical design with the correct document type 
and expected status has been assigned to a work item.

� Development 
Percentage of work items according to status and due date.

� Completed means work items are in hand-over to test status and 
the build finished milestone is not yet reached.

� To be done means work items are not in hand-over to test and the 
build finished milestone is not yet reached.

� Overdue means work items are not in hand-over to test status and 
the build finished milestone has already passed.

� Unit Test 
Percentage of work items according to status and due date.

� Completed means work items are in unit test successful status and 
the unit test finished milestone is not yet reached.

� To be done means work items are not in unit test successful status 
and the unit test finished milestone is not yet reached.

� Overdue means work items are not in unit test successful status 
and the unit test finished milestone has already passed.

� Test Status 
The test status is extracted from the Test Management dashboard. It 
takes into account all test types for the selected project for the current 
wave. The tile shows the percentage of successful tests for the following:
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� Single functional test

� Functional integration test

� User acceptance test

� Regression test

� Defect Details 
Data for this tile is extracted from the test management dashboard. It 
takes into account all test types for the selected project for the current 
wave. The tile shows how many priority 1 or 2 defects are open for 
the current wave for

� Single functional test

� Functional integration test

� User acceptance test

� Regression test

Sub-Project Status at the bottom of the dashboard shows you on the 
master project (or program) level what the status of the subprojects is 
and whether key deliverables are overdue.

Drilling down from 
master project to 

subproject

On the subproject level, Process Area Status shows the status per pro-
cess area of the project and indicates which documents or activities are 
behind schedule (overdue), and thus lets you know what items you have 
to look at most urgently as a project manager.

The only exception to the automated reporting of the other tiles in the 
dashboard is the Overall Status tile. It shows the project status set 
manually by the project manager in SAP Solution Manager’s Project 
Management. The project manager thus can override automatic report-
ing that he or she thinks is misleading and raise a “stop sign” to indicate 
that there is a problem. This is especially important when issues occur in 
areas of project management that are explicitly and consciously not 
tracked by the Focused Build methodology, such as organizational 
change management or cost management.

Additional 
capabilities

Focus Build introduces a number of capabilities beyond the SAP Solu-
tion Manager standard delivery for Project Management:
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� The preconfigured WBS in SAP Solution Manager Project Manage-
ment with the wave and sprint concept, all the milestones, and Q-
Gates.

� Risks as an entity of SAP Solution Manager that you can use to report, 
assess, and mitigate risks. In addition, you can define risk strategies 
and assignments.

� The Solution Readiness Dashboard with predefined KPIs and metrics.

� The tight integration of the WBS with work packages, issues, risks, 
and the Solution Readiness Dashboard.

11.4 Accelerating Projects with Collaborative 
Process Design

Model companies 
as innovation 
catalyst

In the prepare phase of innovation projects, SAP jump-starts discussions 
with the business using model companies. These are industry best prac-
tices that are the basis for discovery workshops with the business to doc-
ument requirements. In the case of SAP S/4HANA, the content packages 
of SAP Activate are a big accelerator.

Understand new 
business models

Business process experts describe their new business models and new 
operating models in use case documents that define their requirements. 
These might be related to business processes but do not necessarily have 
to be; this is why SAP chose the generic term requirement. The project 
team, in turn, documents the big picture: A key value chain diagram in 
SAP Solution Manager’s Process Management illustrates how customers 
will improve their business processes.

In design thinking workshops, SAP collaboratively define innovative 
business models with customers. It is important to involve senior busi-
ness process experts who are experienced in business design decisions 
at this point. The resulting solution landscape maps all dependencies, 
from the end-to-end process down to the applications and, eventually, 
capabilities (see Figure 11.5).
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Figure 11.5  Solution Landscape in SAP Solution Manager
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target operating 
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In collaboration with subject matter experts, the solution architect trans-
lates the use case documents into a design proposal for the business pro-
cess experts. The design proposal includes the following:

� End-to-end business processes and a diagram of the key value chain

� Processes, process steps, and requirements

� Assignment of organizational units to business processes and process 
steps

� An impact analysis showing how the new target operating model will 
affect existing parts of the IT infrastructure, especially legacy systems

It is crucial to emphasize that Focused Build is a highly pragmatic 
approach that integrates into the solution wherever possible. The target 
operating model is a role-based Business Process Model and Notation 
(BPMN 2.0). Each swim lane in a BPMN diagram equals a role. If the 
software exists, you map the existing transaction or process.

You use the process diagrams for business-facing discussions and collab-
orative process design. Comments and clarifications can be achieved col-
laboratively with the customer’s business in SAP Solution Manager. In 
multinational projects, support for multiple languages is always a chal-
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languages in Focused Build. The content is translated in place during the 
modeling process.

Beyond standard 
SAP Solution 
Manager

Also for this phase of a project, Focus Build brings a number of capabil-
ities in addition to the SAP Solution Manager standard delivery for 
Requirements Management.

As the scope for requirements management in Focused Build is set on 
large, agile implementation projects with massive amounts of require-
ments, SAP decided not to use business requirements in the standard 
SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

Business and IT 
requirements in 
SAP Solution 
Manager

Requirements Management in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 offers the 
capability to store business requirements centrally that facilitate com-
munication between business and IT, which is a way to integrate 
requirements management with change management; the requirements 
serve as a predecessor to a request for change. With the business 
requirements, business process experts can easily raise and manage their 
business requirements. They can also intuitively submit their require-
ments for approval. On the other hand, IT requirements serve to docu-
ment and design solutions for business requirements. This process is 
geared towards requirements and changes in a maintenance mode, 
which is why the requirements process in Focused Build is built up dif-
ferently as there are a large number of requirements in innovation proj-
ects.

Focused Build offers multi-language support for requirements and tight 
integration of requirements with the solution landscape, process mod-
els, work packages, work items, solution documentation, and the Solu-
tion Readiness Dashboard.

You can find detailed information on process management in the stan-
dard SAP Solution Manager in Chapter 7.

11.5 SAPUI5 Apps for the Build Process

At the beginning of the build phase of the project, the solution architect 
decomposes all requirements for the project into work packages. In the 
Work Package (see Figure 11.6), you have an immediate overview of all 
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relevant data in scope. In addition to header data and information about 
the required timeline, you can see who is responsible and what pro-
cesses, functional specifications, and work items are required.

Figure 11.6  Work Package SAPUI5 App in Focused Build

On the Details tab, you can see the classification of the work package. 
You can clearly distinguish whether a work package is one of the follow-
ing:

� A fit, which means that you only need to configure the software (e.g., 
customizing has to be executed or master data have to be put into the 
system)

� A gap that needs to be addressed by a development factory

� A WRICEF (workflows, reports, interfaces, conversions, enhance-
ments, forms), meaning that a build team must write code

� A non-functional work package for administrative work
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In this overview, you also find the requirements that the work package 
relates to, giving the developers in the build or development factories 
the full context of process and requirement.

From a timing perspective, you also see for which wave the work pack-
age is scheduled. Simply by assigning the work package to a wave, all the 
due dates of the key deliverables—for example, the due date for the 
functional specification—are automatically retrieved from the project’s 
WBS. The project from which the scheduling is derived is visible in the 
PMO Project field.

On the Text tab, you can see the original requirement, giving you a 
chain of information without any media breaks. On the Scope tab, you 
can assign work items to individual sprints. Once you have done so, 
developers can start working on the work item—that is, write a techni-
cal design for the changes based on the functional specification and start 
to code or configure.

Orchestrating 
development 
teams

Perhaps most importantly, you can see which remote factory is respon-
sible for the work package and to what degree the work package has 
already been completed. Any system integrator (SI) or external resource 
that has an active part in the build process is controlled from one central 
place.

As mentioned previously, the build team has everything in the work 
package that it needs to complete a work package successfully, down to 
the process and requirements to understand the context of the work 
package and the transport containers that later will be used to propagate 
the results of the work package into the follow-on systems of the land-
scape. All software logistics are fully automated.

Simplified solution 
documentation 
with DropDoc

Another capability that is available exclusively with Focused Build is the 
simplified solution documentation feature DropDoc for SAP Solution 
Manager. This feature has been integrated into the SAPUI5 apps for 
work packages and work items.

During the build process, you need to attach documents such as func-
tional specifications, technical designs, and test cases to the process struc-
ture and application landscape. With DropDoc, you can assign docu-
ments to the business process structure by simply dragging and dropping 
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them onto a structure node. You can do this not only with single docu-
ments but also with multiple documents at once.

Focused Build contains templates for all required project documents, 
from technical design to test case templates. However, the project team 
can also choose to use its own document templates.

Successor/ 
predecessor 

relationships

Work packages in Focused Build also offer the ability to define 
sequences of work packages. This means that you can define the succes-
sor/predecessor relationships of work packages easily, giving solution 
architects and project managers the unique ability to assess the impact 
of changes to work packages because you can see which successors are 
impacted by a change.

Beyond standard 
SAP Solution 

Manager

Focus Build offers a number of capabilities in addition to the SAP Solu-
tion Manager standard delivery for the build process and solution docu-
mentation:

� Simplified solution documentation with DropDoc

� Templates for functional specifications, technical design documents, 
test cases, and so on to accelerate build projects

� SAPUI5 apps for work packages and work items

� In-place reporting on solution documentation status

� Remote factory and JIRA integration

� The Solution Readiness Dashboard with predefined KPIs and metrics

� Tight integration of WBS with work packages, issues, risks, and the 
Solution Readiness Dashboard

You can find detailed information on Change Control Management in 
the standard SAP Solution Manager in Chapter 10.

11.6 SAPUI5 Apps and Test Management Dashboards

Test activities are of pivotal importance to a successful project. In 
Focused Build, some specific enhancements have been added to the SAP 
Solution Manager standard capabilities.
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Test plan assign-
ment to project 
plan

A unique integration point is that you can assign test plans to the project 
plan in SAP Solution Manager’s Project Management. This feature 
enables unprecedented transparency during the Test phases of Focused 
Build projects. This clear assignment is possible because the focused 
solution identifies one process variant and method that the entire proj-
ect team complies with. Due to the needed richness and flexibility of 
process variants within SAP Solution Manager standard delivery, this 
assignment is not part of the standard SAP Solution Manager delivery.

Work package–
based test plan 
generation

Based on the work packages described in the earlier sections of this 
chapter, it is also possible to take advantage of another integration point 
that is unique to Focused Build: Because all work packages are assigned 
to a project and the project schedule is fixed in its WBS, you can easily 
identify which work packages are in scope for the current wave. With 
this information, the test manager in a Focused Build project can now 
generate a test plan. For single functional tests and user acceptance tests, 
this generation is fully automated. Moreover, test managers can analyze 
the test plan coverage of work packages for all the test types—that is, 
where there are test cases missing in the test plan scope.

Interlinking defect 
and defect correc-
tion

Another powerful development is interlinking a defect to a defect cor-
rection. Focused Build contains a new transaction type for defects that 
enables the context of test execution, such as project, wave, and release 
to be captured automatically. In case a coding or configuration change is 
required, a defect correction can be created as a follow up from a defect. 
The tester can update the text in a defect, and it will be available as text 
to a developer in the defect correction automatically. This ensures that 
the tester needs to follow up only on defects, and developers need to 
work only in defect corrections. SAP Solution Manager ensures seamless 
passage of information between defect and defect correction. Closure of 
a defect correction will update the status of the defect to proposed solu-
tion, which the tester can confirm. This reduces overhead for the project 
team to a minimum, and developers know which release to use when 
creating defect corrections.

Test Management 
dashboard

Focused Build includes a Test Management dashboard. The entry point 
for navigation is not the test plan or test packages, but projects and 
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waves. The Test Management dashboard consists of three major build-
ing blocks (see Figure 11.7):

� The Overview tab shows the larger context of test activities across test 
plans.

� The Test Execution Status tab shows the progress of test packages 
within a single test plan.

� The Defects tab shows the details of existing defects for the single test 
plan.

Figure 11.7  Test Management Dashboard in SAP Solution Manager 7.2

The next two tiles are familiar from the Solution Readiness Dashboard 
(see Section 11.3): The Test Status tile shows the percentage of test 
cases with the Tested Successfully result for the various test types, and 
the Defect Details tile shows the priority 1 and 2 defects that were 
detected in these tests.
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Below the header of the dashboard is a selection of helpful diagrams that 
show you different views of the same project and wave selection:

� Test Execution Status by Test Plan

� Test Execution Progress by Projects, which is relevant if you have a 
master project with various subprojects

� Open Defects by Priority

� Open Defects by Priority and Status

� Defect Timeline, which shows you how many defects are in Created
or In Progress status, versus those in Closed or Confirmed status

� Defects across Projects

 

Note

Whenever there are gaps in the curves of diagrams, like those in Figure 11.7, 
this is a deliberate indicator that there is an issue in the SAP BW extractor that 
provides the data for the dashboard.

Test Execution 
Status

Test Execution Status is a more detailed view of one specific test plan. 
This is one difference in comparison to the Overview tab; another is 
that the status information is more detailed here as well. Whereas the 
KPI on Overview aggregates the test packages statuses OK, OK with res-
ervations, and Retest OK to simply OK, the Test Execution Status
shows each status individually. The tab lists the following KPIs in dia-
grams:

� Test Package Status Overview shows information per test package 
and status.

� Test Package Status Detail shows details of each test package with 
status, assigned testers, and report defects.

� Test Execution Progress shows test cases in status OK, Error, or In
Progress projected on the timelines of the project.

Defect StatusLike Test Execution Status, the Defect Status tab shows information 
about one dedicated test plan. Here, there are four tiles that show you 
the numbers of the following items:
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� Open defects

� Open priority 1 defects

� Open priority 2 defects

� Number of defects that need to be retested or for which the retest has 
not been confirmed yet

This tab also visualizes various dimensions of defects that are essential 
for the test managers and coordinators:

� Open Defects by Priority shows all priorities of defects reported in 
the current wave.

� Defects by Priority and Status shows the defects of the current wave 
according to their priorities and status.

� Defect Progress shows the development of status on the timeline of 
the current wave.

� Defect Status Statistics and Open Defect Status Details show a list 
of defects with additional data that allows for drilldown or download 
into Microsoft Office Excel spreadsheets.

UX with SAPUI5
app for testing

To facilitate test management in Focused Build, SAP invested in unprec-
edented user experience (UX) not only for test managers but also for tes-
ters. For this audience, SAP introduced an SAPUI5 app for simplified 
manual test execution (see Figure 11.8). This app allows testers to search 
for test packages in the left-hand pane and shows the header data on the 
Info tab. The Test Cases tab provides an overview of which test cases 
are assigned to the test package selected. You can open the test case you 
are interested in, but the app also shows you whether the test case is 
ready to test or if the test has ended already. If you have maintained test 
sequences, then this app will also indicate which tester is assigned. 
Moreover, you see what status the test cases are in and how many open 
defects there are.

During testing, testers can set the status of their test cases directly from 
the app by clicking the Set Status link at the bottom right of the screen.
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Figure 11.8  SAPUI5 App for Simplified Manual Test Execution

New capabilitiesFocus Build introduces a number of capabilities in addition to the SAP 
Solution Manager standard delivery for the test suite:

� SAPUI5 apps for simplified manual test execution

� Automatic generation of test plans for single functional tests and user 
acceptance tests

� Test coverage reporting

� The Test Management dashboard with predefined KPIs and drill-
down abilities for defect management

You can find detailed information on the test suite in the standard SAP 
Solution Manager in Chapter 9.

11.7 Typical Integration Scenarios

In Focused Build, there is a core set of processes that cannot be changed 
or adapted, providing tight integration from requirements to solution 
documentation and through the entire build process. However, there 
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are three scenarios that can deviate from the standard Focus Build pro-
cess flow (see Figure 11.9):

� Gathering requirements externally

� Modeling processes externally

� Extending remote factory integration

Figure 11.9  Integration Scenarios for Focused Build

Gathering require-
ments externally

In many projects, requirements are gathered in spreadsheets such as MS 
Excel. If you have gathered your requirements already or your team sim-
ply is used to this approach and you do not want to change it, you do not 
have to with Focused Build. The solution offers an engineering service 
that you can use to upload your requirements to SAP Solution Manager 
once your requirements list is completed. After this, you can start with 
the Focused Build process.

Modeling pro-
cesses externally

Should you already have process models available in a third-party tool—
like ARIS, for example—you do not have to remodel them in SAP Solu-
tion Manager. Here also, an engineering service is available to import 
external process models into SAP Solution Manager.

Extend remote 
factory integration

Because Focused Build delivers an engineering extension for software 
development tools such as JIRA or Microsoft Team Foundation Server, 
you can extend collaboration with remote factories and build teams to 
fit your needs.
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11.8 Get Focused Solutions for SAP Solution Manager

Try before you buyThe first step before buying a focused solution is to decide whether the 
offering suits your needs. This is where the learning map (see Section 
11.1) helps you to understand the process and the underpinning tool 
set. However, you do not have to buy the product without trying it out 
first: You can try the solution out in the SAP Cloud Appliance Library. 
SAP offers a completely preconfigured image for each focused solution. 
You can find more details on the SAP Cloud Appliance Library in Chap-
ter 19.

Ready to buyOnce you know what you want, simply go to the SAP Store, select how 
many licenses you need, and purchase them with your credit card. 
Should you not have a company credit card, you can hand in your 
expenses for reimbursement later.

PricingIt is important to emphasize that you only need to license users who 
actually work with the solution. This means that if you have a team of 10 
on your project, you only have to license these 10 users. The pricing is a 
rental model that works per user per year (see Figure 11.10).

Figure 11.10  Focused Build Product Details Page in the SAP Store
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Prerequisites As you deploy focused solutions for SAP Solution Manager, there are 
certain prerequisites that you may need to fulfill before the software is 
really ready to run when you buy the licenses. The prerequisites are 
listed in the product’s product details page on the SAP Store. All 
required steps are explained in detail in the confirmation email that you 
receive after purchasing a focused solution for SAP Solution Manager.

11.9 Summary

Focused solutions are a new way of delivering targeted innovation for 
SAP Solution Manager to sub-markets who have a need for them. The 
solution you read about most in this book, Focused Build, served as an 
example to explain the concept. Another focused solution available is 
Focused Insights, for instance. Focused Insights enables you to build and 
distribute powerful customer-specific dashboards within minutes using 
state-of-the-art user experience. The current portfolio planning includes 
many more focused solutions, and we are sure to be writing about them 
in the near future. You can find current information on focused solu-
tions at http://support.sap.com/focused.
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Chapter 12 

At the end of an implementation project, you hand over your 
new SAP HANA-based solution to production. Your operations 
team has to run the new technology and still be responsible for 
other business applications. SAP Solution Manager provides 
holistic support for application operations and operations con-
trol throughout the entire lifecycle.

12 Monitoring, Root-Cause Analysis, 
and Regular Operational Tasks

How to operate  
SAP S/4HANA

The key to the successful operation of an SAP S/4HANA solution is one 
integrated and consistent application operations and operations control 
standard across the technology stacks. As you can see in Figure 12.1, the 
core SAP S/4HANA architecture consists of three technical layers: SAP 
Fiori, SAP S/4HANA ABAP, and SAP HANA. SAP Fiori, for example, 
impacts the user experience on all devices, which then drives challenges 
in the end-to-end support model.

Figure 12.1  SAP S/4HANA Architecture
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Within SAP Fiori applications, users can combine transactions, search, 
and analytics, which drives, for example, optimizing performance and 
workload in SAP HANA.

SAP Solution Manager 7.1 SP 14 already supports system operations of 
SAP HANA–based business scenarios end-to-end, including SAP S/4HANA. 
With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, SAP HANA system operations are fur-
ther improved and enhanced.

In the following sections, you will learn more about how SAP Solution 
Manager 7.2 helps to answer the following questions:

� What component caused the issue and what exceptions occurred?

� What is the current workload and performance?

� How can you balance resource demand between different workloads, 
like analytics and transactions?

� How can you manage a secure baseline solution configuration?

12.1 Technical Monitoring and Administration

SAP HANA For SAP S/4HANA, a key differentiator between the traditional and new 
technology is the database—that is, SAP HANA.

SAP Solution Manager contains the Database Administration Cockpit 
(DBA Cockpit). This has been available for some time to monitor and 
administer databases from different vendors centrally. With SAP HANA, 
SAP enhanced the DBA Cockpit to support the SAP in-memory appli-
ance. Therefore, your database administrators can use the same tool to 
monitor different database technologies. If they have used the cockpit 
before, they do not even need to learn to use a new tool.

A central database administration tool is not sufficient for a holistic 
operations concept; standardized processes are required as well. All SAP 
support standards also apply for SAP HANA. SAP integrated SAP HANA 
with other SAP Solution Manager functions so that whenever monitor-
ing values become critical, alerts are sent to the monitoring and alerting 
infrastructure. From there, they are distributed to the administrators 
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responsible or displayed in alert inboxes. In addition to typical system 
monitoring alerts, the SAP HANA operations take advantage of a recent 
enhancement of SAP Solution Manager: special SAP HANA and business 
intelligence (BI) monitoring alerts, which support the in-memory data-
base. It also monitors BI objects (process chains, queries, and templates 
in SAP BW; jobs in SAP BusinessObjects) and systems across the com-
plete landscape.

SAP S/4HANA 
ABAP

The central system monitoring in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 builds the 
foundation for a reliable and stable operation of the SAP NetWeaver 
ABAP stack. For SAP S/4HANA, the established alerts for the SAP Net-
Weaver application server are still valid. SAP Solution Manager 7.2 
improves the user experience continuously. For the system monitoring, 
for example, this means a more seamless integration among monitoring, 
alerting, and reporting (see Figure 12.2).

Figure 12.2  New System Monitoring UI
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SAP Fiori SAP Fiori supports multiple devices and can be the central end user 
experience for your business processes globally. Guaranteeing the high-
est availability and performance from almost every location is a chal-
lenge for application operations. SAP User Experience Monitoring is an 
efficient toolbox for evaluating and reporting on the availability and per-
formance of your productive systems from multiple location or device 
perspectives.

The next three sections provide a thorough overview of the enhanced 
technical capabilities of SAP Solution Manager 7.2:

1. System Monitoring for SAP HANA

2. SAP HANA System Replication Monitoring

3. Root cause analysis and guided procedures

12.1.1 System Monitoring for SAP HANA

System Monitoring is a function of technical monitoring that focuses on 
visualizing the current status of technical systems, including the associ-
ated instances, databases, and hosts in one picture. System Monitoring 
helps capture the big picture and identify (correlated) alerts with the 
same root cause. Within System Monitoring, the database metrics in 
SAP Solution Manager reflect all alerts from SAP HANA Studio and DBA 
Cockpit on the complete stack. Figure 12.3 shows all the tools available 
for SAP HANA administration and monitoring.

Figure 12.3  SAP HANA Monitoring and Administration Tools
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SAP HANA Studio is both the central development environment and the 
main administration tool for the SAP HANA database. With SAP HANA 
SPS 09, the first version of the web-based SAP DB Control Center and 
SAP HANA Cockpit tools are also available for monitoring SAP HANA. In 
time, they will replace all SAP HANA Studio functionality.

How is SAP HANA 
connected?

The DBA Cockpit makes the alerts and supportability functions from 
SAP HANA centrally available in SAP Solution Manager. It collects the 
statistics from the SAP HANA database, and they enable reporting and 
trend analysis for longer periods. With SAP EarlyWatch Alert, you can 
automatically evaluate your system weekly. SAP Solution Manager can 
fully leverage technical monitoring and root-cause analysis capabilities 
for SAP HANA, SAP NetWeaver ABAP, and down to the server level. 
This ensures that you can use the same infrastructure, the same pro-
cesses, and the same tools across different technology components. SAP 
HANA is the only database enabled for end-to-end trace analysis; con-
tent such as component-specific metrics, guided procedures, self-ser-
vices, knowledge articles, root-cause analysis templates, and more help 
you to cope with challenges from new database and solution architec-
ture.

Figure 12.4 shows the system monitoring for SAP HANA in SAP Solu-
tion Manager 7.2. The following aspects are in scope of the monitoring 
alerts:

� Availability alerts delivered by SAP Host Agent

� Performance alerts (memory usage, size of data storage, long-running 
statements)

� Exception alerts (general exceptions, table exceptions)

� Configuration alerts (license expiry, trace settings)

� Self-monitoring alerts (diagnostics agent availability, extractor avail-
ability)

Within Solution Manager 7.2, there is a one-to-one relation between 
SAP HANA alerts and SAP Solution Manager alerts. In addition, SAP 
HANA database monitoring is now possible on an instance level in the 
form of metric groupings.
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Figure 12.4  System Monitoring in SAP HANA

Furthermore, SAP Solution Manager supports the enhancements of the 
SAP HANA platform capabilities. SAP has implemented new metrics for 
SAP HANA in SAP Solution Manager 7.2—for example:

� Dynamic tiering 
To implement a multitemperature memory strategy in SAP BW, you 
can use the extended table concept with SAP HANA dynamic tiering. 
Using this concept, you can store warm data—with specific usage pro-
files without functional restrictions—in extended tables managed by 
SAP HANA. This enables you to optimize the usage of the main mem-
ory in SAP HANA.

� Smart data streaming 
The SAP HANA smart data streaming option processes high-velocity, 
high-volume event streams in real time and allows you to filter, aggre-
gate, and enrich raw data before committing it to your database.

� Smart data integration (data provisioning) 
This feature extends SAP HANA by providing an architecture that 
supports all styles of data delivery—real time, batch, and federation 
(SAP HANA smart data access [SDA])—and all styles of deployment: 

Hierarchy View Event and Metric View
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on-premise and cloud. Provides both data replication and data trans-
formation services.

All alerts within SAP HANA Studio are also available in the SAP Solution 
Manager alert inbox, which provides efficient alert handling mecha-
nisms, such as status tracking, alert postponement, incident creation, 
and execution of guided procedures for SAP HANA–specific database 
alerts.

12.1.2 SAP HANA System Replication Monitoring

What is SAP HANA 
System Replica-
tion?

SAP HANA System Replication (HSR) transfers the content of the data-
base tables and the redo logs from the primary to the secondary system, 
either synchronously or asynchronously. Although synchronous replica-
tion guarantees zero data loss, you usually leverage asynchronous repli-
cation when the distance between the SAP HANA systems involved 
exceeds a certain limit so that the latency times become too high. It is 
possible to set up chains of systems located in remote sites using syn-
chronous and asynchronous SAP HSR. Moreover, you can use SAP HSR 
to implement zero-downtime maintenance for SAP HANA systems, and 
SAP HANA SPS 11 introduces system replication based on pure log 
transfer. With that functionality, you can continuously transfer all redo 
logs of the primary system to the secondary system and replay them 
there. This enables the secondary system to become a hot standby. This 
means a significant reduction of takeover times when switching from a 
failing primary system to a passive standby system.

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 also provides support for those SAP S/4HANA 
customers who need to run their systems in high-availability mode 
based on SAP HSR. Figure 12.5 shows how you can use SAP Solution 
Manager to monitor SAP HSR. This monitoring makes sure that even in 
a fail-over scenario you can keep the same operation control as in nor-
mal operation.

Detailed replication status metrics are available on the replication sce-
nario level. Host-level monitoring is possible on all hosts (primary and 
secondary). You can collect the SAP HANA database metrics only on the 
primary SAP HANA cluster, not from the secondary SAP HANA cluster, 
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because no SQL connection to the secondary cluster is now possible. In 
case of a fail-over, SAP HSR automatically detects the SAP HANA system 
switch and triggers a monitoring reconfiguration. SAP Solution Manager 
also supports further secondary clusters in case you set up multiple fail-
over scenarios.

Figure 12.5  Monitoring for SAP HANA System Replication

12.1.3 Root-Cause Analysis and Guided Procedure

If an alert is more complex or if more detailed analysis is required, SAP 
Solution Manager provides root cause analysis (RCA) functionality. You 
might be familiar with this from your SAP NetWeaver-based system 
already, but the same functionality is also available for SAP HANA and 
SAP Fiori—your full SAP S/4HANA stack. This well-known functionality 
provides the following tools:

� End-to-end Change Analysis  
Statistical change data across all technologies based on daily configura-
tion snapshots; it enables comparing configurations between systems 
and drilling down to change reporting for a detailed change history.

Secondary Cluster Primary Cluster
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� End-to-end Workload Analysis  
General performance overview for heterogeneous landscapes; it sup-
ports the review of the most important KPIs across all technologies 
and drilling down to product specific workload KPIs.

� System, Host, and Database Analysis 
Central, safe, and remote access to file system, OS, and database; it 
provides links to read-only monitoring and administration tools such 
as CA Wily Introscope for performance analysis and monitoring.

� End-to-end Exception Analysis 
Statistical exception data across all technologies for exception trend 
analysis or review exceptions after changes; it also provides links to 
component-specific exception analysis (ST22, NWA).

� End-to-end Trace Analysis 
Single-user request tracing in a complex system landscape, which sup-
ports identifying the problem-causing component (performance and 
functional) and jumping into detailed, component-specific trace 
analysis (SQL, ABAP, J2EE trace).

Guided ProceduresTo perform root-cause analysis and alert resolution in a standardized 
and controlled way, SAP Solution Manager provides guided procedures 
or links to knowledge articles. For most SAP HANA database alerts, 
guided procedures are available in SAP Solution Manager. The guided 
procedures are assigned to specific alert types in the alert inbox. You can 
execute them directly from there. It is possible to copy and adjust them 
to your specific needs. However, with guided procedures, you can also 
perform day-to-day operational activities centrally in a standardized and 
reproducible way. In this case, the IT Task Management triggers the exe-
cution.

12.2 Workload Analysis and Management

Why use SAP 
HANA workload 
management?

SAP S/4HANA delivers transactional and analytical applications in one 
system, so the operations team needs a comprehensive set of monitor-
ing and management tools to provide business users with a stable and 
well-performing business environment. Within an SAP S/4HANA system, 
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concurrent users running different applications produce a heteroge-
neous set of workloads in the SAP HANA database. These various work-
loads have different resource demands on the system and compete for 
shared resources in the SAP HANA database. SAP HANA provides work-
load management options for controlling resource consumption. To 
manage the workload, ask the following questions:

� What kind of resources can become scarce in SAP HANA environ-
ments?

� How can workload management be configured for memory, CPU, 
threads, or the network?

� How can database requests be prioritized or tuned?

To answer these questions in your SAP S/4HANA environment and pro-
vide some best practices guidance, the following sections provide details 
about how to analyze the overall workload and how to perform detailed 
analysis—for example:

� How to get an overview with SAP EarlyWatch Alert

� Analyze and trace the workload in detail

� Guide the tuning of SQL statements

12.2.1 SAP EarlyWatch Alert

SAP EarlyWatch Alert is an important part of making sure your core 
business processes work. It monitors the essential administrative areas 
of SAP components and keeps you up-to-date on their performance and 
stability. SAP EarlyWatch Alert is an automated service inside SAP Solu-
tion Manager. Solution Manager 7.2 provides easy access via the launch-
pad (see Figure 12.6).

SAP EarlyWatch Alert runs once per week automatically to keep you 
informed so that you can react to issues proactively, before they become 
critical. SAP EarlyWatch Alert is most effective when activated for all 
SAP components in your solution (e.g., SAP Gateway [formerly SAP 
NetWeaver Gateway], SAP NetWeaver, or SAP HANA).
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Figure 12.6  SAP EarlyWatch Alert from the Launchpad

EarlyWatch Alert Reports is a good starting point to gain an overview 
of your system’s performance. If it indicates a general or specific perfor-
mance problem, further analysis in the system is required.

Figure 12.7 shows the most important new checks for an SAP S/4HANA 
solution.

Figure 12.7  Overview of SAP HANA Checks in SAP EarlyWatch Alert

Figure 12.8 shows the next part of the SAP Gateway checks. Here, we 
evaluate the SAP Gateway error logs and analyze the gateway workload 
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statistics, such as workload by application component and the top sys-
tem operations list.

Figure 12.8  SAP Gateway Check in SAP EarlyWatch Alert

Further improvements and enhancement of SAP’s recommendations in 
the SAP EarlyWatch Alert content is shipped weekly with an automated 
service content update.

12.2.2 Analyze and Trace Workload in Detail

The following section gives an overview of the tools and methods to 
analyze the workload and performance of SAP S/4HANA. Before tracing 
a single application, you have to get an overview of the situation by per-
forming a detailed workload analysis. For example, to identify perfor-
mance problems, you can start with the SAP Solution Manager End-to-
end Workload Analysis. This provides a general performance overview 
for the full SAP solution landscape and provides the most important 
KPIs across all technologies and drill down to product-specific workload 
KPIs. Especially for SAP HANA, SAP Solution Manager 7.1 and 7.2 pro-
vide detailed error statistics about SAP HANA issues, capacity analysis 
for SAP HANA column and row stores, SAP HANA memory usage analy-
sis, SAP HANA parameter history, and change analysis.

SAP HANA perfor-
mance analysis

If you identify a performance problem within SAP HANA, a central start-
ing point to find a solution is SAP Knowledge Base Article 2000000 – FAQ: 
SAP HANA Performance Optimization, which describes the perfor-
mance expert analysis and references more articles on SAP HANA 
detailed monitoring. Performance analysis starts with monitoring criti-
cal resources and validating KPIs. A useful tool for this is SAP HANA 
Mini Checks, explained in SAP Note 1999993 – SAP HANA Mini Checks.
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Note

The SAP HANA Troubleshooting and Performance Analysis Guide (http://
help.sap.com/hana/SAP_HANA_Troubleshooting_and_Performance_Analysis_
Guide_en.pdf) contains comprehensive information on how to optimize per-
formance of SAP HANA databases. All of this content is also incorporated into 
the Monitoring, RCA and guided procedures, as described in Section 12.1.

ABAP performance 
analysis

If you identify a performance problem within SAP S/4HANA ABAP, you 
can use the Workload Monitor (Transaction ST03 or ST03N). Starting 
with SAP NetWeaver Release 7.40, there is a new ABAP statement, CALL
DATABASE PROCEDURE. Therefore, there is a new analysis view in Transac-
tion ST03 for DB Procedure Calls. Here, you will find detailed database 
procedure call statistics, such as which transaction or background job 
called which database procedures how many times and what was the 
average response time. In addition, you can do a more specific analysis 
with the single statistics records (Transaction STAD). There you can see 
the statistics of the executed database procedures.

SQL MonitorSAP NetWeaver ABAP records all SQL statements by code line that have 
been executed in a given timeframe. The newly developed SQL Monitor 
(SQLM) captures SQL statements and aggregates them based on source 
code position, database table, and request. The request is the first entry 
in the call stack and therefore is a transaction, a report, a URL, or an RFC 
module. This request allows you to map the SQL statement to the busi-
ness process. This kind of mapping is usually only possible with trace 
tools that provide a call stack option (like Transaction SAT or ST05). Hav-
ing such mapping in a system-wide monitor is a great advantage and 
huge benefit: Simply activate the SQLM in Transaction SQLM in the 
source system. When analyzing the SQLM, users typically follow two 
main scenarios:

1. Analyze the processes with the highest database time

2. Analyze the SQL statements with the highest database time, execu-
tions, or records
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As you can see in Figure 12.9, from the SQLM you can directly navigate 
to the related ABAP code line and check it, such as with Code Inspector, 
for optimization hints. You can find more details you can find in the Best 
Practices Guide: Considerations for Custom ABAP Code During a Migra-
tion to SAP HANA (http://scn.sap.com/docs/DOC-46714).

Figure 12.9  SQL Monitor

In case of a specific analysis, use ABAP SQL trace (Transaction ST05). 
The SQL trace shows the sequence of SQL statements with their dura-
tion and the number of records found. The SQL text contains the actual 
values in the where clause, and a statement with a long duration can be 
investigated with the explain function.

SAP Fiori perfor-
mance analysis

In case of end user performance issues with SAP Fiori, use the end-to-
end trace. The single user request can be traced from the SAP Fiori UI via 
SAP Gateway to the ABAP backend and even to switches on traces in 
SAP HANA. Within this complex system landscape, the end-to-end trace 
collects all trace information from the connected systems. Therefore, the 
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end-to-end trace provides details to identify the component causing the 
problem. From this end-to-end trace function, you can directly navigate 
to the detailed component-specific trace analysis (SQL, ABAP, SAP 
HANA performance trace, etc.).

12.2.3 Guide the Tuning of SQL Statements

Guided self-serviceNow, let’s discuss how to guide the tuning of SQL statement perfor-
mance. The guided self-service SQL statement tuning for SAP HANA 
within SAP Solution Manager enables you to identify the most expen-
sive statements and the root cause of their high performance impact. 
Optimizing an expensive SQL statement improves the performance of 
specific reports or transactions that call it; in addition, optimization can 
also improve the whole system performance in cases in which a signifi-
cant part of the overall database load was due to a few expensive state-
ments. By eliminating avoidable load from SQL statements, existing 
hardware resources can be used more effectively, leading to higher 
throughput and better system performance, and making the system 
more robust against load increase.

For SAP S/4HANA, a recommended starting point for the guided self-
service is the SQLM. From the top list of statements with high total time, 
you can see the root of the statement within the ABAP stack. You can 
only investigate the SAP HANA-specific details in the SAP HANA Plan 
Cache. However instead of doing this manually, you can use the guided 
self-service: First, specify the analysis scope by choosing the suggested 
top expensive statements. As you can see in Figure 12.10, the service 
automatically collects the SAP HANA details; the check tree can be used 
for further analysis of the expensive statements.

Based on the analysis and checks, a service report can be generated auto-
matically. This report contains the detailed problem descriptions and 
recommendations for improvements in the format you are used to from 
the SAP EarlyWatch Alert report.
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Figure 12.10  Guided Self-Service, SQL Statement Tuning

12.3 Security in SAP Solutions

Keeping the security and availability of your SAP solution high is a must 
for your business, and analysis is the key to decrease the risk of a system 
intrusion, ensure the confidentiality of your business data, and ensure 
the authenticity of your users. The central position of SAP Solution Man-
ager makes it the tool of choice to define, implement, and sustain a 
secure system landscape. There are numerous ways to approach and 
subdivide the extensive topic of software, system, and landscape secu-
rity. Managing security with SAP Solution Manager follows a high-level 
process: First build secure software, then set up secure systems and sys-
tem landscapes in which this software runs, and finally keep these land-
scapes secure during operations. As part of this overall process, we focus 
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in the next section on the most recent SAP Solution Manager 7.2 
improvements in the following areas:

� Security maintenance and security patch management

� Security configuration analysis and monitoring

12.3.1 Security Maintenance and Security Patch Management

Secure SAP codeAlthough SAP is investing a lot to deliver its products with secure code, 
there still remains the need to deliver security corrections to released 
products due to new flaws identified or new attack patterns becoming 
known. The security maintenance of installed SAP software is therefore 
key to continuously protect against new types of attacks or newly iden-
tified potential weaknesses. SAP has a regular SAP security patch day, 
scheduled for the second Tuesday of every month. On these patch days, 
SAP publishes software corrections as security notes solely focused on 
security to protect against potential weaknesses or attacks. We recom-
mend implementing these corrections as soon as possible.

System recommen-
dations

The system recommendations functionality in SAP Solution Manager 
determines which SAP Notes from the SAP Notes tool are valid for sys-
tems in a landscape, and it is thus crucial to keeping systems secure. SAP 
Solution Manager uses the information about installed components and 
their release levels for all systems in the landscape and matches them 
with the available SAP Notes in the SAP Support Portal. This matching is 
performed by an algorithm in the SAP Global Service & Support Back-
bone, where SAP Solution Manager sends information about configura-
tions, release versions, and patch (SAP Note) levels for the systems it 
manages and receives recommended SAP Notes (including security 
notes) in return. Figure 12.11 shows the new SAP Note Overview SAP 
Fiori application available in SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

Because system recommendations can directly integrate with change 
request management through SAP Solution Manager, the change pro-
cesses to implement the required SAP Notes can be triggered immedi-
ately and subsequently logged to keep system security up-to-date at all 
times—in full compliance with the ITIL standard.
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Figure 12.11  SAP Note Overview of System Recommendation

Also available in system recommendations is information on what 
objects are affected by recommended SAP Notes. The Business Process 
Change Analyzer in SAP Solution Manager can use this information to 
evaluate the potential impact of SAP Notes on business processes. Data 
from the usage procedure logging (UPL) framework can be used to 
assess whether and how often code touched by an SAP Note is in use at 
all, and therefore you can get assisted analysis of the consequences of 
implementing an SAP Note.

12.3.2 Security Configuration Analysis and Monitoring

It is important to set up the system’s configuration to be secure right 
from the beginning. Some security problems have their origin in the 
setup phase when system parts are deployed but not used (and therefore 
not checked). Secure setup also includes the definition of system secu-
rity standards against which later changes can be verified.

Figure 12.12 shows how SAP service content and SAP Solution Manager 
functionality supports the high-level process for the focused, secure 
baseline configuration of an SAP system.
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Figure 12.12  Security Services and Applications Based on SAP Solution Manager

Security Checks in 
SAP EarlyWatch 
Alert

The SAP EarlyWatch Alert report displays the most critical recommenda-
tions from SAP on security. This enables SAP customers to identify prob-
lems and take required measures to address them quick and easily. See 
Figure 12.13 for the most recent content of the security checks (see also 
SAP Note 863362 for further details on security checks in SAP Early-
Watch Alert).

Figure 12.13  Overview of Security Checks in SAP EarlyWatch Alert
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Security Optimiza-
tion Service

The Security Optimization Service (SOS) is designed to provide a 
detailed check of the security of your SAP system and is newly adapted 
to SAP S/4HANA. This service comprises a system analysis and the 
resulting recommendations for system settings compared with SAP rec-
ommended standards. It addresses system and customizing settings that 
impact your system security and focuses on internal and external system 
security. To improve internal security, many critical authorizations of 
the SAP Basis are checked. External security is improved by checking the 
accessibility of your system and the authentication methods used. It can 
be used at any time. It is most recommended during the end of go-live. 
The service is also useful when preparing for internal and external 
audits. It can be rerun to make sure that the applied changes in the sys-
tem configuration were successful and that no new vulnerabilities 
appeared.

SAP security 
baseline

Based on these SAP EarlyWatch Alert and SOS checks, a customer-
specific security baseline can be derived that also takes into account 
customer-specific conditions and security regulations. This security 
baseline defines a target system configuration against which you 
compare your actual systems (see Figure 12.12).

Configuration 
validation

With SAP Solution Manager, any changes made during operations can 
subsequently be monitored with the help of change diagnostics and 
be compared against this customer-specific security baseline using 
configuration validation to help ensure that no unwanted change goes 
unnoticed (see Figure 1.12). Configuration validation enables you to 
determine whether the systems in your landscape are configured con-
sistently and in accordance with your requirements. You can check 
the current configuration of a system in your landscape using a 
defined target state (target system) or compare it with an existing sys-
tem. With the help of the new security dashboards, you can further 
modernize your overall IT security reporting.

12.4 Summary

SAP Solution Manager supports you in operating your SAP S/4HANA 
system. You can monitor the different system components, analyze and 
fix incidents and problems, and ensure the security of your solution.
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SAP Solution Manager includes a holistic IT service management 
suite to manage incidents, problems, and IT services for a com-
pany’s IT landscape and provide integration with existing SAP 
solutions. It shortens the time needed to restore an interrupted 
service while significantly increasing the availability of business 
processes.

13 IT Service Management

IT Service Management (ITSM) has become a major pillar in the portfo-
lio of SAP Solution Manager. This is especially true because SAP Solution 
Manager 7.1 enhanced the former Service Desk to a holistic IT service 
management solution providing functions to support the main IT pro-
cesses, such as Incident Management, Problem Management, Change 
Management, Service Catalog Management, and many more. Enhanced 
functions have increased the variety of use cases within the ITSM sce-
nario. They range from commoditized use cases that are delivered out of 
the box and use cases starting from usage for non-SAP components to a 
full IT service ordering and charging process with configurable scenarios 
that are fully integrated into the SAP ERP system. The following are 
some common use cases:

� Incident Management for SAP landscapes integrated into SAP fron-
tends and the SAP Global Service & Support Backbone

� Incident, Problem, and Change Management to manage SAP IT more 
efficiently and securely

� Ticket-based workflows for further SAP Solution Manager scenarios, 
such as test defects, project issues, alert processing, and so on

� Incident, Problem, Knowledge, and Change Management for all IT 
together with SAP IT Infrastructure Management

� Service request fulfillment process based on service products and pre-
defined activities for how to deliver these IT services
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� ITIL-based ITSM integrated into SAP ERP for business process auto-
mation

In this chapter, we will cover some best practices for ITSM and how it 
aligns with the ITIL framework. We will then show how to connect it 
with help desk systems from other providers and its new Service Catalog 
Management process. Finally, we will discuss how ITSM works with 
SAP Solution Manager, SAP S/4HANA, and SAP HANA.

13.1 Best Practices Solution

SAP customers are familiar with the options SAP software gives them: 
standard interfaces, workflow engines, integrated analysis tools, and 
countless standard customer relationship management (CRM) functions 
designed for a service process that can be deployed individually in the 
ITSM scenario.

SAP’s approach is to deliver a best practices solution that you can config-
ure according to your individual process requirements as well as link-
ups to various enhancement interfaces. This allows you to integrate your 
own process logic while remaining in charge of maintenance and sup-
port. The standard version of SAP Solution Manager provides regular 
functional enhancements so that major configurations are often unnec-
essary.

Assets of ITSM in 
SAP Solution 

Manager

The main value drivers of ITSM in SAP Solution Manager are as follows:

� Standard integration and open infrastructure 
When a company’s IT is treated as a separate business unit or has been 
outsourced to an external IT service provider, it is often necessary to 
integrate it with existing enterprise resource planning (ERP) business 
processes. These processes could include cost allocation or personnel 
planning. SAP Solution Manager provides great advantages in this 
area. It supports standard integration between SAP solutions and an 
open infrastructure, allowing a company to embed its own process 
logic and individual interfaces to non-SAP products.

� Scalability and enhancement options 
SAP Solution Manager is a fully scalable platform that can be readily 
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enhanced to meet increasing IT integration requirements. It can also 
be scaled at any time to meet additional customer needs for integra-
tion, analyses, and specific innovations, with a capacity for enhance-
ment that is virtually limitless. This makes the ITSM solution a good 
basis for a long-term growth strategy.

� ITSM processes for infrastructure 
Customers often need a configuration management solution that goes 
beyond their SAP applications for IT management of their entire IT 
landscape. SAP IT Infrastructure Management software can be inte-
grated with SAP Solution Manager to enable the ITSM processes to be 
used on all network devices. IT assets are then automatically detected 
and can be managed and monitored by SAP IT Infrastructure Manage-
ment.

� Complete documentation of business processes 
SAP Solution Manager can bridge the gap between business processes 
and the IT infrastructure because the entire business process land-
scape can be documented in SAP Solution Manager. This means that 
dependencies between—and connections to—business processes, 
applications, and the infrastructure can be displayed and monitored 
on a single platform.

� No installation hassle, no additional hardware 
SAP Solution Manager—with all its functions and features—is avail-
able to all SAP customers who have a maintenance contract with SAP. 
Customers can decide for themselves which processes to activate and 
use in their production software. Because almost all SAP customers 
already use SAP Solution Manager, issues concerning additional hard-
ware or installation effort seldom arise.

� Straightforward user interfaces 
SAP Solution Manager follows SAP’s overall UI strategy to provide 
simple and easy-to-consume user interfaces—for example, a UI for 
end users to record their IT incidents directly even on mobile devices. 
In addition, the web browser interfaces that are provided as part of 
the standard delivery are role-based and easy to personalize. This 
means that they can be adjusted in line with your user requirements.
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13.2 SAP and IT Infrastructure Library

Since SAP Solution Manager 7.1, the ITSM functions have been 
enhanced to support heterogeneous and complex IT landscapes for both 
SAP and non-SAP software and even IT infrastructures. With SAP Solu-
tion Manager 7.2, this concept has been continuously improved and 
developed to align with customer requirements and the framework set 
out by the Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL).

Best practices have evolved in IT over the past years and been gathered 
in in ITIL. Best practices advanced by ITIL set the standard for processes 
in many IT departments and for service providers. The ITIL edition 2011 
consists of 26 processes bundled in five phases to describe how an IT 
service provider (including an IT department) should provide its ser-
vices.

SAP Solution 
Manager and ITIL 

best practices

In 2013, SAP commissioned two independent certification bodies to 
ascertain how SAP Solution Manager deploys best practices advanced by 
ITIL. For all phases and all 15 ITIL processes (see Figure 13.1) that could 
be verified at the time, SAP Solution Manager received the PinkVERIFY 
seal and the SERVIEW Certified Tool quality seal.

The following processes were examined in individual audits indepen-
dent of each other and verified as ITIL-compliant:

� Service strategy 
Financial Management, Service Portfolio Management

� Service design 
Service Catalog Management, Service Level Management, Capacity 
Management, Availability Management, IT Service Continuity 
Management

� Service transition 
Change Management, Release and Deployment Management, Knowl-
edge Management, Service Asset and Configuration Management

� Service operation 
Event Management, Incident Management, Problem Management, 
Request Fulfillment
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Figure 13.1  IT Lifecycle by ITIL 2011

This confirmed that the ITIL processes are supported as best practices in 
SAP Solution Manager. Furthermore, SAP Solution Manager was the 
first tool to be verified as supporting all 15 processes in accordance with 
PinkVerify for the ITIL edition 2011. Compared with other tools, SAP 
Solution Manager scored particularly well in terms of cross-IT processes.

IT Infrastructure 
Management

Most ITIL processes are supported by the ITSM solution in SAP Solution 
Manager (see Figure 13.2). A few ITIL processes are performed in other 
areas of SAP Solution Manager such as Technical Monitoring, but with 
an appropriate integration into the ITSM processes. To fulfill even the 
Configuration Management for non-applications such as IT assets, we 
recommend another SAP product: SAP IT Infrastructure Management. 
This product provides functions to autodiscover any network device and 
facilitates the management of thousands of IT items. For financial man-
agement fulfillment, we support the deep integration into SAP ERP pro-
cesses via the CRM middleware.
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Figure 13.2  Scope of ITIL Processes in SAP Solution Manager

13.3 Connecting Help Desk Systems from Other 
Manufacturers

An application example that can also be combined with the use cases 
mentioned previously is implementing the interface in a help desk system 
from another manufacturer. This is a common use case for customers who 
have identified the integration benefits for SAP-related IT processes but 
want to connect to the ITSM processes running on a third-party tool for 
the remaining IT. Therefore, an interface has been enabled with many 
options to interact and exchange with third-party tools.

Web service 
interface

ITSM provides an open web service interface that can be used by cus-
tomers and by other manufacturers to exchange incident or problem 
messages between SAP Solution Manager and one or more ticket sys-
tems. In the typical use case, you already use an ITSM or help desk tool 
and do not want to replace it. However, you still want to benefit from 
the advantages of ITSM in SAP Solution Manager, particularly due to its 
many integration opportunities. Here, you can make use of the bidirec-
tional interface to initially create messages in SAP Solution Manager and 
then transfer them to another tool (the help desk from another provider) 
for further processing. The opposite is also possible: You can create the 
message first in another help desk system and then forward it to SAP 
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Solution Manager in accordance with certain criteria. In this case, fur-
ther processing is carried out within SAP Solution Manager. The fields in 
the source system are synchronized, but the message can only be pro-
cessed further in the target system.

Some providers of these types of products have standardized the SAP 
Solution Manager linkage to their products and are certified by SAP. It is 
therefore advisable before a planned implementation to ask the manu-
facturer whether it offers a standard implementation of the interface to 
SAP Solution Manager.

13.4 IT Service Management in SAP Solution 
Manager 7.2

From pure service 
desk to holistic 
ITSM suite

The upgrade from release 7.0 to SAP Solution Manager 7.1 was a major 
step for many customers due to the enormous scope enhancement from 
a pure Service Desk tool to a holistic ITSM suite. By comparison, the 
upgrade to SAP Solution Manager 7.2 is a minor challenge. The frame-
work and all the existing functions have been kept in the current release. 
Nevertheless, there are a lot of new functions in the ITSM processes 
available (see Figure 13.3).

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 runs with a SAP CRM EHP 3 system stack, 
which includes many new features that have been shipped already in the 
core SAP CRM solution for the last two years. Now they are also avail-
able in SAP Solution Manager. These functions are delivered in the 
enhancement framework so they can be activated as a business function 
or not activated if you don’t require their features. Further improve-
ments—for example, in the SAP CRM Web Client UI framework—have 
been developed over the last three years as part of the customer connec-
tion initiative. They mainly focus on usability improvements and 
increase the flexibility of personalization. In addition to technical 
changes such as SAP NetWeaver 7.4, SAP HANA enablement, and fur-
ther SAP CRM core functions that became available without additional 
licenses, you will also find new SAP Fiori-based UIs and cross-search 
functions in SAP Solution Manager 7.2.
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Figure 13.3  What’s New in ITSM in SAP Solution Manager 7.2

13.5 New Process for Service Catalog Management

In SAP Solution Manager 7.1 SP 10, SAP launched a new preconfigured 
ITIL process: Service Catalog Management (see Figure 13.4). The process 
has been validated with several customers to make sure SAP can provide 
a mature process for how to design, order, fulfill, and even charge pre-
defined IT services in SAP Solution Manager 7.2. It is the core process of 
ITIL that represents the lifecycle of an IT service. The basis of all these 
processes is the SAP CRM service scenario, which is fully available in 
SAP Solution Manager and can be used to support your internal IT pro-
cesses.

Service requests 
processed via pre-
defined task lists

You can define and build new IT service products that you want to offer 
to all the businesses you support with IT services. These services can be 
ordered on a self-service UI. Depending on the IT service type, you 
might create a service order that runs through an approval process or 
directly into a direct service request. The service requests are processed 
with the support of a predefined task list (a check list or guided proce-
dure) and help you standardize the IT service fulfillment process. The 
beauty of SAP’s solution comes into play when you plan to industrialize 
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your IT in a similar way as you do your business with an ERP; you can 
integrate the IT service order process with a charging process or even 
with cost calculations to define the right price for your IT services.

Figure 13.4  Standardized IT Service Fulfillment Process

13.6 Usage Rights for ITSM

The rules discussed here are valid as of the current state of knowledge in 
April 2016. The usage rights of SAP Solution Manager are independent 
of the release, which led to many benefits and simplifications for SAP 
customers in 2014. The general usage rights of SAP Solution Manager 
are also valid for the ITSM scenario. Nevertheless, it is worth explaining 
three rules to give you the full picture. SAP Solution Manager usage for 
customers is to be used for internal- or enterprise-wide IT only. SAP 
Solution Manager usage for partners (e.g., a value-added reseller), ser-
vice providers, etc. might have different usage rights. These parties 
should contact their SAP partner manager.

13.6.1 Scope

SAP Enterprise 
Support

Although SAP Enterprise Support customers are allowed to use the 
ITSM scenario for their entire IT setup, SAP Standard Support only cov-
ers the processing of the SAP component-related IT processes. The full 
functions of ITSM, however, are available to both.

13.6.2 Named User Licenses

Low-touch users in ITSM are typically business users who create, track, 
or close incidents or service requests via a web UI, a mobile app, or an 
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email. For these users, only a technical user in SAP Solution Manager is 
required to enable login, but these users are not measured and charged.

SAP named users 
access all SAP 

Solution Manager 
functions

The support agreement states that each SAP Solution Manager user 
requires a valid SAP license. Users who have an SAP named user license 
already are allowed to use any SAP Solution Manager functions accord-
ing to their SAP maintenance agreement. In ITSM, this typically includes 
the support experts in first-, second-, and third-level support organiza-
tions; administrators; managers of IT processes; and so on. Customers 
need to buy additional named user licenses to enable (current) non-SAP 
users or external service providers to perform processes in SAP Solution 
Manager. The minimal appropriate user for SAP Solution Manager is the 
SAP Worker (or equivalent). The SAP Worker role allows access to all 
released functions of SAP Solution Manager.

13.6.3 Capabilities

SAP capabilities 
add value in ITSM

Many SAP capabilities integrated in SAP NetWeaver and SAP CRM, 
which were built for different purposes, deliver additional value in the 
ITSM scenario. Therefore, SAP allows the use of most of these capabili-
ties in the ITSM processes of SAP Solution Manager—for example:

� Surveys, such as for positive call closure (PCC) or service request–spe-
cific data

� Time recording and service confirmation transfer in SAP ERP, such as 
Sales and Distribution (SD), Human Resources (HR), and Financials (FI)

� Service contracts, such as those to manage service level agreements

� Any TREX functions, including simple search and embedded search 
capabilities

� Interaction Center UI—for example, in first-level IT support

� Middleware transfer of IT services into SAP ERP processes, such as 
finance and accounting

� Use of mobile ITSM apps (Android and iOS, SAP Fiori) 
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However, some integrations require a separate license even in SAP Solu-
tion Manager. Here are some examples of SAP products that might 
leverage the ITSM scenario:

� SAP Jam, which can be integrated into ITSM scenarios to share and 
communicate on an enterprise media platform.

� ITSM reporting beyond SAP BW and predelivered dashboards—for 
example, SAP HANA Live content, SAP Lumira, SAP BusinessObjects 
Dashboard designer

� SAP Process Mining by Celonis for Incident Management process 
analysis

� Computer telephony integration software or chat functionality with 
SAP Contact Center

� SAP CRM service license to extend the usage scope for SAP Standard 
Support

� Configuration and Asset Management for infrastructure items with 
SAP IT Infrastructure Management

13.7 Supporting SAP S/4HANA

In this section, we will cover built-in support capabilities of SAP Solu-
tion Manager, SAP Collaboration, the My Incidents application in SAP 
Fiori, and SAP Jam.

13.7.1 Embedded Support and SAP Collaboration

Application 
scenarios

With SAP Solution Manager, SAP intends to provide the best possible 
assistance to all its customers. The need for a support message process is 
obvious. However, the intensity with which individual customers utilize 
this process may vary. In addition, there could be company-wide speci-
fications for third-party tools or other restrictions.

SAP SupportAs in previous SAP Solution Manager versions, SAP Solution Manager 
uses SAP-specific message processing. SAP Solution Manager contains a 
preconfigured process for processing malfunctions that can occur in 
day-to-day operation of SAP systems. You can use Incident Management 
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in SAP Solution Manager to operate your own SAP-specific support—for 
example, in the context of a Customer Center of Expertise to process 
malfunction messages from SAP users or key users. SAP Solution Man-
ager provides functions here that significantly improve the process and 
ensure rapid restoration of normal business processes. This can include 
integrating the ability to create a support message into all SAP frontends 
or the option to forward messages to the SAP Global Service & Support 
Backbone without having to worry about an integration gap.

Messages are created by SAP users from within the SAP application UI 
or directly via a self-service SAP Fiori app in SAP Solution Manager. Giv-
ing end users direct access so they can raise incidents without leaving 
their working environment has been continued in SAP S/4HANA. The 
typical UI in SAP S/4HANA is the SAP Fiori user interface. In all SAP 
Fiori UIs, it is possible to create a personalized incident message that 
automatically collects technical data from the frontend and backend 
servers and attaches this information directly to the message without 
any required action by the user. This data helps support experts identify 
issues and analyze root causes immediately. Users can enter long texts 
and attach files. When the message is sent, it is routed to your com-
pany’s service desk. In the background, a variety of information is 
attached to the message about the user and the system from which the 
malfunction was reported. This data can be used to forward the message 
directly to a team of specialists, for example. The user receives an email 
with access data for the self-service portal, where he or she can track the 
status of the message at any time and subsequently add further informa-
tion if necessary. Support colleagues can now search for a solution in 
dedicated information databases.

Finding SAP Notes 
through xSearch

To achieve this functionality, SAP provides a link to the new xSearch, for 
which you can search through SAP Notes and many other sources of SAP 
information. If no solution is found and root-cause analysis is unsuccess-
ful, you can use the forwarding function to send the message to the SAP 
Global Service & Support Backbone.

All data and any documented solution attempts are transferred to SAP, 
making the solution process more efficient. Service connections can also 
be controlled from the document, giving SAP Support specialists remote 
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access to your systems. Further communication with SAP Support takes 
place via the same message. In individual cases, existing messages are 
forwarded to SAP partners if the customer has integrated partner prod-
ucts in the SAP system. In general, once a solution is found, the user 
confirms the document in the self-service portal, which closes the mes-
sage.

The advantages of an application scenario like this include the following:

� Quicker and more effective solution process; no media discontinuities 
to worry about.

� Greater transparency for the status in all the support levels involved, 
including users.

� Preconfigured Incident Management solution ready for use in SAP 
Solution Manager.

� Standardization of malfunction processing in the SAP Support pro-
cess.

� The option of building up a solution database or directly accessing 
existing SAP infrastructure in order to minimize downtime caused by 
malfunctions.

� If the various support levels of the customer support organization can-
not solve the problem, you can send the support message along with 
a note (including attachments if necessary) to SAP Support.

� The assignment block SAP Collabortion provides a six-step process for 
sending a message to SAP. This makes it easier to compile all the nec-
essary information for a successful transfer to SAP.

� Guided SAP message processing.

� One of the unique features of incident management in SAP Solution 
Manager is the option of collaborating with SAP Support to achieve 
shorter solution times, because targeted information allows SAP Sup-
port to better process your messages. Service connections are an 
important part of this collaboration; they give SAP Support the oppor-
tunity to access your system from a remote location in order to under-
stand the nature of the problems occurring in your environment.
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� Access information is saved in what is known as the secure area for 
secure support. This area allows only authorized support employees 
to access your systems, thereby protecting your applications from 
unauthorized access.

� The secure area is integrated into SAP Solution Manager so that the 
logon data for SAP Support can be saved to the secure area directly 
from the support message. To do this, choose the SAP Collaboration
assignment block for the message. Select Maintain SAP Logon Data

from the More menu. SAP Support processes the message and returns 
it to you along with a proposed solution or a question along with an 
updated status. You can track the status of the message at any time in 
your incident in the SAP Collaboration assignment block. Once a 
message has been successfully confirmed, a link appears for an online 
satisfaction survey with SAP Support (positive call closure).

� If a partner’s software is affected by a problem, the SAP Global Service 
& Support Backbone gives the partner access to all of the functions 
available to SAP Support—for instance, root-cause analysis or the abil-
ity to create notes.

13.7.2 SAP Fiori UIs to Create and Dispatch

My Incidents 
supports all 

business users

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 offers a new SAPUI5-based launchpad, 
which replaces the current work center concept. It is a central UI from 
which users can start any SAP Solution Manager scenario ITSM offers 
tiles to start the four business roles that are delivered out of the box, 
including the native SAP Fiori My Incidents app, which has been built 
to support all SAP business users when they create, track, and complete 
incidents. It is possible to create incidents from any SAP Fiori UI, so we 
recommend including the My Incidents tile on other SAP Fiori launch-
pads, so that the end user does not have to log into the SAP Solution 
Manager launchpad. The IT support for end users (e.g., in a SAP S/4HANA 
solution) is therefore convenient; the end user can create an incident 
directly from the application and track and communicate using a sepa-
rate My Incidents tile available in their own SAP Fiori launchpads
(Figure 13.5).
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Figure 13.5  SAP Solution Manager 7.2 Launchpad: ITSM tiles

The My Incidents app (see Figure 13.6) is restricted to user-specific inci-
dents, but unlike common mobile apps, it can be configured. Using it on 
the desktop is just as pleasant as using it on any mobile device thanks to 
the responsive UI framework. The app allows you to create from scratch 
an incident caused by an SAP issue or due to any IT-related incident. You 
can communicate with the support team centrally using this channel, 
and the proposed solution can then be rejected or accepted. Of course, 
you can also upload attachments.

Figure 13.6  My Incidents SAP Fiori Application

13.7.3 SAP Jam Collaboration

SAP Jam for stream-
lined content 
contribution

SAP Jam is a collaborative environment that brings together people, 
information, applications, and processes to solve business-critical prob-
lems and drive rapid results. It is SAP’s market-leading solution for 
social enterprise networking. It allows you to create private (internal) 
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and public groups for team collaboration. SAP Jam ensures streamlined 
content contribution and annotation, including the use of videos. As of 
SAP Solution Manager 7.2, it can be embedded into the ITSM UI and 
connected to service and support processes. You can connect your entire 
organization and find experts that are not directly involved in the sup-
port process. By using any mobile device, you can share thoughts and 
insights for specific topics virtually in real time. IT support can now ben-
efit from a vast expert network available to resolve incidents or prob-
lems.

SAP Jam groups are integrated directly into ITSM documents such as 
incidents. On the SAP Jam group UI, there is also a reference to the SAP 
Solution Manager document with preview information of the ticket 
itself (Figure 13.7).

Figure 13.7  SAP Jam Showing Reference to SAP Solution Manager Service Request
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SAP Jam’s most 
remarkable use 
cases

The business value lies in increasing business user satisfaction by finding 
quality answers fast. SAP Jam makes it easy to get to the right people at 
the right time. Here are the most remarkable use cases:

� Get answers 
Provide your customers with top information by sharing the wisdom 
of crowds while posting your questions and getting answers from 
across your company. SAP Jam also enables you to contribute content 
and answers to a multitude of conversations, thereby ensuring that 
you can share your experience and knowledge with a broader team.

� Best ideas 
Identify and mark best ideas and answers and solicit new ideas with 
the help of community ranking, voting, and polls.

� Crowdsource insight 
Stay one step ahead by getting your hands on facts and conversations 
about products, releases, and subjects to benefit from the latest infor-
mation. Let the wisdom of the crowd work for you, and demonstrate 
your expertise as problems are posted.

� Context notification 
SAP Jam is infused into front and back office applications. It can be 
configured to be notified of changes in the state of objects such as ser-
vice calls, escalations, and IT service delivery dates.

� Recommended content and training 
When new products or IT services are announced, you can easily 
access and complete the recommended training quickly. You also can 
view the courses and content that worked best for your peers.

Let’s take a look at SAP Jam operating for a customer service organiza-
tion to support SAP S/4HANA. A central service desk is the front line to 
your customers. You need to react quickly to solve customer problems 
while nurturing customer relationships and increasing customer satis-
faction—no small task. SAP Solution Manager feeds you real-time infor-
mation about the history of all users so that you can resolve their issues. 
However, what happens when the answer is more challenging and 
requires consulting with colleagues from across the company? That is 
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where SAP Jam comes in. Your IT service processors can use SAP Jam to 
facilitate peer-based support communities. They locate experts and 
information from across the company to find the answers they need and 
take a good look at the customers, including their service histories, so 
that they can get the right teams in place to quickly handle a possibly 
tough new escalation.

SAP Jam enables your IT service organizations to bring the power of 
people together and enhance your support, leading to increased cus-
tomer satisfaction and shortened resolution time and ultimately turning 
the IT service organization into a strategic differentiator.

There are many uses for SAP Jam. We want to highlight some of the 
great ways you can make use of SAP Jam in your customer service 
departments. Following are some existing uses that can lead to a deeper 
integration with SAP S/4HANA:

� Seamlessly execute workflow tasks

� Share and collaborate on key analytics

� Quickly cascade crisis response or key messaging to your team

� Streamline exception handling

� Notify teams of important updates

� Communicate decisions and team updates instantly

� Post videos for troubleshooting, best practices, or team update

� Easily add experts to service ticket discussions

� Monitor issues that will affect your customers

� Preserve and reuse best practices for customer escalations

� Private rooms for collaborating on performance goals

� Ensure smooth case transitions between personnel or teams

� Derive deeper insights from shared analytics
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13.8 Benefits of ITSM on SAP HANA

If you run SAP Solution Manager 7.2 on an SAP HANA database, you can 
benefit from the full SAP HANA technology, which has a lot to offer in 
addition to enormous performance improvement. SAP HANA includes 
features and functions that make the power of in-memory databases 
accessible for users. These new technical innovations lead to new possi-
bilities in the ITSM processes that were unthinkable in the past.

13.8.1 Text Analysis

SAP HANA Text 
Analysis

The communication long text in incident messages between end users, 
support engineers, and experts often contain the truth about the root 
cause. In many cases, there is an even better solution at hand in a closed 
ticket than in any outdated knowledge article or solution database. You 
can make use of this big data with the help of SAP HANA Text Analysis. 
The native text analysis functions include parts of speech identification 
(e.g., quick: adjective; houses: plural noun), concept identification (e.g., 
text analysis: topic; kindly help: request), predefined entity extraction 
(e.g., Winston Churchill: person; UK: country). In a new piloted proof of 
concept, SAP has enhanced the text analysis with additional ITSM-spe-
cific learnings: Incident Analysis Best Practices (e.g., issue category, issue 
type, operations); domain learning (e.g., new error types, new error cat-
egories); and root-cause analysis (e.g., user operational errors, interface 
errors, database performance).

In pilot projects, SAP can now extend the ITSM solution in SAP Solution 
Manager 7.2 to use cases such as the following:

� Avoiding incident creation by business users

� Real-time checks for recently created incidents with anonymized 
data

� Get validated solution proposals while entering the issue descrip-
tion

� Autocategorization based on text content while creating a new inci-
dent
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� Reducing time to resolution by the support processor

� Find related problems based on context information of long texts

� Quickly find similar incidents with solutions with a good solution 
rate

� Holistic search with the text description for related knowledge arti-
cles and anonymized solutions in existing incidents

13.8.2 Process Analysis

There is a booming market for tools and solutions that provide innova-
tive features running on SAP HANA: One such solution is from Celonis, 
a startup company. Its tool analyzes the process flow of any SAP-based 
process. There are many log data history protocols that need to be ana-
lyzed in real time in order to identify process gaps and bottlenecks in 
daily processes.

Process analysis to 
reduce costs of 

ownership

The evaluation of the possible benefits for processes analysis shows that 
the Incident Management process produces the majority of all costs 
within the IT processes. The bottom line is that it pays off to analyze and 
identify which areas or which teams have the potential to improve their 
processes and thereby reduce the total costs of ownership.

The SAP Process Mining software by Celonis is a separate installation 
and can be used to analyze the ITSM process in SAP Solution Manager 
7.2 on SAP HANA, but can also analyze many SAP ERP processes to opti-
mize the process flow in your business processes. SAP is currently pilot-
ing an add-in solution for SAP Solution Manager 7.2 that combines the 
benefits of SAP HANA Text Analysis with SAP Process Mining by Celo-
nis to realize valuable use cases in Incident Management for customers 
that run ITSM in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 on SAP HANA. The main 
feature areas are:

� Identify process issues 
For example, the wrong ticket forwarding will likely result in a ticket 
bouncing between IT departments. This leads to manual effort and 
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slows down the process, resulting in the loss of money, time and cus-
tomer satisfaction. For example, you can see a potential process 
improvement in Figure 13.8, where we avoid a “ping-pong” of tickets 
between service teams.

Figure 13.8  Identify Process Issues

� Explore process deviations 
Increasing the number of variants—that is, the level of detail—in the 
process will reveal less common paths and activities. This helps to 
spot deviations and inefficient loops. For example, in Figure 13.9 you 
can see that about 18,000 tickets are forwarded within the service 
desk team. This is a clear deviation from standard processes, as this 
team should only capture incidents and then forward them on to a 
second-level support team.

� Identify key problem areas 
Automatic identification of key problem areas from the incident text 
description can be combined with metrics such as Service Level 
Agreement (SLA), impact days, and so on (see Figure 13.10).
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Figure 13.9  Explore Process Deviations
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Figure 13.10  Identify Key Problem Areas

13.9 Summary

This chapter provided you with an introduction to IT Service Manage-
ment, from best practices and the IT Infrastructure Library to help desk 
systems and the new Service Catalog Management. You should now 
clearly understand the benefits of ITSM on SAP HANA and your usage 
rights.
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Chapter 14 

Whether you choose to run SAP S/4HANA on-premise or in the 
cloud, you will probably end up with a hybrid landscape. With 
SAP Solution Manager, you can manage both worlds.

14 SAP Solution Manager for the Cloud

If you want to use SAP S/4HANA, you can run it on-premise or in the 
cloud. Different cloud editions are available: SAP S/4HANA, cloud mar-
keting edition offers processes for the marketing line of business; SAP 
S/4HANA, cloud project services edition supports customers in the pro-
fessional services industry; and SAP S/4HANA, cloud enterprise edition 
covers the main SAP ERP scenarios, such as procurement, production, 
sales, and finance.

Hybrid solutionsAfter reading the previous chapters of this book, you should understand 
how SAP Solution Manager supports you in managing SAP S/4HANA, 
on-premise edition. What if you use SAP S/4HANA, cloud edition? SAP 
Solution Manager provides value for cloud solutions as well. Cloud solu-
tions are typically not used standalone, but are part of hybrid land-
scapes. This means that you use cloud services and on-premise applica-
tions in parallel. You will need an integration to share some data 
between your existing systems and the cloud, and even if you have SAP 
S/4HANA, on-premise edition, you might end up with a hybrid solution. 
For example, your SAP S/4HANA system may be integrated with other 
cloud services, like SAP Ariba or SAP SuccessFactors.

 

Note

The goal of SAP Solution Manager is to support you in managing your entire 
solution end-to-end—including in the cloud.

How does SAP Solution Manager support cloud solutions? The answer 
to this question depends on which type of cloud you are referring to. 
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There are two types of cloud: private and public. In private clouds, sys-
tems are owned by the customer. Each customer has its own private net-
work segment in the cloud. In a public cloud, cloud services are owned 
by the cloud provider. The services are accessible over an open network. 
Depending on which type of cloud you have chosen, SAP Solution Man-
ager will address your solution differently. Let’s now discuss private 
cloud services.

14.1 Private Cloud

For private cloud services, the cloud provider assigns a personal net-
work segment to each customer. This means that users accessing the 
cloud service in this network segment cannot access other private cloud 
services provided for another company in other network segments. 
Your dedicated network segment will be integrated with your on-prem-
ise network via a virtual private network (VPN), and you will have full 
access to the system.

Full access This VPN also connects your SAP Solution Manager to the system in the 
private cloud. The cloud provider will deploy an SAP Solution Manager 
agent on your dedicated system in the private cloud. Your SAP Solution 
Manager in your own network will receive all required information 
from this agent. It can execute all of its functions for the system in the 
private cloud—theoretically.

In practice, however, you outsource some of the system management 
tasks to the cloud provider. For SAP products, SAP Managed Cloud 
Delivery runs SAP S/4HANA, on premise edition in the private SAP 
HANA Enterprise Cloud for you. Therefore, you use your SAP Solution 
Manager only for those parts that are your responsibility—mainly busi-
ness process and application management topics. You can even out-
source parts of application management by purchasing corresponding 
services.

The cloud provider takes care of the entire IT infrastructure and system 
management and ensures that the agreed-upon service levels are ful-
filled. For this, SAP Managed Cloud Delivery uses its own SAP Solution 
Manager connected to the hosted private cloud solutions. However, this 
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SAP Solution Manager instance is strongly protected so that you and 
other customers cannot access it.

14.2 Public Cloud

In the public cloud, SAP Solution Manager has no direct access to the 
system providing the cloud services. This ensures that no tenant can 
access the data of another tenant in the open network. Communication 
with the system providing public cloud services is only possible via pub-
lic interfaces that are invoked via a dedicated URL and user/password 
combination. Hence, SAP Solution Manager covers only scenarios in 
which corresponding services have been set up.

Software as a 
service

This works, because the cloud operations model differs from traditional 
on-premise operations models. In the public cloud, the cloud provider 
delivers SAP S/4HANA as software as a service (SaaS). The cloud provider 
shares responsibility for application management with the customer. 
System management and IT infrastructure management are completely 
the responsibility of the provider. As a customer, you sign a service level 
agreement with the cloud provider. You only need to know if the pro-
vider fulfills the agreed-upon service level, not interested specific details 
about how the cloud provider does so. The only responsibility you have 
as a SaaS consumer is to manage your business processes that run on 
SAP S/4HANA in the public cloud.

Platform as a 
service

Another public cloud model is called platform as a service (PaaS). The 
cloud provider offers a software platform on which customers can 
develop and run their own applications. Here, the cloud provider is 
responsible for the platform itself and the underlying systems, data-
bases, and infrastructure. The availability and performance of the ser-
vice are measured as key performance indicators (KPIs). As a customer, 
you have to take care of both application management and business pro-
cess management yourself for the software running on the platform.

SAP HANA Cloud Platform (HCP) is the main SAP PaaS offering. In addi-
tion to developing entire new applications on this platform, you can also 
use it to develop enhancements for your SAP S/4HANA system. For 
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example, you can build additional SAP Fiori UIs or applications that con-
sume existing SAP S/4HANA assets and enhance their functionality.

14.3 Implementing SAP S/4HANA, Cloud Edition

Implementing SAP S/4HANA, cloud edition is always a new implemen-
tation project, letting you take full advantage of the preconfigured SAP 
Activate content (see Chapter 3). System conversions are not supported.

Preconfiguration Although it is called a new implementation, your cloud implementa-
tion project does not start from scratch. The initial configuration of 
SAP S/4HANA is based on a preconfigured system providing ready-to-
run business processes with sample data. This marks the starting point 
of the implementation. Based on the preconfiguration, the initial setup 
of SAP S/4HANA is prepared using guided configuration, which com-
bines the vast experience of SAP and business best practices in an easy-
to-use tool. This enables you to get the right configuration for your 
needs. Time- and cost-intensive blueprinting phases are highly 
reduced. Experiencing the preconfigured system while performing a 
fit-gap analysis and an agile implementation project is the new 
approach for SAP S/4HANA implementations.

Data migration SAP Fiori-based, easy-to-use self-service configuration UIs are provided 
during the phases of the implementation project in order to tailor the 
preconfigured processes to your requirements. These easy-to-use UIs 
include only those configuration activities required for the preselected 
scope. With these UIs, for example, it takes only a few clicks to add the 
company code of a new subsidiary to the system, set up a purchasing 
organization, or adjust approval thresholds in accounting.

SAP Activate provides guided data migration for SAP S/4HANA, cloud 
edition. Data migration objects are proposed based on the selected 
business scenarios. Existing SAP customers can connect their SAP Busi-
ness Suite system, and new customers can take advantage of a template-
based approach to transfer the required data from any other source to 
SAP S/4HANA.
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SAP Solution Manager supports you in implementing SAP S/4HANA, 
cloud edition, and you can manage the implementation project via Proj-
ect Management. You can assign documents such as specifications to 
business processes in solution documentation. Change Request Manage-
ment keeps track of changes.

ExtensionsFrom the SAP Solution Manager perspective, the approach of imple-
menting SAP S/4HANA as a cloud edition or as an on-premise edition is 
similar, except for differences in transport management and monitor-
ing. However, enhancing the SAP Best Practices for SAP S/4HANA var-
ies entirely between the on-premise and the public cloud editions of 
SAP S/4HANA. In the cloud, you cannot perform your own develop-
ment directly in the system. Instead, you use SAP HCP to build new SAP 
Fiori or mobile apps, and you also can use SAP HCP as a full-fledged 
development platform to build extension applications (in Java or SAP 
HANA native XS development). These applications communicate with 
SAP S/4HANA via standard interfaces.

Change 
dependencies

If you use SAP HCP in your implementation project, you will end up 
with change dependencies; for example, some specific configuration 
settings might be necessary in SAP S/4HANA to ensure that your SAP 
HCP application runs as designed. Synchronization of these changes 
ensures that they are deployed to quality assurance systems or even 
production systems at the same time; otherwise, errors would occur. 
The required synchronization is handled in SAP Solution Manager 
Change Control Management via the central Change and Transport Sys-
tem (see Chapter 10).

14.4 Application Operations for the Public Cloud

Cloud solutions are operated by the cloud provider. If everything runs 
fine, you do not need to worry about operations at all: You will receive 
a service level report regularly, stating that all agreed-upon service levels 
have been fulfilled successfully.

Unfortunately, exceptions do occur from time to time. You will want 
to have visibility of your cloud services in SAP Solution Manager as 
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your central monitoring tool and be informed if something unexpected 
happens.

Connection setup Being able to monitor cloud services requires that SAP Solution Manager 
know about the services. Therefore, you need to configure the connec-
tion to the public cloud service. You do this in the Managed Systems

Configuration section of the SAP Solution Manager Configuration (see 
Figure 14.1). There, you define a name and description for the services, 
as well as the service type, the access URL with a valid user/password 
combination, and proxy information if required.

Figure 14.1  Connecting Public Cloud Services

Availability 
monitoring

Naturally, you want to be notified if the cloud service is not available or 
experiences performance issues, and these elements are checked with 
User Experience Monitoring in SAP Solution Manager. In contrast to 
most other monitoring scenarios, User Experience Monitoring collects 
the monitoring data not close to the system that runs the cloud services, 
but in close proximity to the user of the cloud service. This allows you to 
control not only the status of the system, but the ability to access it via 
the network and Internet as well.

This change in perspective makes it possible for you to evaluate whether 
a cloud service is accessible from your site. User Experience Monitoring 
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simulates the activities of a user of the service by executing scripts on a 
regular basis. The advantage of this approach is that the cloud services 
are monitored even if none of your end users are working on them.

To use User Experience Monitoring to check the availability and perfor-
mance of cloud services, you record HTTP scripts that call the cloud ser-
vices. These scripts are executed by User Experience Monitoring robots, 
which run your scripts on hosts at your site regularly and provide real-
time information about the availability of the services and the perfor-
mance of the connection.

Alerts from User Experience Monitoring are integrated into the general 
alert inbox of the monitoring and alerting infrastructure of SAP Solution 
Manager, so you can be notified automatically if an incident is detected. 
This enables you to react at an early stage and contact the cloud provider 
to resolve incidents before your users take notice. You can also use the 
User Experience Monitoring results to cross-check the service level 
reports provided by the cloud provider.

User Experience Monitoring supports not only SAP S/4HANA, cloud 
edition, but also other cloud services, and it works for other SAP UI 
technologies as well.

Integration 
monitoring

Because most customers have hybrid solutions, the integration between 
on-premise and cloud is crucial. Therefore, it is important to set up suf-
ficient Integration Monitoring via SAP Solution Manager. The focus of 
Integration Monitoring is not on user access, as in User Experience 
Monitoring, but on the machine-to-machine communication between 
an on-premise application and a cloud service.

How Integration Monitoring is executed depends on the technical set up 
of the integration itself. You have different options here: Most custom-
ers use middleware to connect their on-premise systems with the cloud, 
and SAP HANA Cloud Integration (HCI) is common middleware for con-
necting your on-premise solutions with cloud services. Customers that 
have licensed SAP Process Integration (PI) already will most likely con-
tinue using this SAP product for integrating with cloud services. Earlier 
customers of SAP SuccessFactors may still use Dell Boomi as middle-
ware.
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Interface and con-
nection monitoring

Interface and connection monitoring in SAP Solution Manager monitors 
the interfaces and connections between business-critical systems in real-
time. If you are using middleware, it receives messages from the sending 
system and converts them into the required format. Then, it will route 
the messages according to the runtime context, choose the right proto-
col, and transfer the messages to the receiver. SAP Solution Manager 
checks the status of the involved components, channels, and cross-sys-
tem messages centrally so that you can easily detect errors related to 
data integration.

Another integration option is file transfer via a cloud-based SFTP server, 
which you can use to integrate SAP SuccessFactors. SAP Solution Man-
ager connects to the server remotely to check if the right files exist and 
if they are correct from a technical point of view (e.g., not empty). 
Whenever a problem is detected, an alert is triggered in SAP Solution 
Manager.

Exception 
management

In addition to potential issues in file transfer, other exceptions can occur 
that disrupt your business processes and might require some action for 
resolution. Corresponding entries are written in different logs whenever 
such an exception occurs. SAP Solution Manager collects the log entries 
centrally and generates corresponding alerts whenever required, such as 
when the receiver of a message has not been reached, or there was a 
problem with mapping rules. Other exceptions can occur directly in the 
sending on-premise application, potentially due to issues identified in 
the integration add-on for the cloud service. These integration add-ons 
have to be monitored as well.

There are two options for accessing exceptions occurring directly in the 
cloud service. One option is that the cloud service provides a special 
web service to give SAP Solution Manager information regarding the 
exceptions. This is already available for a few SAP cloud solutions.

The other option is that the cloud service sends a notification via email. 
You can configure your SAP Solution Manager so that it automatically 
creates corresponding events when it receives emails with notifications 
about an exception.

The monitoring and alerting infrastructure of SAP Solution Manager col-
lects all the alerts detected while monitoring the public cloud services. 
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The same is true for alerts from the on-premise applications. Therefore, 
you have a central point from which you can find status information for 
the entire hybrid landscape.

14.5 Maintenance

The maintenance process also differs significantly between cloud and 
on-premise operations. In your own landscape, you can decide yourself 
when to apply the latest patches or implement enhanced functionality; 
you do not have this freedom in the public cloud. The cloud provider 
deploys the patches biweekly and new functions quarterly. In the pri-
vate cloud, at least some alignment between you and your cloud pro-
vider is possible.

IT calendarFor integration scenarios between on-premise and cloud, it is important 
that you coordinate the different maintenance plans. In SAP Solution 
Manager, you perform this synchronization via the IT calendar (see 
Figure 14.2).

Figure 14.2  Manage Software Maintenance in Hybrid Landscapes

The purpose of the IT calendar is to support IT-relevant activities and 
make them easier to manage. In the calendar, you can schedule all key IT 
events for development, maintenance, business, and generic tasks. In 
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nected systems as well as scheduled key events.
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The cloud provider informs you about the planned dates for patches and 
new functions of cloud services. If you enter these dates into your IT cal-
endar, you will be able to detect conflicts that may exist between the 
cloud maintenance and your local on-premise schedule. This gives you 
the chance to adapt your plans. For example, it is a good opportunity to 
parallelize the on-premise and cloud Test phases for hybrid end-to-end 
scenarios.

Change control Customers in some industries have to comply with strong regulations 
regarding the documentation of changes. They have to be able to trace 
all changes to actual software components and changes to the configura-
tion. This applies also for changes in cloud maintenance. Change 
Request Management in SAP Solution Manager takes care of document-
ing these changes (see Chapter 10), and you can use it for documenting 
changes in the cloud as well. To do so, create a change request without 
links to physical transport management; the physical transport of the 
change will be handled not by you but by the cloud provider.

For SaaS, the software itself has already been tested by development, 
and you have only restricted configuration possibilities. Therefore, a 
two-tier landscape is sufficient for most cases. You can test maintenance 
changes on a quality assurance system before the new version is 
deployed in the productive cloud. Only if you perform developments in 
the cloud yourself (according to the PaaS approach) might a three-tier 
landscape with development, quality assurance, and production system 
be necessary.

14.6 Summary

In addition to using SAP Solution Manager for your on-premise solu-
tion, you can employ it to master cloud services as well. It supports both 
the implementation and operation of the services, in the private and in 
the public cloud. Additionally, it helps you to integrate them with your 
on-premise solution in hybrid scenarios.
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Business process improvement for SAP solutions provides tools and 
out-of-the-box KPI content that allows sustainable business process 
improvements, making your process execution based on SAP Busi-
ness Suite or SAP S/4HANA more efficient and more effective.

15 Business Process Improvement for 
SAP Solutions

You have probably known SAP Solution Manager’s Business Process 
Monitoring or Business Process Analytics application for many years. 
What might be new to you is the fact that SAP offers far more than just 
another tool in terms of process improvement, helping SAP Business 
Suite or SAP S/4HANA customers get most out of their SAP investment. 
Business process improvement for SAP solutions is a service offering avail-
able for all SAP customers with an SAP premium engagement contract. 
The service comprises a methodology (outlined in Section 15.2), a set of 
integrated tools (described in Section 15.3), and vast out-of-the-box KPI 
content (see Section 15.4). The provided tools and KPI content are avail-
able for all SAP Enterprise Support customers.

Due to the clear trend of movement to SAP S/4HANA, Section 15.5 will dis-
cuss how business process improvement for SAP solutions can be utilized 
before, during, and after go-live to maximize the value of a new SAP solution.

15.1 Benefits of Business Process Improvement for 
SAP Solutions

TCO and ROIMost customers that invest in SAP software do so for two reasons:

1. They consolidate several systems into one SAP system in order to 
reduce the total cost of ownership (TCO) and lower costs through bet-
ter integration and automation.
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2. They understand the urgent need for tight integration of different 
application modules and data as one single source of truth, leading to 
a high return on investment (ROI) because business processes run 
more effectively and efficiently and planning processes (e.g., supply 
chain, budget, liquidity) are more accurate.

The lower TCO and higher ROI are best realized in an SAP environment, 
in the following situations:

� Degree of automation used is high

� Number of unprocessed documents is low (backlog)

� Number of exceptions that require manual postprocessing is low

� Throughput of documents per time unit is high

� Lead and/or cycle times of the business processes are short

These situations can be achieved, but there are four prerequisites:

� Excellent master data quality, allowing process automation and avoid-
ing errors during processing

� Correct configuration and process design, allowing process automa-
tion and reflecting real-world processes

� Well-trained and tech-savvy users who neither bypass nor undermine 
the SAP system

� Technical reliability (error-free background jobs and interface pro-
cessing)

Since 2009, SAP analyzed more than one thousand customer systems as 
part of the business process analysis service (a kind of business process 
health check) for different SAP Enterprise Support customers around the 
world. In approximately 90% of systems, SAP found room to improve 
some or all of the prerequisite factors, at least in parts of the business 
processes or certain parts of the organization. All those customers would 
realize better TCO or ROI results if they worked on those opportunities.

Perhaps these figures might not come as a surprise, but you may ask 
yourself if this is not easier said than done. How can you ensure excel-
lent master data or correct configuration across your entire organization 
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without the need to review all master data (customers, vendor, materi-
als) and configuration—even those that might have been created 10 to 
20 years ago and no longer be in use? How do you know which users are 
having problems with the SAP system or perhaps perform tasks outside 
the system when they should not?

Business process 
improvement

That is exactly where business process improvement for SAP solutions 
steps in (see Figure 15.1). Instead of reviewing all available master data, 
configuration, and users, you enter the analysis at a different level. The 
out-of-the-box KPI content is defined to measure automation rates, 
backlogs, exceptions, throughputs, lead times, and checks for typical 
configuration problems. With the help of the root cause analysis capabil-
ities of Business Process Analytics in SAP Solution Manager, you can 
derive which master data, configuration, or users led to a backlog, 
exception, or lack of automation. This way, you can distinguish relevant 
from irrelevant data and correct only those things that are impacting 
your current business processes.

Figure 15.1  Business Process Improvement for Higher Efficiency and Effectiveness
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15.2 Business Process Improvement Methodology

The entry point for every business process improvement engagement is 
always the business process analysis service because it provides a base-
line measurement from which to start to improve, helping you to define 
the scope (i.e., you can determine which areas show most improvement 
potential).

In a second phase, the analysis results are discussed with your business 
process or subject matter experts, who can map the findings of the analy-
sis with your company’s focus areas, which could be business processes, 
like order-to-cash, procure-to-pay, or record-to-report, or business goals, 
like perfect order fulfilment, days sales outstanding, or others.

Business Process 
Analytics

Business Process Analytics can be set up and activated in your SAP Solu-
tion Manager quickly, ensuring continuous measurement. With Business 
Process Analytics, you can go into the next phase and look at concrete 
examples to learn how the tool can help identify root causes.

The first examples paint a convincing picture of a fast and powerful tool, 
and from there you can move to the most important phase: the actual, 
in-depth root-cause analysis sessions. From the results, you derive dedi-
cated action items; you learn which master data needs to be adjusted, 
which configuration should be changed, and which users have to be 
trained. In this phase, the real commitment of the respective partici-
pants is required. Only after implementing an action you will be able to 
realize its full value.

During the last phase, you can use Business Process Analytics, the Busi-
ness Process Operations dashboards, the dependency diagrams, or the 
brand-new Progress Management dashboard to track the progress you 
achieved.

Why does Figure 15.2 show these phases within a closed loop? Past 
projects have shown that a customer organization can easily measure 10, 
20, or 100 KPIs, but dedicated root-cause analysis and action item imple-
mentation is typically only possible for three to four KPIs in parallel 
(within the same organizational area). Therefore, if you want to improve 
more KPIs, several iterations might be required.
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Figure 15.2  Business Process Improvement Methodology

15.3 Business Process Improvement Suite in 
SAP Solution Manager

This section explains the main features, minimum releases, and target 
groups of the Business Process Improvement suite tools (see Figure 15.3).

Figure 15.3  Business Process Improvement Suite in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SPS 3
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15.3.1 Business Process Analytics

Business Process Analytics is designed for root-cause analysis for people 
in supervisory functions with subject matter expert knowledge who 
have an interest in bridging silos (e.g., a business process or SAP module 
owner, sales area, or plant responsible). The desktop version with data 
extraction for trend reporting integrates with Business Process Monitor-
ing as well as Issue Management in SAP Solution Manager and is avail-
able as of release 7.0 SP 23. The corresponding real-time/ad hoc desktop 
version without trending is available as of SAP Solution Manager 7.1 
SPS 13.

iPad app: 
SAP Business 

Process Analytics

You can also download a native iPad app called SAP Business Process Ana-
lytics with reduced functionality that works together with SAP Solution 
Manager as of release 7.1 SPS 10.

15.3.2 Business Process Operations Dashboards

The Business Process Operations dashboards allow progress tracking 
based on historical trends with defined threshold values in one view. 
These dashboards get their data from Business Process Monitoring, Busi-
ness Process Analytics, or even via queries from a connected SAP BW 
system. These dashboards can be built as of SAP Solution Manager 
release 7.0 SPS 26.

15.3.3 Dependency Diagrams

Dependency 
diagram

As we will explain in Section 15.4, there are approx. 1,000 KPIs avail-
able out of the box. These KPIs are neither equally important nor equally 
granular. Instead, they are logically connected on different hierarchy 
levels (see Figure 15.4). As of SAP Solution Manager 7.1 SPS 14, depen-
dency diagrams allow for visualization of such key figure dependencies 
and are fed with live data from your system.
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Figure 15.4  Dependency Diagram Example for Days Sales Outstanding

 

Example

Let’s say that you want to improve your days sales outstanding (DSO) KPI. 
The data for this KPI comes from your (external business) SAP BW system and 
would be represented as a tile on level 0. One of the direct, negative influ-
ences on why sales are outstanding is outbound deliveries that were shipped 
but not yet billed. You could use this as a level 1 out-of-the-box KPI (linked 
to the DSO KPI on level 0) and measure it using Business Process Analytics. 
For example, the billing might be delayed because the corresponding billing 
run raises error messages.

To go a step further, Business Process Analytics also provides an out-of-the-
box KPI “Exceptions during billing due processing” whose results could be 
visualized as a level 2 KPI linked to the Delivery Overdue for Billing KPI on 
level 1.
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15.3.4 Progress Management Board

The latest innovation in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SPS 3 makes progress 
tracking even more convenient and more transparent, especially for 
senior management sponsoring the corresponding improvement activ-
ity.

The Progress Management Board (see Figure 15.5) provides two main 
views. One view tracks the organizational progress per KPI; that is, it 
answers questions about which phases have been already achieved by 
the business involved, which action items are defined, did the clean-up 
start, etc.

Figure 15.5  Progress Management Board

The other view is purely system fact based: What is the Current value? 
How does this value compare to a defined Baseline measurement, to 
Last Week or Last Month, or to a defined Target value?

15.4 Out-of-the-Box KPI Content

Over the past 10 years, a lot of development effort was put into the KPI
content to have measurements available for the most common cus-
tomer challenges in SAP ERP, SAP CRM, SAP SCM, SAP SRM, and now 
SAP S/4HANA. The available KPIs typically cover 80–100% of what any 
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customer we worked with needed during that period of time. If a 
required KPI is not available out of the box, it can be developed with 
basic ABAP objects knowledge in a customer exit framework.

KPI content in  
the cloud

The out-of-the-box KPI content can be browsed through and studied in a 
corresponding cloud application (see Figure 15.6).

Figure 15.6  KPI Catalog in the Cloud

15.5 Business Process Improvement and 
SAP S/4HANA Capabilities

Because SAP S/4HANA was developed with downward compatibility in 
mind, all of the business process improvement content that was initially 
developed for the SAP Business Suite is also applicable to SAP S/4HANA. 
There are four areas in particular in which business process improve-
ment can work as a catalyst levering SAP S/4HANA value realization. 
These four areas are described in this section.
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15.5.1 Reduce Data and Memory Footprint for SAP HANA

Just like any other upgrade, with a migration or greenfield implementa-
tion, you want to take over (open, unprocessed) transactional data from 
the original source system. What you do not want to take over is old and 
obsolete data that is no longer required for the current business. As out-
lined in the introduction of this chapter, 90% of all analyzed SAP sys-
tems show significant backlog (at least in some different application 
areas). This includes (technically) open documents that are not properly 
processed but might be several years old already and irrelevant for the 
business. You often cannot tell at first sight whether a document is only 
technically open or also open from a business perspective; therefore, all 
open documents usually are carried over to the new system. This often 
leads to several million documents migrated in vain. Because these open 
documents are not in a state in which they can be archived, you cannot 
get rid of them easily after migration. Instead of starting afresh with a 
new system, most new customer systems already inherit old problems 
from day one. The implications of this problem are described in Section 
15.5.2.

Memory costs This has been the case in the past whether you are moving from non-
SAP to SAP, or from one SAP Business Suite system to another SAP sys-
tem, or moving to SAP S/4HANA. However, with SAP S/4HANA, there is 
an additional dimension to consider: SAP S/4HANA only runs on one 
database, SAP HANA, which is an in-memory database. Thus, the price 
tag for memory becomes essential. Although costs for memory con-
stantly decline, it is still more expensive than disk storage. Because 
memory can only be purchased in bigger blocks, customers try to avoid 
migrating unnecessary data to save memory space. If you already 
migrated old data, then the task at hand will be to properly close unpro-
cessed documents and get them into an archivable state so that archiving 
or data aging can be performed in a subsequent step.

The out-of-the-box backlog KPIs together with the standard Business 
Process Analytics functionality for age structure analysis easily allow for 
identifying old and (technically) open documents, for which your IT 
experts need to decide if they can be closed immediately or require a 
business review before closing. Therefore, you can either avoid unnec-
essarily carrying documents into SAP S/4HANA in the first place, or you 
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can get them out of the new system again if you already migrated the 
data.

This will immediately save you a lot of memory consumption and 
money, in addition to producing other side effects that will be described 
in the following section.

15.5.2 Improve (Transactional) Data Quality

There are typical use cases that explain why customers decided to move 
to SAP S/4HANA—for example:

� Requiring faster material requirements planning (MRP) and guided 
recommendations for how to resolve MRP exceptions (MRP Cockpit)

� Wanting better capabilities for inventory optimization

� Aiming for faster close during period-end closing

All these expectations are reasonable. If you decided to buy SAP S/4HANA 
for one of these reasons or for others that were not mentioned, you 
should not miss the opportunity to leverage these benefits with the help 
of Business Process Improvement!

MRP improve-
ments

Take the MRP example (which you could transfer to any other planning 
function in SAP, such as liquidity planning or budget planning. The 
planning process roughly consists of three steps (see Figure 15.7):

1. First, input the data for the calculation:

� Demands that need to be fulfilled are represented by sales orders, 
outbound deliveries, planned independent requirements, depen-
dent requirements, etc.

� Supply is represented by stock levels, planned orders, purchase 
requisitions, purchase orders, or production orders.

2. Second, perform the planning execution: Net requirements are calcu-
lated (gross demand; available/planned supply) and new receipt ele-
ments such as planned orders or purchase requisitions are created, 
existing ones are changed, or exceptions are raised, if certain demands 
cannot be fulfilled.
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3. Third, generate the planning output (newly created planned orders or 
purchase requisitions) that will be used for further processing by the 
respective business users, such as those in the purchasing or manufac-
turing department.

Figure 15.7  The Benefits of the MRP Cockpit

SAP S/4HANA makes the planning execution much faster and provides 
new features, such as proposals for how to resolve existing bottleneck 
situations, with the help of SAP HANA’s simulation engine. Therefore, 
your MRP controller can plan faster and more frequently. In addition, 
the MRP controller gets decision support for how to improve supply 
chain planning.

Two other structural challenges depend on your organization, which 
might undermine the technical advancements: First, the planning results 
can only be as good and accurate as the given data input. As mentioned 
earlier, 90 percent of analyzed customer systems show significant docu-
ment backlog (e.g., planned orders, purchase requisitions, and purchase 
orders). These open documents are considered for MRP (if the material/
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plant combination is relevant for planning). It does not matter if these 
documents are one, two, or 20 years old, nor if they are obsolete from a 
business perspective. As long as those documents are not closed or 
cleaned-up, your planning with SAP S/4HANA can get faster, but the 
results cannot get more accurate, reflecting the real-world situation. 
Business process improvement can help you to identify the documents 
that affect planning and need to be closed. After such a clean-up activity, 
your supply chain planning will be more accurate, which will lead to 
more convincing results that the business user will trust.

This leads us to the second challenge: Is your business really working 
with the planning output from MRP, or are those results just “for the 
gallery”? Unfortunately, in many companies it is the case that certain 
countries or plants ignore central planning results and work without 
them. MRP is technically running and consumes system resources, but 
the business performs its “real” planning outside SAP. Business process 
improvement can help you to identify where purchase and production 
orders are created without reference to a corresponding purchase requi-
sition or planned order, or it can help identify where quantities or 
scheduled dates are manually changed, which undermines the automatic 
planning.

This leads us to an inventory optimization example: It helps a great deal 
that SAP S/4HANA will give you faster and better analysis capabilities to 
identify dead stock or slow-moving stock, but if you optimize the stock 
levels for material/plant combinations that are planned by MRP, the 
stock level optimization will only be sustainable if the planning for these 
materials is accurate. If this material suffers from the input or output 
challenge described in the MRP example, the stock level optimization 
will soon be obsolete again.

Period-end closeThe last example is the fast close (you can transfer this example to any 
kind of process efficiency/cost example): With SAP S/4HANA, many 
period-end closing tasks that were required in SAP Business Suite 
become obsolete. Because of the new data model in which postings for 
Financials (FI), Controlling (CO), Profitability Analysis (CO-PA), and 
Asset Accounting (FI-AA) are made in parallel into a universal table, 
these different modules are always in sync. As a result, reconciliation 
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activities are no longer needed. Other tasks therefore become faster 
because of SAP HANA being the underlying database. However, there 
will be always tasks that cannot be automated or manual postprocessing 
tasks required due to failed automation. Here, we come back again to 
the idea that inaccurate master data can lead to failed automation. Thou-
sands of open items in accounts payable accounting often are not 
cleared—not because those items are blocked, but because they cannot 
be processed by the automatic payment run due to payment methods 
that are missing or do not fit or are not completely defined. As a conse-
quence, these open items remain open and are not get paid, or account-
ing clerks have to process such items manually. Therefore, manual 
efforts during period-end closing can be unnecessarily high and time-
consuming.

15.5.3 Go-Live Hypercare Support

Hypercare phase There is a general trend that software implementation projects have to 
take less time. This often leads to more time pressure in projects, and 
that is why certain issues might be overlooked. These issues are not nec-
essarily recognized during testing, possibly due to ever-shorter testing 
periods or because there is less time to train end users. These three 
ingredients can lead to quality issues that augment the workload for 
those teams responsible for go-live support. However, even go-live sup-
port is shorter than it used to be, and the next roll-out might be already 
looming large on the horizon.

It is of utmost importance to identify problems in the business process 
design or execution as fast as possible, which is where business process 
improvement comes in. The initial set of KPIs developed 9 to 10 years 
ago were all derived from go-live experiences: What can go wrong 
during go-live, and how is this reflected in the SAP system? Utilizing 
Business Process Analytics and the Business Process Operations dash-
boards is the easiest way to support go-live from an SAP application 
point of view.
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15.5.4 Increase Degree of Process Automation

As outlined in Section 15.5.2, many customers miss the opportunity to 
fully utilize the automation capabilities that an SAP system provides 
(e.g., automatic delivery or invoice creation, automatic payments, auto-
matic conversion of purchase requisitions into purchase orders), or the 
automation fails in many instances, leading to manual postprocessing
and unnecessarily high process costs. With business process improve-
ment you can tackle both problems.

On the one hand, you can use the out-of-the-box KPIs with a focus on 
automation rate to check your current degree of automation for the 
most common SAP documents. You can even compare different organi-
zational units—and may well wonder why some plants or company 
codes with the same business processes and business models have much 
higher automation rates than others in your company.

On the other hand, you can use the out-of-the-box exception KPIs to 
check how many and what kinds of errors are raised during automatic 
processing. By eliminating the root cause for those errors (often master 
data quality related), you increase the rate of successful automatic pro-
cessing and at the same time dramatically reduce process costs.

15.6 Summary

During this chapter, you learned how business process improvement for 
SAP solutions provides a methodology, SAP Solution Manager tools, and 
out-of-the box KPI content in order to maximize the value of either your 
existing SAP Business Suite or your new SAP S/4HANA solution. The 
tools and the KPI content come without additional license costs; but, for 
a successful value realization, there will be commitment required from 
your organization to analyze root causes and implement related action 
items.
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Chapter 16 

Business Process Operations provides methodologies and tools 
that help you utilize the full value of SAP S/4HANA by identify-
ing improvement potentials, providing a comprehensive business 
process overview, and ensuring fast reactions to exceptional situ-
ations.

16 Business Process Operations 
for SAP S/4HANA

Business Process Operations provides several analysis and optimization 
capabilities that can help you utilize the full value of SAP S/4HANA. 
During migration, you should clean up possible data inconsistencies, 
but SAP recommends checking data consistency and resolving inconsis-
tencies during the preparation phase of your SAP S/4HANA implemen-
tation. The Data Consistency Management area of Business Process 
Operations offers tools and methodologies to guide you through these 
activities.

Before the implementation of SAP S/4HANA, SAP recommends optimi-
zation activities to improve performance and data footprint, including 
detection and resolution of backlogs in business documents (as 
described in more detail in Chapter 15) and analysis and optimization of 
Job Scheduling Management.

Process 
transparency

Business Process Operations helps you to gain transparency by offering 
a unique overview of the overall status of your core business processes. 
This includes aspects such as throughput and backlog, jobs, interfaces, 
data consistency, exceptions, and performance. The status is correlated 
to an easy-to-understand business process structure in solution docu-
mentation. You can also include different aspects in dashboards for Busi-
ness Process Operations.
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Figure 16.1 shows the Business Process Monitoring application for two 
business processes. For both processes, you can see the status of differ-
ent configured aspects: throughput and backlog, jobs, interfaces, data 
consistency, and performance. From this application, you can click the 
status bars to see more details. The right-hand column shows the num-
ber of open alerts for each business process and allows forward naviga-
tion to more details as well.

Figure 16.1  Business Process Monitoring Application

The management of business processes running on system landscapes 
requires control and governance in order to provide an efficient error 
response as well as an effective improvement for an identified problem 
or opportunity. Early and automatic detection of exceptional situations, 
which affect business processes and information flows, needs to lead to 
immediate and well-defined reactions and resolutions that follow estab-
lished processes with dedicated roles and responsibilities. Continuous 
and efficient identification of improvement potential needs to be fol-
lowed by implementation of relevant organizational and technical 
changes. This can increase throughput of, reduce backlog of, and 
improve users’ experience with business processes or particular steps.

In the following sections, we will walk you through the Business Process 
Monitoring, Data Consistency Management, and Job Scheduling 
Management applications.
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16.1 Business Process Monitoring

Business Process Monitoring is the central, automatic, and proactive 
monitoring and alerting for a company’s core business processes. It 
helps ensure early detection and fast resolution of potentially business-
critical situations and results in the following:

� Increased business process availability, stability, throughput, and per-
formance

� Increased end user satisfaction

� Reduced business disruptions

For SAP S/4HANA, SAP Solution Manager provides the full functional 
scope for Business Process Monitoring, including all key figures, alert 
handling, and reporting features.

Post-migration 
monitoring

During the migration to SAP S/4HANA, monitoring of business processes 
is less important. After the successful migration, however, Business Pro-
cess Monitoring can provide big value for your business processes run-
ning on SAP S/4HANA; it will ensure that the exceptions in business 
process execution are immediately brought to your attention and can be 
solved in a timely manner. This is especially important because it 
ensures that the inconsistencies or document backlogs, which you have 
cleaned up in preparation for the migration to SAP S/4HANA, remain at 
the desired low level so that your clean-up activities have a long-lasting 
effect.

Monitoring and 
Alerting Infrastruc-
ture

For this purpose, SAP Solution Manager offers a Business Process 
Monitoring tool based on the integrated Monitoring and Alerting 
Infrastructure (MAI). More than one thousand key figures are available 
for checking the status of your business processes—for example, to 
alert you in case an exception occurred in the processing of business 
documents or if the performance of your business processes becomes 
unacceptable. You can use key figures for business documents, consis-
tency, interfaces, background jobs, performance, and exceptions.

The monitoring integrates with the Data Consistency Management
tools, the Job Scheduling Management tools, and Business Process Ana-
lytics. You can automatically generate alerts for the results of these tools 
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and provide structured error handling via the alert inbox. In addition, 
you will have central visibility of the current status of your business pro-
cesses via dashboards for Business Process Operations and the Business 
Process Monitoring application.

You can choose to display the business process status via the process dia-
gram created in solution documentation. This allows you to see the 
overall status of your business process on top of the diagram in the oper-
ations areas of throughput and backlog, jobs, interfaces, consistency, 
exceptions, and performance. For each business process step or inter-
face, you will see the current status, and the ! icon provides an indica-
tion of whether there are still open alerts that need to be addressed. 
Figure 16.2 shows an example.

Figure 16.2  Process Diagram
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16.2 Data Consistency Management

Data Consistency Management comprises methodologies and tools to 
prevent, detect, investigate, and correct data inconsistencies in your 
solution landscape. This process helps to achieve excellent data quality, 
which is essential for the following:

� Ensuring reliable reporting

� Prevention of errors and exceptions, to achieve a small backlog, high 
throughput, and fast lead times in your core business processes

� Lowering your total cost of ownership and increasing your return on 
investment

Resolving data 
inconsistencies

During migration to SAP S/4HANA, data is moved from old data struc-
tures to new data structures in SAP S/4HANA; therefore, at that point in 
time possible data inconsistencies in each area are identified and 
resolved. However, because the full resolution of data inconsistencies 
can be time-consuming, we recommend checking data consistency and 
resolving possible inconsistencies during the Preparation phase of your 
SAP S/4HANA implementation.

Data Consistency Management offers tools to help you identify suitable 
consistency check and repair methodologies and tools for events such as 
the migration to SAP S/4HANA. It offers the ability to track the results of 
data consistency checks and the progress of inconsistency repairs.

If you are transferring data from another system to SAP S/4HANA—for 
example, from a legacy system to SAP S/4HANA, on-premise edition or 
from any system to the SAP S/4HANA, cloud edition—then you can use 
Data Consistency Management tools to check if the data was transferred 
correctly.

Cross-Database 
Comparison

Data Consistency Management includes a generic consistency check tool—
Cross-Database Comparison (CDC)—that allows you to create custom 
specific consistency checks and to include custom data in your consis-
tency checks without the need to create specific check programs. CDC is 
optimized for quick and simple setup of data comparisons and for fast 
achievement of comparison results. CDC is integrated with a cloud KPI 
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catalog from which you can choose data models for certain comparisons 
and easily adapt them to your needs.

In addition to the comparison of data from SAP ABAP–based on-premise 
systems, CDC allows access to various other data sources, like databases, 
CSV files, and OData services. CDC can use the power of SAP HANA to 
speed up comparison of data in an SAP HANA database.

CDC integrates with the SAP Landscape Transformation (SLT) Replica-
tion Server. That means that it is simple to set up CDC comparisons for 
the replicated data, and you can use the SLT Replication Server to correct 
inconsistencies detected by CDC comparisons.

CDC can present comparison results in a business-user-friendly way. 
You can choose descriptions for systems and compared objects and 
switch between technical details and descriptions. You can also include 
context fields that are not part of the comparison result and display dif-
ferent graphics, like the distribution of inconsistencies across context 
field values and result history graphics. Figure 16.3 shows the result of a 
comparison of materials between a legacy system and SAP S/4HANA. 
Some materials only exist in the legacy system; CDC displays the mate-
rial numbers (in the format of the legacy system) along with a material 
description that was not part of the comparison.

Figure 16.3  CDC Comparison Result
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Because SAP S/4HANA integrates with different solutions, such as the 
SAP SuccessFactors Employee Central cloud solution, your business pro-
cesses can span multiple systems, and you need a Data Consistency 
Management concept to achieve excellent data quality, which particu-
larly focusses on the business-critical interfaces between systems. Data 
Consistency Management provides the required methodologies and 
tools.

You can use Interface and Connection Monitoring for fast reactions to 
interface exceptions, but in addition we recommend checking data con-
sistency between systems at regular intervals to gain transparency for 
the overall data quality progression.

Data Consistency Management allows you to include consistency check 
results in the overall business process overview and automatic alert gen-
eration to enable fast reactions to exceptions. This helps you realize the 
high automation degree you are aiming for with your SAP S/4HANA 
solution and to achieve a small backlog, high throughput, and fast lead 
times in your core business processes.

You can include the results of a data consistency check in dashboards for 
Business Process Operations, which gives you the ability to identify 
areas for improvement and to track improvement progress.

16.3 Job Scheduling Management

Job Scheduling Management (JSM) comprises several applications to 
establish standardized, formal processes for the management of central-
ized, end-to-end, solution-wide background operations:

� Processes for requesting new jobs or job changes

� Central documentation and central scheduling of jobs

� Central monitoring and error-handling procedures

These concepts and tools work with SAP S/4HANA as before. However, 
the switch to SAP S4/HANA offers challenges and opportunities that are 
easier to tackle with JSM. SAP S/4HANA may no longer require certain 
background jobs, and you may need to replace or optimize some of 
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them. With JSM fully deployed, the job documentation that is available 
centrally for every periodic background job allows you to find out 
quickly why jobs run and assess whether these jobs are still required in 
SAP S/4HANA. To leverage SAP S/4HANA’s potential, you may need to 
optimize jobs running custom reports.

The central monitoring of all business-critical jobs will automatically 
alert you when monitored jobs run into issues such as job failures, long 
runtimes, delayed starts, or jobs running outside of defined time win-
dows. When processing alerts, job documentation will help to classify 
the job and decide how to proceed. For example, when starting to work 
with SAP S/4HANA, you may have to replace, remove, or optimize jobs.

The job request process, in which users can request the scheduling of 
periodic background jobs, guides users away from previously used 
transactions and reports and toward, for example, newly available SAP 
Fiori apps, thus supporting the switch to new SAP S/4HANA processes.

If you have not already set up JSM, the procedure is different. You can 
divide this process into three steps. First, prior to any optimization 
activities, you should create or refine a background operations concept 
relevant for SAP S/4HANA. To gain transparency and support job sched-
ule cleansing activities before you start with any migration, JSM offers 
the JSM Health Check, which extracts all job data from defined ABAP 
systems into SAP Solution Manager and provides predefined views on 
these data.

The second step can be an optimization phase to analyze the necessity, 
scheduling behavior, and performance of jobs. This also means gather-
ing information about the job if job documentation is not available. In 
addition, this is a perfect opportunity to start documenting all jobs in 
SAP Solution Manager as a central storage location.

Finally, to keep the job scheduling situation under control, we recom-
mend introducing a job request process and starting automatic monitor-
ing of jobs in Business Process Monitoring.
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16.4 Summary

In this chapter, you learned about Business Process Operations and its 
processes and tools: Business Process Monitoring, Data Consistency 
Management, and Job Scheduling Management.

 

Note

You can find more detailed information on Business Process Operations in the 
SAP Community Network by searching for “Business Process Operations”, or 
you can search directly for one of the following terms: “Business Process 
Improvement”, “Business Process Monitoring”, “Data Consistency Manage-
ment”, or “Job Scheduling Management”.
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Chapter 17 

SAP Solution Manager provides comprehensive support for the 
maintenance of your system landscape. This chapter discusses 
the maintenance planner as a central tool for planning land-
scape changes and related tools to address landscape manage-
ment.

17 The Maintenance Planner in 
Landscape Management

The term landscape management, as used in the context of this book, 
refers to the installation of new systems and changing existing systems 
through updates, upgrades, add-on installations, including plans for a 
new SAP S/4HANA system or conversion of an existing system into SAP 
S/4HANA.

Successful landscape management requires a set of tools and collabora-
tion of different roles, taking over the following tasks:

� In the existing landscape, Basis administrators or similar roles gather 
and create information about existing systems, including their soft-
ware state and dependencies between these systems, and implement 
changes in the landscape.

� Triggering changes on a functional level is mostly handled by the line 
of business (LoB). Business has become the driver of change: Its goals 
lie in improving business processes with new functions and features 
and possibly in reducing costs.

� Planning changes on a technical level in connection with LoB and 
administration lies in the hands of IT architects. Their tasks are to find 
possible target systems for the implementation and to guarantee the 
lowest risks and costs for the implementation process.

Many tools now help close the gaps between these roles, simplifying 
communication and collaboration. For example, Innovation Discovery is 
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used by LoB and IT architects, and the maintenance planner can be used 
by IT architects and basis administrators. This functionality is available 
via the SAP Support Portal.

17.1 SAP Support Portal: Centralizing Landscape 
Management

Software evolution is speeding up. SAP NetWeaver Application Server 
(AS) ABAP and SAP NetWeaver AS Java were once the determining sys-
tems in the SAP landscape; although they are still important, other appli-
cations are rising in importance—both on-premise and in the cloud. 
Whatever the technology may be, the speed of innovation grows—and 
so does the responsibility of landscape management. In this section, we 
will focus on on-premise scenarios.

Maintenance 
planner

To meet the challenge of managing modern system landscapes that 
require constant updates to the landscape management tools, an SAP 
Solution Manager service called the maintenance planner has replaced 
the Maintenance Optimizer in the SAP Support Portal in the current 
release of SAP Solution Manager.

The maintenance planner is hosted by SAP in the SAP Support Portal: Its 
release cycle is independent of the SAP Solution Manager on-premise 
installation and is compatible with SAP Solution Manager 7.1 and 7.2.

Other tools needed in landscape management—like Innovation Discov-
ery for SAP products used to find new functions; the Product Availabil-
ity Matrix (PAM), used to get delivery details; or the Upgrade Depen-
dency Analyzer (UDA) to check dependencies on a business process 
level—are centrally offered in the SAP Support Portal as well, leading to 
several advantages:

� Effort required at the customer level is close to zero to run the tool 
and adopt changes.

� There is a common database (a single source of truth) for both the cus-
tomer and for support in case of an incident.

� Integration of services is possible via launchpads.
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Because these tools are hosted by SAP, all required changes can be pro-
vided by SAP without the need to update an on-premise SAP Solution 
Manager installation.

To go one step back, introducing the model-based Landscape Manage-
ment Database (LMDB) in SAP Solution Manager 7.1 was also done to 
allow simpler integration of new technology stacks; importing a new 
version of the Common Information Model (CIM) describing entities 
like systems and software was sufficient, whereas before an update of 
SAP Solution Manager itself was needed. It also was a step of unification 
with the System Landscape Directory (SLD).

To keep required changes to a minimum, all processes providing data 
for landscape management and planning changes are kept as close as 
possible to the current process: SLD and LMDB keep their central role, 
but LMDB concentrates on technical system data only, whereas all 
dependencies in the landscape—like installation of products on several 
technical systems—move to the maintenance planner. Another example 
of dependencies are tracks of development, quality assurance, and pro-
ductive systems of one product installation that need be maintained one 
after the other to reach the same software state in the end.

Figure 17.1  SAP Support Portal–Based Tools Connect SAP and the Customer Landscape
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17.2 Tools in Landscape Management and Their Roles

In this section, we will discuss the core tools that support planning land-
scape changes. Central to this discussion is the maintenance planner. It 
represents the most substantial change in the planning process of land-
scape management and is mandatory for users of SAP Solution Manager 
7.2, and even for those of SAP Solution Manager 7.1 who plan for SAP’s 
latest scenarios, such as implementing SAP Fiori apps or SAP S/4HANA.

17.2.1 Maintenance Planner

The maintenance planner replaces the on-premise Maintenance Opti-
mizer with an on-demand service; it also replaces LMDB Product System 
Editor and Verification. As an on-demand service offered by SAP, the 
maintenance planner does not have the same version cycle as SAP Solu-
tion Manager. It can be used with SAP Solution Manager 7.2 and 7.1.

The maintenance planner offers improved integration with other tools; 
for example, you can move to-be-planned SAP Fiori apps from the SAP 
Fiori apps reference library to the maintenance planner with one click. 
In addition, new functionality is offered, such as definition of depen-
dencies—currently maintenance dependencies and system tracks. All 
these functionalities occur in a much more user-centric fashion: Depen-
dencies are visualized graphically (see Figure 17.6), and verification 
works as a dialog, asking the user the right questions to solve problems 
in the description of the landscape that hinder the calculation of a valid 
target stack. Figure 17.2 shows the maintenance planner being supplied 
with data from the customer landscape via the LMDB and offering all 
types of landscape changes in return. The result of planning a change in 
a maintenance transaction, a stack.xml file describing the change and a 
download basket containing the required files, is consumed by the tools 
of the software logistics toolset—for example, Software Update Manager 
(SUM) and Software Provisioning Manager (SWPM), which are used to 
implement the planned changes in the landscape.
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Figure 17.2  Data Flow to the Maintenance Planner and Landscape Changes
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Figure 17.3  Maintenance Planner Home Screen

Once you have selected a system in the search results or landscape over-
view, you’ll see your actions (Figure 17.4).

Figure 17.4  Maintenance Planner Actions
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You can check the sync status, verify a system if the status is not green, 
plan a change, schedule a change, or get into the details by clicking the 
SID (it could also be a track name) in the center (Figure 17.5).

Figure 17.5  System Details

Simply by going into the Edit mode and clicking the plus sign (+) for a 
system, you can add a dependent system. Figure 17.6 gives you an 
example of the new simplicity in the UI.

Figure 17.6  Product Maintenance Dependency Example

You can see how product maintenance dependencies appear in the 
maintenance planner. The common product is SAP ERP, which is clearly 
stated and checked against; you can only create such a dependency if a 
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common product version is installed on both systems. If you start plan-
ning for one technical system in a product maintenance dependency, 
the other system will be taken into account automatically. The process to 
create a system track of development, test, and productive system is 
almost the same.

 

Note

Keep in mind that all changes calculated in the maintenance planner can be 
seen as simulations: Maintenance dependencies that you do not verify and 
activate will not influence any other maintenance transaction. If you do not 
apply the download basket or calculated DVD to a target system, there will 
be absolutely no change in your landscape. This is important: Prior to imple-
menting a change in the landscape, you should run checks of test effort and 
compatibility of the change with your business process. The outcome of such 
planning in the maintenance planner is important input for these steps.

The maintenance planner is used for planning landscape changes, with 
all functions merged in one tool:

� System maintenance, update, upgrade, new installation, and bringing 
a system to SAP S/4HANA

� Planning of SAP Fiori apps, taking care of backend and frontend 
installation, integrated with the SAP Fiori apps reference library

� Definition of product maintenance dependencies (the simplified suc-
cessor of the product system)

� Definition of system tracks

� Landscape verification

Note one important new feature of the maintenance planner: You can 
combine several maintenance scenarios into one maintenance transac-
tion—for example:

� Installation to a certain SPS level immediately without the need to reg-
ister the newly installed system to plan the update: SWPM and SUM 
will consume the same stack.xml

� Update of SAP NetWeaver to a new EHP and installation of a new add-
on to the target release
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The big advantage is that you do not have to plan for several downtimes 
to calculate every step of these scenarios.

Planning process 
for SAP S/4HANA 
using the mainte-
nance planner

Now that we have discussed the basics of the maintenance planner, let’s 
look how you use it. In the introduction, we mentioned types of soft-
ware changes. The most important example is SAP S/4HANA. In the on-
premise version, you have two options:

� You can plan the installation of a new SAP S/4HANA system

� You can convert an existing system into an SAP S/4HANA system

New installation of 
an SAP S/4HANA 
system

Open the maintenance planner, log on with your S-user, and choose 
Plan a New System. For changing a system, sync and verification status 
need to be ok; for a new installation, you start without these prerequi-
sites.

You will be guided by the tool through the Define Change, Select Files, 
Download Files, and Complete steps (see Figure 17.7).

Figure 17.7  Define Change Step

Next, click the Confirm Selection button seen in Figure 17.8.
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Figure 17.8  Summary of Calculated Components

The next steps are to select the OS- and database-dependent files and 
stack-dependent files, as seen in Figure 17.9.

Figure 17.9  Selection of Files, Including SUM and SWPM

Then, select the stack-dependent and independent files, as seen in 
Figure 17.10.

Figure 17.10  Select Files Step

The next step shows the results of the calculation (Figure 17.11).
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Figure 17.11  Download Files Step

The last view shows the calculation results in a human-readable form 
(Figure 17.12).

Figure 17.12  Complete Step with PDF Overview
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Converting an 
existing system to 

SAP S/4HANA

Conversion of an existing system starts with the selection of the system 
for planning (see Figure 17.13). The maintenance planner is the manda-
tory tool to calculate the conversion. It checks, for example, the installed 
business functions, industries, and installed add-ons for compatibility 
with the SAP S/4HANA version available.

The option to plan for technical system E00, which is on SAP ERP 6.0 
EHP 5, includes converting it into SAP S/4HANA. This is not an upgrade, 
but a complete change of the product itself, not just the version.

Figure 17.13  Option to Plan Conversion of Existing System

The result will be similar to that for the installation. In a conversion, 
some additional steps may be necessary, such as moving to a new data-
base or enabling Unicode.

For details, please refer to the complete documentation.

Using the results 
of the maintenance 

planner

You now have everything that you need to implement the changes in the 
landscape: stack.xml and the download basket. Depending on whether 
you plan to change an existing system or install a new one, SUM or 
SWPM will consume this data. This even works in a combined scenario 
in which you immediately update a newly installed system to the 
required SPS.

Nevertheless, you should use the PDF document generated by the main-
tenance planner to discuss changes in your company with involved par-
ties and use the maintenance transaction to estimate the test effort via 
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the Scope and Effort Analyzer (SEA); also, you should check the compat-
ibility of changes against other systems running the same business pro-
cess via the UDA. These tools are briefly described at the end of this 
chapter.

Now that we have discussed the functions of the maintenance planner, 
you need to know about the prerequisites: The good news is that the list 
is very short, and most parts will be in place already.

17.2.2 Prerequisites of Using the Maintenance Planner

As stated previously, SLD and LMDB keep their roles in providing land-
scape data as a basis for all calculations for the landscape management 
(Figure 17.14) when using the maintenance planner.

Figure 17.14  Data Flow among Customer Landscapes, SAP Support Portal, and Mainte-
nance Planner
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As shown in the upload of data from the customer landscape data into 
the SAP Support Portal customer profile, data is sent to the SLD, syn-
chronized with the LMDB, and from there uploaded to the SAP Support 
Portal. There, it is stored in the context of the customer number used for 
this system. Access to system data in the customer profile is only possi-
ble through applications using the customer number assigned to the 
technical system. The SID of the uploading SAP Solution Manager is also 
stored with the data for easier understanding of the data flow from the 
customer system into the customer profile.

Landscape man-
agement process 

tools related to the 
maintenance 

planner

When painting the big picture, we pointed out that planning a change in 
the landscape does not only comprise getting a valid stack.xml file; you 
need to check the compatibility with the rest of the landscape and the 
test effort expected, for example.

Other tools—such as License Management, Test Management, and Sys-
tem Recommendations—are also part of landscape management, but are 
not discussed in this chapter.

We mentioned that the maintenance planner is compatible with SAP 
Solution Manager 7.1 and 7.2. For release 7.1, be aware of the follow-
ing:

� You can immediately benefit from the advanced features offered in
the maintenance planner.

� All landscape entities remain valid; for example, dependencies cre-
ated using product systems will automatically be reflected as mainte-
nance dependencies in the maintenance planner.

� If you are using SEA, then Maintenance Optimizer transactions are
still needed.

� Logical components used in Change Request Management require
product systems.

Figure 17.15 shows how SAP Solution Manager 7.2 has been simplified 
in this respect:

� Product systems and the Maintenance Optimizer are replaced.

� Maintenance dependencies are defined in the maintenance planner
only.
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� Logical components are based on technical systems.

� SEA will consume maintenance transactions from the maintenance 
planner.

Figure 17.15  Landscape Management Scenarios and Landscape Entities
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Business Suite (for example, SAP ERP and SAP CRM). If you change your 
SAP ERP system, therefore, you should compare its new target version 
to the current version used in SAP CRM. If there is any incompatibility, 
you will be informed about it. The maintenance planner provides 
important information for finding the target version of the SAP ERP sys-
tem.

17.3 Summary

The improvement of the landscape planning process by centralizing the 
tools in the SAP Support Portal decreases the effort to maintain the tools 
needed for maintenance and leads to integrating processes more com-
pletely. SAP Solution Manager 7.2 is a big step forward in integrating 
with the new approach of centralized landscape management.

To learn more about landscape management and the maintenance plan-
ner, visit the following SAP Community Network sites:

� Landscape management on SCN (http://scn.sap.com/docs/DOC-55363) 
provides background information and best practices to handle the sys-
tems in your landscape.

� Maintenance planner on SCN (http://scn.sap.com/docs/DOC-65243) 
provides details and news regarding this central tool in landscape 
management. Here, you’ll also find information about how to access 
the maintenance planner.
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In this chapter, you will learn about the transition to SAP Solu-
tion Manager 7.2 and the activation of your solution documen-
tation content. The preparation is especially important for cus-
tomers actively using solution documentation in release 7.1.

18 Transition to SAP Solution 
Manager 7.2

If you are already actively using SAP Solution Manager 7.1 and plan to 
upgrade to the new release, you should be well-prepared for the transi-
tion needs to prevent issues during the upgrade when “only” the techni-
cal upgrade should be executed. This chapter explains documents, tools, 
and services SAP provides to help prepare for the transition to the actual 
upgrade to SAP Solution Manager 7.2 well in advance.

As you learned in Chapter 7, the solution documentation scenario has 
been completely rebuilt in SAP Solution Manager 7.2. For this reason, 
preparation of customers with existing and vital solution documentation 
is a critical step if they need to use their existing solution documentation 
in the new environment after the upgrade to SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

Content activationWe call the process of selecting your relevant solution documentation 
content to use in the new solution documentation environment content 
activation. This process is mandatory for all customers who need to use 
their solution documentation content in SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

 

Note

The “old” solution documentation environment (the SOLAR transactions: 
Transaction SOLAR01, SOLAR02, SOLAR_PROJECT_ADMIN, SOLAR_EVAL, 
and others) will still be available in read-only mode in SAP Solution Manager 
7.2, and you cannot change any content.
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The content activation process consists of three phases (see Figure 18.1):

1. Prepare

2. Upgrade

3. Activate

Figure 18.1  Phases of the Content Activation Procedure

These phases need to be executed in the correct order. SAP’s recommen-
dation is to execute the prepare phase before the upgrade phase, while 
you are still running your SAP Solution Manager 7.1 system. The prepa-
ration activities can be executed without affecting your productive envi-
ronment, and will ensure a smooth transition to SAP Solution Manager 
7.2. Then, after the upgrade, the activate phase needs to be performed, 
after which you can use the new solution documentation environment 
with your activated content. Postactivation activities can be carried out 
to fully leverage the potential of the new solution documentation.

Tool support for 
preparation and 

content activation

The phases are supported by SAP-delivered tools. For the prepare phase, 
the overview report is in SAP Note 2161244 and the content activation 
preparation guided procedure is provided in SAP Notes 2045230 and 
2045342. The upgrade, as a standard SAP upgrade, is handled through 
the Software Logistics (SL) Toolset. The content activation guided proce-
dure is a new guided procedure available in Transaction SOLMAN_
SETUP in SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

Where to find 
more information

You can find comprehensive and detailed information on the whole con-
tent activation process in the Content Activation Guide, available at 

Prepare

• Select activation content
• Design to-be landscape layout

Upgrade
• Upgrade to SAP Solution Manager 7.2

Activate

• Execute content activation
• Activate related applications 
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http://service.sap.com/instguides under SAP Components � SAP Solution
Manager � Release 7.2 � 5—Upgrade.

We will now explain each phase in more detail.

18.1 Preparation

Your preparation should start as early as possible. The main focus of the 
prepare phase is to prepare your solution documentation for the content 
activation required to bring it into the new solution documentation 
environment in SAP Solution Manager 7.2. Also, preparations in other 
areas of SAP Solution Manager (e.g., Business Process Monitoring, Proj-
ect Management, and Landscape Management) should be executed.

18.1.1 Preparation of Solution Documentation

For solution documentation, a number of activities can be taken into 
account. Not all of the activities may be relevant for you; it depends on 
how you use solution documentation today.

 

Note

This book can only list key activities; please review the Content Activation 
Wiki for a comprehensive description of all possible preparation activities. 
You can find the wiki on the SAP Community Network at http://
wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/SAP+Solution+Manager+7.2+Content+Acti-
vation.

Prepare phase: 
select scope and 
define logical com-
ponent groups

The most important preparation activities for solution documentation 
are the consolidation of your actual solution documentation (projects 
and solutions) and your system landscape (represented by logical com-
ponent groups). The main goals of this phase are to obtain a clear under-
standing of your activation scope (i.e., which projects and solutions you 
need to activate) and to design your future logical component group lay-
out. SAP delivers tools to support these goals.
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Note

Content activation currently is a one-time activity. After the upgrade to SAP 
Solution Manager 7.2, you cannot bring content from “old” projects into the 
new solution documentation environment that was not selected for activa-
tion during the prepare phase.

Therefore, the selection of the activation scope is the first critical activ-
ity. You need to decide for each project and solution existing in SAP 
Solution Manager if you need the content in the new solution documen-
tation environment after the upgrade. In large organizations, this pro-
cess can be time-consuming due to a high number of stakeholders and a 
high volume of projects and solutions that need to be evaluated.

Categorize proj-
ects and solutions 

SAP recommends categorizing each project and solution into one of the 
following three categories:

� Absolutely needed

� Unclear

� Not needed

All projects in absolutely needed should be considered vital solution doc-
umentation and definitely need to be activated.

Projects in unclear are recommended to be selected for activation as 
well. They should be moved to a separate branch from which their con-
tent can be accessed if needed in the future.

Projects in not needed should not be selected for activation. They still can 
be accessed in read-only mode using the “old” SOLAR transactions.

To help you select the right categories for all existing projects and solu-
tions, SAP has created an overview report that provides comprehensive 
evaluation information.

Solution documen-
tation overview 

report

This solution documentation overview report, found in SAP Note 2161244, 
provides a complete list of all projects and solutions and additional 
information that helps determine if a project or solution is a good choice 
for activation. The report provides helpful information such as the cre-
ator and responsible user, the last change date of structure elements and 
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documents, the last changed element and document, the number of ele-
ments and assignments for a project or solution. This information 
should help you decide which of your projects and solutions should be 
activated, especially if there is a large number of projects or solutions on 
your SAP Solution Manager system.

Getting familiar 
with new concepts

Another important preparation activity is to familiarize yourself with 
the new and changed concepts of solution documentation in SAP Solu-
tion Manager 7.2.

The new landscape design using logical component groups should be eval-
uated in particular, because an important step of the Prepare phase is to 
review the grouping of logical components proposed by the content 
activation preparation guided procedure.

It is also helpful to get an understanding of the new branch concept 
introduced in SAP Solution Manager 7.2. A branch contains a specific 
version of your solution documentation, and during the preparation 
procedure you need to decide which branches you need to create (in 
addition to the default production and maintenance branches) and 
which project and solution content will be transferred to which branch 
during the content activation.

Please also take into account that the definition of solution has changed 
from SAP Solution Manager 7.1 to 7.2. In release 7.2, it is not necessary 
to create different solutions for specific purposes (i.e., SAP EarlyWatch 
Alert or Business Process Monitoring). A solution in SAP Solution Man-
ager 7.2 is the sum of a company’s systems, applications, and processes, 
and it acts as a container for versions of solution documentation.

A clear understanding of the new concepts well in advance of the actual 
upgrade will help you defining the “to-be” layout of the new logical 
component groups during the execution of the preparation guided pro-
cedure.

 

Note

For more detail about the new solution documentation concepts in SAP Solu-
tion Manager 7.2, see Chapter 7.
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Additional 
preparation

Additional preparation steps for solution documentation can include the 
following activities:

� Consolidation and clean-up of projects and reports, especially merg-
ing projects and removing unnecessary projects or solutions

� Clean-up of various entities (i.e., old SAP Knowledge Warehouse doc-
ument versions, unneeded logical components) by using reports pro-
vided by SAP

 

Note

Please refer to the SAP Solution Manager Content Activation Wiki for a com-
prehensive list of additional preparation activities.

Authorization 
concept

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 adds new authorization objects in the area of 
solution documentation. Therefore, an important step of your prepara-
tion should be to make yourself familiar with the new concept and to 
decide how you need to shape your authorizations in the future. You can 
find more information about the authorization concept in the SAP Solu-
tion Manager 7.2 Master Guide (http://service.sap.com/instguides, under 
SAP Components � SAP Solution Manager � Release 7.2 � 1—Plan-

ning).

18.1.2 Preparation for Other SAP Solution Manager Scenarios

Business Process 
Monitoring

You also can execute preparation steps for other SAP Solution Manager 
scenarios. An important area where preparation is necessary is the Busi-
ness Process Monitoring scenario. In SAP Solution Manager 7.2, only 
the Business Process Monitoring configuration based on the Monitoring 
and Alerting Infrastructure (MAI) is supported. The “old” technical mon-
itoring scenario based on CCMS is no longer available in SAP Solution 
Manager 7.2. Therefore, a migration to MAI should be prepared and 
executed before upgrading to SAP Solution Manager 7.2. For more 
details, see Chapter 16.

Project 
Management

In SAP Solution Manager 7.2, the managing projects and releases will be 
handled by a fully integrated, comprehensive Project Management tool. 
To prepare, use IT Project and Portfolio Management (ITPPM) in SAP 
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Solution Manager 7.1 to become familiar with how to manage IT proj-
ects in SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

Maintenance 
planner

Another area in which preparation is possible is the area of landscape 
management (or maintenance management, as it was previously called). 
In SAP Solution Manager 7.2, the new tool for all landscape management 
aspects is the maintenance planner, which replaces the Maintenance 
Optimizer. To prepare, you can experience the maintenance planner in 
SAP Solution Manager 7.1 and learn how landscape management will be 
handled in the future. For more information, see Chapter 17.

18.2 Upgrade

The upgrade to SAP Solution Manager 7.2 is a standard SAP software 
upgrade using the SL Toolset. During the upgrade, a stack split will be 
performed, and the relevant software components will be updated. A 
database migration to SAP HANA can also be initiated. Figure 18.2 
shows the change of component versions during such an upgrade.

Figure 18.2  Change of Component Versions During Upgrade

 

Note

Please see the Solution Documentation Content Activation Wiki for a 
detailed description of the upgrade and for hints about a suitable upgrade 
strategy.
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18.3 Content Activation

During content activation, the selected content from the old solution 
documentation environment will be transferred to the new solution 
documentation data structures available in SAP Solution Manager 7.2. 
The content activation is performed as a new guided procedure in the 
SAP Solution Manager setup environment (Transaction SOLMAN_
SETUP). Many parts of this procedure are fully automated and only need 
to be executed.

The content activation procedure itself consists of sequential steps that 
perform initial integrity checks and then activate the selected content. 
Content for related applications such as Project Management, Change 
Request Management, Quality Gate Management, Business Process 
Monitoring, and Test Automation will be activated thereafter.

18.4 Postactivation Activities

After the content activation is finished and SAP Solution Manager 7.2 is 
ready to use, some optional steps can be executed to make full use of the 
features and capabilities of the solution documentation environment.

Such activities include rearranging the solution documentation structure 
within the new environment and housekeeping activities and leveraging 
new features—for example, by creating state-of-the-art Business Process 
Model and Notation (BPMN)-based business process diagrams.

For detailed information about how to use the new solution documen-
tation environment, see Chapter 7.

18.5 SAP Solution Manager in SAP Cloud Appliance 
Library

SAP Solution 
Manager 7.2 in 

SAP CAL

A powerful way to try out and learn about the content activation proce-
dure with no risk and low effort is SAP’s SAP Solution Manager 7.2 
offering in SAP Cloud Appliance Library (CAL). With this offering, you 
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can experience your personal preconfigured instance of SAP Solution 
Manager 7.2 in the cloud for evaluation purposes.

Bring your own 
content

The new solution documentation scenario is preconfigured in the SAP 
CAL version of SAP Solution Manager 7.2, which gives you the opportu-
nity to evaluate the new features without the need to set up your own 
physical SAP Solution Manager 7.2 evaluation system. SAP also gives 
you the ability to bring in your own solution documentation content 
and run through the full content activation procedure. This way, you can 
learn about the necessary steps and activities, and you will see what 
your own content looks like in the new solution documentation envi-
ronment in SAP Solution Manager 7.2. You can find more information 
about SAP CAL in Chapter 19.

18.6 Summary

You should now be aware of the requirements and activities involved in 
a transition to SAP Solution Manager 7.2. You have learned about the 
steps you should take to prepare, the upgrade itself, the need for content 
activation, and the post-activation activities. You have also seen that you 
can experience SAP Solution Manager 7.2 in the SAP Cloud Appliance 
Library, as will be discussed in the next chapter.
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In this chapter, we’ll show you how you can access your own 
SAP Solution Manager system in under an hour through the 
SAP Cloud Appliance Library.

19 SAP Solution Manager and the 
SAP Cloud Appliance Library

As you have seen in preceding chapters, SAP Solution Manager 7.2 
offers a robust suite of comprehensive capabilities to streamline the 
management of your SAP solutions. Understandably, these capabilities 
have generated a great deal of interest in SAP’s customer and partner 
communities. Even before the product ramp-up began, SAP’s customers 
requested access to an SAP Solution Manager 7.2 system in order to 
acclimate themselves to new features, especially in the area of solution 
documentation.

The challenge was how to give customers the ability to access a system 
quickly and affordably, and the solution was to make SAP Solution Man-
ager 7.2 accessible to all SAP customers and partners via the power and 
flexibility of cloud computing.

Virtualization through the cloud offers unique benefits when evaluating 
the new SAP Solution Manager 7.2 platform. Cloud computing means 
that a preconfigured system can be created and accessed quickly, with-
out the need to request resources and hardware from a local IT organi-
zation. The customer has complete control of the system, down to the 
operating system level, and is free to make configuration changes. This 
is desirable when evaluating activities that can only be performed once, 
such as the content activation process for solution documentation that 
was described in Chapter 16.

Why the cloud?As a direct result of collaboration with the SAP Solution Manager’s user 
groups, the first SAP Solution Manager 7.2 evaluation solution was 
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made available to all SAP customers and partners in January 2016 via 
the SAP Cloud Appliance Library (CAL).

 

Note

A detailed examination of SAP CAL could take up a hardback book by itself. In 
the interest of making this book light enough to carry comfortably, we will 
cover only the basic information necessary to enable you to rapidly experi-
ence SAP Solution Manager via SAP CAL.

In this chapter, we will being by providing and introduction to SAP CAL, 
before providing some information on cloud providers. We will then 
lead you step-by-step through the essential activities you need to per-
form to experience SAP Solution Manager 7.2 via SAP CAL.

19.1 What Is SAP Cloud Appliance Library?

As described in the standard documentation, SAP launched SAP CAL in 
2012 to accelerate its customers’ ability to access and consume the latest 
SAP solutions. This web-based infrastructure is based on the SAP HANA 
Cloud Platform (HCP) and allows customers and partners to browse a 
library of preconfigured SAP solutions and adopt them as needed using 
infrastructure from their own cloud providers. The site is accessed via 
https://cal.sap.com/.

CAL homepage In short, SAP provides a library of preconfigured solutions, and a cloud 
provider grants the necessary hardware memory and disk space. In 
Figure 19.1, you can see how SAP CAL provides quicker time-to-value 
than traditional on-premise systems.

This simple, fast, and robust infrastructure relieves you of the struggles 
of procuring your own hardware or other resources, much in the same 
way that labor-saving devices such as washing machines and dishwash-
ers reduced the need for human effort in the past. SAP CAL, together 
with a cloud provider infrastructure, provides efficient, fast, and eco-
nomical access to SAP systems for educational, training, and demo pur-
poses. In short, SAP CAL delivers standard or preconfigured. In short, 
SAP CAL delivers standard or preconfigured SAP software as an appli-
ance from a central repository of available solutions.
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Figure 19.1  Quick Time-to-Value with SAP Cloud Appliance Library

 

Note

In this case, a solution is a preconfigured appliance that contains an SAP sys-
tem along with the database and operating system. A solution can contain 
more than one SAP system.

You can browse the repository, choose a solution, and have it assembled 
and started up within your cloud provider’s infrastructure account in 
under one hour.

SAP CAL is available in all countries without limitations, and the default 
languages are German and English.

19.2 What Is a Cloud Provider?

If you wish to evaluate an SAP system, you will need a cloud provider 
account. A cloud provider is a company that provides cloud computing 
aspects such as infrastructure or services to other businesses or individ-
uals. For the purposes of SAP CAL, the cloud provider enables infra-
structure as a service (IaaS) in the form of virtualized computing 
resources such as CPU, memory, and hard drive space for a fee. Exam-
ples of cloud providers used with SAP CAL include Amazon Web Ser-
vices (AWS) and Microsoft Azure.
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Cloud providers 19.3 Getting Started with SAP Cloud Appliance 
Library

If you are interested in accessing the preconfigured solutions available 
in SAP CAL, there are three basic steps to get started:

1. Create your cloud provider account. As described previously, the 
cloud provider will provide the hardware infrastructure and charge 
you for the amount of resources you consume.

2. Create your SAP CAL account by registering at http://cal.sap.com. 
When creating the account, you will provide your cloud provider 
information. After clicking Accept in the Terms and Conditions
prompt on the site, you can browse the list of available solutions.

3. Create your own instance from one of the solutions—within 15 to 60 
minutes, in most cases. An instance is a running system copied from a 
solution and is created in the cloud provider infrastructure you have 
selected. After the instance is created, you can access it with full autho-
rizations and can create additional users as needed. Secure access to 
the operating system is also possible using free applications such as the 
WinSCP tool. Figure 19.2 shows a simple view of the process.

Figure 19.2  SAP CAL Usage Scenario

Now, let’s step through the entire process in detail.
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19.3.1 Creating Your Cloud Provider Account

As noted, to use SAP CAL, you must have an account with a cloud pro-
vider, such as AWS or Microsoft Azure. The cloud provider will 
charge for resource usage. When creating your account, you will pro-
vide your billing information. The SAP CAL documentation and 
e-learning material at https://cal.sap.com gives examples to guide you 
through the process. When you create your cloud provider account, 
you will be provided with alphanumeric access and secret key codes 
that you will use to connect your cloud provider account with your 
SAP CAL account.

19.3.2 Creating your SAP CAL Account

Creating your SAP CAL user account is as simple as accessing the home 
page at https://cal.sap.com and registering. At the end of the registration 
process, you will receive an email to activate your account. The next step 
is to provide your cloud provider account access key and secret key code 
information to your SAP CAL account properties page.

 

Note

You can define several cloud provider accounts in your SAP CAL account at 
the same time. When creating a new instance, you will select which of your 
cloud provider accounts will be used.

You can define additional users for your SAP CAL account, such as 
administrators, account owners, and account users. The user type deter-
mines what tasks you allow them to perform, such as creating instances 
or performing backups.

19.3.3 Solutions in SAP Cloud Appliance Library

Once you have your cloud provider and SAP CAL accounts created and 
linked, you can browse the list of available SAP CAL solutions. As of 
April 2016, 47 preconfigured solutions were available, ranging from 
SAP ERP to SAP S/4HANA and more.

When reviewing the solutions list, you will see four solution categories 
(some require a paid subscription to SAP CAL):
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� Educational Solutions 
Used for educational purposes with a free trial period. During the free 
trial period, the only support available is via the SAP Community Net-
work (SCN).

� Developer Solutions 
Used for configuration evaluation during a free trial period. Deve-
loper keys are also required and can be obtained via http://
www.sap.com/minisap.

� Solutions with a Free Trial Period 
Used without additional charge for a set period; if used after that 
period, they require a paid subscription in SAP CAL.

� Solutions with a Subscription Period 
The user must possess the SAP product license for the solution and a 
paid SAP CAL subscription.

Depending on the solution, the free trial period ranges from 30 to 90 
days. Some developer solutions, such as SAP HANA, may have an unlim-
ited duration. Some solutions also allow you to continue using the 
instance you create past the end of the free trial period by purchasing a 
paid subscription to SAP CAL.

19.3.4 SAP Cloud Appliance Library Subscriptions

Customers and partners can take advantage of paid subscription pack-
ages for one to five to even twenty instances running concurrently. A 
paid subscription gives you full access to all available solutions, and you 
can access your instances for the entire duration of the paid subscription 
period. In addition, you can use your created instances for production 
activities. With subscriptions, you will also be required to provide your 
own product license.

 

Note

Access to SAP CAL at https://cal.sap.com is always free of charge.
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19.3.5 Create Your Own SAP Solution Manager Instance 
in SAP CAL

Now that we have reviewed the basics of cloud providers and the SAP 
Cloud Appliance Library, let’s go over how to create our own SAP Solu-
tion Manager 7.2 instance.

For this example, we will assume you have already created your cloud 
and SAP CAL accounts. Please note that AWS is currently the sole public 
cloud provider for all SAP Solution Manager solutions.

The first step is to access the SAP CAL via https://cal.sap.com (see Figure 
19.3).

Figure 19.3  SAP Cloud Appliance Library Home Page

 

Note

SAP CAL will roll out an improved user interface (UI) in 2016, so the live sys-
tem may look different than the following screenshots.

The site contains links to product documentation, FAQs, e-learning 
materials, and links to the SAP CAL page at SCN. After reviewing these 
materials, click the Unlock Full Library link to access the list of avail-
able solutions. If you do not currently have a paid SAP CAL subscription, 
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you will see the prompt shown in Figure 19.4, detailing available sub-
scription packages. If you only wish to use a free trial solution, you can 
close this box and proceed to the solutions list (Figure 19.5).

Figure 19.4  SAP CAL Subscription Prompt

Figure 19.5  SAP Cloud Appliance Library Solutions List

Subscription 
options

You can filter the solutions list easily via the View drop-down. In Figure 
19.6, we have filtered by Free Solutions.
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Figure 19.6  Solutions List with Free Solutions Filter Applied

Finding solutionsSay that you want to evaluate the process of solution documentation
content activation that was described in Chapter 18 and thus want to 
select an SAP Solution Manager 7.2 solution that supports this scenario. 
You will see the words Try now in the Operations column. After select-
ing this operation you will be prompted to view and accept the Terms 
and Conditions of the solution. After you have accepted, you will see 
Activate appear in its place.

Because you already created your cloud provider and SAP CAL accounts, 
select Activate from the Operations column of the solution you want 
to use. This step allows anyone defined in your SAP CAL account who 
has the required authorizations to create instances from this solution.

You can now click the Create Instance link (Figure 19.7) to create your 
SAP Solution Manager 7.2 instance with a guided procedure.

Figure 19.7  Create Instance Link for a Solution
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The first screen of the guided procedure (Figure 19.8) will prompt you 
for the general properties of the instance to be created, such as Name, 
Description, and cloud provider information. You can also view the 
estimated Cost per Hour and the estimated cost for the Next 30 Days if 
you let the instance run continuously.

Figure 19.8  Define General Properties Screen

Create your 
instance

On the next screen (Figure 19.9), you will be prompted to define the 
sizes of the virtual machines that are part of the instance to be created. If 
there is more than one system in the instance, then you will define the 
hardware for each one. You can also define which access points will be 
available. You will also see SAP’s recommended minimum virtual 
machine sizing for the solution.

 

Note

If you select a virtual machine size larger than SAP’s recommendation, your 
cost per hour may increase.

On the next screen (Figure 19.10), you set the master password that you 
will use for the systems that will be contained in your instance.
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Figure 19.9  Configure Virtual Machine Screen

Figure 19.10  Set Solution Password Screen
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On the next screen (Figure 19.11), you select the schedule for the 
instance. You can suspend the instance manually or automatically 
according to a set schedule. Suspending an instance will suspend all of 
the systems it contains at the same time.

 

Note

When an instance is suspended, the cloud provider will charge only for the 
drive space of the system, not for system usage. This results in considerable 
savings!

Suspend your 
instance to save 

money

You can also have the instance terminate (delete itself) by a certain date 
in the future by selecting the Set the termination date of the solution
instance checkbox.

Figure 19.11  Configure Schedule Screen

Finally, you will be presented with a summary of your selections (Figure 
19.12).

When you click the Finish button, the instance creation process will 
begin. For the SAP Solution Manager 7.2 system in this example, the 
system is normally accessible within one hour. Figure 19.13 depicts an 
instance that is ready for access.
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Figure 19.12  Summary Screen

Figure 19.13  Instance Created Successfully

When the process is completed, you will see the new instance in the 
Instances list. The green status shows that the system is ready for use. 
You can now connect to the instance via the Connect link in the Oper-

ations column.

Connect to your 
instance

As you can see in Figure 19.14, you can access the SAP Solution Man-
ager 7.2 system directly via SAP GUI or connect to a Windows Remote 
Desktop environment and use SAP GUI there. Remote Desktop is pref-
erable for our solution documentation scenario, because many of the 
new SAP Solution Manager 7.2 solution documentation capabilities are 
browser-based.
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Figure 19.14  Connect to the Instance Options

 

Note

When using a Windows Remote Desktop environment, the browser will dis-
play SAP web applications and resolve the hostname and IP address automat-
ically, without the need to change a local host file.

At this point, you can now access the SAP Solution Manager 7.2 system 
and evaluate its new capabilities.

If you want to connect managed systems to your SAP Solution Manager 
created through SAP CAL, you can create them on demand from the 
solutions list. Once a system is created in your account, you can connect 
it to SAP Solution Manager by following the standard managed system 
configuration process. Figure 19.15 depicts a real SAP Solution Manager 
7.2 system that was created in SAP CAL.

Figure 19.15  SAP Solution Manager 7.2 in SAP CAL
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19.4 Managing SAP Solution Manager in SAP CAL

Once your SAP Solution Manager 7.2 instance is created, you can per-
form operations via the Operations icon  in your Instances list, giv-
ing you the options shown in Figure 19.16.

Figure 19.16  Possible Operations for Your Instance

Here are some operations you can perform:

� Edit 
Make changes to the instance properties, such as name, description, 
or changing the schedule for when the instance suspends.

� Terminate 
Completely delete the instance.

� Reboot 
Reboot the instance; this applies to all systems within the instance.

� Back Up 
Back up the instance; also applies to all systems within the instance.

� Restore 
Restore the instance from a previously created backup.

� Copy Link 
This convenient option creates a direct web link to the instance, 
which you can store as a browser favorite or send to someone else by 
email.
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Note

Backup and restore 
as needed

In the case of our SAP Solution Manager 7.2 instance, the content activation 
process for solution documentation can only be executed once. But by using 
the Back Up and Restore operations, you can perform the content activation 
process as many times as necessary by quickly restoring the system to a pre-
vious state.

19.5 Accessing the Operating System Level of Your 
Instance

When you create an instance in SAP CAL, you will be provided with a 
private key file you can store in the General Properties area of the 
instance. This key can be downloaded to your local PC and opened with 
an open-source key generator and file transfer program. SAP recom-
mends the free WinSCP application for this purpose, available for down-
load at https://winscp.net/eng/download.php.

WinSCP for OS 
access

The key file enables secure access to the operating system of your SAP 
CAL instance. For the SAP Solution Manager 7.2 content activation sce-
nario, you could export your solution documentation and landscape 
information from your on-premise SAP Solution Manager 7.1 system. 
Using WinSCP, you can drag and drop the files to directories in SAP 
Solution Manager 7.2 in SAP CAL. You can then import the solution doc-
umentation and landscape data and perform the content activation pro-
cess to move it into the new solution documentation interface.

 

Note

SAP recommends against making any changes at the operating system level of 
instances in SAP CAL. Such changes may cause the instance to stop working.

19.6 On-Premise Options for SAP Solution Manager 
in SAP Cloud Appliance Library

Many customers and partners are interested in using an SAP Solution Man-
ager solution in SAP CAL as an on-premise solution for demonstration, 
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proof-of-concept, or testing purposes. Another option is to jump-start an 
on-premise installation for productive use. In the case of SAP Solution Man-
ager, two options are planned in 2016:

1. Request a physical shipment of an installation package of the pre-
configured SAP Solution Manager solution available in SAP CAL 
In this case, the customer or partner requests a physical blu-ray disc of 
the SAP Solution Manager solution. The disc contains a preassembled 
solution of SAP Solution Manager, including the SAP HANA database, 
for installation on your own Linux-based operating system. This 
appliance uses a standard format that can be installed on a variety of 
physical and virtual machines, and SAP Note 2014410 describes the 
ordering process. Some costs may be incurred if the shipment is 
included in a delivered service.

This option allows you to install SAP Solution Manager in a state iden-
tical to that of SAP Solution Manager freshly created from a solution 
available in SAP CAL.

2. Export from SAP CAL to on-premise via the SAP Software Provi-
sioning Manager 
In this case, you would make a copy of your SAP CAL instance and 
migrate to an on-premise system. This is useful when you have cre-
ated an SAP Solution Manager instance from a standard solution but 
changed the system afterwards. Because you cannot request a physical 
shipment in this case, SAP recommends using SAP Software Provi-
sioning Manager (SWPM) to export the system and then migrate to an 
on-premise installation according to standard procedures.

SWPM is part of the Software Logistics (SL) Toolset and can be 
obtained via http://help.sap.com/sltoolset and SAP Note 1563579. SAP 
recommends that you always use the latest SL Toolset support pack-
age stack that is available to ensure you have the latest corrections and 
updates.

For a real-world example, say that you wish to deploy an SAP Solution 
Manager 7.2 system quickly as an on-premise solution to jump-start 
your SAP S/4HANA implementation. You could request a blu-ray of a 
standard SAP Solution Manager 7.2 in SAP CAL preconfigured installa-
tion package and create your on-premise system from it.
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On the other hand, say you wish to see how your SAP Solution Manager 
7.1 solution documentation will change after the upgrade to SAP Solu-
tion Manager 7.2. You can upload your existing SAP Solution Manager 
7.1 solution documentation and landscape information to a SAP Solu-
tion Manager 7.2 system created in SAP CAL and execute the content 
activation process. Say that then you want to migrate this instance to an 
on-premise installation. The only option available is to use SAP SWPM, 
as described previously.

The SAP CAL team is currently investigating additional means of migrat-
ing SAP CAL instances to on-premise.

 

Note

Depending on your requirements, it may be easier to reproduce your work on 
a system created from the physical shipment rather than using the export/
import option via SAP SWPM.

19.7 Summary

In summary, the SAP Cloud Appliance Library benefits both SAP cus-
tomers and partners by accelerating the process of provisioning an SAP 
solution for evaluation from weeks down to hours. The easy-to-use 
online repository of SAP standard and preconfigured solutions provides 
flexible and affordable deployment scenarios on-demand.

Conclusion Now that SAP Solution Manager is available in SAP CAL, customers and 
partners can quickly and affordably experience the new capabilities, 
review new UIs, and safely test procedures such as the content activa-
tion process for solution documentation. Going forward, the combina-
tion of SAP Solution Manager and SAP CAL will continue to expand and 
will be even more beneficial as new solutions are released!
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In today’s economy, opportunities are numerous, including new 
markets, business models, and sources of value made possible by 
technologies such as cloud, mobile, social, and big data—but in 
a digital economy, complexity is the enemy. How are you going 
to respond?

20 SAP Solution Manager in Premium 
Engagements for SAP S/4HANA

The pace of change in business today is staggering. Only those with an 
unwavering commitment to digital transformation can succeed, and 
they will simplify their landscapes and encourage revolutionary inno-
vation. Take advantage of SAP S/4HANA and the SAP MaxAttention 
offering with the SAP S/4HANA service packages to quickly and safely 
harness the power of next-generation software and in-memory pro-
cessing.

20.1 Innovation from SAP and Innovation with SAP

Leading companies are responding to new pressures and opportunities 
in today’s economy with digital transformation initiatives aimed at 
conquering their internal complexity and reimagining more customer-
centric business models. SAP is helping by providing powerful next-
generation solutions that support your business objectives, with inno-
vation from SAP and coengineering opportunities and services that 
enable you to innovate with SAP.

SAP S/4HANA, for instance, is an end-to-end next-generation business 
suite that incorporates and delivers SAP innovation for success in the 
digital economy. With support for lines of business across dozens of 
industries, SAP S/4HANA helps you establish a digital core that connects 
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people, devices, and business networks in real time. You can digitize 
mission-critical business processes and improve the customer experi-
ence, and you can establish a single source of truth for real-time insights 
that enables you to predict, simulate, and plan for business outcomes.

At the core of SAP S/4HANA is the SAP HANA platform—a revolution-
ary in-memory database that enables you to process incredibly high vol-
umes of transactions in real time. With SAP HANA, you can reimagine 
business models, differentiate from the competition, and seize your 
advantage through simplification.

SAP MaxAttention The ultimate goal of these offerings is to help you achieve full digital 
transformation. To help ensure that success, many SAP customers are 
taking the step toward value and innovation with the SAP MaxAttention 
offering.

20.1.1 Better Outcomes for the Business and IT

Whether you run your landscape on-premise, in the cloud, or in a 
hybrid setup, SAP MaxAttention provides you with the services, meth-
ods, and tools you need to succeed in the digital economy. Designed as 
a holistic service and support engagement, it focuses as much on your 
business as it does on your technical environment.

On the business side, SAP’s goal is to help you build a culture of innova-
tion. SAP works with executives and lines of business to develop road-
maps, identify areas of value, and execute plans to achieve strategic 
objectives. On the IT side, SAP works with your technical teams to help 
ensure business continuity, bolster business process simplification, 
strengthen the efficiency of IT operations, and increase the value of your 
investment in SAP solutions. SAP’s goal is to turn IT into an enabler of 
innovation that helps your business execute on strategy more quickly 
and more easily. Whether your company is large, small, or in between, 
the result will be the same: support for better business outcomes.

20.1.2 Long-Term Strategic Partnership

Premium 
engagement

SAP MaxAttention distills over 16 years of experience working with cus-
tomers in over 130 countries—and delivers it as a premium engagement. 
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It supports a long-term partnership that combines a focus on the big pic-
ture for you and your business success with great attention to the tech-
nical details.

The engagement starts with the focus on your business needs. Acting as 
an embedded trusted advisor working closely with IT and lines of busi-
ness throughout your organization, the architect for your SAP MaxAt-
tention services engagement monitors the full portfolio of your current 
projects. The result is an ideal vantage point for understanding interde-
pendencies across projects. Mixed with intimate knowledge of your 
company’s overall strategic objectives and the way they align through-
out your organization, this understanding helps streamline execution, 
reduce risk, and ensure the success of programs down to the project 
level.

Governance modelYou get advice, assistance, and expertise in a number of critical areas, 
including individual solution implementation projects, smooth IT oper-
ations, and your overall satisfaction as a valued SAP customer. To stay 
on track over the long term, your engagement architect follows a proven 
governance model that includes a balanced scorecard, action plans, and 
quarterly executive meetings that include assignments of defined roles 
and responsibilities. The balanced scorecard defines objectives and 
tracks performance on the basis of jointly determined key performance 
indicators (KPIs), whereas action plans support value-generation targets. 
Quarterly meetings with your executive leadership and SAP executive 
sponsors align IT activities with the business and measure the overall 
success of the engagement.

20.1.3 Value and Innovation Management

SAP MaxAttention employs a value-management framework and gover-
nance model that helps speed time to value, improve performance, and 
ensure positive business outcomes. You can quickly identify and priori-
tize opportunities for innovation and build them into a clear roadmap 
that outlines a self-funding path to digital transformation. You can also 
move quickly on specific projects to realize overall business goals in less 
time.
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Based on best practices and a deep understanding of your business, this 
framework uses a value discovery and realization process that helps you 
achieve the following goals:

� Innovate for value 
Using the principles of design thinking and rapid prototyping and an 
understanding of your digital transformation maturity, SAP helps you 
capitalize on SAP innovations. You can benefit from innovations such 
as SAP HANA, SAP S/4HANA, and rapid-deployment solutions in a 
way that minimizes your total cost of ownership.

� Create a roadmap for value 
SAP establishes your current and future needs, performs quantitative 
benchmarking against peers, identifies high-value transformation ini-
tiatives, and prioritizes specific projects into an optimized roadmap.

� Architect for value 
SAP experts conduct a deep-dive evaluation of your business processes 
and application portfolio, highlighting technology dependencies to 
support requirements and support your calculation of the business 
case for each project. This business case is the baseline for tracking 
your project success and is reviewed regularly.

� Design for value 
Using value-management dashboards and other tools, SAP experts 
design projects based on strategic business objectives with embedded 
KPIs. It helps you perform value audits to track performance and 
accountability. The result is confidence moving forward as you 
deploy, manage, and optimize your critical solutions.

20.1.4 Vision, Readiness, Resources: The Control Center 
Framework

SAP MaxAttention includes a range of engineering services available 
through a control center framework that helps simplify access to the 
tools, expertise, methodologies, and infrastructure you need to Run 
Simple and accelerate innovation. We help you build and “run SAP like 
a factory” so that you implement, operate, and innovate better and more 
cost-effectively than ever before.
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Innovation control 
center

Your engagement with SAP MaxAttention is executed through the inno-
vation control center (ICC). The ICC is located at your facilities; managed 
by a dedicated service and support specialist from SAP; and staffed by 
SAP experts, partners, system integrators, and your internal IT staff and 
business experts. The focus of the ICC is on innovation discovery, accel-
eration, and safeguarding. Using the value discovery process, ICC staff 
learn about your strategic business objectives, identify innovation 
opportunities, and attach value categories to a defined technical archi-
tecture. From there, the ICC identifies enablers and solutions to best 
meet your needs, implements the chosen solution, and measures perfor-
mance according to KPIs. This brings value discovery to its ultimate con-
clusion: value realization.

The ICC uses model configurations and a gap-review process to avoid 
unnecessary custom code, which helps reduce the services-to-software 
ratio while maintaining a standardized environment that facilitates 
faster innovation. For innovations that you decide to implement, the 
ICC can also use SAP Rapid Prototyping services. These prototypes give 
you an early sense for what works and what doesn’t, which reduces 
your risk. To implement new, innovative business solutions and models 
even more quickly, the ICC can use SAP HANA Cloud Platform.

Operations control 
center

The operations control center (OCC)—also located at your facilities—
helps you operationalize innovation, monitor performance, and stream-
line core IT processes. Using SAP Solution Manager, the OCC team 
tracks operational key figures such as system availability, business pro-
cess availability, end user performance, and exceptions and alerts. This 
enables your IT group to stay informed about landscape issues and pro-
actively prevent problems. By also focusing on continuous improve-
ment and optimization, your OCC helps you run at peak performance 
while minimizing costs and maintaining your environment to facilitate 
innovation.

Mission control 
center

The mission control center (MCC)—located at SAP facilities worldwide 
for follow-the-sun coverage—provides 24-7 access to SAP’s global 
expert network of developers, functional and business specialists, and 
engineers. The MCC communicates continuously with your ICC and 
OCC teams. MCC team members can guide the ICC on how to best apply 
existing standard functionality to fulfill your business requirements and 
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provide assistance to help ensure on-time, within-budget implementa-
tions. The MCC also helps the OCC to improve your day-to-day applica-
tion and business process operations. For mission-critical situations, the 
MCC assigns a dedicated coordinator and provides 24-7 access to a sup-
port contact as needed.

20.2 The Simplicity You Need for Innovation

The predefined and outcome-based SAP S/4HANA services packages are 
a simple entry into the premium engagements from SAP.

In order to support customers on their way to SAP S/4HANA, SAP builds 
on its ecosystem and continues to work together with its partners. 
That’s why SAP has designed bundled SAP S/4HANA service packages 
that perfectly complement partner- and customer-led projects. The ulti-
mate goal is to make every SAP S4/HANA project a great success.

The SAP S/4HANA service packages have been developed to safeguard 
all SAP S/4HANA implementations, whether run by the partner or cus-
tomer. Built on the SAP MaxAttention or SAP ActiveEmbedded engage-
ment offerings, these predefined service packages will help ensure fast 
and efficient go-live results for all deployment options and transition 
scenarios.

Whether you’re considering an upgrade to your existing SAP landscape, 
are already using the SAP HANA platform, or are starting from a pris-
tine instance, SAP’s experts are ready to guide you on your journey to 
SAP S/4HANA. SAP’s comprehensive service offerings and SAP Solu-
tion Manager as the perfect delivery platform for SAP services will help 
you to find the implementation approach best-suited to help you meet 
your business priorities.

SAP’s fast-track implementation offerings are designed to help you find 
an approach that best supports your business priorities. Choose from 
four graduated packages, each with increasing levels of engagement. 
We’ll work with you to identify the SAP S/4HANA implementation 
package that fits your IT and business requirements, processes, and 
desired level of SAP involvement:
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� SAP ActiveEmbedded for planning and safeguarding of SAP S/4HANA
is SAP’s foundational offering for SAP S/4HANA transition. Work 
with SAP Service and Support to plan and safeguard your implemen-
tation, receiving initial guidance on benefits, impacts, and obstacles 
for a successful SAP S/4HANA adoption. A heat map and innovation-
specific roadmap support your business strategy, and a dedicated 
technical quality manager with access to the MCC oversees project 
planning and safeguarding.

� SAP ActiveEmbedded for technical implementation of SAP S/4HANA
builds on the deliverables in the planning and safeguarding package. 
It expands them by using the SAP Best Practices migration strategy to 
ensure a smooth transition from any database or SAP Business Suite to 
SAP S/4HANA. SAP’s experts provide implementation planning, an 
innovation roadmap tailored to your company’s needs, and individu-
alized technical architecture and infrastructure documentation. SAP 
works with your team through hands-on technical implementation 
activities if required and continuous quality reviews so that you and 
your partner can focus on the functional implementation.

� SAP ActiveEmbedded for functional implementation of SAP S/4HANA
expands on the planning and safeguarding and technical implementation 
packages. This package supports the implementation of SAP S/4HANA 
innovations and new business scenarios. SAP Service and Support 
experts work with your IT team to modify custom code based on your 
specific system needs, giving you more time to innovate and focus on 
value-added business practices—and guiding you through an optimal 
SAP S/4HANA business transformation.

� SAP MaxAttention for innovation with SAP S/4HANA delivers complete
coverage of the full end-to-end business experience with SAP S/4HANA. 
SAP Service and Support combines the offerings in the planning and 
safeguarding, technical implementation, and functional implementation 
packages, tailoring a package to fit your organization’s unique technical 
and business needs. Together with SAP, you will develop new models 
that can transform the way you do business.
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Figure 20.1  SAP S/4HANA Service Packagaes

SAP proposes a layered fast-track engagement model that provides the 
flexibility to deliver a large variety of services that target all aspects of 
the business transformation. Each package includes outcome-driven ser-
vices and addresses the different phases of the transformation. If the 
transformation needs to be get adjusted, the engagement delivery 
approach easily allows changes to the service plan. In case of critical sit-
uations, you can get the right experts into the engagement without con-
tractual or commercial discussions between you and SAP.

SAP S/4HANA 
service packages

No matter which implementation scenario and package best fits 
your business priorities, all SAP S/4HANA services leverage SAP 
Activate, which provides SAP Best Practices, guided configuration 
tools, and a methodology designed to accelerate your time to value 
with SAP S/4HANA.

SAP Solution Manager is the recommended delivery platform for all SAP
S/4HANA services; it lets you plan, build, test, deploy, and operate 
SAP S/4HANA perfectly for all deployment options, whether on-prem-
ise or in the cloud.

SAP Solution Manager’s content—such as two hundred processes and 
250 process diagrams—its tools to support Custom Code Management 
and readiness checks, its deployment best practices, and its interface 
with experts at the MCC all can be leveraged in premium engagements 
to accelerate SAP S/4HANA projects for a faster time to value.
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20.3 Summary

The combination of SAP Enterprise Support, SAP MaxAttention, the SAP 
S/4HANA service packages, SAP Best Practices and methodology, and 
the SAP Activate guided configurations in SAP Solution Manager 7.2. 
produces an ideal delivery platform. This leads to fast and efficient SAP 
S/4HANA implementations for accelerated innovation. With this you 
are equipped to handle even the most multifaceted digital transforma-
tions, and streamlined implementations will have you up and running 
faster than ever.
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Chapter 21 

Many customers feel that the usage rights were difficult to 
understand in the past. With the user groups, SAP simplified the 
usage rights significantly. The scope of the usage rights depends 
on the support contract.

21 SAP Solution Manager Usage Rights

SAP Solution Manager currently is the only SAP software product not 
sold via the SAP price list. Customers receive the license to use SAP Solu-
tion Manager via their support agreement, so generally all customers 
who have a valid support agreement can install and use SAP Solution 
Manager.

 

Note

This chapter provides for a general overview of the usage rights for SAP Solu-
tion Manager arising out of the support agreements. It is not a legal assess-
ment nor an explanation from a legal point of view and does not alter the 
terms of a customer’s support agreement with SAP. The respective legal 
agreements prevail.

Depending on the terms of each support agreement, customers are enti-
tled to use different SAP Solution Manager functional scopes. In addi-
tion, the different support agreements cover different parts of the IT 
landscape. SAP currently offers two support agreements:

� SAP Standard Support agreement

� Customers with this agreement can use the basic functional scope 
of SAP Solution Manager as specified in their SAP standard support 
schedule. This does not include functions that are on the functional 
exclusion list (discussed ahead).

� They can use SAP Solution Manager for the software licensed from 
SAP and covered by the SAP Standard Support agreement.
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� SAP Enterprise Support, SAP Product Support for Large Enterprises 
(PSLE), or SAP MaxAttention agreement

� Customers with this agreement can use the entire officially 
described and released functional scope of SAP Solution Manager.

� They can use SAP Solution Manager for their entire IT landscape, 
including non-SAP and legacy software.

 

Note

Throughout this chapter, the term SAP Enterprise Support should be under-
stood to include both PLSE and SAP MaxAttention.

21.1 SAP Standard Support vs. SAP Enterprise 
Support

SAP Standard Support is for customers who want only reactive support 
from SAP; that is, they want to get help from the SAP Support organiza-
tion when they encounter problems with SAP products.

Support for the 
entire solution

SAP Enterprise Support, in contrast, offers customers support for the 
entire solution, and especially the integration of the different compo-
nents of the solution. SAP Enterprise Support provides proactive, value-
oriented support throughout the entire lifecycle of the SAP solution.

The usage rights can be summarized as shown in Table 21.1.

Support Type Functional Scope IT Landscape Scope

SAP Standard Support Basic functional scope of 
SAP Solution Manager; 
excludes functions that 
are on the functional 
exclusion list

Software licensed from 
SAP and covered by an 
SAP Standard Support 
agreement

SAP Enterprise Support Entire officially described 
and released functional 
scope of SAP Solution 
Manager

Entire IT landscape, 
including non-SAP and 
legacy software

Table 21.1  Usage Rights Summary 
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SAP Standard Support customers cannot subsequently buy licenses for 
SAP Solution Manager functionality that is available only with SAP 
Enterprise Support. If SAP Standard Support customers want to use this 
functionality, they must enter into an SAP Enterprise Support agree-
ment. Please consult a local sales representative about such questions.

21.2 What Does This Mean for SAP Solution 
Manager?

End user experi-
ence monitoring

Root cause analysis (RCA) is a good example to show the additional 
value of SAP Solution Manager for SAP Enterprise Support. If SAP Enter-
prise Support customers have a problem with their SAP solution, the 
RCA tools allow them to identify non-functioning third-party solution 
components. This gives SAP Enterprise Support customers significantly 
more powerful means to locate problems and then to resolve them. SAP 
Enterprise Support customers are also entitled to use functions such as 
end user experience monitoring, which monitors the availability and 
performance of the core business processes automatically and perma-
nently.

In addition to providing these powerful diagnostic procedures, SAP 
made the SAP Solution Manager Service Desk available for all assets 
managed by IT to provide SAP Enterprise Support customers with eco-
nomical, company-wide IT ticketing. This gives SAP Enterprise Support 
customers an attractive and modern alternative to their current help 
desk for which they usually would have to license separately and would 
have to pay maintenance to a third-party supplier.

21.2.1 Usage Rights: Functional Scope of SAP Solution 
Manager

Functional scope 
of SAP Solution 
Manager

The complete functional scope of SAP Solution Manager is described in 
the release notes that SAP provides with each delivery of new functions. 
SAP customers can consult the SAP Solution Manager release notes, 
which describe the officially released complete functional scope, at 
http://help.sap.com/solutionmanager72.
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SAP Standard Support customers cannot use the SAP Solution Manager 
functions on the functional exclusion list. Customers can generally 
assume that new functionality will only be released for SAP Enterprise 
Support. The current version of the functional exclusion list, as of the 
time of writing, contains the following SAP Solution Manager functions:

� Custom Code Management

� Business Process Change Analyzer

� Scope and Effort Analyzer

� Test Automation

� Business Process Analytics

� SAP HANA Deployment Best Practices

� End user experience monitoring

Customers can view this list at http://support.sap.com/usagerights.

Usage rights are 
release-indepen-

dent

The SAP Solution Manager usage rights are release independent and 
apply generally. If a function is only available in the latest release, cus-
tomers with a previous release must upgrade to this latest release. SAP 
does not usually make functions from higher releases available in previ-
ous ones.

21.2.2 Compliance

Roll-out status of 
SAP Solution 

Manager

Customers need to consider the functional scope and landscape cover-
age when they use SAP Solution Manager. To help SAP Standard Sup-
port customers comply with their agreements, SAP has developed a 
dashboard in collaboration with the German-speaking SAP user group 
that shows the rollout status of SAP Solution Manager functionality in 
the company. Please note that the dashboard cannot completely monitor 
compliance with the agreement, and not all criteria can be checked tech-
nically, so SAP standard support customers may have to use other 
appropriate control mechanisms to ensure agreement compliance. SAP 
reserves the right to investigate individual cases if required.
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21.2.3 SAP Database for SAP Solution Manager

After the introduction of SAP HANA to the market, SAP decided to also 
provide a runtime license for an SAP database (for more information, 
see http://support.sap.com/usagerights) to its customers with a valid sup-
port agreement so they can run SAP Solution Manager.

SAP HANA data-
base option for 
SAP Solution 
Manager

The SAP HANA database option for SAP Solution Manager is attractive 
for customers who are looking for a quick, economical way into the SAP 
HANA world before moving to SAP S/4HANA. Because the runtime 
license is covered by the support agreement, SAP customers do not need 
to pay license fees for SAP HANA when used solely as the SAP Solution 
Manager database. In this way, from a support standpoint, customers 
can enable their support teams to prepare for productive use of SAP 
HANA–based business solutions, with SAP HANA–based SAP Solution 
Manager as part of an overall SAP HANA strategy. Please note that SAP 
does not cover the hardware costs of moving to SAP HANA.

Customers who want to run SAP Solution Manager on SAP HANA must 
have release 7.2. SAP Solution Manager 7.1 does not run on SAP HANA. 
SAP Solution Manager 7.1 customers who want to use release 7.2 on 
SAP HANA can move to SAP HANA in an upgrade.

21.2.4 SAP Solution Manager for the Cloud

Lifecycle manage-
ment for hybrid 
landscapes

The extension of the SAP portfolio to include cloud applications has 
made the adjustment of SAP Solution Manager functionality necessary 
in order to support the lifecycle management of customers with hybrid 
landscapes as well as the lifecycle management of traditional on-premise 
customers. In SAP Solution Manager 7.2, SAP has extended the familiar 
on-premise functionality seamlessly. Existing customers do not need to 
make any more adjustments to move to hybrid landscapes than the 
usual effort required to extend scenarios to new landscape components. 
The support of SAP Solution Manager for hybrid landscapes is described 
in Chapter 14.

There are two basic customer business system scenarios in the cloud:

� Managed (or private) cloud 
SAP runs the customer’s business system at a specified service level. 
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The system and the business data belong to the customer. The system 
is connected to the customer’s other on-premise systems via a VPN 
connection.

� Public cloud 
Customers rent an SAP solution or an SAP business process as a 
service from SAP—for example, SAP Ariba solutions and SAP Success-
Factors solutions. The business data belongs to the customer and the 
system to SAP. SAP performs all maintenance centrally, inde-
pendently, and without any customer influence.

From the perspective of usage rights, a customer’s managed cloud con-
figuration is covered by the regular SAP support agreements; that is, the 
usage rights in the agreement also apply to the managed cloud systems.

The situation is different for customers who are using an SAP public 
cloud service on the basis of a subscription agreement with SAP. In 
this case, there is no separate support agreement for the SAP cloud 
components, because the subscription includes support services. SAP 
customers can receive holistic support for hybrid SAP landscapes (i.e., 
an integrated scenario of cloud and on-premise solutions) for the fol-
lowing reasons:

� The on-premise SAP standard support or SAP Enterprise Support 
agreements include support for the on-premise components and for 
the integration of the on-premise and the SAP public cloud compo-
nents.

� The SAP public cloud subscription includes support for the SAP public 
cloud components.

To summarize: A customer with an SAP standard support agreement for 
on-premise and a subscription for SAP public cloud can only use the 
functional scope of SAP standard support for the integration of the on-
premise and the public cloud components. Functions that are listed in 
the functional exclusion list mentioned previously cannot be used to 
support hybrid SAP landscapes of SAP standard support customers.
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21.2.5 Licenses for External Parties

Partners’ rightsCustomers sometimes engage partners to manage their SAP systems. 
The service level of application management that partners provide dif-
fers. Some partners only host systems, and others provide full applica-
tion management services. If an SAP customer with a valid SAP support 
agreement subcontracts a partner to manage a certain aspect of their SAP 
solution, such a third-party generally acts on behalf of the SAP customer 
and the customer’s licensing conditions apply. Customers may use SAP 
Solution Manager only to run their or their affiliates’ internal business 
operations.

For customers who want to provide SAP Solution Manager–related ser-
vices to third parties, SAP offers SAP Solution Manager as a managed 
service (SMaaMS) within the general Run SAP partner program. You can 
find a detailed description at http://sapsupport.info/smaams. For more 
information about the Run SAP partner program and the SMaaMS offer-
ing in particular, see http://sapsupport.info/support-offerings/run-sap-
partners.

21.2.6 User Licensing

Each user who logs on to SAP Solution Manager needs appropriate 
licensing. Usually, customers do not have to purchase additional licenses 
for users, because users who already have a valid license for an SAP sys-
tem are entitled to log on to SAP Solution Manager as well. Please note 
that rental or cloud user licenses are not sufficient to use SAP Solution 
Manager. If rental or cloud users, or users without appropriate SAP 
licensing, need to log on to SAP Solution Manager on behalf of the SAP 
customer, this customer generally needs to provide appropriate licens-
ing to them. Please contact your local sales representative in case of 
questions.

Low touch usersThe only exception to this licensing policy is low touch users—that is, 
users whose tasks in SAP Solution Manager are circumstantial or mono-
task-oriented. For example, employees who do not need an SAP license 
for their daily work and who want to create a service desk ticket in SAP 
Solution Manager do not require licensing, because the SAP support 
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agreement stipulates that low touch users for certain tasks are included. 
Creating a support ticket, checking the ticket status, and confirming the 
ticket are permitted for employees through the use of a web self-service 
in the SAP Solution Manager, enterprise edition for customers on SAP 
Enterprise Support. For a comprehensive list of these activities, please 
consult your SAP support agreement.

Licensing users 
separately for SAP 
Solution Manager

In some cases, SAP customers need to license users separately for SAP 
Solution Manager—for instance, if a customer decides to leverage the 
SAP Solution Manager service desk as the overall IT help desk. In this 
case, the teams who only provide support for non-SAP applications or 
technology typically do not have SAP licenses. SAP stipulates that the 
minimum user category that customers need to purchase for these users 
is the SAP worker user. Please note that user categories are not SAP Solu-
tion Manager specific; that is, the SAP price list does not list users that 
are explicitly designed for SAP Solution Manager, so customers who 
need licenses for SAP Solution Manager should buy SAP Business Suite 
users (or similar).

 

Note

SAP will update the user category if the user model changes. If in doubt, see 
http://support.sap.com/usagerights.

Customers should select the user category with this situation in mind. 
For example, if a customer buys SAP worker users and these users need 
to work in an SAP business system in the future, it may be that this cat-
egory is too restrictive. If the customer had purchased professional users 
instead, there would be different limits for what these users are allowed 
to do in an SAP business system. SAP therefore recommends that cus-
tomers evaluate their internal SAP user license requirements and then 
consult a local sales representative before making a purchasing decision 
for users.
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21.3 Summary

The usage rights define which functionality and for which IT assets cus-
tomers are allowed to use in SAP Solution Manager. The functional 
exclusion list makes it easy for customers of SAP Standard support to 
understand which capabilities may not be used.

You should now understand:

� How the SAP cloud is supported

� How partners can be integrated

� If additional users need to be purchased
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Chapter 22 

The increasing demand for in-memory technology is reflected in 
the constantly growing number of SAP HANA installations. To 
support this trend, SAP Solution Manager 7.2 is also available 
on SAP HANA.

22 SAP Solution Manager on 
SAP HANA

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 is the first release that you can operate not 
only on common database management systems, but also on an SAP 
HANA database. For many customers, this is an interesting opportunity 
for various reasons:

� Performance increase 
Although most SAP Solution Manager systems are not very large and 
data throughput is usually not a challenge, SAP expects a performance 
increase in data processing—for example, in the search functional-
ities. This opens new opportunities—for example, for reporting on 
monitoring data or for searching in change request documents or 
ITSM tickets and solution documents.

� SAP HANA licensing  
Another good reason to start with SAP Solution Manager on SAP 
HANA today is that SAP includes SAP HANA for SAP Solution Man-
ager as part of your maintenance contract. This means that you incur 
no additional license costs to run SAP Solution Manager on SAP 
HANA.

� SAP HANA only 
If you plan to migrate all systems at your enterprise to SAP HANA, 
SAP Solution Manager on SAP HANA completes your overall strategy.
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� First SAP HANA experience 
You can also start your general SAP HANA approach with SAP Solu-
tion Manager on SAP HANA. This provides the opportunity to gain 
experience about SAP HANA operations with the support of SAP Solu-
tion Manager before migrating other, larger business solutions. You 
can adapt the current operation procedures to the SAP HANA 
approach with the help of expert knowledge, tools, and processes. In 
addition, you can become familiar with the migration methodology 
before starting the journey with your other, maybe larger business 
systems.

� IT Service Management features 
SAP HANA provides integrated, drastically faster text search than 
exists in SAP Solution Manager 7.1. Especially if you use or plan to use 
SAP Solution Manager for solution documentation, incident and 
problem management, or as a knowledge database, you can benefit 
from this accelerated text search. All stored text elements can be ana-
lyzed rapidly. This leads to new opportunities in IT Service Manage-
ment (ITSM); for example, it allows you to check similar tickets or 
problem-solving descriptions and to answer questions such as: Did a 
similar problem occur before? Is there already a documented solu-
tion? Is a service report available that includes the search term?

As you can see, there are many good reasons to consider a migration of 
SAP Solution Manager to SAP HANA. Due to the different architecture, 
data storage, and handling of SAP HANA, you need to plan such a migra-
tion project carefully. The first step is to verify that you meet hardware 
requirements.

22.1 SAP HANA Hardware Requirements

The main points that set SAP HANA apart from other database manage-
ment systems are as follows:

� The adopted storing methodology of data on disks results in a disk 
space reduction.

� The handling and processing of all data in the main memory requires 
a higher consumption of main memory, as shown in Figure 22.1.
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Let’s now look at both a new installation of SAP Solution Manager and 
an upgrade and migration of an existing SAP Solution Manager system.

Figure 22.1  General Comparison of Database Management System Hardware Require-
ments

Let’s now look at both a new installation of SAP Solution Manager and 
an upgrade and migration of an existing SAP Solution Manager system.

22.1.1 New Installation

If you plan to install a new SAP Solution Manager system on SAP HANA, 
you need to determine the necessary hardware requirements by evalu-
ating the key figures of your planned IT process management. You can 
use SAP’s Quick Sizer tool for this purpose. You need to determine 
details such as the number of key process users, the planned data 
throughput per IT process, data retention periods, and planned response 
times. Only accurate input will produce meaningful quick sizing results. 
The Quick Sizer translates business requirements into hardware require-
ments, such as CPU and main memory needs and necessary I/O 
resources. The sizing for SAP Solution Manager is executed in two steps:
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1. Sizing for any database management system

2. Conversion of the results to an SAP HANA approach

The result is based on hardware-independent values per the SAP Appli-
cation Performance Standard (SAPS), as well as required main memory 
and disk capacity. Your hardware provider will help you find appropri-
ate hardware.

22.1.2 Upgrade and Migration of an Existing SAP Solution 
Manager System

SAP HANA data-
base requirements

If you already run SAP Solution Manager 7.1 on a common database 
management system and plan to migrate to SAP HANA, you most likely 
need to change your hardware. To evaluate which hardware require-
ments you have to meet, you can use the Quick Sizer tool. However, SAP 
recommends calculating your requirements based on your current data-
base size; SAP Note 1793345 provides you with the appropriate calcula-
tion formulas.

Estimation report Another option for determining the expected database size and SAP 
HANA hardware requirements is described in SAP Note 1872170. This 
note provides a report originally designed for SAP ERP systems that can 
be used for SAP Solution Manager as well. The report analyses the any 
database content and estimates the expected SAP HANA hardware 
requirements based on the results.

Sizing of applica-
tion servers

For application servers, SAP does not expect any changes in the hard-
ware requirements. Otherwise, the bigger your current database is, the 
more expensive the hardware will be. So far, a typical SAP Solution 
Manager database size seems to be 150 to 250 GB. There are much big-
ger databases in certain scenarios, such as when monitoring, ITSM, or 
solution documentation are used in big landscapes.

Data reduction Before you determine the necessary hardware and database size of SAP 
HANA, you need to verify if the data you have collected over the years 
is still needed. By performing the following checks, you may achieve 
substantial cost savings:
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� Housekeeping 
Did you run the recommended housekeeping jobs (e.g., the deletion 
of application logs, the aggregation of monitoring data, and the 
archiving of ITSM tickets)?

� Archiving 
Have you archived all obsolete and unused data? If your business and 
landscape is not increasing and the incoming data amount is stable, 
the SAP Solution Manager database size should remain stable as well, 
provided that you have a suitable data archiving and deletion strategy 
in place.

There are a number of housekeeping jobs for SAP Solution Manager that 
clean up or aggregate data. You can verify the monthly database growth 
with the help of SAP EarlyWatch Alert, or in the system via Transaction 
DB02.

SAP Note 2257558 provides a list of typical data-reduction opportuni-
ties and how-to procedures covering the following topics:

� Deletion or archiving of obsolete SAP Solution Manager projects and 
assigned documents

� Deletion of old and unused service reports

� Deletion of unused solutions

� Deletion of obsolete test plans and packages

� Archiving or locking of IBase components and related IObjects for 
deleted systems in the Landscape Management Database (LMDB)

� Cleanup of application logs

� Archiving of old ITSM tickets

� Deletion of obsolete business partners

If you do not yet have a data deletion strategy in place, we strongly rec-
ommend that you set up a regular data-reduction process in preparation 
for your upgrade in order to reduce later effort. For more information, 
please see Chapter 18.
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If you have performed a thorough sizing analysis and estimation, then 
next you need to decide on suitable hardware. There is a special verifi-
cation process for hardware to run with SAP HANA. You will find all 
released hardware in the product availability matrix (PAM) on the SAP 
Support Portal (http://support.sap.com/pam).

However, we recommend aligning with your preferred hardware ven-
dor to find the optimal hardware for your project.

22.2 Upgrade and Migration Procedure

If you plan to upgrade to SAP Solution Manager 7.2 and migrate to SAP 
HANA, we recommend handling both steps in one go. Figure 22.2 pro-
vides an overview of the main steps involved during the upgrade and 
the migration to SAP HANA.

Figure 22.2  Upgrade and Migration Project Steps for SAP Solution Manager 7.2 on 
SAP HANA

Preparation Before starting the real upgrade process, you should execute certain 
preparation steps. During this phase, carefully study the available infor-
mation and download the required software.
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Stack splitDuring the upgrade, the Java and ABAP instances will be split com-
pletely. This increases the scalability of your future SAP Solution Man-
ger 7.2 system.

Architectural setupFigure 22.3 shows typical installation setups for SAP Solution Manager 
7.2. The recommended setup is to have one database with schemas for 
ABAP and Java in it. It is also possible to have two databases distributed 
to different servers, depending on the growing processing requirements 
of the system.

Figure 22.3  Typical Technical Setups of SAP Solution Manager Instances

You start the database migration in parallel with the stack split.

Configuration and 
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In the last step, you set up and adopt the upgrade configuration for SAP 
Solution Manager 7.2, which provides an adopted structure for data 
storage related to project management and documentation, called the 
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tion of project management and solution documentation data. All 
effected data in this area is stored but locked against changes until you 
activate the content for SAP Solution Manager 7.2. This is not an SAP 
HANA-related step, but a general step and part of the upgrade finaliza-
tion. For more information, refer to Chapter 18.
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SAP Cloud Appli-
ance Library

In addition you can prepare and test this step with the help of SAP Cloud 
Appliance Library (CAL). A complete overview of SAP CAL can be found 
in Chapter 19.

Backups To safeguard all project steps, you need to add database backups before 
the upgrade starts, after the upgrade, and before and after migration to 
SAP HANA, at minimum. SAP recommends backing up the database as 
often as possible.

Once the upgrade and migration to SAP HANA is complete, you will 
operate SAP Solution Manager 7.2 on SAP HANA. A description of SAP 
HANA operational tasks can be found in Chapter 12.

Please also note that the scale-up concept—that is, the growing of SAP 
HANA main memory on a single node—is supported as of SAP Solution 
Manager 7.2 SP 1.

The scale-out concept—that is, growing main memory across different 
nodes—and the concepts of data aging and dynamic tiering are not yet 
available. The release of these features depends on the expected typical 
database size of SAP Solution Manager. As mentioned earlier, SAP 
strongly recommends establishing a reasonable data management strat-
egy, including aggregation, deletion, and classic archiving strategies as 
well as a useful schedule of housekeeping jobs, to avoid unrestricted 
data growth.

22.3 SAP HANA Training Offerings and Reference 
Material

SAP HANA introduces a number of new concepts and technologies of 
which you need at least a general understanding. Depending on your 
maintenance contract with SAP, you can take advantage of numerous 
knowledge transfer and training offerings. Figure 22.4 provides an over-
view of available knowledge products focusing on general SAP HANA 
administration.
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Figure 22.4  Knowledge Transfer Products for SAP HANA Administration
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the SAP Enterprise Support Academy. They are recorded demonstra-
tions in which an instructor first shows and then explains a specific 
activity, first in an SAP Solution Manager 7.1 system and then in a 7.2 
system. Next, you can try this out yourself in the 7.2 system in a simu-
lation mode. Through this methodology, you can familiarize yourself 
with SAP Solution Manager 7.2 without having your own installation.

Guided procedures 
for SAP HANA

SAP Solution Manager also supports you with guided procedures for the 
most common SAP HANA troubleshooting and maintenance tasks, as 
described in Chapter 12. You can adopt these guided procedures for SAP 
S/4HANA and for SAP Solution Manager administration.

Detailed descriptions of SAP HANA system administration also can be 
found books such as SAP HANA Administration by Richard Bremer and 
Lars Breddemann, 2014 (www.sap-press.com/3506).

22.4 Notes and Documentation

The following list provides a summary of useful SAP HANA web 
resources:

� Product availability matrix, http://support.sap.com/pam

� SAP HANA overview, http://hana.sap.com/implementation/deploy-
ment/on-prem.html

� Early Knowledge Transfer training, http://support.sap.com/ekt-solu-
tionmanager

� SAP Enterprise Support Academy, http://support.sap.com/esacademy

� SAP Support Portal Deployment Best Practices, http://support.sap.com/
dbp4hana

In addition, Table 22.1 lists SAP Notes that contain information about 
SAP HANA operations.
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Summary 22.5
22.5 Summary

In summary, SAP Solution Manager 7.2 provides the ideal opportunity to 
gain experience with SAP HANA operations, and at the same time it ide-
ally supports the operations of SAP HANA—especially SAP S/4HANA.

Content Note

Data archiving and reduction 2257558

SAP HANA memory sizing report 1872170

General sizing estimation 1793345

Additional information for SAP Solution Manager 7.2 upgrade 2227300

Table 22.1  SAP Notes about SAP HANA Operations 
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Appendix A 

A Glossary

Application landscape   A description of 
the structure of all relevant applications 
components as groups of capabilities that 
provide key business functions. It is 
structured by applications, modules, and 
capabilities.

Build factory   A remote group that 
builds custom-specific development 
packages (WRICEFs).

Build project   The project in Project Ma-
nagement in SAP Solution Manager that 
is used to govern the actual build process 
in a project or program.

Business process landscape   The busi-
ness process landscape consists of the 
process hierarchy and end-to-end busi-
ness scenarios assembled from processes 
of the hierarchy.

Capability   An ability that an organiza-
tion, person, or system possesses. Capa-
bilities can be existing or planned techni-
cal objects, like transactions, reports, 
user interfaces, web services, or others 
provided by the application components 
that support the business process.

DBA Cockpit   A platform-independent 
tool that you can use to monitor and ad-
minister your database. It provides a 
graphical user interface (GUI) for all ac-
tions and covers all aspects of handling a 
database system landscape.

Defect   Describes an error found during 
testing.

Development factory   An SAP group 
that provides the framework and work-
force for projects to realize requested de-
velopments. Its main task is to build the 
solution for perceived functional gaps 
(PFGs). If there is free capacity, the de-
velopment factory can also be used to 
build custom-specific development pack-
ages (WRICEFs).

End-to-end processes   Cross-functional 
and cross-organizational processes that 
reach from the customer through the en-
tire company back to the customer. Can 
be used to define integration tests.

Focused solutions   These deliver ready-
to-run solutions through SAP Solution 
Manager for specific submarket needs. 
Despite being specific, they still provide 
an industry standard and thus avoid 
costly custom code for customers.

Functional integration test   Functional 
software validation of business processes 
(process hierarchy and end-to-end busi-
ness processes).

Functional test   Functional software 
validation at the process step or single-
feature level.

Functional specification   In software 
development, the documentation that 
describes the requested behavior of solu-
tion. In the document, a solution 
architect describes what is required by 
the solution. A functional specification is 
more detailed and more technical than 
the process description. In the Scope 
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phase, the functional specification is 
handed over to the development archi-
tect, who in turn writes the technical 
design based on the functional specifica-
tion. The functional specification is also 
an important input for the creation of 
test cases.

Gap   Can be a functional part of the solu-
tion missing in a model company that is 
discovered during a discovery work-
shop, or a work package that is identified 
during the scoping process as a part of 
the solution that should be included into 
the SAP standard and is therefore classi-
fied as a gap and handed over to the de-
velopment factory.

ICC   The control center approach from 
SAP comprises three levels: the innova-
tion control center (ICC), operations con-
trol center (OCC), and mission control 
center (MCC). The ICC and OCC are lo-
cated at a customer’s site, and the MCC is 
located at a remote SAP facility. Each is 
designed to complement the others and 
provide high-level support throughout 
the various stages of an SAP-centric solu-
tion’s lifecycle.

Issue   In SAP Solution Manager, these 
allow you to manage problems threaten-
ing to compromise your business pro-
cesses together with the solution to the 
problem.

Master project   A project for which 
tasks are realized as separate subprojects. 
Depending on the customer, a master 
project can also be called a program.

MCC   The control center approach from 
SAP comprises three levels: the innova-
tion control center (ICC), operations con-
trol center (OCC), and mission control 

center (MCC). The ICC and OCC are lo-
cated at a customer’s site, and the MCC is 
located at a remote SAP facility. Each is 
designed to complement the others and 
provide high-level support throughout 
the various stages of an SAP-centric solu-
tion’s lifecycle.

MTE   Meet the expert.

Milestone   Used to mark specific dates 
in a project plan. These points may signal 
anchors, such as a project start and end 
date, a need for external review, or input 
and budget checks, among others. In 
many instances, milestones do not im-
pact project duration. Instead, they focus 
on major progress points that must be 
reached to achieve success. Therefore, a 
milestone has a clearly defined due date.

Mirrored task   A task that is linked to a 
task of a different project (original task). 
The dates of the original task must be 
taken into account in the existing project 
(dependent project) as fixed dates.

Model company   Model companies are 
complete and state-of-the-art reference 
landscapes combining the latest SAP ap-
plications with related best practices and 
comprehensive documentation made 
available over the cloud.

OCC   The control center approach from 
SAP comprises three levels: the innova-
tion control center (ICC), operations con-
trol center (OCC), and mission control 
center (MCC). The ICC and OCC are lo-
cated at a customer’s site, and the MCC is 
located at a remote SAP facility. Each is 
designed to complement the others and 
provide high-level support throughout 
the various stages of an SAP-centric solu-
tion’s lifecycle.
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Process   Represents a sequence of activ-
ities that together achieve a specified 
outcome, can be decomposed into sub-
processes, and can show operation of a 
function or service (at the next level of 
detail). Processes may also be used to 
link or compose organizations, func-
tions, services, and other processes.

Process area   The top-most level within 
the process hierarchy. The process area 
comprises processes of a common func-
tional domain or area, such as financials 
or claims management.

Process landscape   Combines all pro-
cess documentation, including the pro-
cess hierarchy and end-to-end processes.

Process hierarchy   The structure of pro-
cess information within the process ar-
chitecture. Each level of the process hier-
archy serves to structure the process 
information in a way that makes naviga-
tion manageable and logical from a func-
tional perspective. The most granular 
level of detail is contained within the 
process step level. All process informa-
tion within a level should be of the same 
granularity. To identify at which level 
the user is navigating, each object within 
that level conforms to a specific naming 
convention.

Process step   An individual action 
within a business process. The process 
step uses a capability to yield the desired 
results of the step.

Quality gate (Q-Gate)   A special mile-
stone in a software build project. A Q-
Gate is scheduled during the handover 
from one project phase or wave to the 
next. All project stakeholders review the 
deliverables of the previous phase or 

wave and decide collaboratively whether 
the project can move into the next phase 
or wave. The character of a Q-Gate is 
more formal than a review, for instance, 
because the availability of documents is 
checked rather than their content. A Q-
Gate has a clearly defined due date.

Regression test   A type of software val-
idation of priority 1 processes to verify 
that developments do not negatively im-
pact processes.

Release   State of a software component 
that represents an important milestone 
or a considerable enhancement of a soft-
ware component's functionality.

Requirement   What must be delivered 
to provide or increase a company’s busi-
ness value. Requirements are gathered 
during the discovery workshop. They 
can be linked to processes, process steps, 
capabilities, modules, or end-to-end pro-
cesses. There are also requirements that 
are not linked to any other artifacts.

Risk   An event or condition that, if it oc-
curs, could have a negative effect on one 
or more project objectives.

SAP standard development   The devel-
opment group at SAP that develops stan-
dard software under the leadership of 
Bernd Leukert.

Single functional test   Test of individual 
business process steps.

Solution Readiness Dashboard   Pro-
vides automated project reporting. The 
dashboard offers aggregated information 
on the current project through SAPUI5 
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tiles. From the dashboard you can always 
drill down into more detailed views.

Sprint   A defined period of time (time-
boxing) during which software develop-
ment has to provide deliverables for re-
view. The backlog of a sprint is based on 
the prioritization of backlog items (i.e., 
requirements).

Summary task   A task in Project Ma-
nagement in which certain data from the 
subtasks is displayed in an aggregated 
form (e.g., confirmed times and required 
qualifications). However, you cannot en-
ter these values in the summary task.

System landscape   Any required sys-
tems and clients, their meaning, and the 
transport routes for implementation and 
maintenance processes. Relevant tools in 
this context include Client Copy and the 
Change and Transport System. The sys-
tem landscape may, for example, com-
prise a development system, a test sys-
tem, and a production system.

Task   A generic term for all elements 
within the project structure. A project 
task can represent the project header or a 
phase, task, or milestone.

Technical design   A description of the 
proposed system architecture in a com-
pany following introduction of the sys-
tem landscape.

Test case   A document that describes 
what will be tested, how the test se-
quence is to be executed by the tester, 
and what results are expected at the end 
of the test sequence.

Test package   Part of a test plan contain-
ing all test cases assigned to a tester. A 
test package contains all the test cases a 
tester is to perform within a specific time 
period.

Test plan   Set of test cases used at a par-
ticular time for a particular purpose. Test 
plans are based on one or more test cata-
logs.

Transport request   Document for copy-
ing corrections between different system 
types. A transport request records re-
leased corrections. When the request is 
released, the transport is performed. For 
example, you can transport corrections 
from an integration system to a consoli-
dation system.

UDA   Upgrade Dependency Analyzer.

Unit test   Performed by developers us-
ing ABAP Unit for ABAP-based applica-
tions and JUnit and/or Selenium for non-
ABAP applications. Unit tests can be exe-
cuted in a self-contained fashion using 
the stub approach.

User acceptance test   In this test, end 
users verify whether the solution pro-
vided by the project is feasible for and 
acceptable to them.

Value chain   A model that contains all 
the end-to-end processes within a com-
pany.

Wave   Comprises a well-defined func-
tional scope that is formally signed-off 
on by customer key users and that will 
be propagated into the quality assurance 
landscape.
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Glossary A
WRICEF   Workflows, reports, inter-
faces, conversions, enhancements, 
forms.

Work item   The addition, modification, 
or removal of anything that could have 
an effect on IT services.

Work package   The result of a require-
ment’s decomposition. Work packages 
are further broken down into work 
items. You use them to govern the build 
and deploy phases.
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